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IBM 7070 Data Processing System 

The IBM 7070 is an electronic data processing system 
that covers the range from medium-scale through large
scale processors, by its own variety of configurations. 
It can be a card system only, an intermediate tape sys
tem, or a full-scale tape-disk system, depending on the 
requirements of the user. Moreover, its processing and 
storage capabilities can be increased as the requirements 
increase. 

Solid-State Design 

The electronic circuits of the IBM 7070 use transistors, 
instead of vacuum tubes. Because of the smaller size of 
transistors, (Figure 1), their use in a data processing 
system results in three types of saving: 

1. Space requ ·~ements are reduced. 

2. Air-conditioning requirements are reduced due to 
the lower heat output of transistors. 

3. Power requirements are reduced. 
FIGURE 1. 

Tube Transistor 

RELATIVE SIZES OF VACUUM TUBE AND 

TRANSISTOR 
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FIGURE 2. SMS CARD, FRONT SIDE, ACTUAL SIZE 

Standard Modular System (SMS) 

The circuitry of an IBM 7070 is comprised of many 
SMS cards. Each card can be easily inserted into the 
system or removed from it. Figure 2 shows a typical 
SMS card, and the various types of components that 
can be put on a single card. The prongs are the means 
of plugging the card into the system. Figure 3 shows the 
reverse side of· a card, which contains a printed circuit 
r'tAnnAr'ft;r\rr +1-" ....... ________ +,.. __ ... 1_ -::- £ ___ __ A. _. 1 .~, 
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another and with the prongs at the bottom. Each of the 
16 contacts at the bottom is connected to one of the 
prongs shown in Figure 2. 

Functional Components 

MAGNETIC-CORE STORAGE: The IBM 7070 contains 
magnetic-core storage in capacity of either 50,000 
numerical digits or 99,900 digits, organized into 
5000 or 9990 words of 10 digits each. 
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FIGURE 3. SMS CARD, REVERSE SIDE, ACTUAL SIZE 

MAGNETIC TAPE: A full-capacity 7070 can have up to 
40 IBM 729 Magnetic Tape Units attached. 

DISK STORAGE: A 7070 system can include as many as 
four disk-storage units, making the available disk
storage capacity 48 million numerical digits. 

UNIT RECORD INPUT AND OUTPUT: Up to three card 
readers can be used with a 7070, each with a 
rated speed of 500 cards a minute. Output consists 
of any combination of card punches or printers, 
up to a total of 3. Cards are punched at a rated 
speed of 250 a minute by each punch unit; the 
rated speed of the printer is 150 lines a minute. 

!!':Q!..!!.!:!~: A.AJI.~ ~~~j~ ~:; t~~ illuuuaI-iiiquii-Y 5ldL.iUl1~ alC 

available, for request of information and typed 
reply. 

PROCESSING: The programming unit of the 7010 con
tains three accumulators, with registers. and cir
cuitry to perform stored-program instructions, ad
dressing data and instructions, all arithmetic func
tions, and a wide variety of logic operations. 

CONSOLE: The 7070 contains a console, for display, 
typed output, and manual control of the system. 



Reference Manual 

This manual gives complete instructions in the use of 
the operation codes; operation of the tape units, unit
record machines, inquiry stations and console; control
panel wiring of the unit-record machines; and descrip
tions of special features such as block transmission and 
automatic priority processing. Its purpose is to assist 
in planning, programming, and testing 7070 programs; 
and to aid in training sales representatives, systems per
sonnel, planners, programmers, and test-center person
nel, on the system. Although the manual is technical 
in its approach, it is not an engineering or highly sci
entific description of the 7070. 

Units of the IBM 7070. 

A full-capacity 7070 system consists of a number of 
separate units. This is a list of these units, in approxi
mate type-number order, showing the maximum num
ber of each unit available in a single 7070 s.ystem: 

r:---------, 

IBM 

No. 

729 
7150 
7300 
7301 
7500 
7400 
7550 
7600 
7601 
7602 
7603 
7604 
7605 
7900 

Name 
Maximum number in 

an IBM 7070 system 

Magnetic Tape Unit 40 
Console 1 
Disk-Storage Unit 4 
Magnetic-Core Storage 1 
Card Reader 3 
Printer ~ 
Card Punch j 3 
Input/Output Control 
Arithmetic and Program Control 
Core-Storage Control 
Input/Output Synchronizer 
Tape Control 
RAMAC® Control 1 
Inquiry Station 10 

Figure 4 is a schematic representation of these com
ponents. Note that the two largest units are the Arith
metic and Program Control, IBM 7601; and the IBM 

7301 Magnetic-Core Storage unit, with its IBM 7602 
Core-Storage Control. These units comprise the nerve 
center of the system. The 7601 Arithmetic and Program 
Control executes the stored-program instructions, bring
ing each instruction from core storage for this purpose. 
The stored program operates directly on data in core 
storage only. It brings data to and from the cores by 
means of instructions to read a card, to punch, print, 
read tape, etc. Note that data transmitted to and from 
the unit-record equipment, the inquiry stations and the 

7500 I I 
I 7605 L Card Readers 

RAMAC !C.-I Control I Channels 1 and 2 

I I Channels 3 and 4 

I I.-------L-. 
I I I I 
I I I 729 I 

I 7604 I I 7604 i 
I I I 
I II i 
I II I 
L__ _JL_ __~ 

7602 
Core Storage Control 

7301 
Magnetic Core Storage 

FIGURE 4. SCHEMATIC OF 7070 COMPONENTS 

7601 
Arithmetic' and 

Program Control 
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console, goes to and from core storage through the 
Arithmetic and Program Control. 

IBM 729 TAPE UNITS: As many as 40 magnetic tape 
units, in four groups of 6 each, can be used with 
the system (see Magnetic Tape section). 

IBM 7150 CONSOLE: This unit provides manual control 
of the operation, display of core-storage words, and 
typed output under control of the stored program 
(see Console section). 

IBM 7300 DISK-STORAGE UNITS: As many as four disk 
files can be used in a 7070 system (see Disk Stor
age section). 

IBM 7500 CARD READER, 7400 PRINTER, AND 7550 
CARD PUNCH: (See Unit-Record section). 

IBM 7600 INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL: This unit contains 
a magnetic drum, revolving at a speed of 12,500 
rpm. It is used as intermediate storage to synchro
nize core storage with the unit-record equipment, 
and the inquiry stations, as described in the sec
tions on those units. 

IBM 7602 CORE-STORAGE CONTROL: Data brought to or 
from core storage is addressed by this unit. The 
stored program sends the address to the 7602, 
which then causes the designated data to be read 
to or from core storage. 

IBM 7603 INPUT/OUTPUT SYNCHRONIZER: This unit, 
between the unit-record equipment and the syn
chronizer drum, contains timing and translating 
circuitry. 

FIGURE 5. MAGNETIC-CORE STORAGE 
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BIT CODE 

0 1 2 3 6 

1 I I D D D 
2 I D I D D 
3 I D D I D ALPHA SIGN 

4 D I D I 0 
(/) 

D 0 I I D w 
:::> 5 
< > 
I-

Q I D D D I 0 6 MINUS SIGN 

7 D I 0 D I 
8 D D I D I 
9 D 0 D I I PLUS SIGN 

0 0 I I 0 D 
FIGURE 6. TWO-OUT-OF-FIVE FIXED-COUNT CODE 

IBM 7604 TAPE CONTROL: Data to be written on tape 
is brought from core storage to this unit and 
thence to the tape unit. Data read from tape goes 
to this unit and thence to core storage. Data to and 
from the disk -storage units also comes through this 
unit. The unit cont~ins the two tape/RAMAc chan
nel controls, described under Block Transmission. 

IBM 7605 RAMAC CONTROL: This unit contains timing, 
translating, and addressing circuity for all disk
storage operations. It controls data transmission 
between the disk-storage units and the 7604 Tape 
Control. 

IBM 7301 Magnetic-Core Storage (Figure 5) 

Core storage is best described as the working storage 
area of the 7070. It contains the stored program and 
all data that the stored program uses in its operations. 



Data read from any of the input-output or storage units 
-the card readers, printers, punches, tape units, disk
storage units, inquiry stations, and the console-is 
brought to core storage. Similarly, any data brought to 
any of those units is brought from core storage. 

CAPACITY: Model 1 of the IBM 7301 contains 5000 
words of storage; Model 2 contains 9990 words. 
A word consists of 10 numerical digits and a sign, 
which can be plus, minus, or alpha. Because alpha 
coding requires two digits for each character, each 
alphabetic word contains five characters. 

ADDRESSING: Each word in core storage is addressable. 
The addresses are 0000-4999 for a Model 1 unit, 
and 0000-9989 for a Model 2 unit. 

BIT-CODE STRUCTURE: Each digit in core storage is 
represented by a combination of two bits out of a 
possible five. The total number of possible com
binations is ten-one for each numerical digit. As 
shown in Figure 6, the bit positions are designated 
0, 1, 2, 3, and 6. The digits 1 to 9 are each com
posed of two bits, the sum of which equals that 
number. Zero is designated by the 1-2 combination. 
A 9 code in the sign position denotes plus; a 6, 
minus; and a 3, alpha. Only the 0, 3, and 6 bits are 
used in the sign positions. 

ALPHA CODING: An alphamerical word in core storage 
contains five characters, each represented by two 
digits. Figure 7 shows all the alphabetic, numeri
cal and special characters included in this coding. 
Shown with these alphamerical codes are the mag
netic-tape BCD code, the punched-card code, and 
core-storage coding for numerical words (digits 
0-9) . The characters are in two-digit-code se
quence. 

NOTES: 

1. Cannot be read into the IBM 7500 Card Reader, nor are they trans· 

lated on output to the 7550 Card Punch, 7400 Printer, 7900 Inquiry 

Station, or the Console typewriter. 

2. Cannot be read by the 7500 Card Reader unless they are wired as 

the units position of numeric words. Similarly on punching or printing, 

these codes (60,70) are invalid. 
3. This code cannot be wired to read or punch by the 7070 unit record 

equipment. 

4. Generated by the 7070 controls on write operations, and not trans· 

lated on read operations. This card code (11·7·8) cannot be entered 

through the 7500 Card Reader. 

5. The tape segment mark is generally a single·character Tape record. 

This character is not translated and placed in 7070 storage if the 

CA8421 configuration appears as the first character of a tape record. 

I n this case the End of Segment condition is signalled to the 7070 via 

a final status word condition code. 

It is possible to read the TSM as a character within a tape record 
(other than the first and to write the TSM from 7070 storage as part 

of a record. 

6. The tape mark is handled in the same fashion as the tape segment 

mark. 

Character 

Blank 

t:l or) 

GM$ 
&or + 
$ 

* 

% or ( 

SM 

# or = 
@orl 

TM 
+ o 
A 
B 

C 

o 

G 

H 

I 

o 

K 
L 

M 
N 

o 
P 
Q 

R 

RM =F 
S 

T 
U 

V 

W 
X 
y 

Z 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
7 

8 
9 
Delta ..1 

Card 
Code 

12·3·8 
12·4·8 
12·5·8 
12·6·8 

12·7·8 
12 

11·3·8 

11·4·8 
11·5·8 
11·6-8 
11 

0·1 
0·3-8 
0-4·8 

0·5·8 

0·6·8 
0·7·8 

3-8 
4·8 

5·8 
6-8 

7·8 

12·0 

12·1 
12-2 

12·3 

12·4 
12-5 

12-6 

12·7 
12-8 

12·9 

11·0 

11·1 
11-2 

11·3 
11·4 

11·5 

11·6 

11·7 

11·8 
11-9 

0-2·8 

0-2 

0·3 
0·4 
0-5 

0-6 
0-7 

0·8 
0·9 
o 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

11·7-8 

Core Storage 

2·Digit 
Alphamerical 

Code 

00 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
25 

26 
27 
28 

30 
31 
35 
36 

37 

38 
39 

45 
46 

47 

48 
49 

60 
61 

62 

63 

64 
65 

66 
67 

68 
69 

70 
71 

72 

73 
74 

75 

76 
77 

78 
79 

80 
82 
83 

84 

85 
86 
87 

88 
89 

90 
91 
92 
93 
94 

95 

96 

97 
98 
99 

Magnetic 
Tape 

BCD Code 

CA 
CBA821 
BA84 

CBA841 
CBA842 
BA8421 

BA 
B821 
CB84 

B841 
B842 

CB 
Al 
A821 

CA84 
A841 
A842 

CA8421 
C821 

84 
C841 

C842 
8421 

BA82 

CBAl 
CBA2 

BA21 
CBA4 

BM1 
BM2 
CBA421 
CBA8 

BA81 
CB82 

B1 
B2 
CB21 
B4 

CB41 
CB42 
B421 

B8 

CB81 
CA82 
A2 
CA21 

A4 
CA41 
CM2 
A421 

A8 
CA81 

82 
C1 
C2 

21 
C4 

41 

42 
C421 
C8 

81 
CB8421 

Core Storage 
1.Digit 

Numerical 

Code Notes 

o 
1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

1,5 

1,6 

2 

2 

3 

4 

FIGURE 7. 7070 CODING SYSTEM 
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VALIDITY CHECKING: Every digit that is moved to and 
from storage is tested to assure that it has two 
bits, neither more nor less. This is called fixed 
count checking. 

PARALLEL TRANSMISSION: A feature of the 7070 is par
allel transmission of data to and from core stor
age. An entire word, including sign, is moved all 
at once, instead of one bit or one digit at a time. 
A channel for parallel transmission consists of 53 
lines, one for each bit in each of the ten digits (50), 
and the sign ( 3 ). This enables a word in core 
storage to be moved in 6 microseconds (6 mil
lionths of a second). The channels in Figure 4 
represent parallel transmission. 

Information on tape, disk, and the synchronizer 
drum is stored serially,-each character read or 
written before the next character. Thus, transmis
sion of data to and from these units is serial, as 
indicated by the lines in the figure. 

IBM 7601 Arithmetic and 

Program Control 

The programming feature of the 7070 is contained in 
the 7601 Arithmetic and Program Control Unit. Figure 
8 is a simplified schematic of the programming unit. 
The unit contains three accumulators, the auxiliary reg
ister, the arithmetic register, the program register, the 
instruction counter, the adder, and the synchronizer 
register. Each of the registers and accumulators has a 
capacity of one word-10 digits and the sign. The in
struction counter has a capacity of 4 digits. All arith
metic operations actually take place in the adder. There 
are several other special registers, and of course, much 
more circuitry than is shown. Figure 8 is a general, 
functional representation of data flow. The registers 
shown in the figure are referred to throughout the text, 
in the Data Flow and Registers Affected sections under 
each operation code. 

The three accumulators, the program register, and 
the instruction counter have addresses: 

9991 Accumulator 1 
9992 Accumulator 2 
9993 Accumulator 3 
9995 Program register 
9999 Instruction counter 

The accumulators can be addressed by certain stored
program instructions, but the instruction counter and 
program register, 9995 and 9999, can be addressed 
from the console only. 

10 

The three busses in the figure are channels for paral
lel transmissions of data: a 10-digit word with sign, is 
moved all at once in a maximum of six microseconds, 
over these busses. The information bus moves data be
tween core storage and the program register, instruction 
counter, arithmetic register, auxiliary register, and the 
tape channels. The arithmetic bus connects the three 
accumulators with the auxiliary register, arithmetic reg
ister, and synchronizer register. The address bus brings 
addresses to the 7602 Core Storage Control from the 
instruction counter and program register. 

IBM 7070 Instruction 

The program is normally sequential: each program step 
is located in a word with an address one higher than 
the last instruction. The address of each instruction is 
obtained by means of the instruction counter. Thus, 
each program step need not contain the location of the 
next step. This sequence can be broken by the program 
whenever it is desired to obtain the next program step 
from a word other than the one in the next sequential 
location. This is done by changing the contents of the 
instruction counter, either directly, or as the result of 
a logical decision. 

Instruction Format 

Each instruction in a 7070 program consists of 10 digits 
and the sign. The sign can be plus or minus, but not 
alpha. The digit positions are numbered 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 from left to right, or high-order to low-order. The 
general format of a 7070 instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

SO 1 Operation code (S indicates sign) 

23 Indexing word 

45 Control 

6789 Address 

OPERA nON CODE 

The operation code (the sign and positions 0-1) de
notes the operation to take place. For example: +24, 
add to accumulator 2, adds the contents of the word 
specified by the address portion of the instruction to 
the amount already in accumulator 2, with the result 
in the accumulator after the operation is completed. 

Thus, 200 different operation codes are possible, 100 
with a plus sign and 100 with a minus sign. Some of 



7601 
Arithmetic and 

Program Control 

Arithmetic Register 

--

7600 
Synchronizer 

) 
) 

, t 

) 
) 

Synchronizer 
Register 

Arithmetic Bus 

7150 
Console 

I Typewriter j 
~ , 

Auxiliary Register 

I I 

S 10111234516171819 

~ __ ~.. Adder 1 ....... 1--_________ -1---..1 
, 1 ____ ... 1 .... 

Information Bus 

9999 
Instruction -
Counter 9991 Accumulator 1 

7301 
Magnetic Core 

Storage 

7602 
Core Storage 

Control 

9995 Program 
Register 

OP IIWI Cli Addr 

± loh\2 3\4 5\6 7\8 9 

Address Bus 

FIGURE 8. IBM 7601 DATA-FLOW SCHEMATIC 

the operation codes, moreover, have multiple functions. 
They are called augmented codes; the operation code is 
augmented by some of the other digit positions in the 
instruction. An example of this is +69, Card Control. 
This code is used for all card input and punched/printed 

9992 Accumulator 2 

9993 Accumulator 3 

output, and the console typewriter. Positions 4 and 5 
are used to define the operation further. Position 4 
denotes the synchronizer, thus specifying the particular 
input or output unit involved. Position 5 defines the 
operation: read a card, punch/print, etc. 

IBM 7070 Data Processing System 11 



INDEXING WORD 

Positions 2 and 3 of an instruction specify the indexing 
word to be used. Magnetic-core storage contains 99 
index words, each of which contains a 10-digit number 
with sign. They are stored in locations 0001-0099. The 
IW portion of a program step determines which of these 
99 words is to be used (00 means no indexing). Posi
tions 2-5 and the sign of the designated indexing word 
are added algebraically to the address portion of the 
instruction, positions 6-9, considered plus, and this new 
address is used for the operation. The other six posi
tions of index words are available to the programmer 
as storage; positions 6-9 are often used for constants, 
decrements, and limits. Index words not needed in the 
program can be used as normal core-storage words. If 
the indexing word is minus, the address in the instruc
tion is reduced by the value in the indexing portion. If 
the indexing portion has a greater value and is minus, 
the 10's complement of the difference is obtained. For 
example, if positions 6-9 of an instruction contain 1875 
and are indexed by the value of -2000, the resultant 
address is 9875, rather than 0125. (9875 is the 10's 
complement of 0125; 0125 + 9875 = 10,000). 

Every instruction in the 7070 indexable, even if po
sitions 6-9 are not used, or if they are used as a 4-digit 
factor rather than an address. 

An indexing word can be plus or minus, but not 
alpha. An alpha indexing word specified in positions 
2-3 of the instruction causes an error stop, whether 
positions 6-9 are used as an address, or not. 

Any time there is a value other than 00 in the IW 
portion (positions 2-3) of an instruction, time is taken 
for indexing. This is true even if positions 6-9 are not 
used in the operation; indexing takes place at the be
ginning of each instruction, before the operation code 
itself has been interpreted. 

For most operation codes, indexing adds 36 micro
seconds. There are 16 operations for which indexing 
adds only 24 microseconds: 

-01 No operation 
-03 Sense mode for sign change 
-03 Halt mode for sign change 
-03 Branch if sign change 

Nap 

SMSC 

HMSC 

BSC 

-10, -20, -30 Branch if minus in accumulator # 
BMI, BM2, BM3 

+11, +21, +31 Branch if Overflow in Accumulator # 

CONTROL 

+40 
-40 
+41 
+41 
+41 
-41 

Branch if low 
Branch if high 
Branch if field overflow 
Sense mode for field overflow 
Halt mode for field overflow 
Branch if equal 

BV 1, Bv2, Bv3 

BL 
BH 

BFV 

SMFV 

HMFV 

BE 

FIELD DEFINITION: In many of the instructions a por
tion of a word can be processed as easily as a full 
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word. Positions 4 and 5 of an instruction deter
mine the part of a word to be used. The digit in 
position 4 denotes the starting position, the high
order position of the field. The digit in position 5 
specifies the low-order position. This is called field 
definition. The digit in position 4 of an instruction 
can never be higher than the digit in position 5, if 
field definition is used (-field definition does not 
extend over word boundaries). A single position 
is defined by the same digit in positions 4 and 5. 
For example, 99 in those positions of the instruc
tion denotes the units position of the data word. 

The field definition feature means that several 
fields, with like sign, can be stored in a single 
word, with no inconvenience to the programmer in 
processing an individual field. Whenever a portion 
of a word is used this way, its sign is the sign of 
the word. 

OTHER THAN FIELD DEFINITION: With most of the aug
mented codes, the CL portion of an instruction 
does the augmenting-denoting the specific opera
tion of the several that are defined by the operation 
code. 

In the operation codes that specifically operate 
on index words, the CL portion denotes the index 
word to be operated on. (Positions 2-3 refer to 
the indexing word, and is used to modify the ad
dress, just as in other codes.) 

ADDRESS 

The address portion of an instruction, positions 6-9, 
usually refers to the storage locaton of the data (this 
data is sometimes called the operand). In an accumu
lator addition operation, for example, it is the address 
of the amount to be added; in a store operation, the lo
cation in which the data is to be stored. Another use 
of positions 6-9 is in branch operations, in which case 
the address portion contains what may be the location 
of the next instruction. An example of this is + 30, 
Branch it Zero in Accumulator 3. If there is a non-zero 
number in accumulator 3 (regardless of sign), the ad
dress of the next instruction is the next sequential loca
tion. If the accumulator is entirely zero, the contents of 
the address portion of the instruction are moved to the 
instruction counter, and the next instruction comes 
from that location. 

In some operations, the address portion of a program 
step contains the actual number to be processed, rather 
than a storage location. The 4-digit number in positions 
6-9 of the instruction is used as a factor in the opera
tion. This number is always considered plus, for these 
operations. 



With some of the augmented codes, the address por
tion does the augmenting. Positions 6-9 of every in
struction can be modified by indexing, regardless of 
whether they represent an address, a 4-digit factor, are 
part of the operation itself, or are not used at all. 

EFFECTIVE ADDRESS: As many as eight positions of a 
program instruction may be used to define the spe
cific digit positions of specific core-storage to be 
used by the instruction. Positions 6-9 contain an 
address. Positions 2-3 contain an indexing-word 
designation, or 00. Positions 4-5 define the digit 
positions of that word that are to be used (09 in 
these positions denotes a full word). The digit 
positions thus defined are sometimes referred to 
as the effective address of the instruction. 

Indicators 

The IBM 7070 contains 10 indicators, each of which is 
turned on automatically by a condition that arises dur
ing the stored program. They are: 

Accumulator 1 overflow 
Accumulator 2 overflow 
Accumulator 3 overflow 
Floating-decimal overflow 
Floating-demical underflow 
Sign change 
Field overflow 
High (compare) 
Equal (compare) 
Low (compare) 

The indicators can be tested at any time by the pro
gram. With the exception of the compare indicators, 
each indicator is automatically turned OFF by the op
eration that tests it, if it was O~. Throughout this text, 
the name of each indicator is in italics. 

Autocoder Mnemonics 

Each operation has a mnemonic representation. For 
example, the operation code +22, Store Accumulator 2, 
is written as sT2; the programmer doesn't need to 
know that the operation code is +22. Each augmented 
code has a mnemonic representation for each of the 
several operations it performs. The +69 Card-Control 
code has 8 different mnemonics. These mnemonic rep
resentations are used for A utocoder programming. 

IBM 7070 Basic Autocoder 

The 7070 Basic Autocoder is a programming system 
developed to simplify the preparation of programs for 
the IBM 7070 Data Processing System. The major ad
vantages of such a programming system are: 

1. Operation codes are written in an easily remem
bered mnemonic form, rather than in the numerical 
language of the machine. 

2. Every command is given a unique mnemonic repre
sentation, even though machine-language codes are 
the same. 

3. Data to be processed is referred to symbolically, 
using names or other meaningful designations. 

4. Instructions are not assigned core-storage locations 
by the programmer; thus the addition and deletion 
of instructions entail no re-assignment of addresses. 

5. Each routine in a program can be written inde
pendently of the others with no loss of efficiency in 
the final program. 

Writing a program in Basic Autocoder language re
lieves the programmer of most of the tedious clerical 
tasks. These tasks are turned over to the 7070 and the 
Basic A utocoder Processor. The processor takes the 
program in A utocoder language, translates the mne
monic codes into the machine-language codes, assigns 
core-storage addresses to the instructions and to the 
symbolic data references, and assembles a finished ma
chine language program. 

Also, the processor performs the added function of 
checking for certain common coding errors, and notes 
these by means of messages while continuing the trans
lation process. 

The IBM 7070 Basic Autocoder can assemble pro
grams for use with any configuration of the 7070 sys
tem. The processor requires only a minimum of equip
ment: 5000 words of core storage, one card reader, 
and one card punch. The addition of a printer makes it 
possible to obtain a direct listing of the assembled pro
gram. 

Basic A utocoder is described completely in the 7070 
Data Processing System Bulletin (Basic Autocoder Pro
gramming, Form 128-6021). 

IBM 7070 Autocoder 

The full IBM 7070 Autocoder is an important tool for 
writing programs. It contains powerful macro-instruc
tions, extensive control operations over processing, re
assembly, multifile procedures, and many output options. 

On one hand, Autocoder includes low-level state
ments that are very much like the 7070 machine lan
guage; on the other hand, it includes high-level state
ments, called macro-instructions, which bear no 
resemblance to machine language. The low-level state
ments offer more flexibility and control over each detail 
of the coding. The high-level statements provide a more 
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FIGURE 9. AUTOCODER CODING SHEET 

convenient way to state a problem. They usually pro
duce a number of machine-language instructions. 

In addition to the macro statements provided by the 
IBM 7070 Autocoder, the user may add his own macro
instructions. Thus the language can be extended. 

IBM 7070 Autocoder is described in the 7070 Data 
Processing System Bulletin (IBM 7070 Autocoder, 
Form 128-6032). 

7070 Autocoder Coding Sheet 

Source language programs are written on the IBM 

7070 A utocoder Coding Sheet, Form X24-6417 (Figure 
9). This form is used for both Basic A utocoder and full 
Autocoder, and its use is illustrated in the bulletins 
mentioned. The sheet indicates the column numbers of 
the Autocoder load card (Figure 10), punched from 
each line of the sheet. 
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IBM 7070 Basic Fortran 

The Fortran language is a concise, convenient means 
of stating the steps to be carried out by the IBM 7070 
Data Processing System in solving many types of prob
lems, particularly in scientific and technical fields. 
As the language is simple, and the 7070, with the For
tran compiler program and the basic A utocoder assem
bly program, performs most of the clerical work, 
Fortran affords a significant reduction in the time re
quired to write programs. 

Virtually any numerical procedure can be expressed 
in the Fortran language. Arithmetic formulas are stated 
in a language closely resembling that of mathematics. 
Iterative processes can be easily governed by control 
statements and arithmetic statements. Input and output 
are simply handled by appropriate statements. 



The basic 7070 Fortran system described here is de
signed for use with the basic IBM 7070 Data Processing 
System. The basic Fortran language is acceptable to the 
Fortran program produced for the expanded IBM 7070 
Data Processing System. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The function of the basic 
Fortran system for the IBM 7070 is to convert a 
source program written in Fortran language into 
7070 machine language. The system consists of 
two major parts: 

1. The compiler, basic Fortran, which translates 
the Fortran language statements (source program) 
into basic Autocoder (symbolic) language. 

2. The assembler, basic Autocoder, which con
verts the symbolic statements produced by the 
compiler into a machine language program ( the 
object program). 

The operation of the compiler and the assem
bler are automatic so that the programmer need 
use only the 7070 Fortran language. Debugging 
programs can be done using the Fortran source 
program. Accordingly, knowledge of the machine 
language or basic A utocoder is not required. 

MACHINE REQUIREMENTS: Basic Fortran requires a 
system that consists of the IBM 7070, one IBM 

7500 Card Reader, and one IBM 7550 Card 
Punch. 

WRITING THE SOURCE PROGRAM: The Fortran lan
guage, which is used to write source programs for 
the basic Fortran system, is a language the struc-

I I I 
/ PAGEl LINE I LABEL I OPERATION -OPERAND 

1010 BASIC AUTOCOOER 

I I I I 
PAGE I LINE I LABEL I OPERATION 12, OPERAND 

ture of which closely resembles the language of 
mathematics. This is best described by an example 
of an arithmetic statement in the Fortran language. 
Consider the algebraic formula for one of the two 
roots of a quadratic equation: 

ROOT = [-B + -V B2 - 4ACJl2A 

The Fortran language statement that creates a 
machine language program for this calculation is: 

ROOT = 
(-B+SQRTF(B**2-4.0*A*C) )/(2.0*A) 

In this example the symbols denote the follow
ing: 

1. The meaning of the entire statement is: evalu
ate the expression on the right side of the equal 
sign and make this the value of the variable on the 
left. 

2. The symbol * denotes multiplication. 

3. The symbol ** denotes exponentiation; e. g., 
A**3 means A3. 

4. SQR TF (arg.) is a subroutine that computes the 
square root of the argument enclosed in paren
theses. 

In addition to arithmetic statements, the basic 
Fortran system includes other statements to specify 
divisions, transfers, and input/output functions. 
Full description of basic A utocoder is found in 
the IBM 7070 Data Processing System Bulletin, 
Basic Fortran, Form 128-6037. 

I 
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Format of Operation-Code Text 

The text discusses each operation code as an entity. 
For augmented codes, the A utocoder symbols are in the 
Instruction Format section. 

The eight sub-paragraphs of the text describe the 
various aspects of the operation code, in this sequence: 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: A functional description of 
what the operation code accomplishes, what its 
purpose is, etc. If the programmer is familiar with 
the general format of instructions in the 7070, this 
paragraph can teach him how to use this operation 
code. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: A breakdown of the 10 digits 
and sign of the instruction, showing the function 
of each group of digit positions. 

EXAMPLE: A machine-language example of an instruc
tion using this operation code. 

16 

DAT A FLOW: A brief, general description of the actual 
operation taking place, using the schematic of the 
programming unit (Figure 8). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: A list of the registers used by 
the operation. This includes all accumulators, reg
isters, the instruction counter, and storage loca
tions that are used. 

TIMING: The duration of the instruction. If the instruc
tion involves the use of an inpu.tjoutput or storage 
unit, the duration of the operation of that unit is 
also given. 

COMMENTS: Any miscellaneous data that might be 
helpful to the programmer - things that should 
be kept in mind concerning this operation code. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE: An example of how this instruc
tion might be written symbolically, showing the 
A utocoder instruction and the machine-language 
instruction assembled from it. In each example, 
the top line of the A utocoder Coding Sheet is used, 
to show the column headings. 



Included in this section are all the operations that in
volve the use of one or more of the accumulators, with 
the exception of Branch on Accumulator contents or 
sign, and the' floating-decimal instructions (table look
up and disk-storage operations use accumulator 3). 

Figure 11 is a categorized list of the codes in this 
section, with the operation codes, names, and A uto
coder mnemonics. 

Zero Accumulator # and Add 
+13, +23, +33 ZA1,ZA2,ZA3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The accumulator specified by 
the high-order digit of the operation code is set to 
zero. The field-defined portion of the word ad
dressed by positions 6-9 (indexable) is brought to 
the accumulator, to the low-order portion if less 
than ten digits are defined. The sign of the accu
mulator is made the same as that of the data word. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always +. 
o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accumu

lator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for accu

mulator 3. 

1 Always 3. 

23 Indexing word. 

45 Field definition. 

6789 Address of' data word (indexable). 

Operations Involving Accumulators 

EXAMPLES: To move all of word 0500 to accumula
tor 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+13 00 09 0500 

After this operation is completed, the contents of 
word 0500 and accumulator 1 are identical. 

To zero accumulator 2 and then add positions 
3-5 of word 1645: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+23 00 35 1645 

Contents of word 1645: -81345 60193. Contents 
of accumulator 2: -00000 00456, regardless of 
contents prior to instruction. 

DA T A FLOW: The entire contents of the data word, in
cluding sign, are moved in parallel. to the arith
metic register. If a full word is field-defined (09 in 
positIons 4-5), the contents of the arithmetic reg
ister are moved, in parallel, to the designated ac
cumulator. If less than a full word is field-defined, 
the field in the arithmetic register is moved, one 
digit at a time starting with the low-order digit, 
through the adder, back to the low-order portion 
of the arithmetic register. The contents of the 
arithmetic register, including sign, are then sent, 
in parallel, to the accumulator, with zeros inserted 
for all the high-order positions to the left of the 
field-defined digits. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Arithmetic register, adder, and 
specified accumulator. 

Operations Involving Accumulators 17 



CATEGORIES OP CODES NAMES MNEMONICS 

Reset accumulator + 13, +23, +33 Zero accumulator # and add ZA 1, ZA2, ZA3 
-13, -23, -33 Zero accumulator .# and subtract ZS 1, ZS2, ZS3 

Addition and subtraction + 14, +24, +34 Add to accumulator # A1, A2, A3 
-14, -24, -34 Subtract from accumulator # Sl, S2, S3 

Multiplication +53 Multiply M 

Division -53 Divide D 

Absolute Value +16 Zero accumulator 1 and add absolute ZAA 
-16 Zero accumulator 1 and subtract absolute ZSA 

+17 Add absolute to accumulator 1 AA 
-17 Subtract absolute from accumulator 1 SA 

Store -11, -21. -31 Zero storage and store accumulator .# ZSTl, ZST2, ZST3 

+ 12, +22, +32 Store accumulator # S11, ST2, ST3 

-12, -22, -32 Store digits from accumulator # and ignore sign STD1, STD2, STD3 

Add to storage +18, +28, +38 Add to storage from accumulator # AS 1, AS2, AS3 

-18, -28, -38 Subtract accumulator # from storage SS 1, SS2, SS3 

+ 19, +29, +39 Add to absolute storage from accumiJlator # AAS 1, AAS2, AAS3 

Shift +50 Shift control: 
Shift right accumulator # SR1, SR2, SR3 

Shift right and round accumulator # SRR1, SRR2, SRR3 

Shift left accumulator # Sll, Sl2, Sl3 

Shift left and count accumulator # SlC 1, SlC2, SlC3 

-51 Coupled shift control: 
Shift right coupled SR 
Shift right and round coupled SRR 

Shift left coupled Sl 

Shift left and count coupled SlC 

Shift right from point accumulator # SRS 

Shift left from point accumulator # SlS 

FIGURE 11. ACCUMULATOR OPERATION CODES 

TIMING: The duration of this code depends on the 
number of digits in the field. A full word takes 
only 36 microseconds, however, because the digits 
do not have to be shifted in the arithmetic register 
(Figure 12). 

1, for example, the instruction has the effect of 
moving the field to the low-order portion and re
setting the other positions. For example, if accu
mulator 1 has -54557 98643, and this instruction 
is given: 

Number of 
Digit Positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Microseconds 36 48 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 

FIGURE 12. TIMING - ZERO ACCUMULATOR # AND 

ADD 

10 

36 

COMMENTS: Although these codes involve accumula
tors, they are not really arithmetic operations; 
there is no addition or subtraction of two values. 
The accumulator always takes the sign of the data 
word; plus, minus or alpha, regardless of the size 
of the field defined. 
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Accumulator addresses (9991, 9992, or 9993) 
can be used, in which cases the addressed accumu
lator is treated as a core-storage word. If the same 
accumulator is used, as in ZAI from accumulator 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+13 00 03 9991 

The result in the accumulator is -00000 05455. 
If field definition were 69 instead of 03, the result 
would be -00000 08643. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 13 and 14): The sec
ond example given for this code would be written 
symbolically as shown in Figure 13. 

The assembly program produces code + 23 from 
the ZA2 operation. Field definition (3, 5) specifies 
positions 3-5 of an area previously def\ned as 
GEORGE. If GEORGE is a complete word, as in this 
example, field definition in the assembled instruc
tion is the same (35). If GEORGE had been defined 
as the six low-order positions of a word, field defi
nition would be 79. The address of that word is 
placed in positions 6-9 of the assembled instruction. 



label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 13. 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
35 

FIGURE 14. 

To reset accumulator 3 and add position 4 of 
SAM, indexed, (instruction PETE; Figure 14): 

In the example, assume that SAM has been de
fined as a complete word and its location is 1789. 
Instruction PETE is assembled as: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+33 24 44 1789 

The number in positions 2-5 of IW 24 is added 
algebraically to the 4-digit number in 1789, each 
time this instruction is executed. 

Zero Accumulator # and Subtract 
-13, -23, -33 ZS 1, ZS2, ZS3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable ) is 
brought to the accumulator specified by position 
0, to the low-order portion if less than 10 digits 
are defined. 

If the operand is + or -, the accumulator gets 
the opposite sign; if the operand is alpha, the 
accumulator gets an alpha sign. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as ZA#, except for the 
sign. 

EXAMPLES: To move all of word 0500 to accumulator 
1 and change the sign: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-13 00 09 0500 

Contents of 0500: +54380 02004. Contents 
of accumulator 1 after the operation: -54380 
02004, regardless of previous contents. 

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

To move the ,three high-order positions of word 
1762 to accumulator 3, and change the sign: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-33 00 02 1762 

Contents of 1762: -06000 00000. Contents of 
accumulator 3 after the operation: +00000 00060 

DATA FLOW: This is the same as for Zero Accumulator 
# and Add, with this addition: After the high
order digit of the field is brought from the adder 
to the arithmetic register, the sign in the arithmetic 
register is tested. If it is 9 (+), it is made 6 (-), 
if it is 6, it is made 9. If it is 3 (a), it is retained 
as 3. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as Zero Accumulator # 
and Add. 

TIMING: Same as Zero Accumulator # and Add 

COMMENTS: The sign of an accumulator can be changed 
by using this operation code with its own accumu
lator. The instruction: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-23 00 09 9992 

changes the sign of accumulator 2 from + to 
or vice-versa. There is no change if the sign is 
alpha. 

Whenever the sign of the operand is alpha, zs# 
and ZA# produce the same result. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 15): Assume that JOE 

has been defined as positions 0-5 of word 1551. 
Because no indexing or field definition is specified 
in the operand, the assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-23 00 05 1551 

label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 15. 
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Add to Accumulator # 
+ 14, +24, +34 Al, A2, A3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable) 
is added to the amount in the accumulator, to the 
low-order portion if less than 10 digits are defined. 
The signs of both factors are taken into account. 
The result is in the accumulator after the opera
tion. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always + 

o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac
cumulator 3. 

1 Always 4 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of data word (index able ) 

EXAMPLES: To add the four low-order positions of 
word 0540 to accumulator 2: 

SOl 23 

+24 00 

45 6789 

69 0540 

To add all of word 1781 to accumulator 3: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+34 00 09 1781 

DATA FLOW: The entire contents of the data word, in
cluding sign, are moved, in parallel, to the arith
metic register. The entire contents of the accumu
lator are moved in parallel to the auxiliary register. 
The units position of the field in the arithmetic 
register (indicated by the digit in position 5 of 
the instruction) is brought to the adder; the units 
position of the number in the auxiliary register is 
brought to the adder at the same time. The result 
goes from the adder to the units position of the 
arithmetic register; a carry 1, if any, is retained in 
the adder. If the operation is an actual subtraction 
(obtaining the difference in the two numbers), the 
digit from the arithmetic register is converted to 
its 10's complement as it enters the adder: a 1 
becomes a 9, a 2 becomes an 8, etc; a 0 remains 
as a o. (For all digits after the lowest-order non
zero digit, the 9's complement is used.) This is 
called complement add. Actual addition (obtain
ing the sum of two numbers, both plus or both 
minus) is called true add. 

20 

In the same way, the 10's digits of the two 
numbers are brought to the adder, and are added 

together, along with a carry 1, if any, from the 
addition of the units digits. The process continues 
until all the digits of the defined field in the -arith
metic register, and all the significant digits in the 
auxiliary register have been added, and the com
plete result is in the arithmetic register. This takes 
as many add cycles as there are field-defined digits 
in the arithmetic register or significant digits in 
the auxiliary register, whichever is greater. If the 
result (in a complement-add operation) must be 
recomplemented, the result in the arithmetic reg
ister is brought through the adder and converted 
to its 10's complement (recomplement is de
scribed functionally in the Timing section). For all 
cases in which recomplementing is required, the 
sign of the result is changed from plus to minus, 
or vice-versa. 

In either true add or complement add, if the 
original accumulator sign is alpha, it is not 
changed. If the storage-word sign is alpha, the re
sult is made alpha. 

The contents of the arithmetic register are sent 
to the accumulator, with zeros inserted for the 
high-order positions to the left of the result. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The accumulator, arithmetic reg
ister, and auxiliary register. 

TIMING: The duration of this instruction depends on 
the number of significant digits in the result, and 
on whether the operation is a true add or com
plement add. If the result is the sum of the two 
numbers, the operation is called true add. If the 
result is the difference of the two numbers, causing 
the digits in one of the factors to be complemented 
before entering the adder, the operation is called 
complement add. If a complement-add operation 
causes the accumulator to change its sign (because 
the original accumulator value was smaller in ab
solute value than the data from storage), a re
complement automatically takes place at the con
clusion of the operation. For example: 

Accumulator 2 contains the value 
The storage word value is 
The operation is: + 24, add 

to accumulator 2 
The adder adds: 

(lO's complement of 127) 

+123 
-127 

123 
873 

996 

This is complement-add. The value 996 is the 
10's complement of the correct answer, -004. At 
the end of the operation, the 996 is recomple
mented to -004. 



Let's look at a complement-add operation that 
does not need recomplementing: 

Accumulator 2 contains the value: 
The storage-word value is: 
The operation is: + 24, add 

to accumulator 2 
The adder adds: 

(lO's complement of 421) 

-456 
+421 

456 
579 

-(1) 035 
Note that the result does not need recomplement
ing if the accumuluator value is greater than that 
of the field-defined storage word. Note also that 
the carry 1 is not needed to obtain the correct re
sult of +35, whereas a carry in a true-add opera
tion is part of the total (+305 added to +759 
is + 1 064). Complement-add without recomple
ment thus takes less time than true-add with carry, 
which in turn takes less time than complement-add 
with recomplement. 

Figure 16 indicates the duration in microseconds 
of accumulator addition/subtraction operations, as 
determined by field size. 

Number of 

Dig it Positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

True Add to 

Accumulator 48 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 72 72 

Complement 

Add to Ace. 36 48 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 72 

If Recomplement 60 60 72 84 84 96 108 108 120 132 

FIGURE 16. TIMING - ADD TO ACCUMULATOR # 

COMMENTS: An add operation obtains either the sum 
or the difference of the two factors, depending on 
the signs: the sum if the signs are the same, the 
difference if they are different. Three factors in
fluence the value and sign of the result in an add 
instruction: 

1. The sign of the storage word (+ or -) 

2. The sign of the accumulator, prior to the op
eration (+ or -) 

3. The operation (add or subtract) 

Figure 17 is a chart showing the signs and val
ues of the results of these combinations. 

If either factor has an alpha sign, its value is 
considered plus in an arithmetic operation. Re-

ORIGINAL 
SUM OF SIGN OF VALUE OF SIGN OF 

ACCUMULATOR DATA WORD OPERATION RESULT RESULT 

+ + Add Sum + 
+ - Add Difference Sign of 

Greater 
Value 

- + Add Difference Sign of 
Greater 
Value 

- - Add Sum -

FIGURE 17. ADD TO ACCUMULATOR # - PLUS AND 

MINUS FACTORS 

gardless of the value of the result, the sign of the 
result is alpha if either factor is alpha (Figure 18). 

Any time the contents of an accumulator are 
brought to zero (by adding an amount equal to 
it but opposite in sign if neither sign is alpha), the 
sign is not changed. If a + 7 from storage is added 
to a -7 in an accumulator, the result in the accu
mulator is -0. 

ORIGINAL VALUE 

SIGN OF SIGN OF OF SIGN OF 

ACCUMULATOR DATA WORD OPERATION RESULT RESULT 

+ Alpha Add Sum Alpha 

- Alpha Add Difference Alpha 

Alpha + Add Sum Alpha 

Alpha - Add Difference Alpha 

Alpha Alpha Add Sum Alpha 

FIGURE 18. ADD TO ACCUMULATOR # - ALPHA 

FACTORS 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 19): Assume that ALPHA 

has been defined as the five high-order positions of 
word 0660. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+14 74 04 0660 

Subtract from Accumulator # 
-14, -24, -34 51, 52, 53 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable ) is 
subtracted from the amount in the accumulator, 
from the low-order portion if less than 10 digits 
are field-defined. The signs of both factors are 
taken into account. The result is in the accumula
tor after the operation. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as A#, except for the sign. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 19. 
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EXAMPLES: To subtract the five high-order positions of 
word 0881 fro.m the amount in accumulator 3: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-34 00 04 0881 

To subtract the units position of word 2320 
from the amount already in accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-14 00 99 2320 

DATA FLOW: Same as for A# 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as for A# 

TIMING: Same as for A# 

COMMENTS: A subtract operation obtains the difference 
of the two factors if the signs are the same, and 
the sum of the factors if the signs are different. 
As with the add operation codes, the result is in
fluenced by the sign of the storage word and the 
sign of the accumulator, as well as by the subtract 
instruction (Figure 20). 

ORIGINAL SIGN OF VALUE 
SIGN OF DATA OF 
ACCUM. WORD OPER. RESULT SIGN OF RESULT 

+ + Subtract Difference + if acc. vaiue greater 

- if stor age value greater 

+ - Subtract Sum + 
- + Subtract Sum -
- - Subtract Difference + if storage value greater 

- if acc. value greater 

FIGURE 20. SUBTRACT FROM ACCUMULATOR #
PLUS AND MINUS FACTORS 

If either factor is alpha, its value is considered 
plus in determining true or complement add. It 
makes the sign of the result alpha in all cases (Fig
ure 21). 

ORIGINAL VALUE 

SIGN OF SIGN OF OF SIGN OF 

ACCUMULATOR DATA WORD OPERATION RESULT RESULT 

+ Alpha Subtract Difference Alpha 
- Alpha Subtract Sum Alpha 

Alpha + Subtract Difference Alpha 

Alpha - Subtract Sum Alpha 

Alpha Alpha Subtract Difference Alpha 

FIGURE 21. SUBTRACT FROM ACCUMULATOR # -
ALPHA FACTORS 

Any time the contents of an accumulator are 
brought to zero (if neither factor is alpha), the 
sign is not changed. If a + 7 in storage is sub
tracted from +7 in an accumulator, the result in 
the accumulator is +0. 

An accumulator can be brought to zero by a 
subtract instruction, with the address of that ac
cumulator, regardless of its sign. For example, to 
bring accumulator 1 to zero: 

SOl 23 

-14 00 

45 6789 

09 9991 

The sign of the accuI?ulator is unfhanged. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 22): Assume that BETA 

has been defined as positions 5-9 of word 3778. 

The assembled instruction is: 

Multiply 
+53 

SOl 23 

-24 00 

45 6789 

59 3778 

M 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The arithmetic unit can multi
ply a 10-digit number by a 10-digit number to 
produce a 20-digit product. Either factor can be 
plus or minus, and the sign of the product con
forms to the rules of algebra: plus times plus equals 
plus, plus times minus equals minus, and minus 
times minus equals plus. If either sign is alpha, 
the sign of the product is alpha. 

The multiplicand must be placed in accumulator 
3 in a previous instruction. The multiply operation 
multiplies this number by the field-defined portion 
of the word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable). 
The product is developed in accumulators 1 and 
2, but is not affected by the previous contents of 
either accumulator; they are automatically reset 
before the multiply operation begins. 

At the' completion of the operation, the low
order portion of the product is in accumulator 2, 
with the units position in the units position of the 
accumulator (if the product is 10 digits or less, the 
entire product is in accumulator 2). The ~ulti
plicand is in accumulator 3 at completion of the 
operation. 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder----1 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 

FIGURE 22. 
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INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +53 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition of the multiplier 

6789 Core-storage address of the multiplier 

EXAMPLES: To multiply the 10-digit number in word 
1230 by the 10-digit number in word 1735: 

SOl 23 

+33 00 
+53 00 

45 6789 

09 1230 (multiplicand to acc. 3) 
09 1735 (20-digit product, de-

veloped in acc. 1 and 
2) 

To multiply positions 0-6 of word 3310 by po
sitions 3-9 of word 3316: 

SOl 23 45 

+33 00 06 
+53 00 39 

6789 

3310 (multiplicand to acc. 3) 
3316 (14-digit product, 10 

low-order positions in 
acc. 2, 4 high-order 
positions in acc. 1) 

DATA FLOW: Multiplication is accomplished by the 
quadrupler method. At the start of the operation, 
the multiplier is brought from core storage to accu
mulator 2, to the low-order portion if less than 
10 digits are field-defined. Then, factors of 1, 2, 
and 4 times the value of the multiplicand in accu
mulator 3 are developed and stored in 3 registers 
(M = value of multiplicand): 

M in the arithmetic register 
2M in accumulator 3 
4M in the auxiliary register 

If M is a 10-digit number, 2M and 4M may be
come II-digit numbers. Accumulator 3 and the 
auxiliary register each have an extra position, used 
in multiply operations, to take care of this possi
bility. 

In the multiply operations, these factors are 
added together as determined by each multiplier 
digit, as follows: 

Multiplier-digit value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Partial product developed 

M 
2M 
2M+M 
4M 
4M+M 
4M+2M 
4M + 2M + M 
4M+4M 
4M +4M+M 

The multiplier digits are used in right-to-Ieft 
(low-order to high-order) sequence. The M values 
are added as previously listed, for the units digit of 
the multiplier (in the units position of accumulator 
2), to accumulator 1. Accumulators 1 and 2 are 
shifted one position to the right, dropping off the 
multiplier units digit and shifting the units position 
of the partial product from accumulator 1 to the 
high-order position of accumulator 2. 

The process repeats for the 10's digit of the 
multiplier (now in the units position of accumu
lator 2). The M values of the multiplicand are 
added according to this digit, and this total is 
added to the partial product in accumulator 1. 
Another right-shift takes place, and the process 
repeats for each multiplier digit. If a multiplier 
digit is zero, there is a shift, but no adding of an 
M value. At the conclusion of the multiply opera
tion, M is returned to accumulator 3. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: All accumulators, the arithmetic 
register, the auxiliary register, and the adder. (Ac
cumulator 3 contains the multiplicand before and 
after the operation.) 

TIMING: The duration of a multiply operation depends 
on the values of the multiplier digits as well as the 
number of them. The quadrupler method requires 
1, 2, or 3 additions of the multiplicand multiples 
to obtain each partial product, depending on the 
value of the multiplier digit. 

The formula in timing a multiply operation is 
as follows: Total number of microseconds = 48 
[(number of 1 's, 2's, and 4's in the multiplier) +2 
(number of 3's, 5's, 6's, and 8's in the multiplier) 
+3 (number of Ts and 9's in the multiplier) + 
4 (number of zeros in the multiplier) + 4 (number 
of zero groups in the multiplier)] + 180. If the 
total is not a mUltiple of 12, use next highest mul
tiple of 12. 

A zero group is a zero or two-or-more adjacent 
zeros. For timing purposes, the multiplier is con
sidered a 10-digit number. Therefore, if field defi
nition specifies a multiplier of less than 10 digits, 
the high-order zeros constitute a zero group. 

COMMENTS: A number is multiplied by itself, if accu
mulator 3 is the address of the multiply instruc
tion. If the value N is in word 0~04, these two 
instructions obtain N2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

ZA3 +33 00 09 0504 

M +53 00 09 9993 

If this instruction is next, N3 is obtained: 

M +53 00 09 9992 
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Line label Operation OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder --. 
3 56 1516 2021 25 30 35 

o I l,A.?, IX,A,r,t;, 
o 2 If, IO,f,n.iJ,t'-.-r,I,n,N,oS. 

FIGURE 23. 

Repeating this instruction obtains N4, etc. If 
the contents of accumulator 2 are stored in accu
mulator 3 after each multiplication, the values ob
tained are N2, N4, N8, etc., as long as the product 
values do n0't exceed 10 digit positions in size. 

Polynomial nesting is the term given to adding 
variables to increasing powers of a constant: 

a + bx +cx2 + dx3 + ex4 

This can be performed efficiently on the 7070, 
because of the fact that the multiplicand (x) needs 
to be brought to accumulator 3 only once. Each 
product is the multiplier to obtain the next prod
uct. 

Instructions 
Result in 

Accumulator # 2 

Zero-add x to Ace. # 3 
Multiply by e ex 
Add d to Ace. #2 
Multiply x by contents of Ace. #2 
Add c to Ace. #2 
MUltiply x by contents of Ace. #2 
Add b to Ace. #2 
Multiply x by contents of Ace. #2 
Add a to Ace. #2 

d+ ex 
dx + ex2 

c + dx + ex2 

ex + dx2 + ex3 

b + ex + dx2 + ex3 

bx + cx2 + dx3 + ex4 

a + bx + cx2 + dx3 + ex4 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 23): Assume that RATE 

has been defined as positions 0-4 of word 2468, 
and DEDUCTIONS as positions 8 and 9 of the same 
word. The assembled instructions are: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+33 00 04 2468 
+53 00 89 2468 

Divide 
-53 D 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: A 20-digit dividend is divided 
by a 10-digit divisor, to obtain a 10-digit quotient 
and a 10-digit remainder, with full sign control. 
Prior to the divide instruction, the dividend must 
be in accumulators 1 and 2, with the high-order 
portion in accumulator 1. The sign of accumulator 
1 determines the sign of the dividend, in all cases. 
The divisor is the field-defined portion of the word 
addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable). 

24 

The abs0'lute value of the divisor must be great
er than the absolute value of the portion of the 
dividend in accumulator 1, at the start of the divide 
operation. 

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 7S 

I -L __ L __ 

I I 

At the conclusion of the divide operation, the 
quotient is in accumulator 2, the remainder is in 
accumulator 1, and the divisor is in accumulator 3. 

INSTRUCtION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl 

23 

45 

-53 

Indexing word 

Field definition of divisor 

6789 Address of divisor (indexable) 

EXAMPLES: To divide a 20-digit number, in words 1656 
and 1657 (high-order portion of dividend in 1656), 
by positions 5-9 of word 1707: 

SOl 

+13 
+23 
-53 

23 45 

00 09 
00 09 
00 59 

6789 

1656 
1657 
1707 

To divide a 12-digit number by a 4-digit num
ber; the 10 low-order p0'sitions of the dividend are 
in word 2400, indexed by positions 2-5 of IW 62. 
The two high-order dividend digits are in positions 
8-9 of the next word, 2401 indexed by IW 62; 
and the divisor is in positions 4-7 of that same 
word: 

SOl 

+23 
+13 
-53 

23 45 

62 09 
62 89 
62 47 

6789 

2400 
2401 
2401 

DATA FLOW: At the start of the divide operation, the 
divisor is reset-added into accumulator 3, to the 
low-order portion if less than 10 digits are field
defined (it is brought via the arithmetic register 
and the adder). 

Ti.le signs of accumulators 1 and 3 are com
pared. If they are the same, accumulator 2, which 
will contain the quotient when the operation is 
completed, is given a plus sign. If they are differ
ent, accumulator 2 gets a minus sign. If either sign 
is alpha, accumulator 2 gets an alpha sign. 

The high-order digit of accumulator 2 is joined 
with the 10 digits in accumulator 1, to form an 
II-digit number; the digit from accumulator 2 is 
the units digit of this number. Accumulator 1 is 
able to contain 11 digits for this operation. The 
divisor in accumulator 3 is subtracted from this 



II-digit number. (As the digits of the II-digit 
number go to the adder for this operation, the 10 
low-order digits go to the synchronizer register; 
they will be needed later.) A test is made to de
termine whether this subtraction brought the 11-
digit number below zero. If it has not, a 1 is in
serted into a special one-digit register, caned the 
quotient register. The operation rep~ats - the di
visor is again subtracted from the II-digit number, 
and a 1 is added to the quotient register - until 
the below-zero condition is reached. (Each time, 
the 10 low-order digits of the II-digit number are 
moved to the synchronizer register as they are 
brought to the adder for the subtract operation.) 
When the below-zero condition is reached, the cor
rect high-order digit of the quotient is now in the 
one-digit register. This digit is moved to the high
order position of accumulator 2 (this position was 
vacated when the II-digit number was formed). 

Accumulator 2 is shifted one position to the left, 
moving the quotient digit around to the units posi
tion. The next II-digit dividend consists of the 
10-digit number in the synchronizer register; and 
the digit that was originally second high-order in 
accumulator 2, as the units digit. This number is 
brought to the adder along with the divisor, and 
the first subtraction operation toward obtaining the 
next quotient digit takes place. The result of this 
first subtraction goes to accumulator 1. 

The operation continues until 10 quotient digits 
are developed. The synchronizer register contains 
the remainder, and this is moved to accumulator 1. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: All three accumulators, the arith
metic register, the adder, and the special quotient 
register. 

TIMING: Division timing is determined by the sum of 
the quotient digits. For example, the sum of the 
digits in a quotient of 51326 is: 5 + 1 + 3 + 
2+6=17. 

The formula for timing a division operation is as 
follows: 

Total number of microseconds = 192 + 48 (10 
+ sum of the quotient digits). 

COMMENTS: A divide operation always divides the en
tire contents of accumulator 3 into the entire con
tents of accumulators I and 2. For this reason, 
accumulators I and 2 must each be programmed 
to contain part of the dividend, or all zeros, prior 

to the divide instruction. Note that the sign of ac~ 
cumulator 2 in a divide operation is ignored; the 
sign of accumulator 1 is considered the sign of the 
entire 20-digit dividend. If the dividend is 10 digits 
or less, and goes entirely in accumulator 2 for the 
divide operation, accumulator 1 must be set to zero 
and given the correct sign. 

Decimal-point alignment is often the determin
ing factor in positioning the dividend in accumu
lators 1 and 2. The dividend can be positioned 
correctly by use of this formula, in which D rep
resents the number of digit positions to the right 
of the decimal: 

D in the divisor 

+ D desired in the quotient 

= D in the dividend 

If the quotient is to be half-adjusted, the divi
dend should have one additional position to the 
right of the decimal. For example, total hours are 
divided into total miles, to obtain velocity: 

The hours value has two decimal places: hh.hh 
It is desired to obtain velocity to three 

places: vV.vvv 
The miles are to two places: mmm.mm 

D in divisor h 

D desired in quotient V 

+ 1 for half-adjusting 

=2 

=3 

= 1 

total D needed for dividend M = 6 

The dividend itse1f has only two positions to the 
right of the decimal. Therefore, it should be posi
tioned: mmm.mmOOOO. 

The greater the dividend can be made in relation 
to the value of the divisor, the more exact the quo
tient will be. For example, the IO-digit number 
00000 22000 divided by 00000 00007, is 00000 
03142. The 10-digit number 22000 00000 divided 
by 00000 00007, is 03142 85714. Keep in mind, 
however, that the absolute value of that portion of 
the dividend in accumulator I must be less than 
the absolute value of the divisor. (Accumulator 1 
cannot be used for the divisor, because of this 
rule; accumulator 2 or 3 can, however.) 

The sign of the quotient is determined by the 
signs of the divisor and dividend. If they are the 
same, the quotient is plus; if they are different, the 
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quotient is minus. The remainder always has the 
same sign as the dividend (Figure 24). 

If the and the the and the 
divisor is: dividend is: quotient is: remainder is: 

+ + + + 
+ - - -
- + - + 
- - + -

FIGURE 24. DIVIDE - PLUS AND MINUS FACTORS 

If either the divisor or dividend is alphabetic, 
the quotient is alphabetic (Figure 25). 

If the and the the 
divisor is: dividend is: quotient is: 

+ Alpha Alpha 

- Alpha Alpha 
Alpha + Alpha 

Alpha - Alpha 

Alpha Alpha Alpha 

FIGURE 25. DIVIDE - ALPHA FACTORS 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 26): 

MON: Positions 6-9 of word 2101 
TUES: Word 2102 

WED: Positions 0-5 of word 1789 

and the 
remainder is: 

Alpha 
Alpha 

+ 
-

Alpha 

The assembled instructions are: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+13 00 69 2101 

+23 00 09 2102 
-53 00 05 1789 

Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Absolute 
+16 ZAA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (index
able) is brought to accumulator 1, to the low-order 

portion if less than 10 digits are field-defined. Re
gardless of the storage-word sign, +, -, or alpha, 
the accumulator becomes plus. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl + 16 

23 

45 

Indexing word 

Field definition 

6789 Address of data word 

EXAMPLES: To move the four high-order positions of 
word 1689 to accumulator 1, and give it a plus 
sign: 

SOl 23 45 

+16 00 03 

6789 

1689 

Contents of word 1689: -34517 78400. Contents 
of accumulator 1 after operation: +00000 03451, 
regardless of previous contents. 

DATA FLOW: Same as for zero accumulator # and add, 
with this exception: After the high-order digit of 
the field is brought from the adder to the arith
metic register j the sign in the arithmetic register is 
set to 9 (+). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, the 
adder, and accumulator 1. 

TIMING: Same as ZA#. 

COMMENTS: This instruction can be used with accumu
lator 1 only. Thus, the number 1 is not needed in 
the A utocoder mnemonic. 

The value in accumulator 1 can be guaranteed 
to have a plus value, regardless of its previous sign, 
if 9991 is the address of a ZAA instruction: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+16 00 09 9991 

Line Label pperation OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder -----. 
'3 56 1516 2021 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 

o I ~A,I 111,0 IJ. 
o 2 ~A2, 11",Q ~.J 
o 3 lD II/,f.D. 

FIGURE 26. 

30 
Label OPERAND 

35 40 45 
Basi c Autocoder---l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 27. 
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AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 27): The actual address 
1537 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+16 00 59 1537 

Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract Absolute 
-16 ZSA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (index
able) is brought to accumulator 1, to the low-order 
portion if less than 10 digits are field-defined. Re
gardless of the storage-word sign, +, -, or alpha, 
the accumulator becomes minus. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as ZAA, except for the 
sign. 

EXAMPLE: To move all of word 1648 to accumulator 
1, and make it minus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-16 00 09 1648 

Contents of word 1648: -46175 81421. Contents 
of accumulator 1 after the operation: -46175 
81421, regardless of previous contents. 

DATA FLOW: Same as zero accumulator # and add, 
with this exception: After the high-order digit of 
the field is brought from the adder to the arith
metic register, the sign in the arithmetic register 
is made minus. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, the 
adder~ and accumulator 1. 

TIMING: Same as ZA#. 

COMMENTS: This instruction can be used with accumu
lator 1 only. Thus, the number 1 is not needed in 
the A utocoder mnemonic. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 28): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-16 39 09 1919 

Add Absolute to Accumulator 1 
+17 AA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable) is 
added to the number already in accumulator 1. 
The number from storage is always considered 
plus, regardless of its sign in storage; the number 
in accumulator 1 can be plus, minus, or alpha. 
The result is in the accumulator after the opera
tion. If accumulator 1 is alpha, the result is alpha. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl + 17 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of data word 

EXAMPLES: To add the absolute value of positions 5-9 
of word 1617 to the amount already in accumu
lator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+17 00 59 1617 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+00000 05456. Contents of word 1617: -00000 
00302. Contents of accumulator 1 after the opera
tion: +00000 05758. 

To add the absolute value of positions 0-2 of 
word 3735 to the amount already in accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+17 00 02 3735 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
-00000 00021. Contents of word 3735: -03500 
00000. Contents of accumulator 1 after the opera
tion: +00000 00014. 

DATA FLOW: Same as add to accumulator #, with this 
exception: the value in the arithmetic register is 
considered plus, regardless of its sign. Thus, the 
sign of the accumulator value (now in the auxiliary 
register) determines whether the result will be the 
sum or the difference of the two values. This de
termines whether the digits from the arithmetic 
register are complemented before going to the 
adder. 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 28. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--.-..l Autocoder 
30 35 40 

FIGURE 29. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, the 
adder, and accumulator 1. 

TIMING: Same as add to accumulator #. True-add or 
complement-add is determined solely by the sign 
of the accumulator value: if it is plus or alpha, the 
operation is true-add; if it is minus, the operation 
is complement-add. 

COMMENTS: This operation can be used with accumu
lator 1 only. The sum of the two values is obtained 
if the accumulator is plus or alpha prior to the 
operation, and the difference is obtained if the 
accumulator is minus. If the storage-word sign is 
alpha, its value is considered plus, but its sign is 
ignored. If the accumulator is alpha, its value is 
considered plus, and the resultant sign is alpha. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 29): Assume that BETA 

has been defined as positions 4-7 of word 1671. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+17 75 47 1671 

Subtract Absolute from Accumulator 1 
-17 SA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
word addressed by positions 6-9 ( indexable ) is 
added to the number already in accumulator 1. 
The number from storage is considered minus, re
gardless of its sign in storage. The number in ac
cumulator 1 can be plus, minus, or alpha. The 
result is in the accumulator after the operation. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as AA, except for the sign. 

EXAMPLES: To subtract the absolute value of positions 
7-9 of word 3331 from the amount already in ac
cumulator 1: 

28 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-17 00 79 3331 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+00000 00456. Contents of word 3331: +63457 
19406. Contents of accumulator 1 after the opera
tion: +00000 00050. 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

To subtract the absolute value of word 3518 
from accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-17 00 09 3518 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+00000 01234. Contents of word 3518: +00000 
71234. Contents of accumulator after the opera
tion: -00000 70000. 

DATA FLOW: Same as add to accumulator #, with this 
exception: The value in the arithmetic register is 
considered minus, regardless of its sign. Thus, the 
sign of the accumulator value (now in the auxiliary 
register) determines whether the result will be the 
sum or the difference of the two values. This de
termines whether the digits from the arithmetic 
register are complemented before going to the 
adder. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, the 
adder, and accumulator 1. 

TIMING: Same as add to accumulator #. True-add or 
complement-add is determined solely by the sign 
of the accumulator value: if it is minus, the opera
tion is true-add; if it is plus or alpha, the operation 
is complement-add. 

COMMENTS: The sum of the two values is obtained if 
the accumulator is minus prior to the operation, 
and the difference is obtained if the accumulator is 
plus or alpha. If the storage-word sign is alpha, its 
value is considered minus, and the sign is ignored. 
If the accumulator sign is alpha, its value is con
sidered plus, and the resultant sign is alpha re
gardless of its value. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 30): GAMMA has been 
defined as word 2550. The assembled instruction 
is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-17 00 09 2575 

Field Overflow 

Field overflow occurs in each of the following condi
tions: 

1. A store or add-to-storage type of operation in which 
the number of significant digits in the accumu-



Label OPERAND Basi c; Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 

FIGURE 30. 

lator is greater than field definition allows to be 
stored in the word. 

2. An "add-to-storage" operation in which a carry is 
propagated beyond the high-order position of the 
field defined. 

When either situation arises, only the digits that field 
definition allows are stored. The field overflow indicator 
is turned on, and the machine either continues or stops, 
depending on the setting of the field-overflow stop / 
sense switch. This switch is set to "sense" or "stop" by 
augmented code +41: sense mode for the field over
flow (SMFV) and halt mode for field overflow (HMFV). 

If the field-overflow indicator is on, and the program 
changes the field-overflow stop/sense switch to "stop," 
the machine immediately stops. The operation that tests 
the indicator: BFV, branch if field overflow (+41), 
turns it off if it is on. 

Sign Change 

If a store or add-to-storage type of operation brings 
data to a field-defined portion of a storage word, and 
the remaining positions of the word are not set to zero, 
a difference in sign between the storage word and the 
data brought to it is detected by the machine. The field 
is stored in the word, and the sign is changed. The sign
change indicator is turned on, and the program either 
stops or continues, depending on setting of the sign
change sense/stop switch. This switch is set to "sense" 
or "stop" by an augmented operation code, -03: sense 
mode on sign change (SMSC) and halt mode on sign 
change (HMSC). If the sign-change indicator is on, and 
the program changes, the sign-control stop/sense switch 
to "stop," the machine immediately stops. The opera
tion that tests the indicator: BSC, branch if sign change 
( -03 ), turns it off if it is on. 

Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # 
-11, -21, -31 ZS11, ZS12, ZS13 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of the 
storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (index
able) is replaced by an equivalent number of digits 
from the specified accumulator, from the low-order 
portion if less than 10 digits are field-defined. The 
remaining positions of the storage word are set to 
zero, and the sign is set to the sign of the accumu-

45 50 55 601 65 70 

lator. Field overflow is possible, but sign change is 
not. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always minus 

o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac

cumulator 3. 

Always 1 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of storage word in which the data 

is to be stored 

EXAMPLES: To zero storage word 1860 and store data 
from accumulator 2, into positions 3-4. 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-21 00 34 1860 

Contents of accumulator 2: +00000 00023. Con
tents of 1860 after the operation: +00023 00000, 
regardless of previous contents. 

To zero storage word 2816 and store data from 
accumulator 1, into positions 1-4. 

SOl 23 45 6789 

- 11 00 14 2816 

Contents of accumulator 1: -00000 54231. Con
tents of 2816 after the operation: -04231 00000, 
regardless of previous contents. The field-overflow 
indicator is turned on, because there are five sig
nificant digits in the accumulator and only four 
digits are field-defined. 

DATA FLOW: The arithmetic register is set to zeros. The 
contents of the specified accumulator are brought 
to the auxiliary register. The digit in the units posi
tion of the auxiliary register is brought to the arith
metic register, to the low-order position of the field 
(specified in position 5 of the instruction). The' 
other digits are moved in the same manner, one at 
a time from low-order to high-order, until the high
order position of the field, (specified in position 4 
of the instruction), is filled. If there are any sig
nificant digits in the auxiliary register to the left of 
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the last digit moved, the field overflow indicator is 
turned on. The sign of the arithmetic register is set 
to that of the auxiliary register. The contents of the 
arithmetic register are sent in parallel to the stor
age word. If 10 digits are field-defined, the entire 
contents of the auxiliary register are moved in 
parallel to the arithmetic register, and from there 
to the storage word. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register. (The 
accumulator is unchanged by this instruction; the 
storage word is changed of course.) 

TIMING: 
Number of 
Digit Positions 
Microseconds 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
48 48 60 60 60 72 72 72 84 36 

COMMENTS: If there are more significant digits in the 
accumulator than field-definition allows to be 
stored, the field-overflow indicator is turned ON. 
The correct number of digits is stored. 

Note that the contents of the storage word prior 
to this operation are lost completely and have no 
effect on the contents of the word after the opera
tion. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 31): DELTA has been 
previously defined as word 1500. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-31 43 04 1500 

Store Accumulator # 
+ 12, +22, +32 S11, S12, S13 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable) is replaced by an equivalent number of 
digits from the specified accumulator, from the 
low-order portion if less than 10 digits are field
defined. The sign of the storage word is set to that 
of the accumulator. The remaining positions of the 
storage word are unchanged. Field-overflow and 
sign-change indications are both possible. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

30 

S Always plus 

o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac

cumulator 3 

1 Always 2 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of storage word in which the data 

is to be stored. 

EXAMPLES: To store data from accumulator 1 in posi
tions 4-7 of word 182(), set the sign to that of 
accumulator 1,. and not disturb other positions of 
the word: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+12 00 47 1820 

Contents of word 1820 before the operation: 
-22222 33333. Contents of accumulator 1: 
+00000 00678. Contents of word 1820 after the 
operation: +22220 67833. The sign-change indi
cator is turned on, because the accumulator and 
storage-word signs were different. 

To store one digit from accumulator 3 into 
position 6 of word 2000, indexed by positions 2-5 
of IW 54: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+32 54 66 2000 

Contents of the storage word before the operation: 
+43444 53355. Contents of accumulator 3: 
+00010 00009. Contents of the storage word 
after the operation: +43444 59355. The field
overflow indicator is turned on, because the digit 1 
in position 3 of the accumulator indicates that the 
accumulator number is larger than storage-loca
tion field. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the storage word are 
brought in parallel from core storage to the arith
metic register. From this point, data flow is the 
same as for zero storage and store. The contents 
of the specified accumulator are brought to the 
auxiliary register. The digits are moved, one digit 
at a time from low-order to high-order, from 
the accumulator to the field-defined digits of the 
arithmetic register, until the high-order position of 
the field has been filled. If there are any significant 
digits in the auxiliary register to the left of the last 
digit moved, the field-overflow indicator is turned 
on. The signs of the arithmetic register and aux
iliary register are compared. If they are unequal, 
the sign-change indicator is turned on. The sign of 
the arithmetic register is made the same as that of 
the accumulator. The entire contents of the arith
metic register are moved in parallel to the storage 
word. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as ZST # 

TIMING: Same as ZST # 

COMMENTS: Note that field definition locates the exact 
positions of the storage word to which the accu
mulator data goes. It also defines the number of 
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FIGURE 33. 

positions in the accumulator, starting from the 
right, that are to be stored. This is true of all 
store-accumulator instructions. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 32): Assume that PHI 

has been previously defined as the 5 low-order 
positions of word 4430. The assembled instruction 
is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+22 00 57 4430 

Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign 
-12, -22, -32 STO 1, ST02, ST03 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable) is replaced by an equivalent number of 
digits from the specified accumulator, from the 
low-order portion if less than 10 digits are field
defined. The remaining positions and sign of the 
storage word are unchanged. 

This code differs from the store-accumulator in
struction, in that the sign of the accumulator is 
ignored. Thus, the sign-change indicator cannot be 
turned on by this instruction. Field overflow is 
possible, however. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as ST #, except for sign. 

EXAMPLES: To store digits from accumulator 1 in posi
tions 6-9 of word 4147, and ignore the sign of 
accumulator: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-12 00 69 4147 

Contents of word 4147 before the operation: 
@71857 59199. Contents of accumulator 1 : 

+00000 09290. Contents of word 4147 after the 
operation: @71857 59290. The sign-change indi
cator is not turned on, even though the signs are 
different. (Field overflow does not occur in this 
particular example.) 

To store digits from accumulator 2 in positions 
8-9 of word 3214 and ignore the sign of accumu
lator 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-22 00 89 3214 

Contents of 3214 before the operation: -55555 
55555. Contents of accumulator 2: +00000 
00123. Contents of 3214 after the operation: 
-55555 55523. The field-overflow indicator is 
turned on, but the sign-change indicator is not. 

DATA FLOW: Same as store accumulator, with this ex
ception: The sign of the arithmetic register is not 
made the same as that of the accumulator; it 
remains unchanged. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as ZST # 

TIMING: Same as ZST # 

COMMENTS: The only difference between this code and 
store accumulator is that this code cannot turn on 
the sign-change indicator if the accumulator and 
storage-word signs are different. If the signs are 
the same, this instruction is exactly the same as 
store accumulator. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 33): The actual address 
857 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-32 00 99 0852 
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Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
+ 18, +28, +38 AS 1, AS2, AS3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable) is added to the entire contents of the 
specified accumulator, and the result is stored in 
the same field of the storage word. The storage 
word is given the sign of the result. The accumu
lator value is unchanged. The sign of each factor 
is taken into consideration. Both sign change and 
field overflow are possible. 

The sign-change indicator is not turned on, 
however, if a full word is field-defined (09 in posi
tions 4-5). In this case, the sign of the storage 
word can be changed by a complement-add oper
ation, but the sign-change indicator is not turned 
on. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Sal 23 45 6789 

S 

a 
Always + 
Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac

cumulator 3. 

1 Always 8 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of storage word that contains one 

of the factors prior to the operation, and 

the result, after the operation. 

EXAMPLES: To add the contents of accumulator 1 to 
the five low-order positions of word 3279, and 
store the result in those positions: 

32 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+18 00 59 3279 

Contents of 3279 before the operation: +22222 
51434. Contents of accumulator 1: -00000 
00 121, unchanged by the operation. Contents of 
3279 after the operation: +22222 51313. Neither 
the field-overflow nor sign-change indicator is 
turned on. 

To add the contents of accumulator 2 to the 
three low-order digits of word 2754, and store 
the result in those positions: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+28 00 79 2754 

Contents of 2754 before the operation: +01230 
88454. Contents 9f accumulator 2: +00000 

01111, unchanged by the operation. Contents of 
2754 after the operation: +01230 88565. The 
field-overflow indicator is turned on, due to the 
presence of four significant digits in the accumu
lator. There is no sign change. 

To add the contents of accumulator 3 to the 
entire contents of word 1547: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+38 00 09 1547 

Contents of 1547 before the operation: +00000 
00567. Contents of accumulator 3: -00000 
00670, unchanged by the operation. Contents of 
1547 after the operation: -00000 00103. Al
though the sign of the storage word is changed by 
the operation, the sign-change indicator is not 
turned on, because a full word was field-defined. 

DATA FLOW: Data flow for this operation is the same 
as for add to accumulator #, with three excep
tions: 

1. The resultant digits developed by the adder are 
brought to the field-defined positions of the arith
metic register, rather than to the low-order por
tion. 

2. After the result is developed in the arithmetic 
register, the entire contents of the arithmetic reg
ister are moved in parallel to the core-storage 
word, instead of to the accumulator. (The con
tents are sent "as is," with no insertion of high
order zeros.) 

3. If the operation is complement-add, the accu
mulator value in the auxiliary register is converted 
to its complement (rather than the storage value 
in the arithmetic register). 

In all complement-add operations, the value that 
is to be replaced by the result is complemented. In 
add/subtract to accumulator operations, it is the 
value in the auxiliary register; for add/subtract to 
storage operations, it is the value in the arithmetic 
register. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Arithmetic register, adder, aux
iliary register. The specified accumulator is un
changed. 

TIMING: As in the add- and subtract-to-accumulator 
codes, the timing of an add-to-storage instruction 
is determined by the number of digits field-defined; 
and on whether the operation is true-add, comple
ment-add, or complement-add with recomplement. 



Number of 
Digit Positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

MICROSECONDS 

True Add to 
Storage 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 72 

Complement Add 
to Storage 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 72 

If Recomplemented . 60 72 84 84 96 108 108 120 

FIGURE 34. TIMING - ADD TO STORAGE FROM 

ACCUMULATOR # 

9 10 

84 84 

84 84 

132 132 

In add-to-storage operations, recomplement is re
quired for complement-add operations in which 
the accumulator value is greater than the storage
word value. 

Timing of add-to-storage operations is shown 
in Figure 34. 

COMMENTS: An add-to-storage type of instruction re
verses the normal functions of storage word and 
accumulator. The accumulator contains data to be 
added, and the storage word becomes the "accu
mulator." It contains one of the factors to be 
added, and after the operation, it contains the 
result. 

The signs of both factors are considered; the 
sum is obtained if they are the same, and the 
difference is obtained if they are different. If either 
sign is alpha, its value is considered plus; but the 
sign of the result is alpha regardless of its value. 

The storage word always takes the sign of the 
result. If less than a full word is specified by field 
definition, and the sign of the result is different 
than the sign of the original storage word, a sign
change indication is given. If the operation causes 
a carry to a position beyond the field defined, or 
the accumulator contains a larger number than 
field definition allows, a field-overflow indication 
is given. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 35): KAPPA has been 
defined as word 1929. The assembled instruction 
is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+38 00 59 1929 

Subtract Accumulator # from Storage 
-18, -28, -38 SS 1, 552, SS3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable) is subtracted from the entire contents of 
the specified accumulator, and the result is stored 
in the same field of the storage word. The accu
mulator value is unchanged. The sign of each 
factor is taken into consideration. The sign of the 
storage word is set to the sign of the result. Sign
change and field-overflow are both possible. How
ever, as with the add-to-storage codes, the sign
change indicator is not turned on if a full word is 
field-defined. The sign of the storage word can be 
changed, but the indicator is not turned on. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as add-to-storage, except 
the sign. 

EXAMPLES: To subtract the contents of accumulator 3 
from all of word 0950: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-38 00 09 0950 

Contents of 0950 before the operation: +00000 
12300. Contents of accumulator 3: +00000 
30000, unchanged by the operation. Contents of 
0950 after the operation -00000 17700. Although 
the sign of the storage word is changed by the 
operation, the sign-change indicator is not turned 
on, because a full word was field-defined. 

To subtract the contents of accumulator 2 from 
the two low-order positions of word 1781: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-28 00 89 1781 

Contents of 1781 before the operation: +00000 
00045. Contents of accumulator 2: +00000 
00145, unchanged by the operation. Contents of 
1781 after the operation: +00000 00000. The 
field-overflow indicator is turned on, because of 
three significant digits in the accumulator, with 
only two digits specified by field definition. There 
is no sign-change. 

DATA FLOW: Same as AS# 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as AS# 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---J Autocoder 
35 40 45 50 55 sol 65 70 

FIGURE 35. 
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Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder---l Autocoder 
35 40 

FIGURE 36. 

TIMING: Same as AS# 

COMMENTS: This instruction has the same relation with 
add-to-storage as a subtract operation has with 
add: the operation obtains either the sum or the 
difference of the two values, depending on the 
sign of each factor. If the signs are the same, this 
code obtains the difference. If the signs are dif
ferent, it obtains the sum. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 36): Actual address 
1984 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-18 55 03 1984 

Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # 
+ 19, +29, +39 AAS 1, AAS2, AAS3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The field-defined portion of 
the storage word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable), considered plus, is added algebraically 
to the entire contents of the specified accumulator. 
The result is stored in the same field of the storage 
word; the sign of the storage word is unchanged. 
The accumulator is unchanged by the operation. 
Field overflow is possible, but sign change is not. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S 

o 

1 

Always + 
Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu
mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac
cumulator 3. 
Always 9 

23 Indexing word 

45 Field definition 

6789 Address of storage word that contains one 
of the factors prior to the operation; and 
the result, after the operation. (Value of 
the factor considered plus, regardless of 
sign of the storage word.) 

EXAMPLES: To add the contents of accumulator 3 to 
the absolute value in positions 5-9 of word 2350, 
and store the result in those positions: 

34 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+39 00 59 2350 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

Contents of word 2350 before the operation: 
-98765 34343. Contents of accumulator 3: 
+00000 22222, unchanged by the operation. Con
tents of word 2350 after the operation: -98765 
56565. 

To add the contents of accumulator 1 to the 
absolute value in position 9 of word 1975, and 
store the result in that position: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+19 00 99 1975 

Contents of 1975 before the operation: -00000 
00006. Contents of accumulator 1 : +00000 
00008. Contents of 1975 after the operation: 
-00000 00004. The field-overflow indicator is 
turned on. 

DATA FLOW: Same as AS# 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as AS# 

TIMING: Same as AS# 

COMMENTS: This is an unusual operation code, because 
in some circumstances it goes against the rules of 
arithmetic. The reason for this is that the value in 
the storage word is considered plus regardless of 
its sign, and is never changed, regardless of the re
sult. Figure 37 is a chart of the combinations of 
two values, 8 and 6, and the results obtained by 
this code, when one position is field-defined. 

Note that the results are the same for each 
combination of signs, when the values are re
versed. If either factor is alpha, its value is con
sidered plus. 

VALUE IN VALUE IN RESULT IN 
STORAGE ACCUMULATOR STORAGE 

+6 +8 +4 Field Overflow 
+6 -8 +2* 
-6 +8 -4* Field Overflow 
-6 -8 -2* 

+8 +6 +4 Field Overflow 
+8 -6 +2 
-8 +6 -4* Field Overflow 
-8 -6 -2* 

*These results are arithmetically incorrect 

FIGURE 37. RESULTS - ADD TO ABSOLUTE STORAGE 

FROM ACCUMULATOR 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 

FIGURE 38. 

The purpose of this operation code is modifica
tion of instructions. Because an instruction can 
have either a plus or minus sign, the value of the 
result would be affected by the sign, if an AS# or 
ss# instruction were used. 

Note that neither factor ever has its sign 
changed by this operation. 

Accumulator addresses can be used with this 
operation. If the instruction uses the same accu
mulator (AAS3 from accumulator 3 for example), 
the value in the accumulator is doubled if its sign 
is plus or alpha, or set to zeros if its sign is minus. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 38): PHI has been pre
viously defined as positions 6-9 of word 2500. 

The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+29 00 69 2550 

Shift Control 

+50 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The shift-control operations 
cause the contents of an accumulator to be moved 
to the right or left within the accumulator a spe
cified number of positions. The digits moved off 
the end are lost, and the vacated positions at the 
other end are filled with zeros. 

This operation code is augmented; the specific 
operation to be performed is defined in position 
7 of the instruction. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

SOl +50 

23 

45 

6 

Indexing word. Even though positions 6-9 

do not represent an address, they are mod
ified by positions 2-5 of an IW, if one is 
specified here. 
Index word, for shift and count operations. 
The number of places shifted (00-10) re
places positions 4-5 of the index word spe
cified here (positions 2-3 of the index word 
are set to zero, and its sign is set to plus). 
These positions are not used in the other 
shift operations. 
1-3, designating the accumulator to be 

shifted 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

7 0-3, designating the type of shift: 

O. shift right accumulator # SRI, SR2, SR3 

1. Shift right and round accumulator # 
SRR 1, SRR2, SRR3 

2. Shift left accumulator # SL1, SL2, SL3 

3. Shift left and count accumulator # 
SLC 1, SLc2, SLc3 

89 00-10, designating the number of positions 
to be shifted. Not used in shift and count 
operations. 

SHIFT RIGHT ACCUMULATOR #: The entire contents of 
the accumulator designated in position 6 are shift
ed to the right the number of positions specified 
in positions 8-9 of the instruction. 

SHIFT RIGHT AND ROUND ACCUMULATOR #: This code 
is the same as shift right, with the additional fea
ture that the amount shifted is rounded off. A 5 is 
added to the highest-order digit that is to be 
dropped off the edge; and if there is a carry, the 
next digit is increased by 1. 

SHIFT LEFT ACCUMULATOR #: This is the same as shift 
right, except that the digits are moved to the left. 
Zeros are inserted into the vacated low-order po
sitions. 

SHIFT LEFT AND COUNT ACCUMULATOR #: The digits 
in the accumulator designated in position 6 are 
shifted to the left, until a digit other than a zero 
is in the high-order position. If the high-order digit 
is non-zero to start with, no shift takes place. Be
cause the instruction does not determine the num
ber of positions to be shifted, positions 8-9 are not 
used, but must be a valid shift number (00-10). 

The number of positions shifted is recorded in 
an index word, specified in positions 4-5 of the 
instruction. This number (00-10) is recorded in 
positions 4-5 of the IW; positions 2-3 of the IW 
are set to zero, and the remaining positions are 
unchanged. The sign of the index word is set to 
plus. 

EXAMPLES: To shift the contents of accumulator 2 five 
positions to the right: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 xx 2 0 05 
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Contents of accumulator 2 before the operation: 
+ 12345 67890. Contents of accumulator 2 after 
the operation: + 00000 12345. 

To shift the contents of accumulator 2 five posi
tions to the right, and round-off the number: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 xx 2 1 05 

Contents of accumulator 2 before the operation: 
+ 12345 67890. Contents of accumulator 2 after 
the operation: + 00000 12346. 

To shift the contents of accumulator 3 one po
sition to the left: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+ 50 00 xx 3 2 01 

Contents of accumulator 3 before the operation: 
-12000 00000. Contents of accumulator 3 after 
the operation: -20000 00000. 

To shift left and count in accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 17 1 3 yy 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
-00002 40390. Although positions 8-9 are not 
used, they must contain a valid shift number 
(00-10). Contents of accumulator 1 after the op
eration: -24039 00000. Contents of IW 17 be
fore the operation: -00 2425 0015. Contents of 
IW 17 after the operation: +00 0004 0015. 

DAT A FLOW: The contents of the specified accumulator 
are transferred in parallel to the synchronizer reg
ister, where the shifting actually takes place. The 
shifted contents of the synchronizer register are 
sent to the accumulator, replacing what was there. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The synchronizer register and 
the accumulator. 

TIMING: Figure 39 

COMMENTS: A +50 shift operation never changes the 
sign of the accumulator. A shift of 10 positions 
sets the entire accumulator to zeros but does not 
change the sign. It has the same result as an op
eration that subtracts the contents of an accumula
tor from itself. 

36 

A shift in excess of 10 positions (11-99 in posi
tions 8-9) is signalled as an error, even in shift 
and count operations. If positions 8-9 are 00, this 
instruction is the same as NOP except for shift 
and count. 

ABBR. NAME NO. OF POS. TIME IN 
SHIFTED MICROSECONDS 

SR# Shift Right Accumulator # 0-4 36 
Sl# S~ift left Accumulator # 5-7 48 

8-10 60 
SRR# Shift Right and Round 

Accumulator # 0 36 
1-3 72 
4-6 84 
7-9 96 

10 108 
SlC Shift left and Count 

Accumulator # 0-4 72 
5-7 84 
8-10 96 

FIGURE 39. TIMING - SHIFT CONTROL 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 40-43): The instruc-
tion assembled from Figure 40 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 00 2 0 03 

The instruction assembled from Figure 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 00 3 1 02 

The instruction assembled from Figure 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

+50 00 00 1 2 07 

The instruction assembled from Figure 

SOl 23 45 

+50 00 91 

Coupled Shift Control 
-50 

6 7 89 

2 3 00 

41 is: 

42 is: 

43 is: 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This augmented code is used 
with accumulators 1 and 2 coupled, with accu
mulator 1 as the high-order accumulator. The 
operation is either normal-shift or split-shift. 
Normal-shift operates the same as the shift opera
tion for a single accumulator (+50), except that 
it operates a single 20-position accumulator, com
posed of accumulators 1 and 2. Split-shift opera
tions cause the 20-digit number to be "broken 
apart" between any two positions, with the posi
tions, direction of shift and number of positions 
shifted all specified in the instruction (Figure 44). 



Label OPERAND 
25 30 35 40 

FIGURE 40. 

Label OPERAND 
25 30 35 40 

FIGURE 41. 

Label OPERAND 
25 30 35 40 

FIGURE 42. 

Label OPERAND 
25 30 35 40 

I 

FIGURE 43. 

For shift right coupled, or shift right and round 
coupled, the sign of accumulator 2 is replaced by 
the sign of accumulator 1. For shift left or a shift 
left and count, the sign of accumulator I is re
placed by the sign of accumulator 2. This is true 
even for shifts of zero places. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

SOl -50 

23 Indexing word. Even though positions 6-9 
do not represent an address, they are mod-

Before Shift 

ified by positions 2-5 of an IW, if one 

is specified here. 

E2 345 6 7 18 9 0~7 5 4 7 8 2 1 6 31 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

After Shift Left Split 4 (5) 

h6 1 0 10 10 1~181910h715141718121116131 
After Shift Right Split 6 (5) 

F213141~10 10 1010 [::617181910181715141 

FIGURE 44. EXAMPLES OF SPLIT-SHIFTING 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

6 

7 

89 

Basi c Autocoder----l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

Basic Autocoder----l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

Basi c Autocoder----l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

Basi c Autocoder----l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

Index word, for shift and count. The num
ber of places shifted (00-20) replaces po-

sitions 4-5 of the index word specified 

here (positions 2-3 of the index word are 

set to zero, and its sign is set to plus). 

These positions are not used in the other 

shift operations. 

0-9, designating the position in accumula

tor I or 2 from which the split-shift op

eration will take place. For shift-left split, 

it is the units position of the digits shifted; 

for shift-right split, it is the high-order po

sition. This position is not used with 

normal-shift operations. 

0-7, determining the type of shift: 

O-Shift right coupled SR 

I-Shift right and round coupled SRR 

2-Shift left coupled SL 

3-Shift left and count coupled SLC 

4-Shift right from point 

accumulator I 

5-Shift left from point 

accumulator I 

6-Shift right from point 

accumulator 2 

7 -Shift left from point 

accumulator 2 

SRS 

SLS 

SRS 

SLS 

00-20, designating the number of positions 

to be shifted. Not used in shift and count 

but must be valid. 
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EXAMPLES: To shift right five places in accumulators 
1 and 2 coupled: 

38 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx x 0 05 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
+ 12345 00000 

Acc 2 
-67890 00000 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
+00000 12345 

Acc 2 
+00000 67890. 

To shift the contents of accumulators 1 and 2 
coupled, three positions to the right, and round off 
the value: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx x 1 03 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
+34780 00022 

Acc 2 
+00001 78534. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Ace 1 
+00034 78000 

Acc 2 
+02200 00179. 

To shift left 16 places in accumulators 1 and 
2 coupled: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx x 2 16 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
+75346 92188 

Acc 2 
-74310 25505. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
-55050 00000 

Acc 2 
-00000 00000. 

To shift the contents of accumulators 1 and 2 
coupled, to the left; until a significant digit is in 
the high-order position; and to store the number 
of positions shifted, in positions 2-5 of IW 25: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 25 x 3 yy 

Positions 8-9 are not used but cannot be greater 
than 20. 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
-00007 00000 

Acc 2 
-12345 00222. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Ace 1 
-70000 01234 

Ace 2 
-50022 20000. 

Contents of IW 25 before the operation: + 66 
0155 6420. Contents of IW 25 after the opera
tion: + 66 0004 6420. 

To split-shift the contents of accumulators 1 
and 2 coupled, 10 positions to the right, starting 
with position 5 of accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx 5 4 10 

Contents of thG accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
+ 11223 34455 

Acc 2 
-66778 89900 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
+ 11223 00000 

Acc 2 
+00000 34455. 

To split-shift the contents of accumulators 1 
and 2 coupled, 3 positions to the left, starting with 
position 2 of accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx 2 5 03 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
+53560 00000 

Acc 2 
-00000 04475. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
-00060 00000 

Acc 2 
-00000 04475. 

Note that the sign of accumulator 1 is made the 
same as that of accumulator 2. 

To split-shift the contents of accumulators 1 
and 2 coupled, 6 positions to the right, starting 
with position 0 of accumulator 2: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 xx 0 6 06 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 Acc 2 
+ 12345 67890 + 12345 67890. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
+ 12345 67890 

Ace 2 
+00000 01234. 

To split-shift the contents of accumulators 1 
and 2 coupled, 19 positions to the left, starting 



with the units position of accumulator 2: 

Sal 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 23 xx 9 7 19 

Contents of the accumulators before the operation: 

Acc 1 
-99887 76655 

Acc 2 
+00044 33221. 

Contents of the accumulators after the operation: 

Acc 1 
+ 10000 00000 

Acc 2 
+00000 00000. 

DATA FLOW: The operations for this code vary, de
pending on the number of positions shifted and 
whether the operation is normal-shift or split
shift. 

SHIFT LEFT OR SHIFT RIGHT, LESS THAN 10 POSITIONS: 

The contents of accumulator 2 are moved to the 
synchronizer register. The shifting takes place in 
accumulator 1 and the synchronizer register. Zeros 
are inserted, as required, into the high-order por
tion of accumulator 1 for shift right; or into the 
low-order portion of accumulator 2 for shift left. 
At the completion of the shifting, accumulator 1 
contains its correct value. The contents of the 
synchronizer register are transmitted to accumu
lator 2. 

SHIFT RIGHT OF GREATER THAN 10 POSITIONS: The 
arithmetic register is filled with zeros and given the 
sign of accumulator 1. The synchronizer register 
is shifted right the number of positions called 
for, minus 10. The contents of the synchronizer 
register are transmitted to accumulator 2. The 
contents of the arithmetic register are sent to ac
cumulator 1. 

SHIFT LEFT OF GREATER THAN 10 POSITIONS: This is 
the same as for shift right greater than 10 posi
tions, except that the contents of accumulator 2 
are sent to the synchronizer register, the shift is 
left, and the contents of the synchronizer register 
are transmitted to accumulator 1, with the zeros 
from the arithmetic register going to accumulator 
2. 

SPLIT SHIFT RIGHT IN ACC 2, OR SPLIT SHIFT LEFT IN 

ACC 1: These instructions do not involve both ac
cumulators. The single accumulator to be shifted is 
brought to the synchronizer register, the sign of 
which is set to that of the unused accumulator. 
The split shift takes place there, and the resultant 
contents and sign are transmitted back to the ac
cumulator. 

OPERATION NO. OF pos. TIME IN 

SHIFTED MICROSECONDS 

SR Shift Right Coupled 0-4,20 36 

SL Shift Left Coupled 5-7,11-13 48 

8-10,14-16 60 
17-19 72 

SRR Shift Right and Round 

Coupled 0 36 

1-3,11-13 72 

4-6,14-16 84 

7-9,17-19 96 

10,20 108 

SLC Shift Left and Count 

Coupled 0-4,20 72 

5-7,11-13 84 

8-10,14-16" 96 

17-19 108 

SRS Shift Right Split 0 36 

1-3 108 
SLS Shift Left Split 4-6 120 

7-9 132 

10 144 

FIGURE 45. TIMING - COUPLED SHIFT CONTROL 

SPLIT SHIFT RIGHT IN ACC 1, SPLIT SHIFT LEFT IN 

ACC 2: The shifting must take place in each accu
mulator, and some of the digits from one accumu
lator must be in the other accumulator at comple
tion. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: This depends on the specific op
eration, as described above. In some operations, 
both accumulators are affected; in others, only 
one. All of them, however, use the synchronizer 
register. 

TIMING: Figure 45 

COMMENTS: Because this instruction always uses ac
cumulators 1 and 2 coupled, there is no accumu
lator number required in the A utocoder mnemo
nics. 

A normal-shift left of 10 positions sets accumu
lator 2 to zeros and puts its contents and sign into 
accumulator 1. A normal-shift of 10 positions to 
the right does the reverse. A normal-shift of 10 
or more positions always sets one accumulator to 
zeros and gives the other accumulator the sign 
of the reset accumulator. A normal-shift of 20 
positions sets both accumulators to zeros. 

In either normal-shift or split-shift instructions, 
the signs of both accumulators are always the 
same after the operation is completed. They both 
have the sign of accumulator 1 after a shift-right, 
or the sign of accumulator 2 after a shift-left op
eration. This is true even for shifts of zero places 
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(00 in positions 8-9, or no shift required in shift 
left and count). The sign of accumulator 2 can 
be made the same as that of accumulator 1, with
out changing the contents of either accumulator; 
for example, by the instruction: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 9 4 00 

The digit in position 7 could be 4 or 6. Position 
6 can contain any digit (it can whenever positions 
8-9 are 00). Code 5, shift left from point in ac
cumulator 1, can never change the contents of 
accumulator 2. Similarly, code 7 can never change 
the contents of accumulator 1. Shift left or right 
from a point can specify a shift of more positions 
than there are available (e. g. shift right 20 posi
tions from the units position of accumulator 2), 
as long as the number of positions does not exceed 
20. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 46-52): The instruc
tion assembled from Figure 46 is: 

FIGURE 

FIGURE 

FIGURE 

FIGURE 

40 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 0 0 12 

The instruction assembled from Figure 47 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 0 1 05 

The instruction assembled from Figure 48 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 0 2 17 

Label 
25 

46. 

Label 
25 

47. 

Label 
25 

48. 

Label 
25 

49. 

OPERAND 
30 35 40 

OPERAND 
30 35 40 

OPERAND 
30 35 40 

OPERAND 
30 35 40 

The instruction assembled from Figure 49 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 47 0 3 00 

Note that the number in the operand column des
ignates the index word in which the shift-and
count position total is to be stored. 

The instruction assembled from Figure 50 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 5 4 02 

The instruction assembled from Figure 51 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 5 6 02 

For Autocoder programming, the digits in the 
coupled accumulators are numbered from 00 
through 19, from the high-order position of accu
mulator 1 to the low-order position of accumulator 
2. The 15 here thus means position 5 of accumu
lator 2. The only difference between this assembled 
instruction and the previous one is in position 7. 

The instruction assembled from Figure 52 is: 

SOl 23 45 6 7 89 

-50 00 00 4 6 15 

This instruction sets all of accumulator 1 and the 
5 high-order positions of accumulator 2 to zero. 

45 
Basic Autocoder-...-l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

45 
Basic Autocoder-...-l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

45 
Basi c Autocoder-...-l 

50 55 601 
Autocoder 

65 70 

45 
Basi c Autocoder-...-l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 50. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 5l. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 52. 
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Logic Codes 

The 7070 stored program can make logical decisions 
based on a considerable number of different situations. 
The logic operations are classified into two types: 
branch and compare. Miscellaneous operations are also 
included in this section, because they are usually used 
in connection with logical decisions made by the pro
gram. The branch operations are logical decisions; the 
program either branches or does not, depending on the 
result of a test. A compare operation is also a test, but 

the result of the test merely turns on an indicator for 
later interrogation by a branch instruction. The miscel
laneous codes perform no operation but are useful in 
connection with the logic operation codes, automatic 
checking features of the system, and program testing. 

CATEGORIES OP CODES 

Branch 

Accumulators + 10, +20, +30 

-10, -20, -30 

Alteration Switch +51 

Channel busy +51 

Electronic switches +61, +62, +63 

Indicator branch +40 

-40 

-41 

+ 11, +21, +31 

+41 

*These require only 24 microseconds for indexing, rather than 36. 

The branch operation codes in this section are listed 
in their categories in Figure 53; the compare codes and 
miscellaneous are listed in Figure 54. 

NAMES MNEMONICS 

Branch if zero in accumulator # BZ1, BZ2, BZ3 

Branch if minus in accumulator # BM 1, BM2, BM3* 

Branch if alteration switch is on BAS 

Branch if channel is busy BCB 

Electronic switch control: 

Branch if electronic switch is on BES 

Electronic switch set on ESN 

Electronic switch set off ESF 

Branch if electronic switch is on, and set on if off BSN 

Branch if electronic switch is on, and set off if on BSF 

Branch if low BL* 

Branch if high BH* 

Branch if equal BE * 

Branch if overflow in accumulator # BY1, BY2, BY3* 

Field overflow control: 

Branch if field overflow BFY* 

Sense mode for field overflow SMFY* 

Halt mode for field overflow HMFY* 

This category also includes the branch on sign change instruction, BSC, included in the Compare category under - 03, Sign Control. The 

floating-decimal overflow and underflow indicator-branch instructions are in the Floating Decimal section. 

Other branch instructions are included in the Index Worcj, Disk Storage, and Priority Codes sections. 

FIGURE 53. BRANCH OPERATION CODES 
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All of the A utocoder symbols that start with Bare 
branch codes (but not all the branch codes start with B; 
HB, for example). 

All the compare symbols start with c, and no other 
codes start with c. 

Branch if Zero in Accumulator # 
+ 1 0, +20, +30 BZ1, BZ2, BZ3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The contents of the specified 
accumulator are tested for zero. If it is zero, the 
program branches to the location in positions 6-9 
(indexable). If it is not zero, the program con
tinues sequentially, taking its next instruction from 
the location in the instruction counter. The sign 
of the accumulator is ignored. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always +. 
o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac
cumulator 3. 

1 

23 

CATEGORIES 

Compare 

Always O. 

Indexing word. 

OP CODES 

45 Not used. 

6789 Address of the next instruction, if the ac

cumulator is zero. Not used if the accumu

lator is non-zero. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 1580 if accumulator 
2 is zero: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+20 00 xx 1580 

Contents of accumulator 2: -00000 00100. The 
program does not branch. 

DATA FLOW: If the specified accumulator is zero, the 
contents of positions 6-9 go to the instruction 
counter (after indexing if indexing is specified). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter if the 
accumulator is zero. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds 

COMMENTS: Note that the sign of the accumulator is 
ignored. The accumulator is considered zero only 
if all 10 digits are zeros; there is no field defini
tion. The accumulator is not changed by this op
eration. 

NAMES MNEMONICS 

Accumulators +15, +25, +35 Compare accumulator # to storage C1, C2, C3 

-15 Compare absolute in accumulator 1 to absolute in CA 

storage 

Digit +03 Compare storage to digit CD 

Sign -03 Sign Control: 

Compare sign to alpha CSA 

Compare sign to minus CSM 

Compare sign to plus CSP 

Make sign alpha MSA 

Make sign minus MSM 

Make sign plus MSP 

Sense mode for sign change SMSC* 

Halt mode for sign change HMSC* 

Branch on sign change BSC* 

Miscellaneous 

Branch +01 Branch (unconditional) B 

+02 Branch and load location in index word BLX 

+00 Halt and branch HB 

Other -00 Halt and proceed HP 

-01 No operation NOP* 

'--* for indexin These require only 24 microseconds g, rather than 36. 

FIGURE 54. COMPARE OPERATION CODE 
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AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 55): Assume that THETA 

has been previously defined as word 4100 (or any 
part of word 41 00). The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+30 00 xx 4150 

Branch if Minus in Accumulator # 
-10, -20, -30 BM 1, BM2, BM3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The sign of the specified accu
mulator is tested for minus. If it is minus, the pro
gram branches to the location in positions 6-9 (in
dexable). If it is not minus, the program continues 
sequentially, taking its next instruction from the 
location in the instruction counter. The contents 
of the accumulator are ignored. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always -. 

o Designates the accumulator: 1 for accu

mulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for ac

cumulator 3. 

1 Always O. 

23 Indexing word. 

45 Not used. 

6789 Address of the next instruction, if the ac

cumulator sign is minus. Not used if the 

sign is plus or alpha. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 1670 if accumulator 
3 is minus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-30 00 xx 1670 

Contents of accumulator 2: @ 618264 0000. The 
program does not branch. 

DATA FLOW: If the specified accumulator is minus, the 
contents of positions 6-9 go to the instruction 
counter (after indexing if indexing is used). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter if the 
accumulator is minus. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: Note that the test is for minus or non
minus; if it is either plus or alpha, there is no 
branch. The contents of the accumulator are ig
nored, and neither sign nor contents are changed 
by the operation. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 56): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-10 21 00 0645 

Branch on Alteration Switch or Channel Busy 
+51 
MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This is an augmented code, 

which performs two functions: 
1. Tests any of the four alteration switches on the 
console and branches to the location in positions 
6-9 (indexable) if that switch is ON. 

2. Tests either of the two tape/disk channels, and 
branches to the location in positions 6-9 (index
able) if that channel is busy. Several causes can 
make a channel busy. The most common is the 
transmission of data between core storage and tape 
or disk storage, as the result of read or write 
instruction. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

Sal 

23 

4 

5 

6789 

+51 

Indexing word. 

For alteration-switch test, 1-4, specifying 

the alteration switch. 

For channel-busy test, 1-2, specifying the 

tape/disk channel. 

o or 1, determining the operation: 

a-Branch if alteration switch is ON BAS 

I-Branch if channel is busy BCB 

Branch address if: 

the specified alteration switch is ON, or if 
the specified channel is busy. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

0 

FIGURE 55. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

--,----,---J 

FIGURE 56. 
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EXAMPLES: To branch to location 2244, if alteration 
switch 3 is ON: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+51 00 3 0 2244 

To branch to location 0888, if channel 2 is 
busy: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+51 00 2 1 0888 

DAT A FLOW: There is no flow of data initiated by these 
codes. They are tests of existing conditions at a 
particular point in the program. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter, if a 
branch is executed. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The alteration switches afford operator 
control over the stored program, to the extent that 
they are used in the program. They are occa
sionally helpful in program testing. The stored 
program cannot turn an alteration switch on or 
off; this is done by console operation only. 

The channel-busy test can be useful in saving 
time. A tape-read instruction may hold up the 
stored program; for example, if there is another 
tape unit on that channel in operation at the time 
the instruction is given. In many cases, the effi
ciency of the stored program can be increased if 
a channel-busy test is given before every tape read 
or write instruction, particularly if the tape rec
ords are long. If the channel is busy, the program 
can branch and do something else, instead of being 
interlocked until the channel is free. 

This instruction can be used at the completion 
of a disk-storage seek operation to determine 
which channel is available for the subsequent disk 
read or write operation. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 57 and 58): CHI has 
been defined as word 2360. The instruction as
sembled from Figure 57 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+51 00 2 0 2360 

OMEGA is word 3343, previously defined. The 
instruction assembled from Figure 58 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+51 00 1 1 3343 

Electronic Switch Control 
+61, +62, +63 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: These augmented codes cover 
all of the operations involving the 30 electronic 
switches: testing whether one is ON or OFF, turn
ing one on or off, or combining the test with turn
ing one on or off. Code +61 provides for testing 
and/or setting the 10 switches, the settings of 
which are in word 0101; +62 for word 0102; and 
+63 for word 0103. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

S Always +. 

o Always 6. 

1 1-3, designating the group of 10 switches. 
This position and position 5 determine the 
specific electronic switch of the 30 avail
able. 

23 Indexing word for the branch address if 
the instruction is a test of an electronic 
switch. For non-test operations, these po
sitions have no function and can contain 
any digits. 

4 0-4, determining the specific operation: 

O-Test BES 
I-Turn on 
2-Turn off 
3-Test and turn on 
4-Test and turn off 

ESN 
ESF 
BSN 
BSF 

5 0-9, Designating the switch number, of the 
10 specified in position 1. These digits ac
tually refer to positions 0-9 of word 0101, 
0102, or 0103. The switches are numbered 
1-30. Switch 1 has its designation in posi
tion 0 of word 0101; switch 2 in position 
1, etc. The designation for switch 30 is 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---J Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 57. 

30 
Label OPERAND 

35 40 45 
Basi c Autocoder---J 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 58. 
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in position 9 of word 0103. Thus, elec
tronic switch 7, for example, is ON if there 
is a digit 1-9 in position 6 of word 0101, 
and OFF if there is a zero in that position. 

6789 Branch address (indexable) for the branch 
instructions (0, 3, or 4 in position 4). For 
the other two operations, these positions 
are not used and can contain any digits. If 
the specified electronic switch is OFF when 
a branch instruction is given, these posi-

tions are not used. 

O-TEST: The electronic switch specified in positions 1 
and 5 is tested. If it is ON, the next instruction is 
taken from the address in positions 6-9, after in
dexing if indexing is used. If it is OFF, the next in
struction is taken from the location in the in
struction counter. 

The test is actually made of the digit in word 
0101,0102, or 0103, that corresponds to the spe
cified electronic switch. If there is a digit 1-9 in 
that position, the switch is considered ON, and the 
branch is executed. If that position contains a 
zero, the switch is considered OFF, and no branch 
is executed. 

I-TURN ON: The digit position in word 0101, 0102, 
or 0103, specified by positions 1 and 5 of the in
struction, is set to 1. The program does not 
branch; the next instruction comes from the loca
tion in the instruction counter. 

2-TURN OFF: This is the same as turn on, except that 
a 0 is inserted into the specified position of word 
0101, 0102, or 0103, thus turning the switch off. 

3-TEST AND TURN ON: If the specified switch is ON, 

the program branches to the location in positions 
6-9 (indexable). Regardless of whether the branch 
took place, the specified switch is turned on after 
the test. A 1 is inserted into the specified position 
of word 0101, 0102, or 0103. 

4-TEST AND TURN OFF: Same as test and turn on, ex
cept that a 0 is inserted into the specified position 
of word 0101, 0102, or 0103, after the test is 
made. 

EXAMPLES: To branch in word 1352 if electronic 
switch 13 is ON: 

46 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+ 6 2 00 0 3 1352 

Contents of word 0102: +01010 11001, un
changed by the operation. The program branches, 
because of the 1 in position 3. 

To turn on electronic switch 24: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+63 xx 1 4 xxxx 

Contents of word 0103 before the operation: 
-23408 50332; contents of word 0103 after the 
operation: -23401 50332. 

To turn off electronic switch 29: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+63 xx 2 9 xxxx 

Contents of word 0103: + 11101 00110, the same 
before and after the operation, because position 9 
was already at zero. 

DATA FLOW: The storage word designated in position 
1 (word 0101,0102, or 0103), is brought to 
the arithmetic register. If the operation is test (0, 
3, or 4 in position 4), the digit specified in posi
tion 5 of the instruction is tested for a zero or 
non-zero condition. If the operation is turn-on 
(1 or 3 in position 4), a 1 is inserted into the 
position of the arithmetic register, specified in po
sition 5. If the operation is turn-off (2 or 4 in 
position 4), a 0 is inserted. The contents of the 
arithmetic register are returned to core storage. If 
the operation is test, and a non-zero is in the spe
cified digit position of the arithemetic register, the 
contents of positions 6-9 of the instruction (in
dexed if so specified), are transmitted to the in
struction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, and the 
instruction counter if a branch instruction tests a 
switch that is ON. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds for all electronic switch in
structions. 

COMMENTS: The test operations all test the specified 
electronic switch for an ON condition; the program 
branches if the switch is ON, and does not branch 
if it is OFF. The operations to test and turn on, 
and test and turn off, both make the test for ON, 

and then turn the switch on or off, as specified. 

Words 0101, 0102, and 0103 can be changed 
by other instructions. They can be treated just 
like the other core-storage words. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 59-63): MONDAY 

has been previously defined as word 0427. The 
instruction assembled from Figure 59 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+63 00 0 6 0427 



The instruction assembled from Figure 60 is: ON, the next instruction is taken from the location 
in the instruction counter. The indicator setting is 
not changed. 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+63 00 1 1 0000 INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

The instruction assembled from Figure 61 is: SOl +40. 

SOl 23 4 

+61 00 2 

5 6789 

8 0000 

23 Indexing word for the branch address. Not 
used if there is no branch. 

45 Not used. 
TUESDAY has been previously defined as word 

2704. The instruction assembled from Figure 62 
is: 

6789 Branch address, used if the low indicator 

is ON (indexable). Otherwise, not used. 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+62 17 3 9 2704 

The actual location 3110 is used. The 
instruction assembled from Figure 63 is: 

SOl 

+61 

Branch if Low 
+40 

23 

00 

4 5 6789 

4 4 3110 

instruc-

BL 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 2300 if the low indi
cator is ON: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+40 00 xx 2300 

DATA FLOW: There is no flow of data involved with 
this instruction. If the low indicator is ON, the con
tents of positions 6-9, indexed if indexing is spe
cified, are transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter if the 
low indicator is ON. 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This instruction tests the low 
indicator. If it is ON, the program branches to the 
address in positions 6-9 (indexable). If it is not 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: This instruction does not affect the setting 
of the low indicator, nor the other two indicators; 
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the stored program normally changes tnese settings 
only with a compare instruction. (They can be 
changed by adjusting the priority indicator storage 
word, 0100, in a priority routine. The adjusted 
settings are returned to the indicators by a priority
release instruction. See section on A utomatic Pri
ority Processing for a complete description of the 
priority indicator storage word.) 

The high, equal, and low indicators are all 
turned off by pressing COMPUTER RESET on the 
console operating keyboard. Pressing ERROR RE

SET on the operating keyboard turns them off, only 
if none, two, or three of them had been on, and 
the machine has stopped because a compare in
struction has discovered this. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 64): WEDNESDAY has 
been previously defined as word 1100. The assem
bled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+40 00 00 1100 

Branch if High 
-40 BH 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is the same as 
branch if low, except that the high indicator is 
tested, and a branch is executed if it is ON. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as branch if low, except 
for sign. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 3450 if the high in
dicator is ON: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-40 00 xx 3450 

DATA FLOW: Same as branch if low. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as branch if low. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The comments under Branch if Low, also 
apply to branch if high. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 65): WEDNESDAY has 
been previously defined as word 1100. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-40 00 00 1200 

Branch if Equal 
-41 BE 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is the same as branch 
if low, except that the equal indicator is tested, 
and a branch is executed if it is ON. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as branch if low, except 
for positions SO 1, which are -41. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 4101 indexed by po
sitions 2-5 of IW 56, if the equal indicator is ON: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-41 56 xx 4101 

DATA FLOW: Same as branch if low. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as branch if low. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The comments under branch if low also 
apply to branch if equal. 

Note that these branch codes do not have to 
follow the compare instructions immediately; they 
can come at any time. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 66): WEDNESDAY has 
been previously defined as word 1100. The assem
bled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-41 00 00 1300 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 

FIGURE 67. 

Branch if Overflow in Accumulator # 
+11, +21, +31 BV1, BV2, BV3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: These codes are similar to the 
branch if low, equal, and high codes, in that an 
indicator is tested, and the program branches to 
the address in positions 6-9 (indexable), if it is ON. 

The indicator may have been set previously in the 
program; it does not have to be tested immedi
ately. The overflow indicator for an accumulator 
is turned on when a true-add operation obtains an 
II-digit result. The high-order digit of this result 
is lost (it is a carry 1 in all cases), and the over
flow indicator for the accumulator is turned ON. 

Unlike the BRANCH IF LOW, EQUAL, and HIGH 

codes, a branch-overflow instruction turns off the 
indicator after testing it. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

S Always +. 

o 1-3, designating the accumulator: 1 for 
accumulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for 

1 

23 

45 

6789 

accumulator 3. (Each accumulator has its 

own overflow indicator.) 

Always 1. 

Indexing word for the branch address. Not 
used if there is no branch. 

Not used. 

Branch address if the specified overflow in
dicator is on (indexable). 

EXAMPLES: To branch to location 4501 if the overflow 
indicator for accumulator 3 is ON: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+31 00 xx 4501 

DAT A FLOW: There is no movement of data involved. 
If the indicator is ON, it is turned off, and the ad
dress in positions 6-9, indexed if so specified, is 
transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter and the 
specified overflow indicator, if the indicator is ON. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The only situation that can cause an accu
mulator to overflow and set the overflow indicator, 
is a true-add to accumulator operation in which 
at least one of the factors is a 10-digit number. 

Overflow occurs if the sum of two numbers is 
11 digits in length. When this happens, the 10 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

low-order digits of the correct total are in the ac
cumulator, and the overflow indicator for that ac
cumulator is turned on. The high-order digit of 
the ll-digit result is aI, in all cases. If necessary, 
a program subroutine could be used to keep track 
of the overflows. 

Each accumulator has an overflow light on the 
console. The light is ON whenever the overflow 
indicator for that accumulator is ON. The branch
if-overflow instruction turns off the console light, 
as well as the indicator. The console also contains 
an overflow key for each accumulator. If the key 
is not pressed, an overflow in diat accumulator 
sets the indicator and stops the machine. If the key 
is pressed, an overflow in that accumulator merely 
sets the indicator; the program continues, with the 
indicator ON, until a BV instruction tests it and 
turns it oft 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 67): The actual location 
1912 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 11 00 00 1912 

Field Overflow Control 
+41 
MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This augmented code deter

mines the setting of the field-overflow stop/sense 
switch. It also tests the field-overflow indicator, 
causing the program to branch to the address in 
positions 6-9 (indexable) if the indicator is on. 
This branch code then turns the indicator off if it 
is ON, just as the branch-if-overflow codes (BV#) 

do. 
INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

SOl 

23 

4 

5 

6789 

+41. 

Indexing word for the branch address. Not 
used if the branch instruction is not used, 

or if it is used but there is no branching. 

Not used. 

0-2, designating the operation ~ 
O-Branch if field overflow BFV 

I-Sense mode for field overflow SMFV 

2-Halt mode for field overflow HMFV 

Branch address for the BFV instruction. 
For the other instructions, these positions 

are not used and can contain any digits. 
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O-BRANCH IF FIELD OVERFLOW: The field-overflow 
indicator is tested. If it is ON, the address in posi
tions 6-9. (indexable) is transmitted to the instruc
tion counter, and the next instruction is taken 
from that location. The field-overflow indicator is 
turned off if it was ON. 

I-SENSE MODE FOR FIELD OVERFLOW: The field
overflow sense/stop switch is set to sense. If it 
is already at sense, this instruction has no effect. 
When the switch is at sense, a field-overflow con
dition arising in the program turns on the field
overflow indicator but does not stop the machine. 

2-HALT MODE FOR FIELD OVERFLOW: The field
overflow sense/stop switch is set to stop. If it is 
already at stop, this instruction has no effect. 
When the switch is at -stop, a field-overflow con
dition arising in the program turns on the field
overflow indicator, and stops the machine. If the 
field-overflow indicator is ON when this instruction 
is given, the machine stops. 

EXAMPLES: To branch to location 2365 if the field 
overflow indicator fs ON: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+41 00 x 0 2365 

To set the field-overflow stop/sense switch to 
stop, regardless of its previous setting: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+41 xx x 2 xxxx 

DATA FLOW: There is no movement of data in these 
codes. If the field-overflow indicator is ON, and the 
BFV instruction is given, the contents of positions 
6-9, indexed if so specified in positions 2-3, are 
transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: If a branch is called for, the 
instruction counter is changed, and the field-over
flow indicator is turned off. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds, for all these operations. 

COMMENTS: There are two devices involved with this 
operation code, and they have no direct relation
ship with each other. The field-overflow indicator 
is immediately turned ON whenever a field
overflow situation arises in a store or add-to
storage operation. The branch code, BFV, turns 
it OFF after making the test. There is no other way 
to turn the field-overflow indicator OFF, within 
the stored program. 

The field-overflow stop/sense switch is con
stantly at either sense or stop, determined by 
whether a HMFV or SMFV instruction has been 
given more recently. If it is on stop, a field
overflow situation arising in the program stops the 
machine, after turning on the field-overflow indi
cator. To turn off the indicator and start the ma
chine, press ERROR RESET and START on the 
console. If the switch is on sense, the program 
does not stop. The switch could thus be considered 
as having stop and "no-stop" settings. 

Pressing COMPUTER RESET, on the console, sets 
the field-overflow stop/sense switch to stop. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 68 and 69): THURS

DAY has been previously defined as word 1775. 

The instruction assembled from Figure 68 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+41 00 0 0 1755 

The instruction assembled from Figure 69 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+41 00 0 1 0000 

Note that no information is needed in the operand 
section. 

Compare Accumulator # to Storage 
+15, +25, +35 Cl, C2, C3 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The entire contents of the spec
ified accumulator, including sign, are compared 
with the field-defined digits and sign of the storage 
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word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable). One 
of the three compare indicators, high, equal, or 
low, is turned on, and the other two turned off, 
depending on the relation of the accumulator value 
to the storage-word value. If the accumulator is 
higher, the high indicator is turned on; if the ac
cumulator value is lower, the low indicator is 
turned on. If they are equal, the equal indicator is 
turned on. 

The following is a chart of the relative values 
of signs and digits in compare operations. 

Highest +99999 99999 
to 

+00000 00000 
-00000 00000 

to 
-99999 99999 
@99999 99999 

to 
Lowest @OOOOO 00000 

Note that plus is higher than minus, which is in 
turn higher than alpha, regardless of the numerical 
values. Note also that the greater a minus number 
is in absolute value, the smaller it is in a compare 
operation. Thus, a minus 9 is smaller than a 
minus 8, which is in turn smaller than a minus 7, 
etc. 

The contents of the storage word and the accu
mulator are unchanged by this operation. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Sal 23 45 6789 

S 

o 

1 

Always plus. 

1-3, designating the accumulator: 1 for 
accumulator 1, 2 for accumulator 2, 3 for 

accumulator 3. 

Always 5. 

23 Indexing word. 

45 Field definition. 

6789 Address (indexable) of the word in core 
storage, the sign and field-defined digits of 
which are to be compared with the spec

ified accumulator. 

EXAMPLES: To compare the entire contents of accu
mulator 1 with positions 0-4 of word 1806: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+15 00 04 1806 

Contents of accumulator 1: +00001 23456. Con
tents of word 1806: +23456 78900. The high 
indicator is turned oN-123,456 is higher than 
23,456. 

To compare the entire contents of accumulator 
3 with all of word 1919: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+35 00 09 1919 

Contents of accumulator 3: -00000 11122. Con
tents of word 1919: +00000 11122. The low indi
cator is turned on, because the accumulator value 
is minus and the storage value is plus. 

To compare the entire contents of accumulator 
2 with position 9 of word 1750: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+25 00 99 1750 

Contents of accumulator 2: -00000 00005. Con
tents of word 1750: -1855502774. The low indi
cator is turned on, because the accumulator has 
the minus number that is greater in absolute value. 

To compare the entire contents of accumulator 
1 with all of word 1515: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+15 00 09 1515 

Contents of accumulator 1: -61777 90091. Con
tents of word 1750: -18555 02774. The low indi
cator is turned on, because the accumulator has 
the minus number that is greater in absolute value. 

To compare the entire contents of accumulator 
1 with all of word 1515: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+15 00 09 1515 

Contents of accumulator 1: @61777 90091. Con
tents of word 1515: @61777 90091. The equal 
indicator is turned on. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the storage word are 
moved in parallel to the arithmetic register, and 
the contents of the accumulator are sent to the 
auxiliary register. The signs of each are compared; 
and if they are different, the high or low indicator 
is turned on, depending on the result of the sign 
comparison. The field-defined portion of the num
ber in the arithmetic register, and the entire con
tents (in significant digits) of the auxiliary regis
ter, are complement-added, just as in a subtract 
operation: the digits are brought in the adder in 
low-order to high-order sequence, with each digit 
from the arithmetic register changed to its comple
ment value before entering the adder. The result 
of this operation is not stored. This operation has 
two purposes: detecting whether any digit other 
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than zero results from it; and determining whether 
a carry results from it. To show how these factors 
determine the result of the compare operation, let's 
take three examples. In each, the value in the 
storage-word field is 005. The accumulator values 
are: 006 (high comparison), 005 (equal), and 
004 (low): 

Low Equal High 

Storage word to 
arithmetic register 005 005 005 

Accumulator to 
auxiliary register 004 005 006 

Complement-add 005: +995 +995 +995 

999 1000 1001 

not zero zero not zero 
no carry carry carry 

The low indicator is turned on if there is a non
zero result and no carry. A non-zero result with a 
carry, turns on the high indicator. A zero result 
with a carry, is an equal condition. 

If there are mOTe significant digits in the accu
mulator than field definition specifies, the absolute 
value of the accumulator is, of course, greater. 
This condition automatically turns on the high 
indicator if the signs are both plus or alpha, or the 
low indicator if the signs are both minus. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, auxil
iary register, adder, and the compare indicators. 

TIMING: The duration of a compare instruction is de
termined by the number of significant digits in the 
accumulator, or the number of digits specified by 
field definition, whichever is greater (Figure 70). 

Number of 
Digit Positions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Microseconds 36 48 48 48 60 60 60 72 72 

FIGURE 70. TIMING - COMPARE ACCUMULATOR 

# TO STORAGE 

10 

72 

These timings are the same as complement-add to 
accumulator. 

COMMENTS: Note that the sign is more important than 
the value, in compare operations. If the signs are 
different, the values have no effect on the result of 
the comparison. Note, also, that the entire accu
mulator is always used; field definition is used with 
the storage word only. 

Accumulators can be addressed by these codes. 
This means that two accumulators can be com
pared with each other; or an entire accumulator 
can be compared with a field-defined portion of 
itself, to determine whether the remaining positions 
are all zeros. 

After a compare operation one of the three in
dicators, high, low, or equal, is ON and the other 
two are OFF. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 71 and 72): Assume 
that FRIDAY has been previously defined as posi
tions 6-9 of word 2120. The instruction assembled 
from Figure 71 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+35 00 69 2120 

The actual address 502 is used. The instruction 
assembled from Figure 72 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+25 39 56 0502 

Compare Absolute in Accumulator 1 to Absolute in 
Storage 

-15 CA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is similar to com
pare accumulator to storage, with two exceptions: 

1. The signs of both factors are ignored. The 
comparison is made of the values only, both con
sidered plus. 

2. This code can be used with accumulator 1 
only. 
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INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -15. 

23 

45 

6789 

Indexing word. 

Field definition. 

Address of the word in storage whose field

defined digits are to be compared, in abso

lute value, with the entire contents of ac

cumulator 1. Indexable. 

EXAMPLES: To compare, in absolute values, the entire 
contents of accumulator 1 with positions 0-4 of 
word 2814: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-15 00 04 2814 

Contents of accumulator 1: +00000 01235. Con
tents of word 2814: -02235 65222. The low indi
cator is turned on, even though the storage word is 
minus. 

To compare, in absolute value, the entire con
tents of accumulator 1 with all of word 2005: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-15 00 09 2005 

Contents of accumulator 1: +00000 00000. Con
tents of word 2005: -00000 00000. The equal 
indicator is turned on. 

DAT A FLOW: Same as compare accumulator # to stor
age, except that the signs are ignored, and the two 
factors are compared in all cases. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as compare accumulator 
# to storage. 

TIMING: Same as compare accumulator # to storage. 

COMMENTS: As with all absolute-value instructions, 
this code can be used with accumulator 1 only, 
specified in the operation code. Accumulator ad
dresses can be used in positions 6-9, however, for 
comparison with accumulator 1. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 73): Assume that SAT

URDA y has been defined as the six high-order posi
tions of word 1509. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-15 00 46 1509 

Compare Storage to Digit 
+03 CD 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The contents of a single speci
fied digit position of the storage word addressed 
by positions 6-9 (indexable), are compared with 
a single-digit value contained in the instruction 
itself. The comparison is of absolute values, and 
the high, equal, or low indicator is turned on, de
termined by the value of the digit in storage. If 
the storage digit is greater than the instruction 
digit, the high indicator is turned on; if it is less, 
the low indicator is turned on. If they are equal, 
the equal indicator is turned on. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

SOl 

23 

4 

5 

+03. 

Indexing word. 

0-9, specifying the digit value that the stor

age-word digit is to be compared with. 

0-9, designating the position in the storage 

word that contains the digit to be com

pared. 

6789 Address in storage of the word that con

tains the digit to be compared. Indexable. 

EXAMPLE: To compare the units position in word 2932 
with a zero: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+03 00 0 9 2932 

Contents of word 2932: -12345 67890. The equal 
indicator is turned on. 

DA T A FLOW: The entire contents of the storage word 
are brought to arithmetic register. The digit to be 
tested is complement-added to the digit in position 
4 in the program register. If the result is zero, the 
equal indicator is turned on. If the result is non
zero with a carry, the low indicator is turned on. 
If the result is non-zero with no carry, the high 
indicator is turned on. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, adder, 
and the compare indicators. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----J Autocoder 
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FIGURE 73. 
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COMMENTS: This compare instruction doesn't neces
sarily involve an accumulator. Accumulators can 
be addressed, however, in positions 6-9. 

If there is a 0 in position 4 of the instruction, 
only the equal or high indicator is turned on. Sim
ilarly, a 9 in position 4 can cause only the equal 
or low indicator to be turned on. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 74): Assume SUNDAY 

to have been defined as word 1948. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+03 00 6 8 1948 

This instruction compares the digit in position 8 
of word 1948, with a 6. 

Sign Control 
-03 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This augmented code is used 
for four different purposes: 

1. Comparing the sign of a storage word with the 
sign value specified in the instruction; and turning 
on the high, equal, or low indicator as a result. 

2. Making the sign of a word plus, minus, or 
alpha, as specified in the instruction, regardless of 
its previous sign. 

3. Setting the sign-change sense/stop switch to 
sense or stop. 

4. Testing the sign-change indicator, and branch
ing if it is ON. This operation automatically turns 
it off if it is on. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

SOl -03. 

23 Indexing word. 

4 

5 

3, 6, or 9 in the operations for testing and 
making signs (No.'s 1 and 2 above) : 

3 -Alpha 
6 - Minus 

9 - Plus 
Not used with the other operations. 

0-4, specifying the operation: 
o - Compare sign * 
1-Make sign** 

2 - Sense mode for sign change SMSC 

3 - Halt mode for sign change HMSC 

4 - Branch if sign change BSC . 

*The compare-sign instruction combines with each 
sign designation in position 4, to make up an in-
struction: 

Position 4 5 

3 0 Compare Sign to Alpha CSA 

6 0 Compare Sign to Minus CSM 

9 0 Compare Sign to Plus cSP 

* * Similarly, the make-sign instruction combines 

with the three sign designations: 
Position 4 5 

3 1 Make Sign Alpha MSA 

6 1 Make Sign Minus MSM 

9 1 Make Sign Plus MSP 

6789 For comparing or setting the sign, the loca

tion of the word whose sign is to be set or 
compared with. For testing the sign-change 
indicator, these positions contain the branch 

address (indexable in both cases). Not 

used for the sense/stop switch operations. 

COMPARE SIGN: The sign of the storage word addressed 
by positions 6-9 (indexable) is compared with the 
sign designation in position 4 of the instruction. 

An alpha sign has a value of 3, a minus sign 6, 
and a plus sign 9. If the storage-word sign is 
greater than the sign in position 4, the high indi
cator is turned on; if it is less, the low indicator is 
turned on. If the signs are the same, the equal 
indicator is turned on. The storage word is not 
changed by this operation. 

MAKE SIGN: The sign of the storage word addressed by 
positions 6-9 (indexable) is made the same as the 
sign designated in position 4 of the instruction, re
gardless of what it had been previously. 

SENSE MODE FOR SIGN CHANGE: The sign-change sensei 
stop switch is set to sense. If it is already at sense, 
this instruction has no effect. When the switch is 
at sense, a sign-change condition arising in the 
program turns on the sign-change indicator but 
does not stop the machine. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--l Autocoder 
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HAL T MODE FOR SIGN CHANGE: The sign-change sensei 
stop switch is set to stop. If it is already at stop, 
this instruction has no effect. When the switch is 
at stop, a sign-change condition arising in the pro
gram turns on the sign-change indicator and stops 
the machine. If the sign-change indicator is on 
when this instruction is given, the machine stops. 

To restart the program, press the error reset and 
start keys on the console operating keyboard. 

BRANCH IF SIGN CHANGE: The sign-change indicator is 
tested. If it is on, the address in positions 6-9 (in
dexable) is transmitted to the instruction counter, 
and the next instruction is taken from that loca
tion. The sign-change indicator is turned off, if it 
is ON. 

EXAMPLES: To compare the sign of word 1690 with 
plus: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 9 0 1690 

Contents of word 1690: -02461 53794. The low 
indicator is turned on. 

To make the sign of word 1690 plus: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 9 1 1690 

Contents of 1690 before the operation: -02461 
53794. Contents of 1690 after the operation: 
+02461 53794. 

To set the sign-change sense/stop switch to 
sense: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 xx x 2 xxxx 

To branch to location 3000, indexed by posi
tions 2-5 of IW 49, if the sign-change indicator is 
on: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 49 x 4 3000 

DATA FLOW: For the compare-sign instruction, the con
tents of the data word are brought in parallel to 
the arithmetic register. From there, the sign value 

is compared with the value in position 4 of the 
instruction, just as in the compare-digit operation. 
All of the compare indicators are reset, and then 
the high, equal, or low indicator is turned on, de
pending on the comparison. 

For the make-sign instruction, the contents of 
the storage word are brought in parallel to the 
arithmetic register. The sign designation in posi
tion 4 of the instruction is inserted into the sign 
position of the arithmetic register, the entire con
tents of Which are then moved in parallel back to 
the storage location. 

There is no movement of data involved in the 
SMSC and HMSC instructions. 

For branch if sign change, the only movement 
of information is the transmission of the address 
in positions 6-9, indexed if so specified, to the in
struction counter, if the sign-change indicator is 
ON. The indicator is turned off. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: For compare-sign, the arith
metic register and the compare indicators (pos
sibly). For make-sign, the arithmetic register and 
the storage word (possibly). For branch if sign 
change, the instruction counter and sign-change 
indicator (possibly). 

TIMING: 36 microseconds, for all these operations. 

COMMENTS: A sign can be fully tested by the COMPARE 

SIGN-TO-MINUS instruction. If the storage-word 
sign is plus, the high indicator is turned on; if 
minus, the equal indicator; and if alpha, the low 
indicator. The CSA code can never turn on the low 
indicator, and the cSP code can never turn on the 
high indicator. 

The sign-change indicator and stop/sense switch 
are two different features. Their relation to each 
other is the same as described under field overflow 
for the corresponding features. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (Figures 75-78): The actual 
address 455 is used. The instruction assembled 
from Figure 75 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 3 0 0455 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder-----J Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

"I 
FIGURE 75. 
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SUNDAY has been previously defined as word 
1770. The instruction assembled from Figure 76 
is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 9 1 1770 

No operand is required. The instruction assembled 
from Figure 77 is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 0 3 0000 

UPSILON is word 1690. The instruction assem
bled from Figure 78 is: 

Branch 
+01 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-03 00 0 4 1720 

B 
MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The 4-digit address in posi

tions 6-9, indexed if indexing is specified, is trans
mitted to the instruction counter. The next instruc
tion in the program is taken from that address. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +01. 

23 Indexing word. 

45 Not used. 

6789 Location of the next instruction. 

EXAMPLES: To branch unconditionally to location 
2000, indexed by positions 2-5 of IW 88: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+01 88 xx 2000 

To branch unconditionally to the address in po
sitions 2-5 of index word 83: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+01 83 xx 0000 

IW 83 must be plus. If it is minus, program 
branches to the complement of the address. 

DA T A FLOW: There is no movement of data with this 
instruction, only the transmission of the address to 
the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter. 

TIMING: 24 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The unconditional branch is usually used 
for those operations such as card read, punch, in
quiry read and reply, in which an invalid character 
is detected during transmission of data. The next 
sequential instruction is taken in these cases, and 
is an unconditional branch to a sub-routine for 
that particular situation. If no invalid characters 
are detected, the program automatically bypasses 
the next sequential instruction location, and pro
ceeds from the location 1 or 2 beyond it. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 79): Assume that KAPPA 

has been previously defined as word 1080 (or any 
part of word 1080). The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+01 08 00 1080 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 
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Branch and Load Location in Index Word 
+02 BLX 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This is an unconditional branch 
and is the same as +01, with this addition: 

Before the address (indexable) of this instruc
tion goes to the instruction counter, the present 
contents of the instruction counter are stored in 
positions 2-5 of the index word specified in posi
tions 4-5 of this instruction. The remaining posi
tions of the IW are unchanged, and its sign is set 
to plus. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +02. 

23 Indexing word. 

45 Designates the index word that will con

tain, in positions 2-5, the present contents 
of the instruction counter. 

6789 Location of the next instruction (index-
able) . 

EXAMPLE: To branch unconditionally to location 3111 
and store the contents of the instruction counter 
into positions 2-5 of IW 50: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+02 00 50 3111 

DAT A FLOW: The contents of the instruction counter 
are transmitted in parallel to the index word in 
core storage, and then the address from this in
struction is sent to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter and the 
specified index word. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The instruction-counter address stored in 
the index word is the location of the next instruc
tion that would have been taken if it were not for 
the branch ins'truction. It is the location of the 
branch instruction, + 1. 

The stored program can be returned to this 
point by an unconditional branch (+01) instruc
tion with an address of 0000 in positions 6-9, 
indexed by the index word in which the instruction 
counter was stored. 

Observe the following instruction, in location 
1611 : 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+02 71 71 0000 

Assume the contents of IW 71 to be: +00 1234 
0000. Indexing takes place first; the 1234 in po
sitions 2-5 of 0071 are added to the 0000 in posi
tions 6-9 of the program register, and the result 
(1234) goes back to positions 6-9 of the program 
register. The 1612 in the instruction counter is 
then brought to positions 2-5 of 0071. The next 
instruction is taken from 1234. If the program 
later returns to 1611 without changing 0071, this 
instruction is just like a no-op; the BLX instruction 
in 1611 will cause a branch to 1612. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 80): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+02 00 33 1901 

Halt and Branch 
+00 HB 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This operation causes an un
conditional machine stop. The console typewriter 
automatically types the contents of the instruction 
counter and program register. Pressing the start 
key on the operating keyboard restarts the pro
gram. The next instruction is taken from the loca
tion in positions 6-9 of the instruction (indexable). 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +00. 

23 

45 

Indexing word. 

Not used. 

6789 Branch address. 

EXAMPLE: To stop the machine and resume the stored 
program with the instruction in word 1991: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+00 00 xx 1991 

DAT A FLOW: The contents of the instruction counter 
and program register are transmitted to the con
sole typewriter. The contents of positions 6-9, 
indexed if so specified, are moved to the instruc
tion counter. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----.l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 80. 
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REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter. 
TIMING: 36 microseconds is the duration of the instruc

tion, but the program cannot continue until the 
operator presses the start key on the console. 

COMMENTS: This code can be of considerable value in 
program testing. The program can be made to 
run to a predetermined point and stop there, by 
use of this code. 

The program register contains the halt and 
branch instruction, when its contents are typed. 
The instruction counter contains the location of 
the HB instruction, + 1. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 81): Assume that 
LAMBDA has been previously defined as word 2462. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+00 65 00 2462 

Halt and Proceed 
-00 HP 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is the same as HALT 

AND BRANCH, except that there is no branch when 
the program is restarted. The next instruction is 
taken from the location in the instruction counter. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 456789 

SOl -00. 

23 Indexing word. Even though there is no 
address with this instruction, positions 

6-9 are modified by positions 2-5 of an 
indexing word if one is specified here. 

456789 Not used. 

EXAMPLE: To halt and proceed: 

SOl 23 456789 

-00 00 xxxxxx 

DATAFLOW: The contents of the instruction counter 
and program register are transmitted to the con
sole typewriter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: None. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds is the duration of the instruc
tion, but the program cannot continue until the 
operator presses the start key on the console. 

COMMENTS: Like halt and branch, this code can be 
used in program testing, to stop the program at a 
predetermined point. 

58 

When its contents are typed, the program reg
ister contains the halt-and-proceed instruction. 
The instruction counter contains the address of 
the first instruction to be executed when the pro
gram is restarted. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 82): Note that no oper
and is necessary. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 456789 

-00 00 000000 

No Operation 
-01 NOP 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: No operation is performed. 
The next sequential instruction is executed. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 456789 

SOl -01. 

23 Indexing word. Indexing always takes 
place, if an IW is specified here, even 
though positions 6-9 are not used. 

456789 Not used. 

EXAMPLE: To perform no operation: 

SOl 23 456789 

-01 00 xxxxxx 

DATA FLOW: None. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: None. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: This code is used when the stored program 
is automatically brought to a location, but it is 
not desired to use that instruction. An example of 
this is an inquiry-read instruction, which takes 
the next sequential location as the next instruc
tion, if an invalid character is detected on trans
mission of the request data from the synchronizer 
to core storage. If it is desired to ignore this va
lidity check, the no-op instruction is used. The 
next sequential instruction is taken; this is the 
instruction automatically taken if there is no va
lidity error. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 83): No operand is re
quired. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 456789 

-01 00 000000 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
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Index-VVord Codes 

These operation codes are used directly with the 99 
index words in the 7070-modifying them, testing 
them, loading and unloading them, etc. For all of these 
operations, the index word involved is indicated by 
positions 4-5 of the instruction. Positions 6-9 can be 
indexed by an indexing word specified by the IW por
tion (positions 2-3), just as any other instructions. 
There is no field definition in the index-word codes, 
because positions 4-5 of the instructions are always 
used to denote the index word being operated on. 

The format of an index word is: 

S 

sign 

01 

not 
used 

2345 

indexing 
portion 

6789 

non-indexing 
portion 

The non-indexing portion can be used for decrements, 
limits, and constants. An index word operated on by 
one of these codes can be plus, minus, or alpha. The 
sign of the the index word is controlled by the indexing 
portion; any operation that causes a sign change in the 
indexing portion changes the sign of the entire index 
word. Alpha index words are treated as plus in index
word operations that involve arithmetic. (An alpha 
index word cannot be used for indexing; however, an 
index word specified in positions 4-5 of these codes can 
be alpha, but an alpha index word can never be spec
ified in digits 2-3 of any instruction.) 

The index-word operation codes are categorized and 
presented in Figure 84. 

CATEGORY OP CODES 

The letter X is used in all A utocoder symbols for 
the index-word instructions; it is not used in any other 
instructions. All of the index-word operations are in 
the "40's"; position 0 of the instruction is always 4. 

The field-overflow and sign-change indicators are 
never affected by an index-word instruction. Neither 
indicator can ever be turned on by an index-word load, 
unload, or modify instruction. 

Index Word Load 
+45 XL 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The entire contents, including 
sign, of the word addressed by positions 6-9 (in
dexable) are brought to the index word specified 
by positions 4-5, replacing what was there. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +45. 

23 Indexing word, for modifying the address 
in positions 6-9. 

45 The index word that is to contain the con
tents of the storage word. 

6789 Address of the word in storage (indexable). 

EXAMPLE: To move the entire contents, including sign, 
of word 2442 to index word 33: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+45 00 33 2442 

NAMES MNEMONICS 

load-unload +45 Index word load Xl 

-45 Index word unload XU 

-48 Index word load with interchange XliN 

Modify +46 Index word zero and add to indexing portion XZA 

-46 Index word zero and subtract from indexing portion XZS 

+47 Index word add to indexing portion XA 

-47 Index word subtract from indexing portion XS 

+48 Index word set non-indexing portion XSN 

Branch -44 Branch if index word is minus BXM 

+44 Branch if index word indexing portion is non-zero BXN 

-43 Branch compared index word BCX 

" 
Modify and Branch +49 Branch incremented index word BIX 

-49 Branch decremented index word BOX 

FIGURE 84. INDEX-WORD OPERATION CODES 
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FIGURE 86. 

After the operation, the contents of word 2442 
and 0033 are identical. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the core-storage word are 
transmitted in parallel to the auxiliary register, 
and then back to core storage, to the specified in
dex word location. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and the 
specified index word. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds 

COMMENTS: Another index word can be addressed by 
this instruction. In all cases, this code moves all 
10 digits and the sign to the index word specified 
by positions 4-5. Accumulators can also be ad
dressed by this instruction. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 85): Assume that 
MARCH has been defined as word 3250. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+45 00 74 3300 

Index Word Unload 
-45 XU 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The entire contents, including 
sign, of the index word specified by positions 4-5 
are moved to the storage word addressed by posi
tions 6-9 (indexable). 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -45. 

23 Indexing word, for modifying the address 
in positions 6-9. 

45 The index word, the contents of which are 

to be transmitted to the storage word. 

6789 Address of the storage word (indexable). 

EXAMPLE: To move the contents of index word 92 to 
word 1950; indexed by positions 2-5 of IW 37: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-45 37 92 1950 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

DA T A FLOW: The contents of the index word are 
brought to the auxiliary register, and from there 
back to core storage, to the addressed location. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The index word is not changed by this 
operation. Accumulator addresses and index-word 
addresses can be used. If an accumulator is ad
dressed, this code is the same as zero-and-add, 
with a full word field-defined. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 86): Assume that 
APRIL has been defined as word 1830. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-45 00 51 1830 

Index Word Load with Interchange 
-48 XLiN 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The contents of the storage 
word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable) are 
brought to the index word indicated in positions 
4-5. Positions 2-5 and 6-9 of the storage word are 
interchanged in the index word; the contents of 
positions 6-9 of the storage word go to positions 
2-5 of the index word and vice-versa. The sign and 
positions 0-1 of the storage word go to their corre
sponding positions in the index word. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl 

23 

45 

-48. 

Indexing word, modifying the address in 
positions 6-9. 

The index word to be loaded. 

6789 Address of the core storage word, the con

tents of which are to be transmitted to the 

index word, with positions 2-5 and 6-9 in

terchanged. 
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EXAMPLE: To load the contents of word 2358 into 
index word 62, with positions 2-5 and 6-9 inter
changed: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-48 00 62 2358 

Contents of 2358: -12 3456 7890. Contents of 
index word 62 after the operation: -12 7890 
3456, regardless of previous contents. 

DATA FLOW: The storage word is brought to the auxil
iary register. Positions 2-5 of the auxiliary register 
are interchanged with positions 6-9. Each digit 
position shifts one position to the right, with the 
digit in position 9 going around to position 2; this 
takes place four times, thus accomplishing the 
interchange. The contents of the auxiliary register 
are transmitted to the index word. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and the 
index word. 

TIMING: 48 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The storage word is unchanged. Accumu
lator and index-word addresses can be used with 
this instruction. The indexing and non-indexing 
portions of an index word can be reversed by 
using this instruction with the same index-word 
specified in the address (contents of positions 4-5 
the same as 8-9, with 00 in positions 6-7). 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 87): Assume APRIL to 
be defined as word 1830. The assembled instruc
tion is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-48 82 29 1830 

Index Word Zero and Add to Indexing Portion 
+46 XZA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The 4-digit number in positions 
6-9 of the instruction replaces the previous con
tents of the indexing portion of the specified index 
word. The sign of _ the index word is set to plus. 

The remaining positions of the index word are 
unchanged. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +46. 

23 Indexing word. Positions 6-9 of this in
struction are indexable, just as if they rep-
resented an address. 

45 The index word, positions 2-5 of which are 
to be replaced with positions 6-9 of the 
instruction. 

6789 Not an address, but the actual 4-digit num
ber to be inserted into the index word. 

EXAMPLE: To place the number 0365 into positions 2-5 
of index word 78, and set its sign to plus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+46 00 78 0365 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the index word are 
brought from core storage to the auxiliary register. 
Positions 6-9 of the program register, after index
ing if indexing should be called for, are inserted 
into positions 2-5 of the auxiliary register, replac
ing what was there. The sign of the auxiliary reg
ister is made plus. The contents of the auxiliary 
register are moved back to the index word. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and the 
index word. 

TIMING: 48 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The contents of positions 6-9 are consid
ered plus, and the sign of the index word is auto
matically set to plus, regardless of the previous 
sign. 

This instruction automatically makes index
word 61 plus, regardless of its previous sign: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+46 61 61 0000 

This instruction in Autocoder is shown in Figure 
88. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----.l Autocoder 
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63 

FIGURE 90. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 89): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+46 00 49 0100 

Index Word Zero and Subtract from Indexing Portion 
-46 XZS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The 4-digit number in posi
tions 6-9 of the instruction replaces the previous 
contents of the indexing portion of the specified 
index word. The sign of the index word is set to 
minus. The remaining positions of the index word 
are unchanged. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as ZERO AND ADD TO 

INDEXING PORTION, except for the sign. 

EXAMPLE: To place the number 2399 into positions 2-5 
of index word 27, and set its sign to minus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-46 00 27 2399 

DATA FLOW: Same as ZERO AND ADD TO INDEXING POR

TION, except that the sign of the auxiliary register 
is made minus. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and the 
index word. 

TIMING: 48 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The index-word sign is set to minus, re
gardless of its previous sign. This is the only dif
ference between this code and +46. 

This instruction automatically makes index 
word 63 minus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-46 63 63 0000 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

This instruction in A utocoder is shown in Figure 
90. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 91): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-46 00 08 0003 

Index Word Add to Indexing Portion 
+47 XA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The 4-digit number in positions 
6-9 of the instruction, considered plus, is algebrai
cally added to the indexing portion of the specified 
index word, the sign of which determines whether 
the sum or difference of the values will be ob
tained. The result replaces the previous indexing 
portion of the index word, and the sign of the 
result becomes the sign of the index word. The re
maining positions of the index word are un
changed. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

Sal 

23 

45 

+47. 

Indexing word. Positions 6-9 of this in
struction are indexable, just as if they rep-

resented an address. 

The index word that contains, in positions 
2-5, one of the factors in the operation, 

and the result of the operation. 

6789 Not an address, but an actual 4-digit num
ber, which is a factor in the operation. 

EXAMPLES: To add the number 25 to the indexing por
tion of index word 53, and store the result in the 
indexing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+47 00 53 0025 

label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--.-l Autocoder 
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FIGURE 91. 
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FIGURE 92. 

Contents of index word 53 before the operation: 
+00 1234 5678. Contents after the operation: 
+00 1259 5678. 

To add the number 150 to the indexing portion 
of index word 80 and store the result in the index
ing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+47 00 80 0150 

Contents of index word 80 before the operation: 
-22 0125 0010. Contents after the operation: 
+22 0025 0010. The sign of index word 80 is 
changed. 

DATA FLOW: The index word is brought to the auxil
iary register. 

The digits in positions 2-5 of the auxiliary reg
ister are added to the digits in positions 6-9 of the 
program register (after indexing if it should be 
specified) , and the result is inserted back into 
positions 2-5 of the auxiliary register as it is de
veloped. If the index-word sign is minus, its factor 
is complemented as it enters the adder. If the value 
from the instruction is greater and the index-word 
sign is minus, the result is recomplemented. 

TIMING: 60 microseconds without recomplement, 84 
microseconds with recomplement. 

COMMENTS: If a carry to a fifth position results from 
the addition of the two factors, the high-order 1 
is ignored, and the four low-order digits of the 
result are stored in the index word. There is no 
field-overflow indication given; it acts as if there 
had not been a carry. 

If the sign of the index word is plus or alpha, 
this operation obtains the sum of the factors. If it 
is minus, the difference is obtained. A change in 
the sign of the index word can occur only if the 
index-word sign was originally minus and the fac
tor in the instruction is greater than that in posi
tions 2-5 of the index word. The sign change can 
be from minus to plus only. The sign-change indi
cator is never turned on by this operation. 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

This instruction doubles the value in the index
ing portion of index word 35: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+47 35 35 0000 

This holds true only if the value does not reach 
5 digits when it is doubled. This instruction in 
A utocoder is shown in Figure 92. 

If indexing is used with an XA instruction, and 
the word used for indexing is minus, a comple
ment number is developed if the indexing value is 
greater than the number in positions 6-9 of the 
instruction. Take this instruction as an example: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+47 14 35 0000 

Contents of IW 14: -xx 0007 xxxx'. Contents of 
0035: -xx 0004 xxxx. Because the IW is minus, 
the 4-digit factor after indexing becomes +9993 
(complement of 0007); it is not recomplemented. 
The XA instruction adds this ,factor, considered 
plus, to the -0004 in the indexing portion of 
0035, obtaining a result of +9989. Index word 
35 is thus changed to +xx 9989 xxxx by this 
instruction. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 93): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+47 00 21 0125 

Index Word Subtract from Indexing Portion 
-47 XS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The 4-digit number in posi
tions 6-9 of the instruction, considered plus, is 
algebraically subtracted from the indexing portion 
of the specified index word, the sign of which de
termines whether the sum or difference of the 
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values will be obtained. The result replaces the 
previous indexing portion of the index word, and 
the sign of the result becomes the sign of the 
index word. The remaining positions of the index 
word are unchanged. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as ADD TO INDEXING POR

TION, except for the sign. 

EXAMPLES: To subtract the number 27 from the num
ber in positions 2-5 of index word 59, and store 
the result in the indexing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-47 00 59 0027 

Contents of index word 59 before the operation: 
+00 1321 7428. Contents after the operation: 
+00 1294 7428. 

To subtract the number 50 from positions 2-5 
of index word 9 and store the result in the index
ing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-47 00 09 0050 

Contents of index word 9 before the operation: 
-00 0250 0000. Contents after the operation: 
-00 0300 0000. 

DATA FLOW: Same as add to indexing portion, with one 
exception: The factor from the index word is com
plemented if it is plus, before entering the adder. 
Recomplement is necessary if the index-word sign 
is plus, and the instruction factor is greater. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and the index word. 

TIMING: 60 microseconds without re:::omplement, 84 
microseconds with recomplement. 

COMMENTS: The comments concerning carry, dis,:ussed 
under ADD TO INDEXING PORTION, apply here. 

If the index-word sign is minus, this operation 
obtains the sum of the factors. If it is plus or 
alpha, the difference is obtained. If it is plus, sign 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

change occurs if the instruction value is greater. 
If it is alpha, it remains alpha even if the instruc
tion value is greater. Sign change can be from plus 
to minus only (the sign-change indicator is not 
turned on, however). In all cases, the correct 
arithmetic result is obtained. 

This instruction automatically reduces the in
dexing portion of index word 67 to zero: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-47 67 67 0000 

This instruction in A utocoder is shown in Figure 
94. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 95): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-47 00 85 0001 

Index Word Set Non-Indexing Portion 
+48 XSN 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The non-indexing portion of 
the specified index word is replaced with the 4-
digit number in positions 6-9 of the instruction. 
The sign and the remaining positions of the index 
word are not changed. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +48. 

23 Indexing word. Positions 6-9 of this in

struction are index able, just as if they rep

resented an address. 

45 The index word, the non-indexing portion 

of which is to be set with the 4-digit num

ber. 

6789 Not an address, but the actual 4-digit num

ber to be inserted into positions 6-9 of the 

index word. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

I 

FIGURE 95. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--l Autocoder 
35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 96. 

EXAMPLES: To insert a 1 into the non-indexing portion 
of index word 16: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+48 00 16 0001 

Contents of index word 16 before the operation: 
+00 0025 0124. Contents after the operation: 
+00 0025 0001. 

DA T A FLOW: The contents of the index word are 
brought to the auxiliary register. The contents of 
positions 6-9 of the program register, indexed if 
indexing should be called for, are inserted into 
positions 6-9 of the auxiliary register. The con
tents of the auxiliary register are transmitted to the 
index-word location in core storage. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and the 
index word. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: This instruction has almost the same func
tion for the non-indexing portion of an index word, 
as the ZERO AND ADD TO INDEXING PORTION code 
( +46) has for the indexing portion. The only dif
ference is with the signs: this instruction has no 
effect on the sign of the index word. 

This instruction makes the non-indexing portion 
of index word 47 equal to the indexing portion if 
its sign is plus: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+48 47 47 0000 

If there is a factor in positions 6-9, the instruction 
makes the non-indexing portion greater than the 
indexing portion, by that factor. This instruction 
makes the non-indexing portion of index word 47, 
12 greater than the indexing portion (provided that 
it is plus): 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+48 47 47 0012 

If word 47 is minus, this instruction makes the 
non-indexing portion equal to: the four low-order 
positions of the sum of the la's complement of the 
indexing portion, plus 0012. This instruction in 
Autocoder is shown in Figure 96. 

This instruction sets positions 6-9 of index word 
28 to 0000: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+48 00 28 0000 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 97): The assembled in
struction is: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+48 00 23 1000 

Branch if Index Word Is Minus 
-44 BXM 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The sign of the index word 
specified by positions 4-5 is tested for minus. If it 
is minus, the program branches to the location 
specified in positions 6-9 of the instruction (in
dexable). If the sign is plus or alpha, the program 
does not branch. The contents of the index word 
have no effect on the operation. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Sal 23 45 6789 

Sal 

23 

45 

-44 

Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address in positions 6-9. 

The index word, the sign of which is to be 

tested. 

6789 Branch address, if the index-word sign is 

minus. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65· 70 

FIGURE 97. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--.-l Autocoder 
35 40 

FIGURE 98. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 2930, if index word 
58 is minus: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-44 00 58 2930 

DAT A FLOW: The index word is brought to the auxil
iary register, where the sign is tested. If it is minus, 
the contents of positions 6-9, after indexing if so 
specified in positions 2-3, are transmitted to the 
instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register and pos
sibly the instruction counter. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The contents of the index word are ig
nored. The index word is not changed by this 
operation. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 98): Assume MARCH to 
be defined as word 2050. The assembled instruc
tion is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-44 46 76 2050 

Branch if Index Word Indexing Portion Is Non-Zero 
+~ ~N 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The indexing portion (posi
tions 2-5) of the index word specified in positions 
4-5 of the instruction is tested for zero. If any of 
the four digits is other than zero, the program 
branches to the location specified in positions 6-9 
of the instruction (indexable). If all four digits- are 
zero, the program does not branch. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl 

23 

+44 

Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address in positions 6-9. 

45 

45 

50 55 601 65 70 

The index word, the indexing portion of 

which is to be tested for non-zero. 

6789 Branch address if the indexing portion is 

non-zero (indexable). 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 3817, if positions 2-5 
of index word 56 are not all zeros: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+44 00 56 3817 

Contents of index word 56: -00 0000 1234. The 
program does not branch. 

DATA FLOW: The index word is brought to the auxiliary 
register. Positions 2-5 are tested for zero by being 
brought through the adder and tested for zero 
output, as in the compare operations. If any digit 
is non-zero, the contents of positions 6-9 of the 
instruction, indexed if specified by positions 2-3, 
are transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and possibly the instruction counter. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The index word is not changed by this 
instruction. Like BRANCH COMPARED INDEX WORD, 

this code can be used to control a program loop. 
Each time, an instruction in the loop subtracts a 
one from the indexing portion. This instruction 
branches back to the start of the loop until the 
indexing portion is reduced to zero. The program 
then proceeds with the next sequential instruction. 

This instruction tests the address in the in
dexing portion of index word 87 for zero and 
branches to that address if it is not 0000: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+44 87 87 0000 

In A utocoder, this instruction is shown in Figure 
99. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--.-l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 99. 
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label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 315 40 415 150 1515 601 615 70 

8 

FIGURE 100. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 100): Assume that FEB 

has been defined as word 1803. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+44 00 17 1803 

Branch Compared Index Word 
-43 BCX 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The value of the indexing por
tion of the index word specified in positions 4-5 
is compared to the value of the non-indexing por
tion. If the indexing portion is less than, or equal 
to, the non-indexing portion, the program branches 
to the location in positions 6-9 (indexable) for its 
next instruction. If the indexing portion is greater 
than the non-indexing portion, the program does 
not branch. 

The absolute values of the two portions are 
compared; the sign of the index word is ignored. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -43 

23 Indexing word for modifying the address in 
positions 6-9. 

45 The index word on which the operation is 
to be performed. 

6789 Branch address if the indexing portion is 
less than, or equal to, the non-indexing 
portion (indexable). 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 2930 if the contents 
of positions 2-5 of index word 77 are not greater 
than the contents of positions 6-9: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-43 00 77 2930 

label 

FIGURE 101. 

68 

Contents of index word 77: +00 1234 1234. The 
two portions are equal; the program branches to 
location 2930. 

DATA FLOW: The index word is brought from core stor
age to the auxiliary register. Positions 2-5 are 
brought to one side of the adder, in low-order to 
high-order sequence. Position.s 6-9 are brought to 
the other side of the adder, converted to their 10's 
complement. This subtraction performs the com
parison, as described under COMPARE ACCUMULA

TOR # TO STORAGE. If a branch is called for as a 
result of the comparison, the contents of positions 
6-9, indexed if specified in positions 2-3 of the in
struction, are transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and possibly the instruction counter. 

TIMING: 48 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The index word itself is not changed by 
this instruction. Note that the index-word sign is 
ignored and the absolute values of the two portions I 

are compared. 

This instruction can be used when the program 
is in a loop to keep track of the number of times 
the loop has been executed and to branch out of it 
after a specified number of times. The difference 
between the values in the indexing and non-index
ing portions represents the number of times the 
program should go through the loop. An instruc
tion in the loop decreases the indexing-portion 
value by one, each time it is performed. When the 
two portions become equal, the program proceeds 
out of the loop. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 101): Assume that JAN 

has been previously defined as word 2711. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-43 13 41 2711 
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Branch Incremented Index Word 
+49 BIX 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The absolute value of the con
tents of the indexing portion of the specified index 
word is increased by 1. This new indexing portion 
is compared with the non-indexing portion. If the 
absolute value of this new indexing portion is not 
greater than the absolute value of the non-indexing 
portion, the program branches to the location in 
positions 6-9 (index able ). If the indexing portion 
is greater, the program does not branch. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +49 

23 

45 

Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address in positions 6-9. 

The index word the indexing portion of 

which is increased by 1 and compared with 

the non-indexing portion. 

6789 The branch address (indexable) if the new 

indexing-portion value is not greater than 

the non-indexing value. 

EXAMPLES: To increase the indexing portion of index 
word 75 by 1, and branch to location 2201 if it is 
not greater than the non-indexing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+49 00 75 2201 

Contents of 0075 before the operation: +00 3329 
3330. Contents after the operation: +00 3330 
3330. The program branches, because the index
ing portion is not greater than the non-indexing 
portion. 

To increase the indexing portion of index word 
19 by 1, and branch to location 1651 if it is not 
greater than the non-indexing portion: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+49 00 19 1651 

. Contents of index word 19 before the operation: 
-00 0012 0012. Contents after the operation: 
-00 0013 0012. The program does not branch. 
Note that the absolute value in positions 2-5 is 
increased; the minus sign is ignored. 

DATA FLOW: The index word is brought to the auxiliary 
register. A digit 1 is generated in the adder and 
added to the indexing portion in positions 2-5 of 
the auxiliary register. Positions 2-5 are compared 
with positions 6-9 of the auxiliary register by the 
same complement-add operation used by the com
pare codes (the non-indexing value is comple
mented before entering the adder). If the indexing 
portion is less than, or equal to, the non-indexing 
portion, the contents of positions 6-9 of the pro
gram register, indexed if so specified, are trans
mitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
the index word, and possibly the instruction 
counter. 

TIMING: 60 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: This code is an efficient means of con
trolling a program loop. The number of times the 
program executes the loop is determined by the 
difference in the values of the indexing and non
indexing portions of the index word (the non
indexing portion contains the greater value). For 
example, a program loop that uses data in word 
0501, then 0502, etc., through 0525, (executing 
the loop 25 times), can use this instruction to 
control the addressing, and determine the end of 
the loop. At the start of the first loop, index word 
45 is +00 0001 0025. An instruction referring 
to the data has an address of 0500, indexed by 
index word 45. At the end of the first loop, a 
BRANCH INCREMENTED INDEX WORD instruction 
changes IW 45 to +00 0002 0025 and branches 
back to the start of the loop. The loop is executed 
24 more times; IW 45 is then +00 0026 0025, and 
the program does not again branch to start the 
loop. Each time the ·loop is executed, the correct 
data word, from 0501 to 0525, is used, because 
the address 0500 was indexed each time by IW 45. 

The indexing portion is always increased in 
absolute value; the sign is ignored. If the indexing 
portion should be 9999, it is changed to 0000 
(but the field-overflow indicator is not turned on). 
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Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder---' Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 102. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 102): Assume JULY to 
be defined as location 2631. The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+49 00 28 2631 

Branch Decremented Index Word 
-49 BDX 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The non-indexing portion of 
the specified index word is subtracted from the in
dexing portion. Because these factors are in the 
same word, they have the same sign, and this 
operation always obtains the difference of the 
factors. This result replaces the previous indexing 
portion. The sign of the result becomes the sign of 
the index word. The remaining positions of the 
index word are unchanged. 

If the subtraction does not cause a zero result 
or sign change (if the non-indexing portion was 
smaller than the indexing portion), the program 
branches to the location in positions 6-9 (index
able). If the subtraction causes a zero result or 
sign change (if the non-indexing portion was equal 
to or greater than the indexing portion), the pro
gram does not branch. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl --49 

23 Indexing word, for the branch address 

45 The index word, which contains the two 

4-digit factors to be subtracted, and the re .. 

suIt. 

6789 Branch address (indexable), if the result 

of the subtraction does not produce a zero 

result or sign change. 

EXAMPLES: To subtract the non-indexing portion of 
index word 52 from the indexing portion, place 
the result in the indexing portion, and branch to 
location 3700, unless the result is zero or less: 

70 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-49 00 52 3700 

Contents of index word 52 before the operation: 
+00 0040 0005. Contents after the operation: 
+00 0035 0005. The program branches. 

To subtract the non-indexing portion of index 
word 40 from the indexing portion, place the re
sult in the indexing portion, and branch to location 
1401, unless the result is zero or less: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-49 00 40 1401 

Contents of index word 40 before the operation: 
-00 0005 0020. Contents after the operation: 
+00 0015 0020. The program does not branch. 
Note the sign change. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the index word are 
brought to the auxiliary register. The contents of 
positions 2-5 and 6-9 are subtracted; positions 6-9 
are complemented before entering the adder. The 
result is entered into positions 2-5, replacing what 
was there. If the result is non-zero and no re
complement is necessary, the contents of positions 
6-9 of the program register, after indexing if so 
specified, are transmitted to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and possibly the instruction counter. 

TIMING: 60 microseconds, if no recomplementing is 
required; 84 microseconds, with recomplementing. 

COMMENTS: This instruction is a means of controlling 
a program loop. The number of times the loop is 
executed is determined by the number of times the 
value in the non-indexing portion can be sub
tracted from the value in the indexing portion be
fore reaching or passing zero. In the same manner 
as BRANCH INCREMENTED INDEX WORD, this in
struction, BRANCH DECREMENTED INDEX WORD, 

can be used to modify addresses within the loop, 
as well as determine the number of times the loop 
is executed. Take, for example, a program that 
uses data in word 1727, then 1724, then 1721, 
etc., through 1700 (the loop is executed 10 times). 
Index word 68 contains +00 0030 0003, at the 
start of the first loop. Any instruction within the 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---.-l Autocoder 
35 40 

FIGURE 103. 

loop that refers to the data has an address of 
1697, indexed by IW 68. At the end of the first 
loop, BRANCH DECREMENTED INDEX WORD changes 
IW 68 to +00 0027 0003 and returns the program 
to the first instruction in the loop. Each time through 
the loop, the data word with an address 3 less than 
the previous one is used, because the address 1697 
is indexed by IW 68. When IW 68 is reduced to 
+00 0000 0003, the program does not again 
branch to the start of the loop, and thus word 
1697 is not used. If it is desired to process the 
words in ascending order, 1700-1727, make IW 
68 minus: -000030 0003. Any instruction within 
the loop that refers to the data has an address of 
1730, indexed by IW 68. The indexing portion will 
still be reduced to 0027, 0024, etc., by the BRANCH 

DECREMENTED INDEX WORD instruction. 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

This code differs from BRANCH INCREMENTED 

INDEX WORD in these respects: 

1. The indexing portion is decreased in absolute 
value instead of increased. 

2. The indexing portion is changed by the value 
in the non-indexing portion instead of by a con
stant of 1. 

3. The sign of the index word can be changed 
(neither instruction can change the contents of 
positions 0-1 or 6-9, however). 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 103): Assume that JUNE 

has been previously defined as word 3500. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-49 20 73 3500 
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Block Transmission 

One of the outstanding features of 7070 programming 
is the ability to move a group or several groups of 
words in a single instruction. The number of words 
moved and the number of blocks they are divided into 
are limited only by the capacity of core storage 
available. 

This feature (called Block Transmission) is available 
in the following types of operations: 

Core-to-Core Block Transmission-Blocks of data 
moved from core storage to other parts of core 
storage. 

Table Lookup-Not a transmission of blocks of data 
in storage, but the blocks comprise the table to be 
searched. 

Magnetic Tape-All reading and writing of magnetic 
tape. 

Disk Storage-All reading and writing in the disk
storage units. 

Unit Record-All movement of data from the input 
synchronizers, to the output synchronizers, and 
to the console typewriter. 

Inquiry-All movement of data from and to the 
inquiry-control 1 and 2 synchronizers. 

In all of these operations, the locations in core 
storage are divided into blocks. Data in a tape record, 
disk-storage track, or a synchronizer area is, of course, 
all in one record. In core-to-core block transmission, 
either the from locations or the to locations can be 
divided into blocks, but not both. 

SCA TTER READ/WRITE: The scattering of data from a 
tape record, disk track, or input/output synchron
izer area into a number of blocks of core storage, 
and the gathering of data from the blocks to tape, 
disk, or synchronizer, are called scatter read/write. 

RECORD DEFINITION WORDS: The locations of the vari
ous blocks of storage to be read into or written 
from are defined by Record Definition Words (also 
referred to in this text as RDW's). In block-trans
mission instructions, the address portion (positions 
6-9) contains the location of the first record defini
tion word to be used. A record definition word 
contains the first and last addresses of a block of 
storage words to be read into, or written from. 
When addressed by the program instruction, the 
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first record definition word is brought to the Rec
ord Definition Register, which is in a Channel
Control unit. A channel control contains all of the 
circuitry needed to use the record definition words. 
A full-capacity 7070 has five channel-control units: 
1 and 2 are in an IBM 7604 Tape Control Unit and 
regulate both tape and disk-storage read/write 
operations for data channels 1 and 2; 3 and 4 are 
in a second 7604 and regulate only tape, not disk, 
read/write operations for data channels 3 and 4; 
and 5, called Process Channel Control, is in the 
IBM 7601 Arithmetic and Program Control Unit. 
It regulates core-to-core block transmissions, table 
lookup, unit-record, and inquiry operations. 

Channel Controls 1, 2, 3, and 4 

Each channel-control unit of the 7070 connects as many 
as ten magnetic tape units with core storage. Control 
units 1 and 2 (but not 3 and 4) also connect as many 
as four disk-storage units; each can be programmed to 
use either units 1 or 2. A tape unit, however, must use 
the control to which it is connected. The control units 
operate independently of each other and of the pro
gramming unit. After a read/write operation is started 
the stored program continues while the operation, Jakes 
place (unless interlocked by a second read/write instruc
tion for the same channel-control unit). 

Figure 104 is a schematic of either channel-control 
unit 1 or 2. Each unit contains the following: 

Record definition register 

Record definition word address register 

Matching unit (equal-unequal) 

Unit adder 

Transmission registers A and B 
Distributor bus - for parallel transmission within 

the unit 

The function of a channel control is explained here, 
using a tape-read operation as an example. 
1. The word specified by positions 6-9 (indexable) of 

the operation code is brought to the record defini
tion register, and its address is brought to the RDW 



address register. This word contains the address of 
the first word in the block (called the starting ad
dress) in positions 2-5, and the address of the last 
word in the block (called the stop address) in posi
tions 6-9. These eight positions and the sign are 
brought to the record-definition register. The start 
address becomes the working address and specifies 
the core-storage location that the first vlOrd on the 
tape is to be read into. 

2. The working and stop addresses in the record-defi
nition register are matched. Although the working 
address is brought through the unit adder for the 
match operation, it is not changed by the adder for 
this initial test. If the addresses are equal, a special 
latch is set. The first word from tape is sent to the 
location specified by the working address via the 
transmission registers. 
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3. The special latch is tested. If it is not ON, the work
ing address is incremented by one in the unit adder, 
and is returned to positions 2-5 of the record defi
nition register; at the same time, it is brought to the 
matching unit, and matched with the stop address. 
If they are now equal, the special latch is turned on. 

4. The next word from tape is sent to the location 
specified by the working address via the transmis
sion registers. The process returns to paragraph 3. 

5. This process continues until the special latch is set 
by the working and stop addresses becoming equal. 
When this happens, the last word is transferred, and 
the sign position in the record-definition register is 
tested. If it is plus, the record-definition word ad
dress register is increased by 1, a new record-defini
tion word is brought in from storage to designate a 
new block of words to be read into, and the process 
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begins again. If the sign in the record-definition reg
ister is minus, it means that this was the last record
definition word to be used in the operation. 

The compare operation between the working and the 
stop addresses is on an equal-unequal basis only. If the 
start address of the record-definition word should be 
higher than the stop address, the record-definition reg
ister keeps right on working until the address capacity 
of core storage is reached (word 9990), at which time 
an error is indicated. Thus, the start address must be 
smaller than the stop address in all record-definition 
words. 

Data is moved between core storage and tape or disk 
storage through the transmission registers. The purpose 
of these registers is to change the type of transmission 
from serial to parallel or vice versa, and to synchronize 
between the speeds of tape or disks and the speed of 
storage. Data must move to and from tape and disk 
storage serially but is always sent to and from core 
storage in parallel. In reading a tape or disk-storage 
record, the characters are read serially into transmission 
register A until the ten digit positions and the sign 
position are filled. They are then transmitted in parallel 
to transmission register B, and register A starts filling 
up serially again with the next characters on the tape or 
disk. The contents of register B are sent in parallel to 
the location specified by the working address of the 
record-definition register. In tape or disk-storage write 
operations, data goes in parallel to transmission register 
B, from there in parallel to transmission register A, and 
serially to the tape or disk-storage unit. 

Process Channel Control 

The fifth channel control is called the Process Channel , 
Control and is used for block transmission of data to 
and from the synchronizers for card-reader input, punch 
and printer output, inquiry, and the console typewriter; 
and to define the blocks in core-to-core block trans
mission and table lookup operations. It works in much 
the same way as channel controls 1 through 4 but uses 
components of 7601 Arithmetic and Program Control. 
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The process channel control does not work inde
pendently of the stored program. Any operation involv
ing flow of data through the process channel control is 
completed before the next instruction takes place. (Op
eration of the card readers, punches, etc., themselves is 
independent of the program.) 

Another important difference between the process 
channel control and channel controls 1 through 4 is the 
greater comparing capabilities of the process channel 
control. At the start of an operation, the start and stop 
addresses from the record-definition word are com
pared on a high-low-equal basis, to assure that the start 
address is not higher than the stop address. If it is 
higher, no data is moved and an error stop occurs. The 
adding of the addresses is done by the adder, rather 
than by a unit adder, and thus an address can be in
cremented by more than 1 each time. These features 
make the table lookup increment operations possible: 
instead of every word in a block being searched, every 
second word, every third word, etc., is searched, de
pending on the increment value specified by the opera
tion, and used by the adder to modify the working 
address. The comparing unit is able to determine when 
the end of the block has been reached or exceeded by 
this incremented address. In other respects, the function 
of the process channel control is the same as that of 
channel controls 1-4. 

Figure 105 compares the process channel control 
with channel controls 1-4, showing the units that 
perform the corresponding functions: 

The function performed in Is performed in the process 

channel control 1-4 by: channel control by: 

1. Record definition register 1. The auxiliary register* 

2. ROW address register 2. ROW address register 

3. Matching unit 3. Comparing unit 

(Equal-Unequal) (High -Low -Equal) 

4. Unit adder 4. Adder 

5. Transmission register A 5. Synchronizer register* 

6. Transmission register B 6. The arithmetic register* 

*These units are shown schematically in Figure 8. The synchronizer regis

ter accepts data serially from the synchronizers or transmits data serially 

to the synchronizers, just as transmission register A does with tape and 

disk storage. 

FIGURE 105. COMP ARISON OF CHANNEL CONTROLS 



It is possible to move an entire block of words from one 
part of magnetic-core storage to another, in a single in
struction. There is no limit to the number of words 
moved, short of the capacity of core storage available. 
This operation uses the Process Channel Control. The 
scatter read/write feature in tape and disk file opera
tions is also available in core-to-core block transmis
sions. It works in much the same way, with the blocks 
defined by record definition words. A block of words 
in one part of storage can be scattered into a number of 
smaller blocks in another part of storage, or can be 
gathered from a number of blocks. These operations 
are called record scatter and record gather, respectively. 
They are shown schematically in Figure 106. 

Core-to-core transmissions differ from other opera
tions that use record definition words, in that two sets 
of addresses are needed - the core-storage locations 
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Core-to-Core Block Transmission 

that data is moved from, and the locations that data is 
moved to. Record definition words are used to denote 
one of these sets of addresses - the several blocks that 
data is scattered into, or the several blocks that data is 
gathered from. 

The single block of core-storage locations that data 
are scattered from or gathered into is defined in an 
index word, specified by positions 4-5 of the core-to
core block transmission instructions. The indexing por
tion of that word contains the address of the first word 
of the block. 

ALPHA/NUMERICAL CONVERSION: Numerical words can 
be converted to alpha and vice versa, in core-to
core block transmission. In numerical-to-alpha 
conversion, every word becomes two words in 
alpha coding, with alpha signs. 

In alpha-to-numerical conversion, every two 
alpha words are translated into one numerical 
word by taking the digits in positions 1, 3, 5, 7, 
and 9 of each word. 

There are five operation codes in core-to-core block 
transmission, presented in the following sequence. 

Categories Op Codes Names Mnemonics 

Simple +65 Record scatter RS 

transmission -65 Record gather RG 

Alpha/ +56 Edit numerical to alpha-
numerical numerical ENA 

conversion -56 Edit numerical to alpha-
merical with sign control ENS 

+57 Edit numerical to alpha-
merical with blank insertion ENB 

-57 Edit alphamtrical to 
numerical EAN 

The RG and RS symbols are the only Autocoder sym
bols that start with R. 
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Record Scatter 
+65 RS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The contents of a single block 
of core-storage words, the starting address of 
which is defined by positions 2-5 of the index word 
specified by, positions 4-5 of the instruction, are 
moved to one storage block or a series of blocks, 
under control of record-definition word (s), the 
first of which is located by positions 6-9 (index
able) of the instr\lction. Movement of data is 
under control of the process channel control. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +65. 

23 Indexing word for modifying the RDW 

address in positions 6-9. 
45 An index word, positions 2-5 of which con-

tain the location of the first storage word, 

the contents of which are to be moved. 

6789 Location of the first (or only) record
definition word, used to define the area to 
receive the transmitted data. 

EXAMPLE: To transmit the contents of a block of stor
age words, the starting address of which is in 
positions 2-5 of index word 86, to two blocks of 
storage, the first of which is defined by the RDW 
in location 2841: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+65 00 86 2841 

Contents of index word 86: +00 1721 0000. 
Contents of word 2841: +00 3511 3520. Con
tents of word 2842: -00 3101 3105. This in
struction moves the contents of words 1721-1730 
to words 3511-3520, and the contents of words 
1731-1735 to words 3101-3105. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of positions 6-9, after index
ing if so specified, are brought to the RDW address 
register. The index word specified in positions 4-5 
of the instruction is brought in parallel to the aux
iliary register. Positions 2-5 are then brought to 
positions 6-9 of the program register. 

76 

1. The RD\V addressed by the RDW address reg
ister is brought to the auxiliary register. 

The contents of the RDW address register are 
incremented by 1 (this new address will be needed 
if the RDW sign is plus). The start and stop ad
dresses are compared, to assure that the start ad-

dress is not greater. If the addresses are equal, a 
special latch, called the match latch, is set ON. 

2. The contents of the word addressed by posi
tions 6-9 of the program register are brought to 
the arithmetic register. This word is stored in the 
location specified by the start address in the aux
iliary register. (This address can now be consid
ered the working address.) 

3. The match latch is tested. If it is OFF, each ad
dress that is used to address core storage is in
creased by 1: the working address, in positions 2-5 
of the auxiliary register (the to address), and the 
address in positions 6-9 of the program register 
(the from address). The new working address, in 
positions 2-5 of the auxiliary register, is compared 
with the stop address, in positions 6-9 of the same 
register. This comparison is made at the same time 
that the 1 is added to the working address. The 
working address is brought to the adder, where a 
1 is added to it by the carry circuitry in the adder. 
As each digit leaves the adder, it is matched with 
the corresponding digit from positions 6-9 of the 
auxiliary register. If they are now equal, the match 
latch is turned on. The process returns to para
graph 2. 

4. If the match latch is ON, the operation for this 
RDW is terminated. The sign of the RDW is 
tested; if it is minus, the entire operation is termi
nated. If the RDW sign is plus, the operation re
turns to paragraph 1. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, and the adder. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds setup time, plus 36 micro
seconds for each RDW, plus 24 microseconds for 
each word moved. 

COMMENTS: If only one record-definition word is used, 
this is not strictly a record-scatter operation. It is 
merely the movement of data from one block of 
core-storage words to another. This instruction can 
be used to move a storage block a few locations 
up in storage, replacing all but the last few words 
in the original block. For example, a storage block 
in locations 1217-1226 can be moved up two loca
tions, to 1215-1224 (after the operation the con
tents of 1224 equal those of 1226, and 1223 = 
1225). This cann~t be done in the opposite direc
tion, however; 1217-1226 could not be moved to 
1219-1228 by a single RS instruction, for exam
ple. The same two words of data would be in 
1217-1218, 1219-1220, 1221-1222, etc. 
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FIGURE 107. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 107): Assume that AAAA 

has been previously defined as word 2618. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+65 00 17 2618 

Record Gather 
-65 RG 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The address in positions 6-9 
(indexable) specifies the first (or only) record
definition word that defines the from area. 

The starting address of the to area is specified 
in positions 2-5 of the index word designated in 
positions 4-5 of the instruction. Movement of data 
is under control of the process channel control. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -65 

23 

45 

Indexing word, for modifying the RDW ad

dress in positions 6-9. 

An index word, positions 2-5 of which con

tain the location of the first storage word 

to be read into. 

6789 Location of the first (or only) record-defi

nition word, used to define the transmitting 
area. 

EXAMPLE: To gather the contents of three blocks of 
storage words, the first of which is defined by the 
RDW in location 3441; into a single block, the 
starting address of which is specified in positions 
2-5 of index word 77: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-65 00 77 3441 

Contents of index word 77: +00 2001 1234. Con
tents of word 3441: +00 1401 1405. Contents of 
word 3442: +00 4110 4115. Contents of word 
3443: -0027102713. This instruction moves the 
contents of 1401-1405 to 2001-2005, the contents 
of 4110-4115 to 2006-2011, and the contents of 
2710-2713 to 2012-2015. 

DATA FLOW: Same as record-scatter, with one excep
tion: data is brought from storage to the arithmetic 
register under control of positions 2-5 of the auxil
iary register (the working address from the RDW), 
and transmitted from the arithmetic register to 
core storage under control of positions 6-9 of the 
program register (the address from the index 
word). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, and the adder. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds setup time, plus 36 micro
seconds for each RDW, plus 24 microseconds for 
each word moved. 

COMMENTS: Like RECORD-SCATTER, RECORD-GATHER 

using just one RDW is merely the movement 
of data from one block of core storage to another. 
A block can be moved up a few locations, as de
scribed under RECORD SCATTER. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 108): Assume that 
BBBB has been previously defined as word 4550 

The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-65 21 09 4550 

Edit Numerical to Alphamerical 
+56 ENA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This is a record-scatter type 
of operation. The single block of storage words, 
located by the starting address in positions 2-5 of 
the index word specified in positions 4-5 of the 
instruction, is transmitted to the locations defined 
by record-definition words, the first of which (or 
only one) is addressed by positions 6-9 (index
able) of the instruction. 

The first word of numerical data (10 digits) is 
converted to two words (20 digits) of 2-digit 
alpha representation. The signs of the numerical 
words are ignored. These two words, with alpha 
signs attached, are stored in the locations specified 
by the start and start + 1 addresses of the first 
record-definition word. The process is continued, 
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converting words located sequentially in the nu
merical area and storing in consecutive locations, 
under the control of the process channel control. 
The operation terminates after the stop address of 
the last RDW is used. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +56. 

23 Indexing word, for modifying the RDW 
address in positions 6-9. 

45 An index word, positions 2-5 of which 
contain the location of the first numerical 
storage word to be read from. 

6789 Location of the first (or only) record
definition word, used to define the receiv
ing (alpha) area. 

EXAMPLE: To scatter the contents of a block of storage 
words, the starting address of which is in positions 
2-5 of index word 68, and convert each word into 
two alpha words, the locations of which are de
fined by RDW's starting in location 548: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+56 00 68 0548 

Contents of index word 68: +00 1875 0000. 
Contents of word 548: +00 1201 1212. Contents 
of word 549: +00 2151 2176. Contents of word 
550: -00 1700 1705. The 6 words in locations 
1875-1880 are converted to alpha and stored in 
the 12 locations 1201-1212. The next 13 words, 
in 1881-1893, are converted to alpha and stored 
in the 26 locations 2151-2176. The next 3 words, 
in 1894-1896, are converted to alpha and stored 
in the 6 locations 1700-1705. 

DATA FLOW: The movement of data as a result of an 
ENA instruction is described here, using a simple 
example: a single numerical word, + 123456780, 
in location 2790, is converted to two alpha words 
and stored in locations 1601 and 1602. After the 
operation, 1601 contains @9192939495, and 1602 
contains @9697989990. Index word 78 contains 
2790 in positions 2-5. The RDW is in location 
1575; its contents are -00 1601 1602. The in
struction is: 

78 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+56 00 78 1575 

1. The initial procedure is the same as for REC

ORD-GA THER and RECORD-SCATTER: 

The 1575 in positions 6-9, after indexing if it 
were specified, are brought to the RDW address 
register. Index word 78 is brought to the-auxiliary 

register; the 2790 in positions 2-5 are then brought 
to positions 6-9 of the program register. Program 
register: +56 00 78 2790. The contents of RDW 
1575 are brought to the auxiliary register, and 
the 1575 in the RDW address register is incre
mented by 1 to 1576. Auxiliary register: -00 
1601 1602. 

The start and stop addresses in the auxiliary 
register are compared; in this example, 1601 is 
compared with 1602. If the stop address were 
equal to or less than the start address, an error 
would be signalled. This is because all of the 
alphamerical conversion codes must have at least 
two addresses specified by an RDW. 

2. The contents of the address in positions 6-9 
of the program register, 2790 in the example, are 
brought to the arithmetic register. Arithmetic reg
ister: +12345 67890. 

3. The working address in the auxiliary register, 
1601 in this example, is incremented by one, and 
this new address of 1 602 is compared with the 
stop address, also 1602. The match latch is turned 
on by the equal comparison. 

4. The 5 high-order positions of the arithmetic 
register are serially shifted into the synchronizer 
register, with 9's inserted to the left of each digit, 
to form a 10-digit number. The synchronizer reg
ister gets an alpha sign. Synchronizer register: 
@9192939495. 

5. The contents of the synchronizer register move 
in parallel to the arithmetic register, and thence to 
the storage location addressed by positions 2-5 of 
the auxiliary register (1601 in this example). 
Arithmetic register and word 1601: @9192939495. 

6. The contents of positions 6-9 in the program 
register (2790) are again brought to the arith
metic register: + 12345 67890. 

7. The working address in the auxiliary register 
(now 1602) is again incremented by one, and 
compared with the stop address. In this example, 
1603 is compared with 1602, resulting in an un
equal comparison (the match latch has already 
been set). 

The increment and compare operation at this 
point in the operation should not cause an equal 
condition. If an equal is detected here, the total 
number of words specified by the RDW is an 
odd number. Because the ROW defines the alpha 
area, it must specifiy an even number of words. 
Thus, an equal comparison here would signal an 
error. 
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8. The 5 low-order positions of the arithmetic 
register are serially shifted into the synchronizer 
register, with 9's inserted to the left of each digit, 
to form a 10-digit number. The synchronizer reg
ister has an alpha sign: @9697989990. 

9. The contents of the synchronizer register move 
in parallel to the arithmetic register and thence to 
the storage location addressed by positions 2-5 of 
the auxiliary register (now at 1602). Arithmetic 
register and word 1602: @9697989990. 

The address in positions 6-9 of the program 
register is incremented by 1. Program register: 
+56 00 78 2791. 

10. The match latch is tested. If it is not ON, the 
process returns to paragraph 2. If it is ON, as in 
this example, the sign of the auxiliary register is 
tested. If it is plus, the next RDW is brought to 
the auxiliary register, and the process returns to 
the comparison of start and stop addresses, de
scribed in paragraph 1. In this example, the sign 
is minus, and the operation terminates. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, the adder, and the synchronizer 
register. 

TIMING: In microseconds: 
36 setup time 
+36 for each RDW 
+ 120 for each numerical word 

COMMENTS: In numerical-to-alpha conversion, the 
lower of the two sequential alpha words converted 
from a numerical word contains alpha coding for 
the 5 high-order digits, and the second alpha word 
contains the alpha coding for the 5 low-order 
digits, of the numerical word. 

The record-definition words define the alpha 
area-the to locations in numerical-to-alpha con
version. The total area defined by RDW's is twice 
as big as the numerical area used. Each RDW 
must define an even number of storage words. Be
cause the start and stop addresses are inclusive 
(i. e. the RDW defines the start through stop ad
dresses), the difference of the two addresses must 
be an odd number. 

Note that each numerical word is brought from 
storage twice. 

This operation does not distinguish between 
plus and minus signs in the numerical words; the 
numerical-word signs are ignored. 
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AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 109): Assume that cccc 
has been previously defined as word 1905. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+56 00 43 1905 

Edit Numerical to Alphamerical with Sign Control 
-56 ENS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The code operates in the same 
way as EDIT NUMERICAL TO ALPHAMERICAL (ENA, 

+56) except: 

For all but the units digit of each numerical 
word, a 9 is inserted into the position to its left in 
the alpha word, thus producing the alpha repre
sentation (90-99) for that digit. The units digit 
of the low-order alpha word has a 6 or 7 inserted 
next to it; 6 if the sign of the numerical word is 
plus, and 7 if it is minus. For example, the word 
-12345 67890 becomes @9192939495 

@9697989970 

If alphabetic words are included in the "nu
merical" area to be converted, the tens position 
of each resultant low-order alpha word gets a 
digit 9. For example, the word @6162636465 be
comes @9691969296 

@9396949695 

I~STRUCTION FORMAT: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO 

ALPHAMERICAL, except for the sign. 

EXAMPLE: To scatter the contents of a block of storage 
words, the starting address of which is in positions 
2-5 of index word 34, convert each word into 
two alpha words, the locations of which are de
fined by RDW (s) starting in location 407; and 
convert the signs to 6's, 7's or 9's in the 10's digit 
of every second alpha word, 6 for plus, 7 for mi
nus, and 9 for alpha: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-56 00' 34 0407 

Contents of index word 34: +00 2417 0000. Con
tents of word 407: -00 0901 0920. The 10 words 
in locations 2417-2426 are converted to alpha and 
stored in the 20 locations 901-920. The 10's digits 
of' words 902, 904, 906, etc. are all either 6, 7, 
or 9 depending on the signs of the words from 
which they were converted. 
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DATA FLOW: Same as edit numerical to alphamerical, 
with one exception, in paragraph 6: 

A 9 is inserted to the left of each of the four 
high-order digits (positions 5-8 of the original nu
merical word) as they are shifted into the syn
chronizer register. A 6 is inserted to the left of 
the units digit if the sign in the arithmetic register 
is plus; a 7 is inserted if the sign is minus; or a 
9 is inserted if the sign is alpha. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO 

ALPHAMERICAL. 

TIMING: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO ALPHAMERICAL. 

COMMENTS: Use of this code enables the program to 
record the signs of the numerical records when 
they are converted to alpha. Note that the 10's 
digit of each second alpha word is 6, 7 or 9 if 
this code is used; it is always 9 if ENA is used. In 
all cases, the words are given alpha signs. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 110): Actual address 
2110 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-56 14 89 2110 

Edit Numerical to Alphamerical with Blank Insertion 
+57 ENB 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code operates in the same 
way as EDIT NUMERICAL TO ALPHAMERICAL (ENA, 

+56) except: 

Zeros, instead of nines, are inserted in even 
digit positions (0, 2, 4, 6, 8) to the left of each 
leading zero from the numerical word. Thus, blank 
alphamerical characters (00) appear to the left 
of the most significant digits in the resulting alpha
merical words. For example, the word +00002 
57841 becomes @0000000092 

@9597989491 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO 

ALPHAMERICAL, except for the operation code. 

EXAMPLE: To scatter the contents of a block of storage 
words, the starting address of which is in positions 
2-5 of index word 52, convert each word into two 
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alpha words, the locations of which are defined 
by RDW(s) starting in location 1222; and con
vert each insignificant zero in the original numeri
cal words to 00 instead of 90: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+57 00 52 1222 

Contents of index word 52: -45 2300 0000. 
Contents of word 1222: +00 1001 1016. Con
tents of word 1223: -00 2713 2718. The 8 words 
in locations 2300-2307 are converted to alpha and 
stored in the 16 locations 1001-1016. The next 
3 words, in locations 2308-2310, are converted to 
alpha and stored in the 6 locations 2713-2718. 
High-order insignificant zeros in the numerical 
words are each converted to 00 instead of 90. 

DATA FLOW: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO ALPHAMERI

CAL, with one exception, in paragraph 4: 

As the digits are shifted into the synchronizer 
register, the entire arithmetic register is tested 
for significant digits, and a digit 0 is inserted to the 
left of each insignificant zero; a 9 is inserted for 
all significant digits. 

• 
REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO 

ALPHAMERICAL. 

TIMING: Same as EDIT NUMERICAL TO ALPHAMERICAL. 

COMMENTS: A numerical-to-alpha operation can use 
blank insertion (+ 5 7, ENB), sign control (-5 6, 
ENS), or neither (+56, ENA). Blank insertion and 
sign control combined cannot be used by a single 
instruction. 

If a numerical word is all zeros and the ENB 

instruction is used, two full alpha words of zeros 
are created. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 111): Assume that DDDD 

has been previously defined as word 1719. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+57 00 54 1719 
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Edit Alphamerical to Numerical 
-57 EAN 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This is a record-gather type of 
operation. Record-definition words, addressed by 
positions 6-9 (indexable) of the instruction, define 
blocks of alpha words, which are converted to nu
merical words and stored in a single storage block, 
the starting address of which is in positions 2-5 of 
the index word specified in positions 4-5 of the 
instruction. 

Each pair of two sequential alpha words is con
verted into a single numerical word. Positions 1, 
3, 5, 7, and 9 of the first alpha word become 
positions 0-4 of the numerical word; those same 
positions of the second alpha word become posi
tions 5-9 of the numerical word. Position 8 of the 
second alphamerical word is interrogated. If it is 
anything but a 7, a plus sign is assigned to the re
sultant numerical word; if 7, a minus sign is as
signed. The operation is under control of the 
process channel control. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -57. 

23 lndexing word, for modifying the RDW 
address in positions 6-9. 

45 An index word, positions 2-5 of which 
contain the first storage location to be filled 

with the numerical data. 

6789 Location of the first (or only) record
definition word, used to define the trans-

mitting area. 

EXAMPLE: To gather the contents of one or several 
blocks of storage, the locations of which are de
fined by RDW's starting in location 2691, into a 
single block the starting address of which is in 
positions 2-5 of index word 96; converting each 
two words into a single word: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-57 00 96 2691 

Contents of index word 96: +00 4651 0000. 
Contents of word 2691: +00 0746 0755. Con
tents of word 2692: -00 1301 1302. The 10 
words in locations 746-755 are converted to nu
merical and stored into the 5 locations 4651-
4655. The two words in locations 1301 and 1302 
are converted to numerical and stored into word 
4656. The 10's digit of each second word, 747, 
749,751, etc. and 1302, are tested for 7 or non-7. 
For each 7, the sign of the corresponding numeri
cal word is made minus; for each non-7, it is made 
plus. 

DATA FLOW: The concept of data flow for the alpha-to
numerical instruction is the same as that of the 
numerical-to-alpha codes. Data is brought from 
storage to the arithmetic register, shifted into the 
synchronizer register, and the converted data is 
brought from the synchronizer register to the 
arithmetic register, to storage. The RDW's func
tion in the same manner as for numerical-to-alpha, 
also. The start and stop addresses are compared, to 
assure that the start address is less than the stop 
address. The RDW is brought to the auxiliary reg
ister to be used. 

The differences in data flow between numerical
to-alpha and alpha-to-numerical are due to the 
fact that the former are record-scatter codes, 
whereas alpha-to-numerical conversion (EAN) is 
a record-gather operation: 

1. Data is brought to the arithmetic register under 
control of the working address in the auxillary 
register. 

2. For the first of the two alpha words, positions 
1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 of the arithmetic register are 
serially shifted into positions 0-4 of the synchro
nizer register. Positions 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are ignored. 

3. For the second of the two alpha words, posi
tions 1, 3 ,5, 7, and 9 are serially shifted into 
positions 5-9 of the synchronizer. Positions 0, 2, 
4, and 6 are ignored. Position 8 is tested for a 7. 
If it is 7, the synchronizer register gets a minus 
sign; otherwise, a plus sign. 

4. The contents of the synchonizer register are 
moved to the arithmetic register, and thence to 
storage, under control of the address in positions 
6-9 of the program register (originally the index
word address). 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, the adder, and the synchronizer 
register. 

TIMING: Same as numerical-to-alpha in microseconds: 
36 setup time 

+36 for each RDW 

+ 120 for each numerical word 

COMMENTS: The only kind of dJta that should be con
verted by this code is numerical information in 
the two-digit alpha coding (codes 90-99), infor
mation that may have been previously converted 
to two-digit coding by one of the numerical-to
alpha instructions. Note that positions 0, 2, 4, 6, 
and 8 of each word are lost, regardless of what 
they contained. 
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Data from the first of each pair of alpha words 
goes to positions 0-4 of the numerical word, and 
data from the next sequential alpha word goes to 
positions 5-9. As with the numerical-to-alpha 
codes, each RDW must designate an even number 
of addresses; the RDW's define the alpha area in 
alpha-to-numerical conversion, as well as in nu
merical-to-alpha conversion. 

Sign control is automatic with the EAN code. 
position 8 of each second alpha word is tested for 
7 or non-7. 

This instruction can place the resultant numeri
cal data back into the first half of the areas occu-
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pied by the original alpha data. These are two 
reasons why it can do this, when numerical-to
alpha operations cannot: 

1. The resultant numerical data takes only half as 
much storage as the original alpha data. 

2. The EAN instruction obtains each word from 
storage only once, whereas the numerical-to-alpha 
codes obtain each word twice. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 112): The actual ad
dress 3681 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-57 00 23 3681 



An IBM 7070 program is able to search tables of in
formation stored in blocks of magnetic-core storage. 
The search starts at the first word of the table and con
tinues until it finds the word it is looking for, or until 
it has searched the entire table. Moreover, the table 
doesn't have to be completely in one storage block. It 
can be broken up into a number of blocks, and all 
blocks are searched in a single operation. 

The blocks are defined by record definition words. 

A table lookup operation consists of comparing a 
search value called the search argument with the table 
values, each of which is called a table argument. Accu
mulator 3 contains the search argument for the opera
tion. The comparison is for a table value that is equal 
to the search argument, equal or higher, or lower, de
pending on the instruction. 

INCREMENT: On all table lookup operations, the search 
address (working address part of the record defi
nition register) is incremented by the value in the 
non-indexing portion of index word 98 (non
indexing portion considered plus no matter what 
sign the index word has). This means that, instead 
of every word on the table being searched, every 
second, third, etc., word is searched, depending 
on the increment value specified. If, for example, 
the increment value is 0004 and the start address 
is 0700, words 0700, 0704, 0708, etc., are 
searched. If the stop address should be 0783, word 
0780 is searched, but 0784 is not. The first word 
in each block is always used, regardless of the in
crement. There must be an increment; 0000 in the 
non-indexing portion of 0098 causes an error stop. 

RESUL TS: When the operation is ended, the location of 
the found table argument is placed in the indexing 
portion of index word 98. The remaining positions 
of index word 98 are unchanged, and its sign is 
set to. plus. If a table location is not found on 
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table lookup operations before the stop address of 
the last record definition word is exceeded, the 
next sequential instruction is taken and the index
ing portion and sign of index word 98 is not 
changed. If a table location is found, the next 
instruction will be taken from the location of the 
table lookup instruction, + 2 . 

There are three table lookup instructions as 
shown in Figure 113. 

CATEGORY OP CODES NAMES MNEMONICS 

Table look-up +66 Lookup lowest LL 

+67 Lookup equal only LE 

+68 Lookup equal or High LEH 

FIGURE 113. TABLE LOOKUP OPERATION CODES 

These are the only codes whose Autocoder sym
bols start with the letter L. 

Lookup Lowest 
+66 LL 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The search argument in accu
mulator 3 is compared with the field-defined por
tions of the storage words addressed by the RDW, 
the location of which is designated in positions 6-9 
(indexable). Signs are included in the compari
sons. The entire accumulator is used; a search 
argument of less than 10 digits must be in the low
order portion of the accumulator. The search con
tinues through sequential or incremented loca
tions, determined by the value in positions 6-9 of 
index word 98. The table can be in a single block 
of storage or several blocks, depending on the 
RDW signs(s). 
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The entire table is searched, and the lowest 
value and its address obtained, provided that the 
table value is lower than that of the original search 
argument. At completion of the operation, the 
lowest found value is in accumulator 3, if one was 
found; or the search argument is in accumulator 
3, if a lower value was not found. The location of 
the lowest found value is in positions 2-5 of index 
word 98, and the next instruction is taken from 
the location two greater than that of the LOOKUP 

LOWEST instruction. Index word 98 is given a plus 
sign. If at the end of the search a lower value 
was not found, the next instruction is taken from 
the next sequential location, and index word 98 
is unchanged. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +66. 

23 Indexing word for modifying the RDW ad
dress in positions 6-9. 

45 Field definition. Defines the portion of each 
table word to be compared with the value 

in accumulator 3. 

6789 Address in storage of the first or only 
record-definition word, which defines the 

location (s) of the table to be searched. 

EXAMPLES: To locate the lowest value in a table de
fined by the record-definition word in location 
2740, searching each table word in positions 5-9 
only: 
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SOl 23 45 6789 

+66 00 59 2740 

Contents of RDW 2740: -00 1100 1110; the 
lowest value on this table is +xxxxx 00206, in 
word 1108. Contents of accumulator 3 before the 
operation: +00000 50000. Contents after the op
eration: +00000 00206. Contents of index word 
98 before the operation:+OO 0048 0001. After the 
operation: +00 1108 0001. 

To obtain the lowest value on a table, defined 
by the record-definition word in 1732, searching 
each table word entirely: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+66 00 09 1732 

Contents of the RDW in 1732: -00 0900 0948; 
the lowest value on this table is +00001 23456 in 
word 0918. Contents of accumulator 3 before the 
operation: +99999 99999. Contents after the 
operation: +00001 23456. Contents of index 
word 98 before the operation: +00 0944 0002. 
After the operation: +00 0918 0002. Note that 

the increment value is 2. This means that only 
the even-numbered words 0900-0948 are searched, 
25 words in total. The odd-numbered table words 
are ignored. 

DAT A FLOW: Data flow in a table lookup operation is 
best described by use of an example. The first 
example above, the instruction +66 00 59 2740, 
is used here. Assume that word 1108 is the low
est, but that 1101 is also lower than the search 
argument; its contents, +xxxxx 00345.' 

1. The address 2740 is brought to the RDW ad
dress register (if indexing had been called for, the 
address would be modified first, of course). The 
increment value in index word 98 (positions 6-9) 
is brought to positions 6-9 of the program register. 
Program register: +66 00 59 0001. 

2. Under control of the RDW address register, 
the record-definition word is brought to the auxil
iary register. Auxiliary register: -00 1100 1110. 
The address in the RDW address register is upped 
by one to 2741 (it would be needed if the sign 
of the RDW in 2740 were plus). Positions 2-5 
are compared with positions 6-9, to assure that 
positions 2-5 are not greater in absolute value 
(if they are, an error is signalled and the ma
chine stops). 

3. The contents of the first table word (1100) are 
brought to the arithmetic register. Under field defi
nition, positions 5-9 of the arithmetic register are 
compared with the contents of accumulator 3. The 
signs are compared. The two values are comple
ment-added, and the high, equal, or low result 
depends on zero result and carry, as in the com
pare instructions. In this example, the contents 
of 1100 are not lower. 

4. The address in positions 2-5 of the auxiliary 
register is increased in absolute value by the in
crement in positions 6-9 of the program register 
and returned to the auxiliary register. Auxiliary 
register: -00 1101 1110. 

Positions 2-5 and 6-9 of the auxiliary register 
are compared; when 2-5 is greater, end-of-block 
has been reached. In this example, end-of -block 
has not yet been reached, and the process returns 
to paragraph 3 above, for the second table word 
(1101 ). In this example, the contents of 11 01 
are lower; the process continues in paragraph 5. 

5. The field-defined portion of the arithmetic reg
ister is brought to accumulator 3, to the low
order portion if less than 10 digits are field
defined. In this example., the value +xxxxx 
00345 in the arithmetic register goes to accumu-



lator 3 as +00000 00345. This number is now 
the search argument. 

6. The contents of the auxiliary register are trans
mitted to accumulator 2. Accumulator 2: -00 
1101 1110. 

If 1101 turns out to contain the lowest table 
value, that address will be needed at completion 
of the operation. A special latch is turned on, in
dicating that a table value lower than the original 
search argument has been found. The operation 
returns to paragraph 4, to increment the table 
address and compare the contents of 1102 with 
the value +00000 00345. 

7. The process continues, comparing positions 5-9 
of each sequential table word with the value in 
accumulator 3. Because the contents of 1108 are 
lower than +00000 00345, its contents, +00000 
00206, are reset-added to accumulator 3, and be
come the search argument for words 1109-1110. 
Accumulator 2 is changed to +00 1108 1110, as 
a result. 

8. When the incremented positions (2-5) of the 
auxiliary register reach 1112, the test in para
graph 4 detects this. The sign of the auxiliary reg
ister is tested. If it is plus, the next sequential 
RDW, addressed by the RDW address register, is 
brought to the auxiliary register, and the operation 
proceeds as described in paragraph 2. In this ex
ample, the entire table is defined in one II-word 
block, 1100-1110; the sign of the RDW is there
fore minus. 

9. The special latch described in paragraph 6 is 
tested to determine whether any table value lower 
than the original search argument had been found. 
If the latch is not set, the operation terminates, 
and the next instruction is taken from the location 
of this LL instruction, + 1. In this example, the 
special latch was turned on by the low value in 
word 1101. 

10. The contents of accumulator 2 are brought to 
the auxiliary register. Auxiliary register: +00 
1108 1110. 

11. Positions 0-1 and 6-9 of index word 98 are 
brought from core storage to the corresponding 
positions of the auxiliary register. Auxiliary regis
ter: +00 11 08 0001. 

The entire contents of the auxiliary register are 
transmitted to index word 98: IW 98: +00 1108 
0001. 

12. The next instruction is taken from the location 
of this LL instruction, +2. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the add
er, and the arithmetic register. If a table value is 
found that is lower than the original search argu
ment in accumulator 3; index word 98, accumu
lator 2, accumulator 3, the special found latch, 
and the instruction counter. 

TIMING: In microseconds: 

24 

+36 per record-definition word 

+ 1 08 per table word 

+60 for each lower value found 

COMMENTS: The table data does not have to be in low
to-high sequence for this operation; the values can 
be completely random. This instruction is a means 
of sorting the values in a table and putting them in 
lowest-to-highest sequence in another section of 
core storage. The programming procedure is as 
follows: The beginning search argument is all 9's. 
After the lowest value in the table is found, it is 
filled with 9's (lW 98 can be used to index an 
address of 0000 for this). The lookup lowest op
eration is repeated, again starting with all 9's, this 
time obtaining the second-lowest value in the 
original table, etc. 

If the signs of the table values are not signifi
cant in the operation, this procedure can be used: 
Make all of the table signs alpha, and the search 
argument +00000 00000. After the LL operation 
obtains each table value, change the sign of that 
value to plus, thus making it higher than the 
search argument. 

If there are two lowest values on a table (equal 
to each other), the first one found is used. 

The comparison between the search argument 
and the table arguments includes the signs of both 
factors. The same relation of values is used for 
these operations as for compare operations: 

Highest 

Lowest 

+99999 99999 
to 

+00000 00000 
-00000 00000 

to 
-99999 99999 
@99999 99999 

to 
@OOOOO 00000 

Plus is higher than minus, which is in turn 
higher than alpha. Note than a minus 9 is lower 
than minus 8, which is lower than minus 7, etc. 
This means that, if the table values are minus, the 
highest in absolute value is obtained, regardless 
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of the sign (+ or -) of the original search argu
ment. (A plus search argument always obtains a 
lowest value in this case; a minus search argu
ment obtains one only if it finds one greater in 
absolute value.) A minus search argument can 
never obtain a plus table value with this code; an 
alpha search argument can never obtain a plus 
or minus table value. 

Note that the field-defined portion of each table 
word is compared with the entire contents of ac
cumulator 3. If the number of significant digits 
in accumulator 3 exceeds the number of digits 
specified by field definition, all table values have 
the same relation to the search argument, as de
termined by sign (Figure 114): 

Search Argument containing Table Argument 

more significant digits: than digits field-defined: 

+ All + values are lower 
+ All - values are lower 

+ All Alpha values are lower 

All + values are higher 

All - values are higher 

All Alpha values are lower 
Alpha All + values are higher 

Alpha All - values are higher 

Alpha All Alpha values are lower 

FIGURE 114. RELATIVE FIELD LENGTHS, LOOKUP 

LOWEST 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 115): Assume that JULY 

has been previously defined as location 3023. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+66 00 04 3023 

Lookup Equal Only 
+67 LE 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The search argument in accu
mulator 3 is compared with the field-defined por
tions of the storage words addressed by the RDW, 
the location of which is designated in positions 6-9 
(index able ). The entire accumulator is used; a 
search argument of less than 10 digits must be in 
the low-order portion of the accumulator. The 
search continues through sequential or incre
mented locations, determined by the value in po
sitions 6-9 of index word 98. The table can be 

in a single block o~ storage or several blocks, de
pending on the RDW sign(s). 

The table is searched until a word is found that 
is equal to the search argument, in sign and value, 
or until the entire table is searched. If an equal 
value is found, its location is in positions 2-5 of 
index word 98 at completion of the operation. The 
next instruction is taken from the location of the 
LOOKUP EQUAL instruction, +2. The sign of index 
word 98 is set to plus. If no equal value is found, 
index word 98 is unchanged, and the next instruc
tion is taken from the next sequential location. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +67. 
23 

45 

Indexing word for modifying the RDW ad
dress in positions 6-9. 

Field definition. Defines the portion of 
each table word to be compared with the 
value in accumulator 3. 

6789 Address in storage of the first or only 
record-definition word, which defines the 

location of the table to be searched. 

EXAMPLE: To search for equal, a table defined by the 
record-definition word in location 4315, search
ing each table word in the two high-order positions 
only: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+67 00 01 4315 

Contents of RDW 4315: -00 2201 2225. Con
tents of accumulator 3: +00000 00043, un
changed by the operation. Assume that word 2209 
contains this value also. Contents of index word 
98 before the operation: -00 2221 0001; after 
the operation: +00 2209 000 1. Note that its sign 
is set to plus. 

DATA FLOW: This operation is similar to LOOKUP 

LOWEST, with the following exceptions: 

The comparison between the search argument 
in accumulator 3 and each table value in the arith
metic register is for equal, rather than for a lower 
value in the arithmetic register. Detection of an 
equal comparison moves positions 0-1 and 6-9 
of index word 98 to the corresponding positions of 
the auxiliary register (positions 2-5 of the auxil
iary register already contain the address of the 
table word, just as in LOOKUP LOWEST). The con-

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 115. 
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tents of the auxiliary register are then transmitted 
to index word 98, as in the LOOKUP LOWEST oper
ation. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and the arithmetic register. If an equal value is 
found, the instruction counter. 

TIMING: In microseconds: 

24 

+ 3 6 per record definition word 

+ 108 per table word searched. 

COMMENTS: Unlike LOOKUP LOWEST, this operation 
searches a table only until it finds an equal, rather 
than the entire table every time. The table data 
does not have to be in any particular sequence; 
the values can be completely random. If there are 
two equal values on a table, and both are equal 
to the search argument, the first value is used (the 
program does not "know" about the second one). 

Signs are included in this operation. If they are 
unequal, the values are not considered equal. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 116): Assume that AU

GUST is defined as location 1050. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+67 64 09 1050 

Lookup Equal or High 
+68 LEH 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The search argument in accu
mulator 3 is compared with the field-defined por
tions of the storage words addressed by the RDW, 
the location of which is designated in positions 6-9 
(index able ). The entire accumulator is used; a 
search argument of less than 10 digits must be in 
the low-order portion of the accumulator. The 
search continues through sequential or incremented 
locations, determined by the value in positions 6-9 
of index word 98. The table can be in a single 
block of storage or several blocks, depending on 
the RDW sign(s). 

The table is searched until a word is found that 
is equal to, or· greater than, the search argument, 
or until the entire table is searched. If an equal or 
higher value is found, its location is in positions 
2-5 of index word 98 at completion of the opera-

tion. The next instruction is taken from the loca
tion of the LOOKUP EQUAL OR HIGH instruction, +2. 
The sign of index word 98 is set to plus. If no 
equal or higher value is found, index word 98 is 
unchanged, and the next instruction is taken from 
the next sequential location. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +68 

23 Indexing word for modifying the RDW ad

dress in positions 6-9. 

45 Field definition. Defines the portion of each 

table word to be compared with the value 

in accumulator 3. 

6789 Address in storage of the first or only 

record-definition word, which defines the 

location of the table to be searched. 

EXAMPLE: To search, for equal or higher, the table 
defined by the record-definition word in location 
731, searching for four high -order positions only: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+68 00 03 0731 

Contents of RDW 731: -00 2800 2899. Contents 
of accumulator 3: +00000 05250, unchanged by 
the operation. The table values are in ascending 
sequence; word 2856 is +5240 743529, and word 
2857 is +5260 542123. Contents of index word 
98 before the operation: +00 2888 0001. After 
the operation: +00 2857 0001. 

DATA FLOW: Same as LOOKUP EQUAL ONLY, except that 
the comparisons between the value in accumulator 
3 and the table values in the arithmetic register 
test for the arithmetic-register value being equal or 
higher, instead of for equal only. Otherwise, the 
operations are identical. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the adder, 
and the arithmetic register. If an equal value is 
found, the instruction counter. 

TIMING: In microseconds: 
24 
+36 per record definition word 
+ 108 per table word searched 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
35 4(} 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 116. 
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COMMENTS: The table values should be in ascending 
sequence, if this operation is used. 

The signs of both factors are considered, and 
the relative values are the same as for compare 
operations: 

Highest 

Lowest 

+99999 99999 
to 

+00000 00000 

-00000 00000 
to 

-99999 99999 

@99999 99999 
to 

@OOOOO 00000 

If the search argument and the table values are 
minus, the table values must be stored in descend
ing order by absolute value for this code to be 
used. A plus search argument can never obtain a 
minus or alpha table value, and a minus search 
argument can never obtain an alpha table value 
with this code. 

If the number of significant digits in accumu
lator 3 exceeds the number of digits specified by 
field definition, either the first table word is ob
tained by the LEH operation or none of them are, 
depending on the signs (Figure 117). 

Search Argument containing Table Argument 

more significant digits: than digits field-defined: 

+ No + values are obtained 

+ 
+ 

Alpha 

Alpha 

Alpha 

No - values are obtained 

No Alpha values are obtained 

The first + value is obtained 

The first - value is obtained 

No Alpha value is obtained 

The first + value is obtained 
The first - value is obtained 

No Alpha value is obtained 

FIGURE 117. RELATIVE FIELD LENGTHS LOOKUP 

EQUAL OR HIGH 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 118): Assume that SEPT 

has been defined as location 1600. The assembled 
instruction is: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+68 00 05 1607 

label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----.l Autocoder 
35 40 45 o 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 118. 
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Magnetic tape provides the IBM 7070 with high-speed, 
high-capacity storage of data. Because a reel of tape 
can be physically removed from one tape unit and 
brought to another, written by a different data process
ing system and used in the 7070, or written by the 
7070 and read by another system, magnetic tape can be 
considered as a high-speed input/ output feature as well 
as a means of storage. 

A 7070 system can be served by as many as 40 tape 
units, IBM 729 II or IBM 729 IV (Figure 119). There 
are four data transmission channels, each of which con
nects up to ten tape units with the main system. Data 
read from tape to the system is read over a specified 
channel into magnetic-core storage, and a record is 
written from core storage over a specified channel to 
tape. 

A single-channel 7070 system contains a maximum 
of ten tape units . (Throughout this section, tape is dis
cussed in terms of a 40-unit, 4-channel system. A single
channel system uses only the instructions, special ad
dresses, etc., that apply to channell, tape units 0-9.) 

Successive records on tape are separated from each 
other by % of an inch of blank space, called the inter
record gap. The size of a tape record has no limitation 
except the capacity of core storage that is read into or 
written from . Even that is not a rigid restriction in the 
case of tape reading if the entire tape record being read 
is not needed. The program defines the number of words 
of core storage to be read into, and any part of the tape 
record in excess of that is not accepted into storage. 

Each tape-write operation writes one record, auto
matically creating 3A; inch of space (inter-record gap) 
before the record and after it, thus providing the ~~ inch 
IRG between records . 

Magnetic Tape 

FIGUR E 119. IBM 729 MAG NE TIC T APE UN IT 
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FIGURE 120. BCD 7-BIT CODE 

BCD Cod~ 

The code structure used on tape is 7 -bit alphamerical, 
called binary-coded decimal (BCD). Figure 120 shows 
the coding for each alpha, numerical, and special char
acter that is acceptable to the 7070. There is a correla
tion between BCD and the IBM code used in punched 
cards: The AB bits are equivalent to 12-zones; the B 
bits, II-zones, the A bits, O-zones; and combinations of 
the 8421 bits comprise the digit values 0-9 (the 8 and 
2 bits represent zero). 

Validity Checking 

The C bit is added to any character that would other
wise have an odd number of bits. In all reading and 
writing operations, each character is examined to estab
lish that it is represented by an even number of bits. In 
the case of characters normally made up of an odd 
number of bits, the C bit makes the count even. 

90 

Also, there is a horizontal check of each record on 
tape. When a tape record is written, the bits in each 
channel (C, B, A, 8, 4, 2, 1) are tested for an odd or 
even total in the tape record; in each channel with an 
odd number, a bit is written at the end of the record. 
The check character thus created must itself have an 
even number of bits, for the over-an total number of 
bits to be even (Figure 121). Each tape-read operation 
tests the check character for an even number of bits. 

C 

B 

A 

8 
4 
2 

Checking 

A47KS25J3 · .. • 
· . . 
· . 
.. . .. . . . 
· . . .. 

U 
J: 

· 
· · · 

I~ 1 
FIGURE 121. HORIZONTAL CHECK 



IBM Magnetic Tape Units 

Two models of IBM 729 Magnetic Tape Units, Model II 
and Model IV, are available in a 7070 system. There are 
no restrictions on number or configuration of models; 
1-40 Model II's can be used, 1-40 Model IV's, or any 
combination adding up to 40. (Each channel can use 
1-10 of either model, or any combination adding up to 
10.) The difference between them is that the 729 IV has 
greater passing speed. 

Each model can read or write tape at two densities 
of bit storage, 556 characters per inch and 200 charac
ters per inch, and each tape unit in the system can be 
set at either high or lower density by a stored-program 
instruction. The densities affect character rate in read 
and write operations on the 729 II and 729 IV units as 
shown in Figure 122. 

Each reel of tape (10% inch diameter) is about 2400 
feet in length. The capacity of a tape reel is determined 
by two factors: which character density is used, and how 
many individual records (how many IRG's) are con
tained. 

Two-Gap Head 

The read/write mechanism in an IBM 729 Magnetic 
Tape Unit is the two-gap head (Figure 123). Reading 
operations use the read head only. Writing operations, 
however, use both the read and write heads. The read
ing head reads each tape character after it has been 
written and checks it for validity. Thus, an invalid char
acter is detected at the time it is written, instead of being 
first discovered at a later date, when the tape record is 
read. 

Dual-Level Sensing 

The ability of the two-gap head to read tape in both 
reading and writing· operations affords another means 

MODEL II MODEL IV 

Characters per inch (approx.) 556 200 556 200 

X Inches per second (approx.) 75 75 112.5 112.5 

-- -- -- --= Characters per second 41,700 15,000 62,550 22,500 
(approx.) 

FIGURE 122. COMPARISON CHART - IBM 729 MAGNETIC 

TAPE UNITS 

of checking those operations - dual-level sensing. Bit 
impulses are sensed by the read head at two levels of 
pulse strength, high and low. Each character is read 
from tape into two 7 -position registers, one position for 
each of the seven bit positions on tape. The high reg
ister requires a stronger impulse from a bit position 
than the low register does. This means that any bit im
pulse accepted by the high register is also accepted by 
the more sensitive low register, but a weak impulse is 
accepted by the low register only. The dual-level sens
ing feature functions in a slightly different manner for 
tape reading than for writing. 

In a tape-read operation, after each character is read 
into the high register, it is checked for an even number 
of bits. If the number is not even, the contents of the 
low register are sent to the tape channel. If the low 
register has an invalid character, a validity-check signal 
is generated (condition code 1 - see section on A uto
matic Priority Processing). Figure 124 shows the vari
ous levels of signal strength that are acceptable and 
unacceptable. The solid lines indicate the levels of pulse 
strength acceptable to the high and low registers on a 
tape-read operation. 

In a tape-write operation, the level of each register is 
increased, making them harder to please. As each tape 
character written is read back, it is checked for validity 
in the high register, and compared, bit by bit, with the 
contents of the low register. It must pass both of these 
tests to be acceptable; otherwise a validity-check signal 
is generated. The dotted lines in Figure 124 show the 
levels of pulse strength acceptable to the registers on a 
tape-write operation. 

Write Gap 

FIGURE 123. TWO-GAP READ/WRITE HEAD 
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High 
Register 

low 
Register 

{

Write -----

Read 

{

Write -----

Read 

Tape Read 

Accepted by both registers 

Sent from high register 

Accepted by low register only 

Sent from low register, if 
high register is invalid 

Not accepted by 
either register 

Accepted by 
both registers 

Accepted by low register only Not accepted by either register 

Tape Write 
Causes unequal compare 
between registers 

FIGURE 124. DUAL-LEVEL SENSING 

Operating Principles 

Magnetic tape is a special plastic tape, coated on one 
side with a layer of magnetic oxide material. Data is 
recorded on the magnetic oxide of the tape in the form 
of magnetized spots or bits. Information written on tape 
remains there until the tape is used in a new write oper
ation. This time period may extend indefinitely. When 
the recorded information is no longer needed, the tape 
may be used to record new data. Only when a tape is 
written is the previous information destroyed. The write 
operation automatically erases old information. Reflec
tive spots manually placed on the tape are photo
electrically sensed to indicate the beginning (or load 
point) and the physical end of the useful portion of the 
tape. The load-point reflective spot is about 12 feet 
from the front end of the tape, and the reflective spot 
designating the end of the usable tape is 18 feet from 
the physical end. Tape is wound on plastic reels 1 O~ 
inches in diameter, and weighs about 12 ounces. A full 
reel contains about 2400 feet of usable tape, but lengths 
as short as 50 feet can be used. 

Drive 
Capstan 

HEAD COVER SHOWN RAISED 

Figure 125 shows schematically the physical location 
of the tape when it is mounted on a tape unit. During 
reading or writing, tape is moved from the file reel FIGURE 125. TAPE FEED SCHEMATIC 
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through the left vacuum column across the read-write 
head, through the right vacuum column, and to the 
machine reel. 

Reading or writing on a tape takes place as the tape 
is moved across the read-write head. The vacuum col
umns control separate drive motors, which permit the 
read/write mechanism and each of the two tape reels to 
move tape independently of the other two units. The 
read/write mechanism feeds tape under instruction from 
the stored program. The file reel feeds tape when the 
tape reaches a minimum slack point in the vacuum col
umn, and the machine reel winds tape when the slack 
tape reaches a point near the bottom of the vacuum 
column. 

The head assembly, located between the vacuum col
umns, is built in two sections. The lower section is sta
tionary, and the upper section can be moved up or 
down under control of the tape-unit keys. When the 
upper section is up, it allows the operator to thread 
tape. When down, it causes the read-write head to be 
in close contact with the tape for reading or writing. 
The tape reels and head are accessible by opening the 
reel door. 

Reflective Spots 

Reflective spots, also referred to as photo-sensing 
markers, are placed on the tape to enable the tape 
unit to sense where reading and writing are to begin 
and to stop. The markers are small pieces of plastic, 
one inch by %6 inch, coated with vaporized aluminum 
on ,one side and with adhesive on the other. They are 
fastened to the base (uncoated) side of the tape. The 
photo-electric cells sense them as either the load point 
marker where reading or writing is to begin on tape, or 
as the end-of-reel marker where reading or writing is 
to stop. 

FIGURE 126. REFLECTIVE SPOTS ON TAPE 

Acout 12 feet of tape must be allowed between the 
beginning of the reel and the load point marker as a 
leader for threading the tape over the feed rolls and the 
read-write head. Information must not be stored in this 
space. To indicate the load point, the one-inch dimen
sion of the marker must be parallel to, but not more 
than 732 inch from, the channel 1 edge of the tape-the 
edge nearest the operator when the reel is mounted 
(Figure 126). 

About 18 feet of tape should be reserved between 
the end-of-reel marker and the physical end of the tape 
attached to the hub of the machine reel. To indicate 
end of reel, the marker must be placed parallel to, but 
no more than 1f32 inch from, the C track edge of the 
tape (the edge nearest the tape unit when the reel is 
mounted; Figure 126). 

Place load point and end-of-reel markers on tape 
with care. They should be properly aligned and pressed 
tightly onto the tape with the back of the fingernail. It 
is best to do this while the tape is loaded on a unit, to 
reduce the collection of dust on the unrolled tape. If 
this is done away from the unit, keep the unrolled end 
of tape off the floor and away from dusty areas. 

File-Protection Ring 

The back of the tape reel (machine side) has a circular 
groove in which a plastic ring may be inserted. To en
able the machine to write on a tape, a plastic ring called 
the file protection ring, must be placed in the groove of 
the tape reel (Figure 127). A tape can be read whether 
the ring is inserted, or not. The file protection ring 
should be removed from the tape reel after writing on 
tape is completed. Doing this prevents accidental writ-
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FIGURE 127. FILE-PROTECTION RING 

ing and resultant loss of valuable tape records. Never 
remove the file protection ring while tape is loaded in 
the vacuum columns of the tape unit. Doing this could 
cause a broken or damaged tape. 

Operating Keys and Lights 

The operating keys and lights of the IBM 729 Tape 
Units are located at the top of the unit, above the tape 
reels (Figure 128). The lights are all on the upper row, 
and the keys are on the lower row. The address selec
tion dial is at the left. 

ADDRESS SELECTION DIAL: This dial assigns a number 
from 0 to 9 to the tape unit, to identify it to the 
stored program. If blank is set, the tape unit cannot 
be used by the stored program. 

The setting should not be changed when a tape 
operation is in progress. 

SELECT LIGHT: The select light is turned on automati
cally when the address selection dial is properly 
positioned and the unit is addressed by the com
puter, provided that the unit is ready. 

READY LIGHT: This light, when ON, indicates that the 
tape unit is ready for operation. See Start Key for 
method of turning this light on. The reel door 
should never be opened when the ready light is ON. 

T APE INDICATE ON LIGHT: This indicator is turned on 
by any of the following conditions: 
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1. Sensing the end-of-reel marker while writing 
on tape. 

FIGURE 128. IBM 729 TAPE UNIT OPERATING KEYS 

AND LIGHTS 

2. Sensing the tape mark while reading tape. 
The indicator may be turned off by: 
1. Depressing the unload key on the tape unit. 

2. Executing a rewind-unload or tape end-of-file
off instruction in the stored program. 

FILE PROTECTION LIGHT: This light automatically turns 
on if the unit is loaded with a reel that does not 
have the file protection ring inserted in the back of 
the reel. The tape cannot be written as long as the 
file protection light is ON. This light is ON when
ever the tape unit is not in ready status. 

FUSE LIGHT: This light turns on automatically when
ever a fuse in the unit has blown. 

LOAD REWIND KEY: This key is operative only when 
the reel door is closed and the ready light is OFF. 

Use of this key after tape has been properly 
mounted in the magnetic tape unit lowers tape into 
the columns, lowers the head assembly, and moves 
tape in the rewind direction until the load point 
reflective spot is sensed. If the reflective spot is not 
to the right of the read-write head when this key 
is pressed, the tape will unwind from the machine 
reel. 

Caution: Do not open the reel door during re
wind or load point searching. 

START KEY: Use of this key places the tape unit in 
ready status and turns on the ready light provided 
that: 
1. The reel door is closed. 
2. Tape has been loaded into the columns. 

3. The tape unit is not in the process of finding 
the load point (rewind or load point operation). 

UNLOAD KEY: This key is operative only when the 
ready light is OFF, tape is in the vacuum columns, 
and the reel door is closed. Use of this key raises 



the head assembly and removes the tape from the 
columns, regardless of the distribution of tape on 
the two reels. If the tape is not at load point when 
the operator wishes to change tape reels, a load 
point search should be initiated first by pressing the 
load-rewind key. Pressing the unload key will also 
turn off the tape-indicate-on light, if ON. 

RESET KEY: Use of this key turns off the ready light if 
it is ON. If the reset key is used during high-speed 
rewind, the operation stops and then continues as 
a slow-speed rewind. If the reset key is used during 
a slow-speed rewind, the rewind stops. 

REEL DOOR INTERLOCK: When the door is open, the 
interlock contact prevents any normal operation 
of the tape unit. The reel door should never be 
opened when the ready light is ON or during any 
load rewind operation. 

REEL RELEASE KEY: When this key is depressed, both 
reels may be turned manually for threading tape 
or removing the file reel. To operate the reel re
lease key, open the reel door. 

Operating Pointers 

Consider the following points whenever a tape unit is in 
operation: 

1. Do not change the address of a tape unit by turning 
the address selection dial, during the execution of 
a program that uses other tape units. This applies 
whether the unit is in ready status or not. 

2. Never set two tape units to the same address. 

READ TAPE 
I 

I 
UPDATE RECORD I 

(COMPUTE) 

WRITE TAPE 

2 3 
READ TAPE 

UPDATE RECORD 
(COMPUTE) 

WRITE TAPE 

FIGURE 129. SIMULTANEOUS OPERATIONS 

2 

3. Do not open the door of a tape unit unless the tape 
inside is out of the vacuum columns and the read
write head is raised. 

4. In the event of a power failure with tape units in 
ready status, have an IBM customer engineer re
move the tape from the read-write head and the 
vacuum columns, of every unit in ready status, be
fore power is restored. 

5. Do not turn dc off on the 7070 with the tape units 
in ready status, as extraneous noise may be recorded 
on the tapes when dc is turned on. 

Features of IBM 7070 
Tape Operations 

There are a number of features of tape operations in 
the 7070 that add considerably to the efficiency of the 
system. One of these is high-speed tape units, which 
were described previously. Other features add further 
to the effective speed of reading and writing tape rec
ords, the efficiency of arranging data read from tape 
into core storage, or written on tape from storage, and 
the ease of programming tape operations. 

Simultaneous Operations 

The IBM 7070 can perform four tape operations simul ... 
taneously: reading four tapes, writing four tapes, or any 
combination of these. Also, the stored program can 
continue while these operations are taking place. Tape 
units operating simultaneously must be connected to the 

2 3 

I- I 

I I 
2 I 

I I I 
I I 
I I 

2 

5 6 

3 4 5 

2 3 4 
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system via different channels. The simultaneous-opera
tion feature is made possible by the ability of the four 
tape channels to work independently of the program
ming unit and of each other. 

An example of the timesaving value of simultaneous 
operations is a file maintenance routine, which requires 
the reading of a tape record updating it, and writing it 
on another tape. Figure 129 shows the overlap of the 
operations made possible by the simultaneous opera
tions feature. The timing of a sequentiai operation is 
shown for comparison. 

Alphamerical and Numerical Modes 

Because every word in core storage may be numerical 
or alphamerical, sign designation must be recorded 
when data is written on tape. Each word is written and 
read in either alphamerical or numerical mode. An 
alpha word written on tape consists of five characters. 
A numerical word takes one tape position for each 
digit, and appears on tape as it is in storage, except 
that the plus or minus sign is recorded as a sign-over
units zone. If the sign is plus, the equivalent of a 12-
zone in IBM punched-card coding (the A and B bits) 
is combined with the low-order digit. If it is. minus, an 
II-zone (the B bit) is combined. Tape reading in the 
alpha mode automatically translates every five charac
ters into a 10-digit word with an alphabetic sign. Nu
merical words are moved, without change, except for 
the units positions, the zone coding of which is inter
preted to give plus or minus designation to the word in 
core storage. Figure 130 shows examples of the numeri
cal and alpha modes. 

Tape reading automatically starts in the alpha mode; 
the mode is changed to numerical by detection of the 
mode-change character, sometimes called the delta (Ll), 
on the tape. Detection of this character changes the 
mode from alpha to numerical or vice versa; the char
acter signifies change the mode. 

In tape writing, the sign of each core-storage word 
determines the mode. Every time the mode is changed 
from alpha to numerical or vice versa, the delta is auto
matically recorded on tape. (Tape writing automatically 
starts in the alpha mode.) The delta appears only on 
tape; it never enters core storage from tape. In BCD 
code, a Ll is CB8421. 

Here is an example of a 3-word record written on 
tape. The three words are: 

+0123301234 
-5678856789 
@7461799298 

They are written on tape as: 
Ll012330123D567885678RLlMAR28 
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FIGURE 130. NUMERICAL AND ALPHAMERIC MODES 

Because the first word is numerical, the first character 
on tape is the delta. It denotes a change in mode from 
alpha to numerical. The second Ll on the tape is cre
ated by the alpha sign in third word. The letter D is 
created by the units-digit 4 and the plus sign. The R is 
created by the digit 9 and the minus sign. 

Scatter Read/Write 

A powerful programming tool in IBM 7070 operations 
is scatter read/write. A single record read from tape 
can be divided into as many parts as desired by the 
programmer, and distributed into different blocks of core 
storage. This is done in only one program step, the 



same instruction that initiates the tape-read operation. 
The blocks of storage are defined by record-definition 
words. 

This feature can be used in writing tape as well as 
reading. The program can gather data from the core
storage blocks and automatically assemble it into one 
tape record. Figure 131 shows an inventory record sep
arated by field and category as it is read from tape, or 
conversely, gathered from blocks of core storage and 
written as a single tape record. 

A grouped record on tape is a series of records in 
storage, written on the tape as a single record. The 
scatter read-write feature can be used to read and write 
grouped records, while each individual record has its 
own core-storage section. 

The scatter read/write feature can also be used for 
bringing data to and from disk storage, the unit-record 
input/ output synchronizers, the inquiry control syn
chronizers, to the console typewriter, and for transmis
sion of data from core storage to different parts of core 

Record-Mark Control 

Record-mark words give additional flexibility to the 
scatter read/write feature. In many cases, the data read 
from tape into a core-storage block may be variable in 
length; a name and address field, for example. The 
block of storage reserved for a variable-length field 
must, of course, be large enough to accommodate the 
largest size that the field on tape can be - the longest 
name and address. To make all of the name and address 
fields in the tape the same size as the largest (by adding 
blanks to fill up to the allotted size) is impractical, and 
a waste of tape capacity and processing time. Record 
marks make this unnecessary. 

A record-mark word on tape is an alpha word con
sisting of a special character (t, CA82) in the low
order position, and any other four characters. Detec
tion of this word automatically denotes the end of a 
block in a scatter read/write operation. In scatter read, 
a tape record being read into a block of storage does 
not continue to fill that block after a record-mark word 

storage. has been read in. Instead, it goes on to the next block 
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and starts filling it with the characters on the tape that 
immediately follow the record-mark word. Detection of 
a record mark has the same effect as the working and 
stop addresses in the record-definition register being 
equal. (See section on Block Transmission.) 

In scatter tape writing, a record-mark word in core 
storage signals to stop moving data from the block and 
start sending from the next block. The tape read or 
write instruction determines whether record-mark words 
will be operative. If not, a record-mark word is treated 
as a normal alphabetic word. 

Zero Elimination 

When a numerical word in storage is written on tape, 
as many as five high-order zeros can be eliminated (see 
Figure 130). When a tape record is read in the nu
merical mode, each core-storage word read into is auto
matically filled with zeros (up to 5) in the high-order 
positions with no lost time. The units digit of each word 
is identified by a sign-over-units zone. Zero elimination 
is not operative in reading or writing tape in the alpha
betic mode. 

Organization of Data on Tape 

The characters stored on a reel of magnetic tape are 
arranged and grouped by several different categories. 
These categories are described here, starting with the 
smallest unit record - the alphamerical character -
and building up to a complete tape reel or group of 
reels. 

1. The alphamerical character consists of an even 
number of bits out of a possible seven. 

2. A word on tape consists of 10 or less characters: 
five characters if it is alpha, 5-10 if it is numerical. 

3. A tape record consists of any number of words. Ad
jacent records on tape are separated from each 
other by a blank space, called the Inter-Record Oap 
(lRO). Every read or write operation reads or 
writes one tape record. 

Segment 
}. 

o. 

4. A tape segment usually contains a number of rec
ords. Segments are defined as the records contained 
between segment marks. A segment mark is written 
only by the Tape Segment Mark Write (TSM) in
struction. Each segment mark is a one-character 
record comprised of bits CA8421. 

5. The data on a tape reel is between the load point, at 
the beginning, and a tape mark, at the end. When a 
tape mark is read, an EOF signal is given (see sec
tion on Automatic Priority Processing). 

6. A file of tape data is all of the records in a group, 
or category - a customer list for accounts receiv
able, for example, or an employee list for payroll. 
A file may be part of a tape reel or several reels, in 
length. 

Figure 132 shows the relationship of these categories 
to each other. Note that the reflective spot was detected 
before a complete segment was written on the tape reel. 
The tape mark is written, and the last record in that 
segment will be written as the first record of a second 
tape reel. 

Tape Operation Codes 

These codes govern all of the operations of the tape 
units: reading, writing, positioning, rewinding, etc. In 
all cases, the instruction initiates the operation, and the 
stored program can continue while the tape unit is op
erating. When the tape unit completes the operation, 
the main program can be signalled for priority. 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: All the operations that have 
anything to do with the magnetic tape units are in
corporated in four augmented codes, ± 81, ± 82, 
±83 and ±84. With each code, the sign de
termines whether there will be a normal-condition 
priority signal when the tape operation is com
pleted; plus means that there will, minus means 
that there will not. (Unusual-condition priority 
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FIGURE 132. ORGANIZATION OF DATA ON TAPE 
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occurs regardless of the sign. See section on A uto
matic Priority Processing.) The only difference be
tween the operation codes is the channel involved; 
81 is used for tape units connected to the system 
via channel control 1, 82 is used for channel con
trol2, 83 for channel control 3, and 84 for channel 
control 4. 

The operation itself is defined in position 5 of 
the instruction. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: S a 1 23 4 5 6789 

S Plus means that there will be a priority 
signal at the end of the tape operation, if 
it is a read, write or tape-spacing opera
tion. Minus means that there will not be a 
priority signal, unless there is an unusual 
condition. (See section on A utomatic Pri
ority Processing for full descriptions of 
these conditions.) For those tape instruc
tions that do not involve reading, writing, 
or spacing, the sign of the instruction has 
no effect. 

o Always 8, identifying the instruction as an 
operation involving magnetic tape. 

1 Always 1, 2, 3, or 4 identifying the tape 
channel. This position and position 4 deter
mine which of the 40 tape units is involved. 

23 Indexing word. Positions 6-9 can in all 
cases be modified by positions 2-5 of the 
indexing word specified here. 

4 Specifies the tape unit of the ten on the 
channel designated in position 1. The tape 
units are numbered 0-9. 

5 Digits 1-8 in this position specify the tape 
operation to be performed. Digit 9 is not 
used. Digit 0 indicates that the operation 
is defined by the digit in position 9 of the 
instruction. 
The digit in position 5 defines the opera
tion as follows: 
1. Tape Read (P)TR 

2. Tape Read ·per Record Mark 
Control ( P ) TRR 

3. Tape Write (P)TW 

4. Tape Write per Record Mark 
Control (p ) TWR 

5. Tape Write with Zero 
Elimination ( P ) TWZ 

6. Tape Write per Record Mark 
Control and with Zero Elim-
ination Combined (p) TWC 

7. Tape Segment Forward Space 
per Count (p ) TSF 

8. Tape Segment Backspace per 
Count (P)TSB 

9. Not used 
O. Look at position 9 to further define the 

operation. 
If the letter P is used in the mnemonic, 
the A utocoder assembly program gives the 
instruction a plus sign; if it is not used, the 
instruction gets a minus sign. 

6789 The function of these positions depends 
on the digit in position 5: 

Operations 

If position 5 contains digit 1-6, posi
tions 6-9 contain the address of the first 
record-definition word, denoting the first 
group of core-storage locations to be read 
into or written from. 

If there is a 7 or 8 in position 5, posi
tions 6-9 contain the address of a storage 
word that defines the number of segments 
to be spaced over. The difference between 
the values of positions 2-5 and positions 
6-9 of the specified word, denotes the 
number of segments to be spaced over. 
(N ormally positions 2-5 are 0000, and po
sitions 6-9 represent the number of seg
ments.) 

If there is an 0 in position 5, positions 
6-9 do not represent an address; instead, 
position 9 contains the operation code, and 
positions 6-8 are not used. These opera
tions do not require record-definition 
words. The digit in position 9 defines the 
operation as follows: 
o Tape Select TSEL 

1 Tape Mark Write (P)TM 

2 Tape Rewind TRW 

3 Tape Rewind Unload TRU 

4 Tape Backspace TRB 

5 Tape Write Segment Mark (p) TSM 

6 Tape Skip TSK 

7 Tape End of File Off TEF 

8 Tape Set Lower Density TSLD 

9 Tape Set High Density TSHD 

The digits in 6-8 can be anything; they 
are ignored if there is a 0 in position 5. 

The following is a detailed description of the tape 
instructions. Discussed first will be the operations de
noted by a digit 1-8 in position 5 of the instruction. All 
of these codes utilize positions 6-9 as the address of 
a core-storage word (indexable as per positions 2-3). 
All of these instructions can be used with priority (plus 
sign in the operation code). 
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Tape Read 
1. (P)TR 

This code specifies that the tape unit addressed by the 
digits in positions 1 and 4 of the instruction is to read 
a tape record. The record-definition word addressed 
by positions 6-9 (indexable) defines the co.re-storage 
area to be read into. 

If the first character in the tape record is no.t a ~, 

it is translated into the 2-digit alphamerical code, and 
placed in the two high-order positions of the first word 
in the RDW-defined area. Each succeeding tape char
acter is similarly translated, with each group of five 
filling a storage word in high-order to low-order se
quence. The storage-word addresses are serially ad
vanced under control of the record-definition register. 

When the first ~ on the tape is detected (it co.uld 
be the first character in the tape record), the opera
tion changes to the numerical mode. Each digit on the 
tape is translated to a single digit in the core-storage 
word. Each time a ~ is detected, the mode changes. 

In the numerical mode, an alpha character Dn the 
tape automatically denotes the units position of the 
core-storage word to be read into. The bit coding de
termines the sign of the word: the A and B bits com
bined denote plus, the B bit alone denotes minus. The 
number of numerical characters to go into a storage 
word cannot be less than 5 nor, of course, more than 
10 (not less than 4 digits and the sign-over-units alpha 
character, nor more than 9 digits and the alpha char
acter). In the case Df less than 10 digits, the high-order 
positions of the storage word are filled with zeros. 

The high-order zeros are added to the word as the 
tape data enters transmission register A (see Figure 
104). Just before the first digit enters it, the five low
order positions of transmission register A are filled with 
zeros. Each digit from tape is brought to the units 
position of the register, moving all of the other digits 
one position to the left. When an alpha character is 
read, its digit goes into the units position of the regis
ter, its zone coding is translated to plus or minus, and 
the contents of transmission register A are sent in par
allel to transmission register B and thence to storage. 

Transmission register A is again reset to 00000 in the 
low-order positions, and the operation proceeds for the 
next digits from the tape. 

EXAMPLE: To read a record from tape unit 3 on chan
nel 2 into the core-storage area for which word 
1715 is the first RDW, and to initiate a normal
priority signal at completion: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 3 1 1715 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 133): Assume that JOE 

has been defined as word 2310. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-81 00 0 1 2310 

Tape Read per Record Mark Control 
2. (P)TRR 

This code is the same as tape read, with this addition: 
The detection of a record mark (CA82) in the low

order position of an alpha word on tape causes a new 
RDW to be read into the record-defintion register, if 
the present one is plus; or terminates the movement of 
data from tape, if the present RDW is minus. It has 
the same effect as the working and stop addresses in the 
record-definition register being equal. 

EXAMPLE: To read, per record-mark control, a record 
from tape unit 4 on channel 3 to the storage area 
for which word 1234 is the first RDW, with no 
normal-priority signal at completion: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-83 00 4 2 1234 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 134): JIM is word 2341. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 37 5 2 2341 

label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 4 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 133. 

label OPERAND 
35 40 45 65 

FIGURE 134. 
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Tape Write 
3. (P)TW 

The tape unit addressed by the digits in positions 1 and 
4 is instructed to write a tape record. The record-defini
tion word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable) defines 
the core-storage area to be read from. If the sign of the 
first core-storage word is alpha, its contents are trans
lated from two-digit alpha coding to the 7-bit BCD 
coding, and the 5 characters are written on tape, in 
high-order to low-order sequence. 

If the sign of the first core-storage word is plus or 
minus, a ~ is written as the first character in the tape 
record. The sign of each succeeding word is tested; 
each time it is alpha when the preceding one was nu
merical (+ or -), or vice-versa, the ~ is automatically 
recorded on tape. The storage-word addresses are 
serially advanced under control of the record-definition 
register. 

EXAMPLE: To write a record on tape unit 0 in channel 
1 from the core-storage area for which 3321 is 
the first RDW, and to signal for normal-condition 
priority at the completion of the operation: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 0 3 3321 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 135): JACK'S address is 
4341. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 1 3 4341 

Tape Write per Record Mark Control 
4. (P)TWR 

This code is the same as TAPE WRITE, with this addition: 

The detection of a record mark (80) in the two 
low-order positions of an alpha storage word causes 
a new RDW to be read into the record-definition reg
ister, if the present one is plus; or terminates the tape
writing operation, if the present RDW is minus. It has 

the same effect as the working and stop addresses in the 
record-definition register being equal. 

EXAMPLE: To write, per record-mark control, a record 
on tape unit 5 on channel 2, from the core
storage area for which 3635 is the first RDW, 
with no normal-condition priority signal: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-82 00 5 4 3635 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 136): TOM is word 
1517. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 2 4 1567 

Tape Write with Zero Elimination 
5. (P)TWZ 

This code is the same as TAPE WRITE, with this addition: 

High-order insignificant zeros in numerical words 
(+ or - sign), up to a maximum of 5 per word, are 
not written on the tape. 

NOTE: Tape reading automatically fills in high-order 
zeros for numerical words on tape; tape writing elimi
nates high-order zeros only if the instruction calls for 
it. 

EXAMPLE: To write, with zero elimination, a record on 
tape unit 4 on channell, from the core-storage 
area defined by the RDW in: 1400 + positions 
2-5 of IW 31. (No normal-condition priority sig
nal is to be given) : 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-81 31 4 5 1400 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 137): ALEX is 0440. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 1 5 0440 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 135. 
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FIGURE 137. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 138. 

Tape Write with Zero Elimination and per Record Mark 
Control Combined 

6. (P)TWC 

This code is the same as tape write, with the addition 
of both the record-mark control feature described 
above under code 4, and the zero elimination described 
above under code 5. Thus, maximum efficiency of 
tape-writing time and output-tape capacity is achieved 
by this code. 

EXAMPLE: To write, with zero elimination, per record
mark control, a record on tape unit 1 in channel 
4, from the core-storage area for which 1311 is 
the first RDW, and to signal for normal-condition 
priority at completion: 

Sal 23 4 5 6789 

+84 00 1 6 1311 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 138): BOB is word 1066. 
The assembled instruction is: 

Sal 23 4 5 6789 

-81 00 3 6 1066 

Timing of Tape Read and Write Operations 

The speed of a tape read or write operation depends, 
of course, on whether a 7'29 II or a 729 IV unit is used, 
and on which density the specified tape unit is set to 
operate: 

Density Character Rate 
Milliseconds 

per Character 

729 II High 41,667 per second .024 
Low 15,000 per second .067 

729 IV High 62,500 per second .016 
Low 22,500 per second .044 

An important factor in deriving operation times for 
tape operations is the time it takes for the tape unit 
to get to full speed at the start of the operation, and to 
complete the movement of tape after the operation is 
completed. In milliseconds, these times are: 

729 II 10.8 
729 IV 7.3 

The length of time it takes to read or write on tape 
is obtained by adding this figure to the duration of 
reading or writing a tape record: 

Duration 

729 II 10.8 + CN milliseconds 
729 IV 7.3 + CN milliseconds 
C = Milliseconds per chara::ter 
N = Number of characters 
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Regardless of the 729 model used, the tape read or 
write instruction itself takes about 108 microseconds to 
be executed. This is the length of time taken before the 
next stored-program instruction can be executed. 

Tape Segment Forward Space per Count 
7. (P)TSF 

The tape unit denoted by positions 1 and 4 of the in
struction is instructed to move the tape forward until 
the specified number of tape segments has been spaced 
over. The number of segments to be spaced over is 
indicated by 1 plus the difference in the start and stop 
addresses of the record-definition word addressed by 
positions 6-9 (indexable). 

The working and stop address portions of the record
definition register, although they don't represent core
store addresses to be read into or written from, work 
in much the same way. As each segment mark 
(CA8421) is spaced over, the working address is in
creased by one and compared with the stop address. 
When they become equal, the tape operation stops. The 
tape is positioned ready to read the first record in the 
next segment. 

Only one record-definition word is used in this op
eration, regardless of whether its sign is plus or minus. 
If positions 2-5 of this word are 0000, positions 6-9 
contain the number of segment marks to be spaced 
over. 

EXAMPLE: To move tape unit 5 in channel 1 forward 
the number of segments specified by the difference 
of the values in positions 2-5 and 6-9 of word 
1645 . No normal-condition priority signal is to 
be given: 

Sal 23 4 5 6789 

-81 00 5 7 1645 

TIMING: The time it takes to space over several tape 
records is dependent on the number of records 
spaced over and the size of each record: 
C = Milliseconds per character 
N = Number of characters 
R = Number of multi-character records 
S = Number of single-character records 

72911 
729 IV 

Milliseconds 

CN + 10.3 (R+S) 
CN + 6.8 (R+S) 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 139. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 140. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 139): BILL is 1730. The 
assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 5 7 1730 

Tape Segment Backspace per Count 
8. (P)TSB 

This code works in the same manner as TAPE SEGMENT 
FORWARD SPACE PER COUNT, with this difference: 

The tape is moved backward, instead of forward, 
until the specified number of segment marks has been 
sensed. This instruction can be used with an output 
tape, one that is being written; whereas TAPE SEGMENT 
FORWARD SPACE should be used only with input tapes. 

EXAMPLE: To move tape unit 2 on channel 1 backward 
the number of segments specified by the difference 
of the values in positions 2-5 and 6-9 of word 
1414, and to signal for normal-condition priority 
at completion: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 2 8 1414 

TIMING: Tape characters cannot be read when the tape 
is being moved backwards. A single-character rec
ord may be a segment mark, or not; thus, when a 
single-character record is detected during a (p) TSB 
operation, the tape must be stopped and moved 
forward, to read the character. This takes 68.6 
milliseconds for Model II units, and 47.5 for 
Model IV units: 
C = Milliseconds per character 

N = Number of characters 

R = Number of multi-character records 

S = Number of single-character records 

Model II 

Model IV 

Model II 
Model IV 

Milliseconds after Read 

CN + 10.3 (R-1) + 68.6S 

CN + 6.8 (R-1) + 47.5S 

After Write, 

Add 7.5 milliseconds to above 
Add 5.0 milliseconds to above 

A.UTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure i40): MIKE is 3841. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-81 00 3 8 3841 

Digit 0 in Position 5 

These codes are defined by a digit 0 in position 5 and 
digits 0-9 in position 9 of the tape-control instruction. 
Positions 6-8 can be of any value; they are ignored. In 
all cases, however, positions 6-9 are indexable, just as 
if they represented an address. These operations do not 
require record-definition words. 

With the exceptions of TAPE MARK WRITE and TAPE 
SEGMENT MARK WRITE, these operations cannot ce used 
to signal priority. Thus, the sign of the instruction can 
be either + or - with no effect on the operation. 

Tape No-Op Select 
xxxO TSEL 

This code is the means of testing for the availability of 
a specific tape unit. When this instruction is executed, 
the channel becomes busy if the specified tape unit is 
not available. The actual test is performed by a BRANCH 
CHANNEL BUSY operation (BCB +51), which normally 
follows it. 

. The purpose of this instruction is a test of the opera
tor, to check whether a tape reel has been loaded on the 
unit and made ready to be read or written. 

EXAMPLE: To set up tape unit 4 on channell, so that 
a BCB test will determine whether it is available to 
the stored program: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±81 00 4 0 xxxO 

Sign can be either + or - Positions 6-8 can con
tain any digits. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---J Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 

FIGURE 141. 

TIMING: 108 microseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 141): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 3 0 0000 

Tape Mark Write 
xxxl (P)TM 

This code writes a tape mark (8421) on the tape unit 
addressed by the digits in positions 1 and 4. The tape 
mark is a single-character record, preceded and fol
lowed by an IRG. It is not in core storage; this instruc
tion automatically produces the tape mark. 

This instruction can be used to initiate a normal
priority signal (plus-sign in the operation code). 

EXAMPLE: To write a tape mark on tape unit 4 of chan
nel 2, with no signal for normal-condition priority: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-82 00 4 0 xxxI 

Positions 6-8 can contain any digits. 

TIMING: The equivalent of writing a single-character 
record: 
729 II, High Density 10.8 + .024 milliseconds 

729 II, Lower Density 

729 IV, High Density 

729 IV, Lower Density 

10.8 + .067 milliseconds 

7.3 + .016 milliseconds 

7.3 + .044 milliseconds 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 142): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 2 0 0001 

45 

Tape Rewind 
xxx2 

50 55 601 65 70 

TRW 

The tape unit designated by the digits in positions 1 
and 4 is instructed to rewind its tape. The unit is ef
fectively disconnected from the system until the rewind 
operation is completed, at which time it again becomes 
available to the stored program. The ready light on the 
unit turns off while the tape is rewinding, and turns on 
again when the unit is again ready for use. 

EXAMPLE: To rewind tape unit 0 on channel 4 and 
make it again available to the stored program after 
the rewind operation is completed: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±84 00 0 0 xxx2 

Sign can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 
can contain any digits. 

TIMING: An entire 2400-foot reel of tape takes about 
1.2 minutes to rewind on a 729 II Unit; .9 minute 
on a 729 IV Unit. 

The tape channel is released and made available 
to the stored program after 35 milliseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 143): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+84 00 0 0 0002 

Tape Rewind Unload 
xxx3 TRU 

This code is the same as TAPE REWIND except that the 
tape unit is not available to the system after the rewind 
operation is completed. It cannot be used again by the 
stored program until the operator makes it available. 

Label OPERAND' Basi c Autocoder---J Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGU:" 142. 

25 30 
Label OPERAND 
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FIGURE 143. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 144. 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder~ Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 145. 

EXAMPLE: To rewind tape unit 5 on channel 1 and 
make it unavailable to the stored program at the 
completion of the rewind operation: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±81 00 5 0 xxx3 

Sign can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 
can contain any digits. 

TIMING: Same as TAPE REWIND. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 144): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 0 0 0003 

Tape Record Backspace 
xxx4 TRB 

The specified tape unit backspaces the tape one record 
(tape records are defined as separated by Inter-Record 
Gaps). If the tape backspaces over a segment mark or 
tape mark, this is considered as one record. If the tape 
is at load point at the time this command is given, no 
tape motion takes place; the instruction is the equiva
lent of NOP. 

EXAMPLE: To backspace tape unit 2 on channel 2 one 
record: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±82 00 2 0 xxx4 

Sign can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 
can contain any digits. 

TIMING: 

729 II 

729 IV 

Milliseconds, after a read operation 

46.4 + CN 

32.6 + CN 

729 II 

729 IV 

After a write operation 

Add 7.5 milliseconds to above 

Add 5.0 milliseconds to above 

C = Milliseconds per character 

N = Number of characters in the tape record. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 145): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 4 0 0004 

Tape Segment Mark Write 
xxx5 (P)TSM 

This instruction causes a tape segment mark (CA8421) 
to be written as a one-character record on the tape. The 
segment mark is automatically provided for this opera
tion; it doesn't need to be in storage. 

This instruction can be used to initiate a normal
priority signal (+ sign in the operation code). 

EXAMPLE: To write a segment mark on tape unit 3 
on channel 2 and to signal for normal-condition 
priority: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 3 0 xxx5 

Positions 6-8 can contain any digits. 

TIMING: The equivalent of writing a single-character 
record: 
729 II, High Density 10.8 + .024 milliseconds 

729 II, Low:er Density 10.8 + .067 milliseconds 

729 IV, High Density 7.3 + .016 milliseconds 

729 IV, Lower Density 7.3 + .044 milliseconds 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 146): The assembled in
struction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-81 00 2 0 0005 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----.-l 
215 30 315 40 415 150 1515 601 615 

FIGURE 146. 

Tape Skip 
xxx6 TSK 

The specified channel is conditioned so that the tape 
unit will space forward about four inches before writ
ing in the next write instruction. The tape passed in the 
write operation is erased. The unit on 'which the spacing 
takes place is the first unit, on a channel, which is in
structed to write following the skip instruction for any 
unit on that channel. 

This command is used after rewriting a record several 
times has failed to correct an error detected by the two
gap head, usually due to a defection on the surface of 
the tape. It is usually followed immediately by a write 
operation. If- the next instruction for that channel is a 
read command, no skipping takes place~ and the skip 
instruction loses its effect on any subsequent write 
command. Any other type of operation that intervenes 
before a write command does not affect the function 
of skip on the write command. 

EXAMPLE: To condition a tape unit on channel 3 to 
space forward about 4 inches prior to writing, on 
the next write instruction: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±83 00 y 0 xxx6 

Position four can designate any tape unit, on 
that channel, that is available to the stored pro
gram. 

Normally, the unit is the same one designated 
by the subsequent write instruction; it is the write 
instruction that spaces the specific tape unit. Sign 
can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 can con
tain any digits. 

TIMING: If a tape-write operation has been preceded by 
a skip instruction, 40 milliseconds are added to 
write time for Model II units, and 27 are added 
for Model IV. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 147): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 5 0 0006 

Tape End of Fife Off 
xxx7 TEF 

Any time that a tape unit senses a foil strip while writ
ing, or a tape mark while reading, the tape indicator 
light on that unit turns on, and an EOF condition code 

106 

results (see section on Automatic Priority Processing). 
This instruction turns it off. Any time that the BOF 
indicator is on, a read or write operation involving that 
tape unit causes an BOF priority condition (see section 
on Automatic Priority Processing). 

EXAMPLE: To turn off the BOF indicator for tape unit 
5 on channell: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±81 00 5 0 xxx7 

Sign can be plus or minus. Positions 6-8 can con
tain any digits. 

TIMING: 108 microseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 148): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 1 0 0007 

Tape Set Lower Density 
xxx8 TSLD 

The tape unit specified by positions 1 and 4 is set to 
operate at a density of 200 characters per inch. If the 
unit is a 729 II, its passing speed will be 15,000 char
acters per second on subsequent read or write opera
tions; if the unit is a 729 IV, its speed will be 22,500 
characters per second. 

If the tape is to be read, its characters must have the 
same density. If not, an error (Priority condition code 
1) is indicated. 

EXAMPLE: To set tape unit 3 on channel 2 to a density 
of 200 characters per inch: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±82 00 3 0 xxx8 

Sign can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 
can contain any digits. 

TIMING: 108 microseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 149): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+82 00 5 0 0008 



Tape Set High Density 
xxx9 TSHD 

The tape unit specified by positions 1 and 4 is set to 
operate at a density of 556 characters per inch. If the 
unit is a 729 II, its character rate will be 41,667 char
acters per second on subsequent read or write opera
tions; if the unit is a 729 IV, its rate will be 62,500 
characters per second. 

If the tape is to be read, its characters must have 
this same density. If not, an error (Priority condition 
code 1) is indicated. 

EXAMPLE: To set tape unit 5 on channel 1 to a density 
of 556 characters per inch: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

±81 00 5 0 xxx9 

Sign can be either plus or minus. Positions 6-8 can 
contain any digits. 

TIMING: 108 microseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 150): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+81 00 2 0 0009 

Data Flow 

Data flow for all tape read and write operations that 
involve movement of information between tape and core 
storage is described in the section on Block Transmis
sion. 

Included in these operations are: 

Tape Read 
Tape Read per Record Mark Control 

Tape Write 

(P)TR 

(P)TRR 

(P)TW 

Tape Write per Record Mark Control (p) TWR 

Tape Write with Zero Elimination (P)TWZ 

Tape Write per Record Mark Control and 

with Zero Elimination (P)TWC 

The other tape operations do not involve the flow of 
data, but are instructions to a specific tape unit or chan~ 
nel; to backspace, rewind, write a segment mark, etc. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: For the read and write opera
tions (listed above), the record-definition register, 
transmission registers A and B, the adder, and 
the RDW address register; for tape-mark write 
and tape segment-mark write, transmission regis
ters A and B only (none of these registers is ad
dressable) . 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 147. 
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Disk Storage 

Large-capacity random-access storage is available to the 
IBM 7070 through the IBM 7300 Disk-Storage Unit 
(Figure 151). As many as four of these units can be 
attached to a 7070 system. The 7300 is available in 
two models : Modell, with capacity of 6 million digits 
of information; and Model 2, with a capacity of 12 
million digits. 

The units are connected to the 7070 through a 
switching matrix, which allows any two of the four 
7300 units to be connected at one time to the first two 
channel controls. 

Data is stored in the form of magnetized spots on 
the surface of a circular disk, coated with ferrous oxide. 
Each storage unit contains 50 disks, mounted on a ver
tical shaft, which turn continuously at a speed of 1200 
revolutions per minute. Because data can be recorded 
on both sides of each disk, each IBM 7300 unit con
tains 100 disk faces. Reading and writing data on the 
disk faces are performed by read-write heads, mounted 
on movable access arms. The arms seek records in stor
age by moving up or down to any disk, and horizontally 
across a disk face (Figure 152). 

FIGURE 151. IBM 7300 DISK STORAGE UNIT 
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Each disk-storage unit has three mechanically inde
pendent access arms, all of which can be seeking at the 
same time. The stored program can continue while the 
seek operations are taking place. 

Organization of Data in Disk Storage 

When an access arm seeks, it seeks a track (Figure 
152). Each track contains a record of data. Model 1 
units have 100 tracks on a disk face . Each track con
tains 600 digits of data, comprised of 60 words with 
signs: 
M odel J Units 600 Digits per track 

x 100 Tracks per disk face 
----

60,000 Di gits per disk face 
x 100 Disk faces per disk-storage unit 

6,000,000 Digits per disk-storage unit 
x 4 Modell disk-storage units 

= 24,000,000 Digits of disk storage maximum in 
a 7070 with Model 1 units. 

R d/ W '\ H d eo " e eo s 

.-~~ --
E222J rr 

Access 
Arm 

FIGURE 152. DISK STORAG E SCHEMATIC 



Model 2 Units have 200 tracks on a disk face (double 
capacity). Each track contains 600 digits of data, 
comprised of 60 words with signs: 

Model 2 Units 600 Digits per track 
x 200 Tracks per disk face 

120,000 Digits per disk face 
x 100 Disk faces per disk-storage unit 

= 12,000,000 Digits per disk-storage unit 
X 4 Disk-storage units in a full-capacity 

7070 
----
= 48,000,000 Digits of disk storage in a full-

capacity 7070 

DISK FACE: The 100 disk faces in a file unit are num
bered 00-99. Faces 00-49 are the top faces of the 
disk from top to bottom, and 50-99 are the bottom 
faces from top to bottom (Figure 153). 

FILE UNIT: If only Model 1 units are used as disk 
storage for an IBM 7070 Data Processing System, 
the file unit identification ranges from 0-3 fOor the 
four (maximum) 7300 Model 1 units attached. 
On each disk face, the outside track is track 00, 
the next is track 01, etc.; and the inside track is 
track 99. Figure' 154 is a schematic representation 
of this address arrangement. 

Access Arm 1 

Bottom Face 49 --~-... I 
Top Disk 

Data 
Disk Bottom Disk 

Face 99 

Access Arm 0 

FIGURE 153. SCHEMATIC OF 7300 DISK FACE 

ARRANGEMENT 

Track 00 ---/---.f 

Track 01 ---t--+~ 

Track 02 ---\----\r--\-~ 

Track 03 -----\r----T---'r-'~ 

Track 99 

FIGURE 154. TRACK SCHEMATIC OF AN IBM 7300 
MODEL 1 DISK 

Module 0 Track 00 -----J'-----~ 

Module 1 Track 00 --+---+~ 

Module 0 Track 01 --+---++-~ 

Module 1 Track 01 --+---++~\ 

Module 0 Track 02 --+---T\"-\--\-~ 

Module 0 Track 99 

Module 1 Track 99 

FIGURE 155. TRACK SCHEMATIC OF AN IBM 7300 
MODEL 2 DISK 

MODULE: There are two modules in each IBM 7300 
Model 2 Disk-Storage Unit. In addressing, the 
modules are numbered 0-7; 0-1 are in the first file 
unit, 2-3 in the second, 4-5 in the third, and 6-7 
in the fourth. The tracks for each of the two mod
ules in a unit alternate. The outside track of the 
first disk face in the first file unit is track 00 of 
module O. The next track is track 00 of module 1, 
the next track is track 01 of module 0, etc. Figure 
155 is a schematic representation of this address 
arrangement. It shows the outside and inside tracks 
of a disk face in the first file unit. 
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ADDRESS: A seek operation code starts an access arm 
moving to one of the tracks in the disk files. The 
specific track is indicated by its address, which is 
in accumulator 3. The program must put the ad
dress into accumulator 3 for a seek, read, or write 
instruction. 

A disk-storage address contains 7 digits. Its 
value in accumulator 3 ranges from 0000000 
through 2379999 for a 7070 system that contains 
Model 2 units or both models, or from 0000000 
through 2339999 for a 7070 with Model 1 units 
only (Figure 156). 

Note that positions 4 and 5 both designate file 
unit, for a system with Model 1 units only. As de
scribed under the seek operation code, the file unit 
designation in position 4 is automatically provided 
by a seek instruction, by interpreting the module 
(Model 2) or file-unit (Model 1 only) designation 
in position 5. 

COMBINED DISK STORAGE (MODELS 1 AND 2): A 7605 
Disk Storage Control capable of handling the 7300 
Model 2 can also accommodate the 7300 Model 1. 
Both models can be used in the same system. The 
7300 Model 2 units are assigned the lower mod-

3 4 5 67 89 

S012 ACCESS FILE DISK 

UNUSED ARM UNIT MODULE FACE TRACK 

Model 2 or both 0 0 0 00 00 

to to to to to 

2 3 7 99 99 

Modell 0 0 0 00 00 

Units Only to to to to to 

2 3 3 99 99 

FIGURE 156. RANGE OF ADDRESSES - COMBINED 

MODELS, AND MODEL 1 ONLY 

DISK UNIT MODULE FROM 

0-Model2 0 000000 

1 010000 

l-Model2 2 120000 

3 130000 

2-Modell 4 240000 

FIGURE 157. ADDRESSES - MODELS 1 AND 2 
COMBINED 

110 

TO 

009999 

019999 

129999 

139999 

249999 

ule numbers. For example, a 7070 that has two 
Model 2 units and one Model 1 unit has the ad
dressing system shown in Figure 157 (not includ
ing access-arm designation). Location 0000 of 
each module should be reserved for customer engi
neer use. 

Checking 

There are a number of automatic self-checking features, 
which assure the accuracy of ~isk-storage seek, read 
and write operations. These checks insure: 
a. That a seek operation is completed. 
b. That the correct address is obtained. 

c. That the program is reading or writing the same 
track that the seek operation obtained. 

d. That all of the digits moved on a read or write oper
ation satisfy the two-out-of-five validity check. 

e. That the data written on a disk t;ack is exactly the 
same as the data in the storage locations from which 
it was written. 

All errors are detected on read or write operations. 
The checks are described here in the sequence in which 
they are made. Each type of error that can be detected 
has a condition code, which can be interrogated by the 
program. (See section on A utomatic Priority Process
ing. The priority condition code is indicated here for 
each checking feature.) 

COMPLETION OF SEEK: Each access arm is given a 
specified length of time in which to complete a 
seek operation. This duration is well above the 
maximum time that the operation should take. If 
it has not completed the seek within this time, an 
unusual-condition priority signal is given on the 
first read or write operation performed by that 
arm, following the seek (Priority condition code 
7). 

PROGRAMMING ADDRESS CHECK: When a seek opera
tion is initiated for an access arm, the address of 
the module (Model 2) or file unit (Modell),disk 
face, and track,- (the 5 low-order digits of the 
7 -digit address), is sent to the access register for 
that arm, and is retained there. Just prior to the 
first read or write operation after the seek, the 
address in accumulator 3 is automatically com
pared with the address in the access register, to 
assure that the disk record being read or written 
is the one called for by the program (Priority con
dition code 6). 



MACHINE ADDRESS CHECK; A track does not take a 
complete circumference of the disk; there is a 
two-word gap between the end of the record and 
the beginning (Figure 158). Every time it writes 
a record, the machine automatically writes the ad
dress of that track in the two-word gap. This ad
dress includes disk face, track number, and mod
ule (Model 2) or file unit (Modell); 5 digits in 
all. The first read or write operation after a seek 
automatically compares the address in the access 
register with the address in the two-word gap. This 
checking feature insures that the access arm ob
tained the correct tracl\ in the seek operation, be
fore a read or write operation on that track is 
performed (Priority condition code 5). 

VALIDITY CHECK: Information is recorded on the disks 
in the same two-out-of-five coding as in magnetic
core storage. Every character that is read or writ
ten on a track is checked for validity to assure that 
it has exactly two bits, no more and no less. If an 
invalid character is detected, the machine auto
matically attempts several times to read or write 
without a validity error, before setting up the 
error code and proceeding with the stored pro
gram (Priority condition code 1). 

COMPARE CHECK; With every disk-write operation, 
there is an automatic compare check. The record 
just written on the track is compared, character
by-character and bit-by-bit, with the data in the 
core-storage locations from which it was written. 
This is done even if the data is written from sev-

DIRECTION 
OF ROTATION 

FIGURE 158. TWO-WORD GAPS 
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era! blocks of core storage, under control of rec
ord-definition words (Priority condition code 1). 
(The start address is obtained from the initial sta
tus word, as described in the section on Automatic 
Priority Processing.) 

Figure 159 is a schematic representation of the 
checking features of disk-storage operations. 

Scatter Read/Write 

The scatter read/write feature available for tape opera
tions can also be used in disk-storage read and write. It 
works in the same way, with the core-storage blocks 
defined by record-definition words. This feature can be 
used to scatter a record being read, or to "gather" a 
record from different storage blocks, just as in tape 
operations. 

Simultaneous Operations 

Seek operations for the 12 access arms (3 in each of the 
4 files) are all totally independent of one another and 
of the stored program. All can be seeking simultane
ously while the program continues. 

The 7070 can perform two read/write operations 
simultaneously, by using both tape/disk-storage chan
nels (channel controls 1 and 2). The total number of 
simultaneous read-write operations is two: two tape 
operations, two disk operations, or one of each. Because 
a file unit can be connected to only one channel at a 
time, two simultaneous disk-storage operations must use 
different file units. 

Disk Storage Operation Codes 

These instructions cover t~e following disk -storage op
erations: 

Read 

Write 

Provide an access arm and seek, or branch if arm 
not available. 

Release access arm for further use. 

All of these codes are in the 90's; position 0 is always 
9. The read and write codes are ±91 and ±92. Seek 
is +95, and an access arm is released for further use by 
the program by a -95 instruction. In the case of read, 

I~~~----------------~d)-------------------------~ 
~~-------4~I~~----------------------------~ ..... ------... 

7301 
Core Storage 

Unit 

Accumulator 3 

~ ______ ~~~--------~b)-----------t~~~~~ 
7601 Arithmetic and 

Program Unit 

@ Completion of Seek 

<W Programming Address Check 

@ Machine Address Check 

@ Validity Check 

o Compare Check on Write 

7300 Disk 
Storage Unit 

FIGURE 159. DISK STORAGE AUTOMATIC CHECKING FEATURES 
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write and seek, the stored program initiates the opera
tion and can continue while the disk unit is operating. 
When a read or write operation is completed, the main 
program can be signalled for priority. A seek operation 
automatically initiates a priority signal at completion. 

Disk Storage Control 
±91, ±92 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The disk-storage read/write 
operation codes are similar to the tape control 
codes. All read and write operations are incor
porated in ±91 and ±92. With each code, the sign 
determines whether the read or write operation 
will initiate a normal-condition priority signal when 
the operation is completed; plus means that it will, 
minus means that it will not. (Unusual-condition 
priority occurs regardless of sign. See section on 
A utomatic Priority Processing.) 

The only difference between 91 and 92 in read
ing and writing is the channel involved; 91 speci
fies that channel control 1 is to be used for the 
flow of data in a read or write operation, and 92 
is used for channel control 2. Position 5 of the 
instruction determines whether the operation is 
read or write. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

S Plus means that there will be a priority sig

nal at the end of the operation. Minus 

means that there will not be a priority sig

nal unless there is an unusual condition 

(see section on A utomatic Priority Proc

essing for full descriptions of these condi

tions) . 

o 
1 

23 

4 

5 

6789 

Always 9. 

Always 1 or 2; depending on the channel 

to be used. Note that any disk-storage unit 

can read or write data through either chan

nel. The channel is determined here. 

(In tape operations, the channel desig~ 

nation helps to define which tape unit is to 

be used.) 

Indexing word. The address in positions 

6-9 is modified by positions 2-5 of the 

indexing word specified here. 

Not used. 

Operation: O.-Disk read 

I.-Disk Write 

(P)DR 

(P)DW 

The address of the first record-definition 

word to be read into or written from (in

dexable) . 

EXAMPLES: To read a disk-storage record through 
channel 2 into the core-storage area for which 
word 1204 is the first RDW, and signal for normal
condition priority at completion: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+92 00 x 0 1204 

Position 4 can contain any digit. 

To write a disk-storage record via channel 1 
from the core-storage area for which the first RDW 
is: word 2700 indexed by positions 2-5 of IW 84; 
with no normal-priority signal at completion: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

-91 84 x 1 2700 

Position 4 can contain any digit. 

DATA FLOW: The flow of data in disk read and write 
operations is described in the section on Block 
Transmission. Data flow is the same as for tape 
read and write operations. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The record-definition register, 
transmission registers A and B, the unit adder, 
and the RDW address register. (None of these 
registers is addressable.) 

TIMING: The disk read-write commands themselves 
take about 60 microseconds, just as the tape read
write codes. This is the amount of time that is 
taken before the next program step can be exe
cuted. 

The duration of the actual read or write opera
tion is determined by the setup time and by the 
speed of the disks. The setup time is the time it 
takes the access register to be set with the address 
in accumulator 3. The speed of the disk is 1200 
rpm, or 50 milliseconds per revolution. 

A read operation must wait for the beginning 
of the record on the track. This may be available 
immediately, or it may have just gone by the read/ 
write head on the access arm when the read oper
ation is ready to begin. The rotational delay is 
thus 0-50 milliseconds, for an average of 25. The 
timing of a disk-read operation is as follows: 

Milliseconds 

38 

+ 25 
+ 50 

=113 

setup time for the access 
register 

average rotational delay 

for the read operation itself 
(one complete revolution) 

average read time (88 mini
mum, 138 maximum) 
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A disk-write operation doesn't have to wait for 
the beginning of the record on the track. The op
eration begins as soon as the setup for the access 
register is completed. The automatic compare 
check for every write operation requires an extra 
disk revolution, during which the information writ
ten on the track is read back and compared with 
the core-storage words it was written from. The 
timing of disk-write operation is as follows: 

Milliseconds 

38 

+ 50 

+ 50 

=138 

setup time for the access 
register 

for the write operation itself 
(one revolution) 

for the automatic compare check 
(one revolution) 

write time 

If a disk-write instruction is the first operation 
after the completion of a seek, additional time is 
taken for the machine-address check: The address 
in the 2-word gap is compared with the address in 
accumulator 3. In these cases, the write operation 
must wait for the two-word gap to pass under the 
read/write head. This adds 25 milliseconds aver
age rotational delay to operation time, making a 
total of 163 milliseconds average time. The in
stance of write instead of read after a seek is rare, 
however. Except in file-loading routines, a seek 
operation is usually followed by a read. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 160): NORM is word 
1850. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+92 00 0 0 1856 

Priority Disk Seek 
+95 PDS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The seek operation code, +95, 
performs four functions: 

1. Provides the file-unit number and places it into 
position 4 of accumulator 3. The module designa
tion, in position 5 of the accumulator, determines 
this. There can be any digit in position 4 of accu
mulator 3 prior to the seek instruction. 

2. Tests to see whether there is an access arm 
available in the file unit specified. The test can be 
for any access arm or for a specific arm. Each 
access arm has an availability latch, which is 
turned on when the arm is used by the program. 

An availability latch can be turned off only by 
-95 (DAR) instructions. 

The digit in position 3 of accumulator 3 deter
mines whether the +95 code will test for the avail
ability of any access arm, or for a particular arm. 
If there is a digit 3-9 in that position, the test is 
for any arm. If the digit 0, 1, or 2 is used, the test 
is made for arm 0, 1, or 2, respectively. 

3. If there is an arm available (or if the desig
nated arm is available), a seek is initiated. In the 
case of testing for any arm, the digit (3-9) in po
sition 3 of accumulator 3 is replaced by the digit 
representing the arm that has been provided (0, 1, 
or 2), and then the seek is initiated. 

4. If there is no arm available (or if the desig
nated arm is not available), the program branches 
to the location specified by positions 6-9 of the 
instruction (index able ), and a 9 is inserted in 
position 3 of accumulator 3. 

A seek operation automatically sends a signal 
for priority when it is completed. (See section on 
Automatic Priority Processing.) For this reason, 
the Autocoder mnemonic for +95 is PDS. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +95 

23 Indexing word. The address in positions 

6-9 is modified by positions 2-5 of the 

indexing word specified here. 

45 Not used. 

6789 Branch address, used if an arm (3-9 in po

sition 3 of accumulator 3), Qr the specified 

arm (0, 1, or 2 in position 3 of accumu

lator 3) is not available, and no seek is 

initiated. If a seek is initiated, this address 

is not used. 

EXAMPLES: To seek track 47, disk face 28, with any 
arm available in module 6, and branch to location 
4600 if there is no arm available: 

Address in accumulator 3, prior to instruction: 

S012 3 4 5 67 89 

Sxxx 9 x 6 28 47 

To test for any arm, position 3 can contain any 
digit 3-9. Sign can be plus, minus, or alpha, and 
positions 0-2 and 4 contain any digits. 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 160. 
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FIGURE 161. SEEK TIME - DIFFERENT DISKS 

Assume access arm 2 is available. Address in 
accumulator 3 after the instruction: 

S012 3 4 5 67 89 

Sxxx 2 3 6 28 47 

(In any configuration of Model 1 and 2 units, 
module 6 designates file unit 3.) The program in
struction to initiate the seek is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+95 00 xx 4600 

Positions 4-5 can contain any digits. 

DATA FLOW: There is no movement of data in a seek 
operation. 

If a seek is initiated, the address in accumu
lator 3 is moved to the access register for the arm 
that was provided, and the arm is sent to the track 
address. 

If a seek cannot be initiated, the' contents of po
sitions 6-9, after indexing if so specified, are sent 
to the instruction counter. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Accumulator 3 and the access 
register for the provided access arm. In the cases 
of any arm being provided (3-9 in position 4 of 
accumulator 3), the number of the arm that is 
made available replaces the digit in that position. 

MILLISECONDS 

250 

---- !-"" 

200 ~.--

...... 1""'" ,., 
./ 
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./ 
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/ 
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100 

50 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 

NUMBER OF TRACKS 

FIGURE 162. SEEK TIME - SAME DISK 

TIMING: The duration of a seek operation depends on 
how far the access arm has to go. To seek a track 
on another disk, the access arm moves horizon
tally, vertically, and horizontally again. The mini
mum time, from the outside track (00) of a disk 
to the outside track of an adjacent disk, is 
about 445 milliseconds. The maximum length of 
a seek operation is from track 99 of the top disk 
(face 00 or 50) to track 99 of the bottom disk 
(face 49 or 99), or vice-versa. This takes about 
855 milliseconds. Figure 161 shows the maximum 
timings for seek operations using different disks. 

For a seek to a different track on the same disk 
(disk face either the same or different by 50), the 
arm must move horizontally only. The timing 
ranges from 100 milliseconds for a movement of 
one track, to about 235 for 99 tracks (Figure 162). 

The +95 operation itself takes 48 microseconds 
if an access arm is provided and a seek initiated. 
(This is the time taken before the next instruction 
can be executed.) If the program branches because 
of an arm being unavailable, the operation takes 
24 microseconds. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 163): SUB1 is word 
1561. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+95 00 00 1561 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder----.-l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 163. 
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Disk Arm Release 
-95 DAR 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: Once an access arm availability 
latch has been turned on by a +95 PDS instruction, 
it can be turned off only by a -95 DAR instruction. 
This means that it is unavailable for another seek 
operation until released. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Sal 23 4567 8 9 

Sal -95 

23 Indexing word. Although positions 6-9 do 

not represent an address, they can be mod

ified by the value in positions 2-5 of the 

IW specified here. 

4567 

8 

9 

Not used. 

0, 1, or 2; determines the access arm to be 

released 

0, 1, 2, or 3; determines the file unit con
taining the arm. 

EXAMPLE: To release access arm 2 in file unit 3: 

Sal 23 4567 8 9 

-95 00 xxxx 2 3 

Positions 4-7 can contain any digits. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The access register for the des
ignated access arm. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The programmer never needs to know 
which arm was used in a seek operation, in order 
to release it with the DAR instruction. At the com
pletion of each seek, read, or write operation, the 
access arm and file-unit number are automatically 
placed in positions 4 and 5, respectively, of index 
word 99. (They are actually part of the address 
of the final status word, as described in the sec
tion on Automatic Priority Processing.) Normally, 
the DAR instruction is given immediately after the 
last read or write operation for that arm, releasing 
it for a subsequent seek instruction. If the DAR 

instruction has 00 in positions 8-9, and is indexed 
by IW 99, the desired access-arm and file-unit 
number will be obtained. The DAR instruction 
looks like this: 

Sal 23 4567 8 9 

-95 99 xxxx 0 0 

In Autocoder, this would be as shown in Figure 
164. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 165): The assembled 
instruction is: 

Sal 23 4567 8 9 

-95 00 0000 a 3 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 164. 
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Card Input.Output Operation Codes 

All of the operations that involve the unit-record equip
ment: the IBM 7500 Card Reader, the IBM 7550 Card 
Punch, and the IBM 7400 Printer are incorporated in 
the + 69 card control operation code. Data is moved 
from an input synchronizer to core storage on read 
instructions, or from core storage to an output syn
chronizer on punch or print instructions; and the unit
record machine connected with that synchronizer is 
operated for one cycle-reading a card, punching a 
card, or printing a line. Movement of data to and from 
core storage is under control of record definition words. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

SOl These three positions of the card control in
struction are always + 69. 

23 Indexing word. Position 6-9 can in all cases 
be modified by the value in positions 2-5 of 
the indexing word specified. 

4 Specifies the synchronizer used. Synchronizers 

are numbered 1-3 
2 Digits 0-3 in this position specify the unit 

record operation to be performed as follows. 
O-Unit Record Signal us 
I-Read UR 

2-Write or punch uw Iup 
3-Write or punch invalid UWIV IUPlv 

4-Type TYP 

6789 Address of the initial record definition word. 

Unit Record 

Unit Record Read 
1 UR 

This command initiates a block transmission of from 
1 to 16 words from the designated input synchronizer to 
storage locations specified by the process channel con
trol system. Data to be entered is arranged by control
panel wiring. The address portion of the instruction 
specifies the location of the first record definition word 
(RDW). 

Word 1 of the synchronizer is transmitted to the 
storage location specified by the first RDW start ad
dress. If the final RDW stop address is encountered 
before 16 words are transmitted, the last word trans
mitted is at that stop address location. If the start ad
dress of the RDW is greater than the stop address, the 
operation is terminated immediately. In no case are 
more than 16 words transmitted. There is no trans
mission of data if an end-of-file (EOF) condition is 
recognized. 

After the transmission, an immediate re-start signal 
is created to allow the program to continue. A card read 
cycle is then performed to refill the synchronizer unless 
end of file has been sensed, or an error has been de
tected and RVI is wired to AUTO STOP. The instruction 
counter is advanced by: 
1. One, if there is an invalid transmission. 
2. Two, if there is an end-of-file condition. 
3. Three, if the transmission of information is valid and 

no end-of-file condition exists. 
Example: Read eight words from card reader syn

chronizer 1 to locations 0600-0607 (Figure 166). 
Location Contents 

, Assembled Instruction 1000 +6900112000 

Operations 

The following are detailed descriptions of the unit rec
ord instructions. 

Before 2000 - 0006000607 

Next Instruction is: 
1. if error 
2. ifEOF 
3. if correct 

1001 
1002 
1003 

Begin error routine 
Begin EO F routine 
Continue processing 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder--J Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 166 
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OPERAND Basic Autocoder---J Autocoder 

FIGURE 167 

Unit Record Signal 
o 

25 30 35 40 

US 

This command does not cause any data transmission on 
the synchronizer specified. The only function executed 
is to turn on the program switch exit associated with the 
addressed input synchronizer. This control switch causes 
an early-timed impulse (PSE) to be emitted on the con
trol panel of the associated input unit the next time that 
synchronizer is called for. If an end-of-file signal is 
given, no control panel impulse is available. This im
pulse is used to pick up selectors, impulse the offset 
stacker, etc. The instruction counter is always advanced 
by l. 

Example: Set up a signal for the next read cycle on 
card reader 2 (Figure 167). 

Location 
Assembled Instruction 1000 
Next Instruction is: 1001 

Unit Record Punch, Write 
2 

Contents 
+ 6900200000 
Continue Processing 

UP, UW 

NOTE: Either punch or write is accepted by Autocoder 
for any card output unit. Both are assembled as a 2 in 
digit five. 

This command initiates a block transmission of up to 
16 words from the storage area specified by the RDW 
addresses. If the RDW is set for less than 16 words, the 
remaining synchronizer words are filled with zeros and 
assigned alpha signs. If the transmission of data from 
storage to synchronizer is valid, a punch/write cycle is 
then performed to empty the synchronizer while proces
sing continues. Output format is determined by control
panel wiring. 

The instruction counter is advanced by: 

1. One, if the transmission of information from storage 
to synchronizer is invalid, and no printing or punch
ing takes place. 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

2. Two, if the channel 9 latch is on. 
3. Three, if the transmission of information is valid. 

Example: Punch the 8 words contained in locations 
0600-0607 on punch # 1 (Figure 168). 

Assembled Instruction 
Next Instruction is: 
1. if error 
2. if channel 9 

3. if correct 

Location 
1000 

1001 
1002 

1003 

Contents 
+ 6900122000 

Begin error routine 
Begin channel 9 
routine 
Continue processing 

Unit Record Punch Invalid, Write Invalid 
3 UPIV, UWIV 

NOTE: Either punch or write is acceptable for any card 
output unit. Both are assembled as a 3 in digit five. 

This command has the function of the normal punch/ 
write command except that the synchronizer-to-unit 
validity check is suppressed. It is a method to punch/ 
write records containing invalid characters. 

When the command is executed, the corresponding 
synchronizer-to-unit validity check is suppressed for 
one cycle only and a punch/write cycle is initiated. The 
normal storage to synchronizer-transmission is per
formed under control of the processing channel control 
system. The validity check circuits, in their suppressed 
condition, cause an early-timed error punch/write im
pulse (EWI) to be emitted on the control panel of the 
output unit. The instruction counter is advanced by one. 

Output format is still under control of panel wiring. 

Example: Print the 8 words contained in locations 
0600-0607 on printer # 2 (Figure 169). 

Location 
Assembled instruction 1000 
Next instruction 1001 

Contents 
+ 6900232000 
Continue processing 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 168 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 

FIGURE 169 
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OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---.l Autocoder 

FIGURE 170 

Type 
4 

30 35 40 

TYP 

This command initiates a block transmission of all 
words (specified by one or more RDW's) from core 
storage to the typewriter. The typing operation is pre
ceded by a carriage return. Typing continues until the 
start and stop address in the record definition register 
are equal. 

A carriage return is executed upon completion of the 
operation. All data words are typed under word sign 
control. The instruction counter is advanced: 

1. If the transmission from storage to typewriter is in
valid (typing is suspended) . 

2. If the transmission is valid. 

Example: Type out the five words in locations 0810-
0814 (Figure 170). 

Location 
Assembled instruction 1000 
Next instruction 

if error 
if correct 

Printer Channel 9 Test 

1001 
1002 

Contents 
+690042051 

Begin error routine 
Continue processing 

The printer test for a punch in channel 9 of the carriage 
control tape is a function of the + 69 card control com
mand. This test is made at the time a print command 
is executed. 

If a hole in channel 9 is sensed on a print cycle, the 
channel 9 latch is set ON. If a write invalid command is 
interpreted, the test of the channel 9 latch is not exe
cuted. 

If the channel 9 latch is ON, the next printer write 
command is interpreted as a NOP instruction, and the 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

program advances to IC + 2. If the channel 9 latch is 
OFF, then the write command is executed and the pro
gram advances to IC + 1 if invalid data was transmitted, 
or IC + 3 if valid data was transmitted. 

The channel 9 latch is reset at the beginning of the 
next printer operation even if the command is write in
valid. 

The channel 9 test signals the program when a specific 
line on a report has been printed and is used for print
ing page totals, page numbering, overflow sheet identi
fications, etc. 

Timing 

Transfers to and from the input-output synchronizers 
interrupt the execution of the 7070 program for a period 
of one to six milliseconds. The duration of this inter
ruption (interlock time) is the same for all three units, 
but the compute time available to the program depends 
upon the specific unit being used. 

In Figure 171, cycle time is the actual time it takes 
the corresponding unit to complete one operation, and 
compute time is the cycle time less the interlock time. 

MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

7500 Card Reader 
Cycle time - 120 ms 
Interlock time 6 ms 1 ms 
Compute time 119 ms 114 ms 

7550 Punch 
Cycle time - 240 ms 
Interlock time 6 ms 1 ms 
Compute time 239 ms 234 ms 

7400 Printer 
Cycle time - 400 ms 
Interlock time 6 ms 1 ms 
Compute time 399 ms 394 ms 

FIGURE 171. TIMING CHART 
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IBM 7500 Card Reader 

One to three IBM 7500 Card 'Readers (Figure 172), 
each operating at a maximum speed of 500 cards per 
minute, can be attached to one IBM 7070 Data Proc
essing System. Thus, maximum input speed can be up 
to 1500 cards per minute (120,000 characters per 
minute) . 

Control-panel signals can be initiated by the stored 
program to control format of subsequent cards or off
set stacking. 

FIGURE 172. 7500 CARD READER 
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An end-of-file key allows automatic transfer to pro
grammed end-of-file procedures. 

Reading with internally wired format control is ac
complished by use of the load hub on the control panel. 

SPOOL (Simultaneous Peripheral Operation On 
Line) routines can be performed by the card reader when 
priority signals for automatic program control are as
signed by console setting. 

The 7500 has three reading stations: The first is used 
to control format selection of alphabetic card fields and 
to control the load operation. The second is used to 
control format of numerical fields and to pre-read alpha
betic data for checking purposes. The third station is 
used for data entry. Signs of numerical data can be 
punched in the card or generated by control-panel 
wiring. 

Input Checking 

An important consideration in any data processing sys
tem is the reliability of input data . The best program
ming unit in the world is without value if it processes 
incorrect or invalid information. The 7070 contains 
checking features as aids to assure this reliability. 

VALIDITY CHECKING: The most important of these is va-
lidity checking. As each character is read from a 
card, it is translated into two-out-of-five bit coding 
on the synchronizer. When the data a're moved 
from the synchronizer to storage, each digit is 
checked for validity. . 

In case an invalid character is detected, trans
mission of the input data from the synchronizer to 
storage is automatically repeated. If all the charac
ters prove to be correct on this second try, the pro
gram continues normally; otherwise, an error indi
cator is set and the program branches. 



Card Feeding 

Cards are placed in the card hopper face down 9-edge 
first. The path of feeding (see Card Feed Schematic, 
Figure 173) is from the card hopper past first reading, 
second reading, third reading, the offset station to the 
stacker drum and then into the card stacker. 

Cord Hopper 

--Back --Offset 
Station 

Third Second First 
Read ing Reading Read ing 
Sta tio n Slot ion Sta tion 

FIGURE 173 . CARD FEED SCHEMATlC-7500 

Operating Keys and Signal Lights 

MASTER SWITCH : This switch (Figure 174) controls the 
power supply for the 7500. It is located on the left 
front of the machine. 

The following keys and lights are located on the 
right front of the card reader: 

START KEY : The start key feeds cards into the read feed . 
After the first card enters the input synchronizer, 
further feeding is under control of the 7070 pro
gram. This key is also pressed to re-start the ma
chine if it has been stopped for any reason and for 
non process run-out when the hopper is empty. 

FIGURE 174. OPERATING KEYS AND SIGNAL LIGHTS 

STOP KEY : If the machine is in condition to accept read 
commands, pressing the stop key removes this con
dition and stops the motqr. Also, if the end-of-file 
key has been previously pressed, the stop key may 
be used to nullify its effect. 

RESET KEY: This key is used to extinguish lights caused 
by conditions that have stopped the machine after 
they have been noted by the operator. The machine 
is re-started by pressing reset and start. This key 
cannot extinguish the card advance light. 

END-OF-FILE KEY : This key is pressed to allow the 
processing of cards remaining in the feed. (See 
End-of-File section.) 

END. OF-FILE LIGHT : This light is turned on when the 
end-of-file key is pressed and there are cards in the 
hopper or if a card has been run in past the third 
reading station. 

POW E R ON LIGHT: This light is turned on when power 
is supplied to the 7500. 

READY LIGHT: This light glows when the reader is in 
condition to respond to pressing the start key. 

RING CHECK LIGHT : This light turns on when the number 
of significant characters to be read as indicated by 
the wiring from word exits to word size entry does 
not equal the number indicated by the wiring to 
entry end . 

CLOCKING CHECK LIGHT: The machine makes an internal 
check to insure that the certain timing circuits are 
operating properly. If these circuits fail , the ma
chine stops and the clocking check light comes ON 

indicating a possible error. This light is exting
uished by pressing the reset key. Repeated clock
ing check lights indicate that the machine should be 
checked by a customer engineer. 
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VALIDITY CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on when the 
validity-check circuits detect an invalid character. 
If RVI is not wired to AUTO STOP, the light goes out 
automatically. If RVI is wired to AUTO STOP, the 
light is turned off by pressing the reset key. 

AUTO STOP LIGHT: This light glows whenever the reader 
stops as a result of a condition wired on the con
trol panel to AUTO STOP. The machine is re-started 
by pressing the reset key and then the start key. 

FEED CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on: 
1. If the machine feeds a card without receipt of a 
read command (except on run-in or run-out). 
2. If the machine fails to feed on receipt of a read 
command. 

CARD ADVANCE LIGHT: This light turns on and the ma
chine stops if a card fails to feed from the hopper 
into the machine or from one feed station to the 
next. The start key is inoperative until the cards 
have been removed from the hopper. The light is 
extinguished when the feed has been cleared. If 
there are cards in the feed unit when the power is 
turned off, the card advance light comes ON when 
the machine is next started. The light alerts the 
operator th~t there are cards in the feed. 

FUSE LIGHT: This light turns on and the machine stops 
whenever a fuse burns out. Note: The main-line 
switch must be turned OFF while the fuse is re
placed. 

END OF FILE: If the End-of-File key is pressed at any 
time before the last card leaves the hopper, cards 
continue to feed until the last card passes third 
reading. If the end-of-file key is not pressed, card 
feeding stops when the last card leaves the hopper. 
If the end-of-file key is pressed then, the cards re
maining in the read feed will advance until the 1ast 
card passes third reading. 

Whenever the last card passes third reading, an 
end-of-file (EOF) signal is sent to the program. 
In addition, the end-of-file latch is set ON as the 
information from the last card is being transferred 
from the input-synchronizer to core storage. Be
cause the EOF latch is on, the next read command 
is interpreted as a NOP instruction, and the pro
gram advances to IC+2. 

7500 Card Reader Control Panel 

The IBM 7500 Card Reader control panel (Figure 175) 
has been designed to allow format flexibility of card in
put to the IBM 7070 Data Processing System. Data 
from the card is read and arranged in the synchronizer 
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by control-panel wiring for entry into storage. All fea
tures and functions described in this section are included 
as standard equipment on the IBM 7500. 

Planning Chart 

The reverse side of the IBM 7500 Card Reader control
panel diagram is the IBM 7500 Reader planning chart 
(Figure 176). If all notes that pertain to a given input 
format are written on this chart in their appropriate 
sections, the job of wiring the control panel is greatly 
simplified. The chart should be kept for use in control
panel testing and also serves as a permanent record of 
the job for which that control panel was designed. 

Control Panel Hubs 

I'; 

5--_FIRST READ BRUSHES--15 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

25 30 35 40 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

41 45 50 55 60 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 

61 65 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A-O,1-20 

FIRST READ BRUSHES: These 80 hubs are exits for im
pulses read from the card at the first reading sta
tion. They are normally used for control purposes. 

I 5 --SECOND READ BRUSHES --15 20 

I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
21 25 30 35 40 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
41 45 50 60 

11111111111111111111 
61 65 70 75 80 

I I I I I I I r I I I I I I I I I I I r 
A-H,45-64 

SECOND READ BRUSHES: These 80 common hubs are 
exits for impulses read from the card at the second 
reading station. They are normally used for control 
purposes or for alphabetic pre-read. 

-IO--THIRD REAO BRUSHES::l rI9_THIRO READ BRUSHES-25----30-
000000000"100000000 00 
50 55 60 65 10 

ooooooooowoooooooo 0 

AK-AN, 13-52 v-w, 15-54 

THIRD READ BRUSHES: The three sets of 80 hubs labeled 
THIRD READ BRUSHES are common. 

These hubs are exits for impulses that originate 
as the card is read at the third reading station. 
These hubs are normally wired to storage entry 
but are inactive on load cards. 
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FIGURE 175. 7500 CARD READER CONTROL PANEL (FORM X24-6425) 
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-N 
VI 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

f,' 5 ____ FIRST READ 8RUSHES---15 20 _ALTR SW-r--:-DIGITSELECTORS-r-DIG IMP-

It ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H-{ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
r~ ~~r;::; ; ;.; i r~'"'r,~; ; ; ;:::;~! ED ~ ~ ~ li ~ 

CYCLE DELAY ,pu IPU ~ ~ 4 ~ ~ 0--;-0 0--;-0 0-;' r ~ 0--;-0 

: 0, ': ' " H f ~ i ~ ~ i f :i i i f H ~~'rr $ $ ~?! I 
o N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N 0 g ! c 0----0 COL~PLlT~ 0 ~_ 
oeo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oCou 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 6 - COUPLE EXIT 15 -r 0 -9 0-9 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 

I 5-CO-SELECTOR PICKUP 15 .ll~l 11-12 11-12 
1111111111111111000000000000 

1. Word 1 is a lO-digit positive numerical word. 

-

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

~,0]'~ ~ '~!~rrr!E:OE!"" jr~ i : : i frfnrrrrn : : : : { 
:1±1:1± ::lJJil::: ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

7 i 7 ~ '7 2 4 ~ 61 65 70 75 80 

: Z}: :;:}:~:z :iI,~ I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I 
9 0--09 0 3: 0--09 5 C CO -SELECTORS 

0--0 0 O~Ito-!-o OTO 0 0000 010 0 ~ 0 0 a 0 

J 0--0 0 ~ ol~ o~.~o.-!.2-o 0 0 ~ 0 00 ° 0 0 0 0 
o-!.!-o OCO 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 W05 
o 0 I 

W02--ALPH PRE-READ--W03 I 
0000001000000 

W6 ~7 
000000000000 

~ f-------r-----CO-SELECTORS--o-o-----.----------, : : I: : 7 

19-THIRD READ BRUSHES-25------

o Coo 

o 0 

WDIS 

o 0 0 0 

I 
WDIO--ALPH. PRE-READ--WDII I WDI2l 

000000\000000 00 
WOl4 WDI5 WDI6 

0000000000000000 

BuS I 0--0---0----0-- 0-----<>---0---

0--0---0----0-- 0-----<>---0---

-----40 

WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 11 
(ten digits and a + sign). 

ovooooooo o 0 

70 

0000000 

60 65 80 I 
: :: ~ :0-S:LE1CT:"' 

oeo 0 0 0 0 

r-LEVEL 2-- FIELD SELECTOR 1-

00000000 

2. Word 2 is an 8-digit negative numerical word. OWOOOOODOOOOO 

15 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 

~ : :1: : I~ 
o oco 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 

WORD EXIT 2 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 9 
(eight digits and a - sign). 

o 0000000000000 0000000000 
LEVEL I LEVEL I 

o 00000000000000000 00000 

NORMAL 

o ZOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- FLO SELA rLEVEL 2 ----FIELD SELECTOR 4------FI£LD SELECTOR 5 ---lEVEL 2 

OCO"o"°·O 0 0 0 0 0 3. Word 3 is a 5-character alphabetic word. _~ AA 0 0 0 OCO~"OHO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o~·o (1 ~~ 
r--1----5----1 WORD EXIT 3 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 5. 31-STORAGE ENTRY-35 45 55 ~ 5 

1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I The alpha sign is entered automatically when 1:
B 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I X : 3: t 

r I I I r I I I L.---a_w_o_rd_is_d_es_ign_a_ted_a_s _al_ph_ab_et_ic_. __ ~ I :0 i I I I I I I I I I i re::::: I r::=::=: ~ :: ~ 
t---COMMON---FIELO SELECTOR 6 FIELD SELECTOR 7 COMMON--fLD SELR8- FLDSELR8]CO .. MON ___ FIELO SELECTOR 9 FIELD SELECTOR IO---CO .... ON 
00000000000000000000000000000 OA 0000000000000 0000000000 

NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I LEVEL I LEVEL I LEVEL I 

OOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOA 0000000000000 0000000 

LEvEL 2 LEvEL 2 LEVEL 2 BuS 12 
00000000000000000000000000000 OA 0000000000000 000 0 ~ 0--0 

LEvEL 3 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 LEvEL 3 13 

00000000000000000000000000000 OA 000000000000000000000000 0 ~ 0----0 

f-----CO-SElECTORS----y-I-----5 10-----THIRO REAO BRUSHES-20 21-THIRO REAO BRUSHES 30 CO-SELECTORS------i " 

::: : : :1: : : ::: J ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! !:" .1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! 1. ! ! ! ! 1. ! ! ! ! I ::: ~ : :1: : : z 
I.--O-------O--O-----~-o----o--o---<J-----i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I :M I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I--~--~-~------,I 



-N 
0\ I 5 ____ FIRST READ BRUSHES---15 20 r-AlTR 5W-r--:-0tGITSELECTORS--::---DIG IMP-

r2

01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.-£...0 0.-£...0 0.-£...0 0---0---0 
25 30 35 40 C I A 8 12 12 12 ---r-12-

000000000000000000000000--00--00--0 0---0 

41 45 50 55 60 ------- II II II II 11 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0----0 0----0 0--0 0 0---0 

61 65 70 75 80 C 2 ABO 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0----0 0--0 0--0 0 0--0 

~
~-~T~xpuo 0 0 0 0 PILOTSELECTORS----XPUn~-------- ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 

~ .~.("! ! !.! ! ; ; ;,,; ; ; ;".;" i i j ~ :-H- :: :: :: n 1:: 
CYCLE DELAY IPU IPU M C 4 A B 4 4 4 4 E 4 

: 0 ¥ 0: 0 ! 0 : ~: : : : : : : : :: : : : H ~~r $ $ $1 r ~ 
:::::::::::::: :::3! OC O 0 :-:COL~LlTr:: OC;;-

I 5 - COUPLE EXIT 1$ r 0-9 0-9 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I ,-CO-SELECTOR PICKUP IS..LI~1"-12 11-12 

1111111111111111000000000000 

:~:~OJ~ ~ mjr~ { : : ; iTTrrrrrrrl ; ; ; ; { 
: !:;: : : ! :;: ! : : ~~ ! I ~ I ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! 1 
: Zt: :Zt:~:Z :in::: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

9 9 5 C CO-SElECTORS-----,-------, 

I 0--0 0 0--0 o:~ o~yto--!...o OTO 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 

o ~ oi~ O~~~~ ~ 0 : : : 00 
y WDI----,,-WD2--ALPH PRE-READ--W03 , J o---'.!-o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DI0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 WD6 WD7 ?o--!!.o 000000000000 ! ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ oCO-;ELIE~ORSo--o----'---------' 

I
~ 0000 

0-1.!-0 0 0 0 0 

WC9----'-T,-WOIO-- ALPH. PRE-READ--WOII I WOl2l 
00 00000 % 0 0 000 00 

WDI3 WOl4 WDt5 WOl6 
00000000000000000000 

8US I ~ 0-----0----0---

~ 0-----0----0---

l
OT 0 ~ ~O-S~LEI 
oNa 0 0 0 

It is desired to enter card A into storage. Word 
1 contains 10 digits and a sign; word 2 contains 8 
digits and a sign; word 3 contains 6 digits and a 
sign; word 4 contains 5 digits and a sign; a total 
of 33 significant characters. 

1- 19-THIRD REAO BRUSHES-25----

OVDCOOOCC ~s-O-O-O--O- 0 0 NO 0 : : I: : : 
oCO 0 0 0 

r-LEVEL 2-- FIELD SELECT 
0000000 

o 0 0 

NORMAL 

o 
-

1. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 11. 

60 65 75 

WOODOODO o 0 0 0 0 0 0 oeo 0 0 0 0 

0000000000000 
NORMAL NORMAL 

o 0 0 2. WORD EXIT 2 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 9. 

FLO SELR JLEVEl 2 ----FIELD SELECTOR 4------FIELO SELECTOR 5 ---LEVEL 2 
0000000000000000000000000 

lEVEL I 

ozoooooooooooo 00000000 

COMMON COMMON COMMON 

0000000 o AA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

rl 5--- 3. WORD EXIT 3 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 7. -30 31-STORAGE ENTRY-35 40-----45------ 55 

1111111 
56 60 

1111111 
t---COMMON---FIELO SELEC 
oooooco 

NORMAL 

4. WORD EXIT 4 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 6. 

5. EXIT is wired to units 3(u) and tens 3(T) mak
ing 33 significant characters to be entered for 
this card. 

1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I~o:oi 
i 1 I 1 I 111 I 1 Irc:=::Ir=:::::=~:::~ 

00000000070 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 080 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 

LEVEL t 

o 0 0 This wiring enters a total of 33 significant char
acters in the row buffer. 

FLDSELR8]COMMON_--FIELD SELECTOR 9 
0000000000000 

NORMAL 

0000000000000 
LEVEL I 

o AH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIELD SELECTOR 10---COMMON I 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 090 

o 0 0 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 " 
o 0 0 0 1--__________________________ --' 0 

I------co SELECTORS -----r-1----5------10-----THIRO READ BRUSHES-20 

: : :1: : : ::: 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! 1 
I~~_O_CO_~ ___ ~~I I I I I I I 1 I I II I I I II I I I 

LEVEL 2 

o 0 0 0 

LEVEL 3 LEvEL .3 

0000 0 0000 o 0 0 

21-THIRD READ BRUSHES 30------35------ ,-----CO-SELECTORS-----j 
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WORD SIZE WIRING 

The word exit and word size entry hubs are used to 
determine the size of input words. 

X-AM,63-64 

~ 
~~ 
o 0---0 

E 7 

~ 0---0 
T 8 

0---0 

9 

" 0---0 

12 

0---0 

13 
0---0 

" 0---0 

15 

0---0 

16 

0---0 

WORD EXIT, 1-16: These hubs indicate the number of 
character positions assigned to each input word. 
WORD EXITS are always wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 
either directly or through properly controlled se
lectors. 

X-AH,60-62 

~ 
W 0---0--0 

~ 5 
00---0--0 

~ 6 
Z 0---0--0 
E 7 

~ 0---0--0 
T • 

~I:E 
" 0---0--0 

WORD SIZE ENTRY, 1-11: Impulses emitted by the WORD 
EXIT hubs are wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY to desig
nate the actual number of wired character positions 
(including signs) that comprise a specific input 
word. Maximum word sizes are as follows: 

word 
sign size 

1. positive numerical word 10 digits + U 
2. negative numerical word 10 digits 11 
3. alphabetic word 5 characters @ 5 

Figure 177 is an example of word size wiring. 

ENTRY CONTROL 

X-AH,58-59 

EXIT-

0---0 

T U 
o 0 0 

o I 0 

o 2 0 

o 30 

o 40 

o 5 0 

o 70 

o 8 0 

o 9 0 

ENTRY END-UNITS, TENS, EXIT: These hubs are wired 
to indicate the total number of significant character 
positions that have been wired to storage entry for 
a given card format. An example is shown in Fig
ure 178. 

SIGN CONTROL 

RD + (READ PLUS): This switch is wired when 12 
punches are to be recognized as positive signs for 
numerical words. When RD+ is ON, each numerical 
word must receive an 11 or 12 impulse from the 
card or from the emitter. If the RD + switch is 
um:Fired, any numerical word that does not receive 
an 11 impulse (minus sign) is treated as positive 
and a 12 impulse is automatically entered into the 
sign position. RD + is automatically turned on for 
load cards. 

STORAGE ENTRY 

I I I I I f I I I I 11:II I I I I I I I I I 
AB-AC, 3-57 AD-AE,3-43 

These 96 pairs of hubs are normally wired from the 
third reading brushes to enter data. They correspond to 
the 96 positions in the row buffer, which is a special 
synchronizer used for temporary storage. The words to 
be entered (as indicated by word size wiring) must be 
wired to these hubs in numerical sequence by word 
number. 
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Example: If the first word to be entered is numerical, 
then the sign of this word is wired to storage entry posi
tion 1; the high-order digit of the field is wired to storage 
entry position 2, etc. until the entire field is wired. The 
sign of the next word is entered in the storage-entry 
position immediately to the right of the low-order 
(units) position of the word preceding it. 

lt is not necessary to use column splits when signs are 
punched over numerical fields. Positions assigned to 
sign entry by word size wiring recognize only 11 and 12 
timed impulses, and positions assigned to numerical 
entry recognize only 0-9 impulses. 

Because signs are entered internally for alphabetic 
words, the high-order character of an alpha word is 
wired to the high-order storage-entry position for that 
word, and the next four character positions are wired to 
the next four storage-entry positions. ' 

Wiring continues in this manner until the low-order 
digit (or character) of the last word to be entered is 
wired. Unless RD+ is unwired, there should be no un
wired positions in storage entry from position 1 to the 
last position wired. 

If wiring does not adhere to this pattern, invalid in
formation will be transferred to core storage and a 
validity check will occur. However, if RD+ is unwired, 
the sign positions of numerical words can be left un
wired, and automatic plus signs will be entered in these 
positions. 

The number of the last storage entry position used 
should be the same as the number wired in ENTRY END. 
For example, if ENTRY END is wired for 33 characters, 
the last storage-entry position wired should be 33. 

ERROR CONDITIONS: If error conditions in a given format 
exist as a result of control-panel wiring, one or 
more of the following can be the cause: 
1. Ring Check. Reason-The number specified by 
entry end wiring does not agree with the number of 
characters specified by word size wiring. 
2. Validity Check. Reason-STORAGE-ENTRY posi
tions to the left of the position corresponding to 
ENTRY END are left unwired, or blank card columns 
are read at wired positions. 

There are two exceptions to this that do not 
cause a validity check. 

a. Unwired sign positions receive automatic plus 
signs if RD + is unwired. 
b. Valid coded characters (00) are entered au
tomatically within alphabetic words that are 
either blank columns or are unwired at both 
STORAGE ENTRY and ALPHABETIC PRE-READ. 

MULTIPLE CARD FORMATS: If two or more card formats 
are to be read using the same control panel, it is 
not necessary to select out unused positions to the 
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right of the STORAGE ENTRY position that corres
ponds to the entry end wiring of the smallest card 
format, even though unwanted information is 
punched in these columns. However, word size and 
entry end wiring must be selected for each format. 
If word-size wiring does not agree with the specific 
card format, then the correct fields will not be 
directed to the desired positions in the synchron
izer, and validity checks can occur. 

Input Doto Flow 

Figure 179 shows data flow from the input card to the 
input synchronizer. Figure 180 is the planning chart for 
the operation. The card is read as it passes the third 
reading station. Data enters the 96-position row buffer 
through control-panel wiring from THIRD READ BRUSHES 
to STORAGE ENTRY. The wiring from WORD EXITS to 
WORD SIZE entry controls the number of characters that 
comprise each storage word. EXIT is wired to UNITS 1 
and TENS 9 to indicate a total of 91 characters to be read 
for this card. Storage-entry hubs 1,9, 17,23,32,41,55, 
66, 72, and 83 are unwired on the control panel. Because 
the RD + switch is unwired, a + sign is automatically 
placed in these positions of the row buffer. After the row 
buffer is checked for 91 significant characters, the data 
is transmitted to the input synchronizer. Unused por
tions of words 1-16 are automatically filled with zeros. 

Control Ponel Hubs 

M-O,20 
gr C ---COLUMN SPLlrs C 
U 00 000 000 r 0-9 
E 0 0 0 0 

N-P,21-32 1.'6 11-'2 11-12 

o 0 o 0 0 

COLUMN SPLITS: This device is used to separate 12 and 
11 impulses from 0-9 impulses, read from a card 
at the first, second, or third reading station. During 
the time that the 12 and 11 are being read from 
the card, the 12-11 and C hubs of the column split 
are connected. At 0-9 read-time, the 0-9 and C 
hubs are connected. An example of the use of 
column splits is shown in Figure 181. 

COLUMN SPLIT COUPLE: An impulse emitted from these 
hubs may be wired to a co-selector pickup hub to 
expand the column split feature. The corresponding 
co-selector can then be used as an additional group 
of five column splits. 

ALPHABETIC CONTROL 

Alphabetic data may be read into storage by use of the 
alphabetic control hubs. As alphabetic information is 
read at second and third reading, it is compared and 
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IBM 7500 READER PLANNING CHART 
PRE~¢RED __ G&OU~ _____________ _ 

CARDS USED SALES SUi':1M11KLV ________ _____________ _ 

WORD 

NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 

TO BE READ 

ALPHABET1CAL IN 

8 8 6 9 9 

10 14 

6 8 /I 6 1/ 9 

~------------------~----~~-----+-------r-----+-------r----_+-------r-------~----~-----+------r---~------~---~------~-----~--------------------_4 

ALPH 

PRE-READ 

CONTROLS 

FIELD 

HEADINGS 

READING 

BRUSHES 

STORAGE 

ENTRY 

PILOT 

SELECTORS 

FIELD 

SELECTORS 

CO

SELECTORS 

-MISCELLANEOUS 

CONTROL ENTRY UNIT COST GROSS 
/IVFOR- DATE, 

COST AMOUNT 
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flMT. YR_ ToD_ No_ 

67-73 29-38 62-66 

48-54 56-65 67-71 
S/6N47 

CUSTNo 
Lac 

ST C,TY 

39-48 

73-82 

7i?flDECL 

BRIINCH 

$'MIIN 

49-56 

84-91 
STORAGE ENTRIES 

I, 9,16,23, 32, 40 55, 66~ 
72 IlNO 8311('E RESERVEO 
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t [J lJ 3 [J [J ENTRY END _~ ____________________________________ _ 
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o 0 0 0 

8 

60 

o 
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C 3 A 8 

o 0 0 

OIGIT SELECTORS 

0-..£...0 .0-..£...0 0-..£...0 
12 

0--0 

I 

0--0 

2 
0--0 

4 

2 
0--0 

12 

0--0 

II II 

0--0 0 

FLO SELR PU LOAD ZERO EXIT I 

o--!-o 0: o--!-o 0 0-------0------

-----5 ---SECOND READ BRUSHES---15------

010--0 0 

~o¥o~o2o 0 0 0 

C 4 A 

o 0 o 0--0 

4 

0--0 

5 

o COO 0 

I 

o TOO 0 

-----10 --4---"''''i! 
o 0 

o 0 0 0 0 

-----IO----~ 

0000000 

o 0 

----5- COUPLE EXIT 

o 0 0 
----5- CO-SELECTOR PICKUP------

9 
0--0 

9 
0--0 

9 
0--0 M 

'-_'---COLUMN SPLITS ---

o 0 0 0 o 0 0 

0-9 

000000 

11-12 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 11-------0 

0-----1

0 

" 0--0 

o TOO 

o 0 

W05 

CO -SELECTORS 

0001
000 

000000 

o 0 

1 

WDZ--ALPH PRE-READ--WD' 1 

00000 °1° 0 0000 
WaG W07 

000000000000 

I-------~----CO-SELECTORS ----~-----~ 

~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ : :1: 000 

1. All impulses from column 21 are read at the 'O--WDII WDI2l 

o 0 °WD1S
O I 0 0 0 °WDI6o second reading station and are directed to the 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

common (c) of the column split. -0------0------ 8US 0----0---0--<>-1 
2. Any digit impulses (0-9) from column 21 are -0------0------ 0----0---0--<>-

: :: 0 ~"~I'" 0 0 0 • ~ : : • • 'i.:; ';"' :"T:": · , :'r 3, ~::ct~~ :~ ~; ~;:u~:e:i;:~;e~~::~~ 0; 1 are : : : "T"':: :::I 
LEVEL2--F1ELOSELECTORI----~---FIELDSELECTOR2 LEVEL2--FLDSELR3 FLDSEL directed to the XPU of pilot selector 11. EXIT '~' 

o 0 0 0 0 0 000 ~ ~ ~ 

LEVEL I 2 2 

000000000 000 a 00 y 0 0 OlD 0 0 0000 60g 0-------0----0 0---0 

NORMAL NORMAL NORMAL 3 3 

00000000 000 000 ZOO 0000 0000 000000000 1 00--------0----- 0--0 
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LEvEL 2 BUS 12 
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LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 13 
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checked. The data read at second reading are stored and 
compared with the same data when the card advances 
past the third reading station. Each storage word can 
contain a maximum of five alphabetic characters. The 
sign is not counted as a character to be read but is auto
matically entered in the input synchronizer. 

~
WDI W02--ALPH PRE-READ--W03 I o 000010000 olD 000 000 
W05 W06 W07 

o 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 

~
WCg 

o 0 0 

WOl3 
o 0 

o 0 I owoloo-o-~LPH'oPRIE~REA~-o -;0"0 I 0 0 

WOl4 'ND15 

o 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 

L-M, 45-64 Q-R, 45-64 

W04l o 0 0 

W08 
o 0 

WOl2l o 0 0 

'ND16 
o 0 

ALPHA PRE-READ: Five hubs are provided for each of 
the sixteen words that may be alphabetic. The same 
alphabetic format that is wired to STORAGE ENTRY 
from third reading must be wired to ALPH PRE
READ from second reading. As a block is trans
ferred from the input synchronizer to general stor
age a character-by-character comparison is made 
between alphamerical words read at second and 
third reading. 

A-P, 43-44 

~
~ 
0--1-0 

~ 

~ 

02-0 

~~ 
~~ 
8 

T~ 
e~ 
~ 0-!.2-0 

~ 

ALPHABETICAL IN: These hubs are normally wired from 
the CAl hubs to activate the necessary translating 
circuitry for alphabetic conversion in the 7070. 
The combination zone and digit punches in the 
card are converted to the 2-digit representation 
used to store alphabetic information. Impulsing 
this hub also causes an alphabetic sign to be en
tered into the sign position of the designated word. 

Q,43-44 
[':CAI-OJ 

o 0 

CAl (CONSTANT A~PHABETIC IMPULSE) 

132 

1. D-Detail-This hub emits an impulse on all 
read cycles except load cycles. This is a selectable 
impulse normally wired to ALPHABETICAL IN. 

2. L-Load-This hub emits an impulse on load 
cycles only. This is a selectable impulse normally 
wired to ALPHABETICAL IN. 

Figure 182 shows the wiring for entering alphabetic 
words into storage. Words 2-5 are alphabetic. Word 6 
is a numerical word. 

Selection 

FIELD SELECTORS 

Several different types of cards may be used as input to 
the 7070, without changing control panels, by use of the 
ten field selectors on the 7500. 

A-J,33-34 
A-J,35 
A-J,36-37 

A-J,38 
F-J,39-40 
F-J,41 

I o-!-o "'. "i'~ 0 
2 '2 

0---0 0: 0---0 0 
3 '3 

0--0 0: 0--0 a 
4 : 4 

LO--OCOLO--O CO 

~ 5 e ~ 5 e 
~ ~ rOE ~ ~ 0 6--

lo-----oE020---0 0:0--0 0 

1 ~ 7 ~ I 7 g 
0---0 } 0 0--0 + 0 ~ 0--0 ~ 0 

8 8 V 8 L 
0--0 0 0--0 0 ~ 0--0 E 0 

9 9 3 9 i 
0--0 0 0--0 0: 0--0 + 0 

10 10 I 10 
0---0 a 0---0 0: 0---0 0 

FIELD SELECTOR PICKUP LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3: These 
hubs are used to impulse the corresponding level 
of a field selector to transfer on the following read 
feed cycle. They are entries for any read-timed 
digit impulses (9-12) and are wired from first 
reading to cause the selector to transfer when that 
card passes second reading, or from second reading 
to transfer the selector for third reading. 

Note: The higher-numbered levels have selec
tive priority. That is, if both levels 1 and 2 are 
impulsed to pick up on the same cycle, then only 
level 2 is connected internally to common. 

FIELD SELECTOR COUPLE EXIT: These hubs emit an im
pulse when the corresponding level is active (trans
ferred). They are normally used to pick up co
selectors or pilot selectors to expand the capacity 
of the field selectors. 

~ 
LEVEL 2 -- FIELD SELECTOR I ----,---- FIELD SELECTOR 2 --------, 

0000000000 0000 

LEVEL I 

0000000000 oaoo 
NORMAL 

o 0 000 0 0 a 0 a 000 000 a 
COMMON 

0000000000000 0000 

~
COMMON--FIELO SELECTOR 8---.------FIELD SELECTOR 7-----, 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 a 0 0 0 000 0 0 

LEvELl 
o 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEvEL 2 
00000000000 000000 

LEVEL 3 
00000000000 0000 

X-AA,3-57 AF-AJ,3-57 
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41 
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61 65 
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CYCLE DELAY IPU 

~080~02o 
1-----1 
o T 0 

1-----1 
o T 0 

I r I r 

LEvEL 2-- FIELD SEll 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 

1. CAI-D is wired to the 2-5 alphabetical in hubs 
for words 2 through 5 to condition the ma
chine to treat these four words as alphabetic. 

2. Card columns 1-20 are wired to the ALPH PRE

READ hubs of words 2-5 from the second read 
brushes to store the alphabetic words for com
parison. 

3. Card columns 1-20 are read again at third 
reading and are entered in storage by the 
wiring from the third read brushes to STORAGE 

ENTRY. 

4. Card columns 21-28 and the sign are wired to 
STORAGE ENTRY to enter the numerical word 
into storage. 

5. WORD EXITS 2-5 are wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 

5 to indicate that each of these words con
tain five characters. 

6. WORD EXIT 6 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 9 to 
indicate that word 6 contains nine characters 
(8 digits and the sign). 

7. EXIT is wired to tens 2 (T) and units 9(u) to 
indicate that 29 characters are to be read for 
this card format. 
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1. The wire from second reading column 28 to field selector pickup 
LEVEL 1 of field selector 1 detects cards with punching in column 
28 and identifies them as type 1 cards. This conditions field selector 
1 to be active at levell, and STORAGE ENTRY accepts data wired 
through LEVEL 1 as this card passes the third reading station. WORD 

EXIT 1 is wired to read 7 characters through field selector 1. If card 
types 2 and 3 have any punching in column 28, column splits must 
be used. r

~-

~ 2. The wire from second reading to field selector pickup LEVEL 2 of 
field selector 1 identifies type 2 cards. Because only type 2 cards 
are punched in column 30, this conditions field selector 1 to be 
active at LEVEL 2 as the card passes the third reading station. WORD 

EXIT 1 is wired through LEVEL 2 to read 8 characters. 
I~ 
~ 0 

3. As a type 3 card passes second reading, nothing is read from either 
columns 28 or 30. Therefore, when the type 3 card passes the third 
reading station, STORAGE ENTRY accepts the information read from 
columns 46-50 through the normal (N) of field selector 1. WORD 

EXIT 1 is wired through the normal of field selector 1 to read nine 
characters. 

4. ENTRY END is wired for each of the three card formats. EXIT is 
wired to tens (0) for all three formats and through field selector 
1 to units 7, 8, and 9 for formats 1,2, and 3 respectively. 
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FIELD SELECTOR LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3-NORMAL AND 
COMMON: There are ten, II-position field selec
tors provided. Field selectors 1-5 have 3 levels 
each (NORMAL, LEVEL 1 AND 2); selectors 6-10 
have 4 levels each NORMAL, LEVEL 1, AND 2, AND 
LEVEL 3). 

NOTE: The vertical arrangement of the four _ 
level field selectors 6-10 is the opposite of the 
arrangement of the three level field selectors 1-5. 

In Figure 183, there are three types of cards to 
be entered into the system: Card 1 is identified by 
an X in column 28, card 2 is identified by an X 
in column 30, card 3 is identified by the absence 
of X's in both 28 and 30. From card 1, the in
formation comes from card columns 21-26. From 
card 2, the information comes from columns 9-15, 
and from card 3, the information comes from 
columns 43-50. 

PILOT SELECTORS AND CO-SELECTORS 

Pilot and co-selectors are provided to increase the flexi
bility of input format. Each individual position of a 
selector is a switch composed of three hubs labeled 
T, N, c. The C (common) hub is always connected to 
either the N (normal) or T (transferred) hub, but never 
to both (Figure 184). Thus, impulses entering care 
selectively available at either N or T, depending upon 
whether the pickup hubs have received an impUlse. Con
versely, impulses entering either N or T are available at C 
under control of the impulses to the pickup hubs. 

r.=====:::::{") PU ... ----.. PU 

I!::z:======~c 
NORMAL TRANSFERRED 

FIGURE 184. SELECTOR SCHEMATIC 

Pilot selectors have multiple pickup hubs to meet 
varying needs. They can be impulsed on one cycle to 
transfer on the following cycle, or they can be impulsed 
and transferred on the same cycle. Pilot selectors hold 
for the cycle on which they transfer and remain trans
ferred for that cycle only. Co-selectors have only one 
pickup. They transfer immediately when impulsed. If 
more flexible operation is desired, they can be coupled 
to the pilot selectors by wiring the couple exit of the 

pilot selector to the pickup of a co-selector. In this way, 
a co-selector is used to increase the size of the pilot 
selector. 

-XPU ----PiLOT SELECTORS---

00 000 0000 

DPU 

I I I I 5 I I I I I 10 I I I I I 15 I 
IPU IPU 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-I 5 10 15 

o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o T 0 

E-N,5-19 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o N 0 

o C 0 0 0 0 0 0 o C 0 

-I. 15 

o T 0 0 0 0 o T 0 

0 0 0 ON 0 

o C 0 0 0 0 0 o C 0 

PILOT SELECTOR PICKUPS. Three types of pilot selector 
pickUps are provided. 
1. XPU. These hubs accept both 12 or 11 read im
pulses, to cause the corresponding selector to trans
fer on the following read cycle. There is a one-cycle 
delay in the transfer of the pilot selector (under 
automatic control of the read feed) . 
2. DPU. These hubs accept any read-digit impulse 
( 12-9) to cause the corresponding selector to 
transfer on the following read cycle. 
3. IPU. These hubs are entries for impulses timed 
to the read feed. An impulse entering one of these 
hubs causes the associated pilot selector to transfer 
immediately. 

COUPLE EXIT: The impulse from these hubs is available 
at the beginning of the read cycle following the 
impUlsing of the corresponding XPU or DPU. This 
impulse is usually used to control co-selectors or 
other pilot selectors. 

Be careful when using both XPU and IPU of the 
same selector as pickups. If both receive impulses 
during the same cycle, it can cause other pilot 
selectors receiving impUlses into XPU or DPU dur
ing the same cycle to transfer one cycle early. The 
same precaution must be observed if both DPU 
and IPU of the same selectors are used as inputs. 

PILOT SELECTORS: Fifteen pilot selectors are standard 
on the 7500. Each pilot selector has two switching 
positions. 

P-Q,5-20 [j 1 1 1 rrrr 1""1 1 1 J J fi] 
CO-SELECTOR PICKUP: These hubs accept any impulse. 

The associated selector transfers immediately when 
an impulse reaches either one of these common 
pickup hubs. 
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CO-SELECTORS: Sixteen co-selectors are standard on the 
7500. Each co-selector has five positions. 

Figure 185 illustrates a basic use of pilot and 
co-selectors. The same three cards used in Figure 
183 are entered into the system without using the 
field selectors. 

DIGIT SELECTION 

The three cards shown in Figures 183 and 185 can be 
identified by different digit punching in the same card 
column. These digits can serve the same function that 
the separate X-punching did. The individual digits could 
be selected by using a digit selector. 

- DIGIT SELECTORS~DIG '''P~ 
e-£..o e-£..o e-£..o 0--0------0 

12 12 12 

(}--{) 

0 

I I I 
(}--{) (}--{) (}--{) 

A, 30-32 2 2 2 
(}--{) (}--{) (}--{) 

3 3 3 

A-M,24-29 (}--{) (}--{) 

4 4 4 
(}--{) (}--{) (}--{) 

5 5 5 

6 6 6 
(}--{) (}--{) (}--{) 

7 7 7 
(}--{) (}--{) (}--{) 

8 8 
(}--{) (}--{) 

9 9 9 
0--0 0--0 0--0 

DIGIT SELECTORS: Three read-digit selectors are standard 
on the 7500. Digit selectors can be used to select 
specific digits from a card column, or to emit digits 
on read cycles. When a card column is wired to C 
( common), a specific digit impulse can be read 
from the corresponding hub of the digit selector. 
Thus, each digit that is punched is available for 
control purposes. If the DIG IMP (Digit Impulse) 
hub is wired to C, specific digit impulses are avail
able from each of the exit hubs on each card feed 
cycle and the digit selector acts as a digit emitter. 

136 

In the example shown in Figure 186, the card 
types are identical to those used in Figures 183 
and 185. The only difference in the cards is the 
identifying punching. For this example, card 1 is 
identified by a 3 in column 65, card 2 by a 4 in 
column 65, and card 3 by the absence of both 
3 and 4 punches. All other conditions of Figures 
183 and 185 remain the same. Therefore, only 
the necessary selection wiring is shown. 

EMITTED IMPULSES 

Data can be supplied by the control panel for entry into 
the 7070 system. These emitted factors can be used for 
filling in zeros, supplying sign impulses, etc. Emitted 
impulses can come from the hubs labeled digit emitter or 
the digit selector wired as a digit emitter. 

r~ 
D 2 
b (}--{) 
I 3 
T 0--0 

B-M,31-32 ~ . 
+ 0--0 
T ~ 

ij (}--{) 
6 

(}--{) 

7 
(}--{) 

8 
(}--{) 

9 
0--0 

DIGIT EMITTER: These hubs emit read-digit impulses 
(12-9) . 

The example in Figure 187 shows emitting and 
selecting information from either the digit emitter 
or the digit selector wired as a digit emitter. For 
cards with an X in column 24, an 8 is entered into 
the second position of STORAGE ENTRY; for cards 
without an X in column 24 a 9 is entered into the 
second position of STORAGE ENTRY. 

AD-AE, 44-50 

12 IMPULSE: These hubs emit twelve timed impUlses 
that are normally wired to storage-entry sign posi
tions when 12's are not punched over certain posi
tive fields in the card. These impulses are available 
on all read cycles regardless of the setting of the 
RD+ switch. 

AD-AE,51-57 

~OIMPULSE--

,C=::= 
o IMPULSE: These hubs emit zero' timed impulses that 

ard normally wired to storage-entry positions when 
zero impulses are not available from the card. 
These hubs emit impulses on all cycles. 

SPLIT COLUMN CONTROL 

Multiple punching in one column can be split between 
any two punching positions by use of the half-time 
emitter. It differs from normal column split (which is 
always between 0 and X time in the card) in that the 
split can. be between 9 and 8, 0 and X, etc. There is a 



hub for all the digits 9-0 and for 11. They emit impulses 
at half after the number indicated. For example, 9 emits 
an impulse between 9 and 8; 0 emits an impulse be
tween 0 and X time. 

8-M,30 

~o 
L2 
F 0 

1, 
~~ 
~ 0 

~ 5 
TO 
E 

S 
o 

HALF-TIME EMITTER: These hubs are normally wired 
to a selector pickup (immediate) making the 
selector operate the same as a column split device. 
For example, if a half-after 1 is wired to a selector 
I (immediate) pickup, the C and N hubs of the 
selector are common from 9 through 1 time, and 
the C and T hubs are common from 0 through 12 
time. Thus, zone impulses may be separated from 
digit impulses punched in the same column. If 
half-after 0 is wired to the selector I pickup, the 
C and N hubs are common from 9 through 0, and 
the C and T hubs are common for 11 and 12. This 
arrangement is the same as a normal column split. 
A column can be split between 11 and 12 by using 
the 11 half-after impulses as a pickup for the 
selector (Figure 188). 

Alteration Switches 

Within reasonable limitations, one control panel can be 
used for several different card formats without any 
change in control-panel wiring, by use of the alteration 
switches. 

A-H,21-23 

E-H,20 

ALTR sw 
000 
CIA B 

000 

000 

C 2 A B 

000 

A j 0 0 0 i ~_3_~ __ ~_ 
1 0 0 0 

~ C 4 A e 
I 0 0 0 

ALTR SW (ALTERATION SWITCH) 1,2, 3, 4: Four altera
tion switches are located on the left front of the 
machine. Each alteration switch controls a corre
sponding two-position alteration switch selector. 
When the switch is set on A, a common connection 
exists between C and A; when the switch is set on 
B, a common connection exists between C and B. 

An alteration switch selector remains transferred 
as long as the corresponding alteration switch is 
set on B. Any impulse can be wired through C-A 
or C-B. 

ALTR SW IMP (ALTERATION SWITCH IMPULSE): These 
hubs emit an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the D or I 
pickup of pilot selectors or to the pickup of co
selectors or field selectors. A selector impulsed 
through the A side of an alteration switch selector 
transfers each card cycle as long as the correspond
ing alteration switch is set to A. If a delay pickup 
is used (DPU of a pilot selector or PU of a Field 
Selector), the selector will transfer one card cycle 
after the switch is set to A and for one additional 
cycle after it is returned to B. An example of 
alteration switch is shown in Figure 189. In this 
illustration, two types of cards are run separately. 
Card type 1 has 12 punches over the units posi
tion of field B for positive words, and X punches 
over the units position of field B for negative words 
(column 55). Card type 2 has X punches over the 
units position of field B for negative words only. 
Type 1 cards are processed with alteration switch 
2 set on B. Type 2 cards are processed with altera
tion switch 2 set on A. 

Loading 

Another method of input from the third reading station 
to the input-synchronizer is available on the IBM 7500. 
This method bypasses the control-panel wiring and sets 
up a direct internal connection between the third read
ing station and the input synchronizer. This direct con
nection is under control of the LOAD hubs. 

G,1-2 

LOAD: These hubs accept only a read 12 impulse. When 
this hub is wired, internal wiring takes precedence 
over any external storage entry wiring. Card col
umns 1-80 are read automatically into read storage 
words 1-8. The LOAD hub is wired from first read
ing, RD + is automatically on and words 9-16 are 
entered automatically as plus zeros. If a load card 
contains alphabetic information, the CAl LOAD hub 
is wired to alphabetical in, and conventional wiring 
to the ALPH PRE-READ hubs is necessary (Figure 
190). 

When the CAl impulse is selected, it is nor
mally wired through the transferred points of a 
pilot selector that has been impulsed from first 
reading at the x- or D-pickup. The wiring from 
second reading to ALPH PRE-READ can be selected 
through field selectors impulsed from first reading; 
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FIGURE 185. PILOT AND CO-SELECTOR OPERATION 
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1. Pilot selector 1 is impulsed by an X in column 
28 from the second reading station. This iden
tifies the type 1 card. Pilot selector 1 trans
fers on the following cycle as the type 1 card 
passes the third reading station. 

2. Co-selectors 1 and 2 are transferred, during 
the same cycle that pilot selector 1 is trans
ferred, by an impulse from the couple exit of 
pilot selector 1. 

3. The information from card columns 21-26 is 
wired to the transferred side of co-selectors 
1 and 2. 

4. The common side of co-selectors 1 and 2 is 
wired to storage-entry positions 2-9. Because 
at this time co-selectors 1 and 2 are trans
ferred, the information from card columns 
21-26 is entered into word 1. A plus sign is 
entered into entry position 1 because RD+ is 
not wired. 

5. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD-SIZE ENTRY 7 
through the transferred side of pilot selector 1. 
This pilot selector is transferred at the time 
the X-28 card passes the third reading station. 

6. An X in column 30 of a card passing the sec
ond reading station impulses pilot selector 2. 
This causes this pilot selector to transfer one 
cycle later as the card passes the third reading 
station. The impulse from the couple exit of 
pilot selector 2 is used to pick up co-selectors 

3 and 4. Co-selectors 3 and 4 are picked up on 
the cycle during which the X-30 card passes 
the third reading station. 

7. The information from card columns 9-15 is 
wired to the transferred side of co-selectors 
3 and 4. With co-selectors 3 and 4 transferred, 
this information is available at the common 
side of these co-selectors, and it is wired to 
the normal side of co-selectors 1 and 2. Co
selectors 1 and 2 should be normal when co
selectors 3 and 4 are transferred. This makes 
the information from card columns 9-15 avail
able through the common side of co-selectors 
1 and 2 to storage entry. 

8. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 8 
through the normal side of pilot selector 1 
and the transferred side of pilot selector 2. 

9. The information from card columns 43-50 is 
wired to the normal side of co-selectors 3 and 
4. When a card that is neither X-28 nor X-30 
passes the third reading station, the infor
mation passes from columns 43-50, through 
co-selectors 3 and 4 normal, to co-selectors 
1 and 2 normal, to storage entry. 

10. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 9 
through the normal side of pilot selectors 
1 and 2. 

11. ENTRY END is wired for all three formats. 
EXIT is wired to tens 0, and to units 7, 8, and 9 
for card types 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
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2. A "3" punch read in column 65 at second 
reading is available from this hub. If the basic 
wiring were the same as Figure 183, the wire 
from digit selector 3 would go to field selec
tor pickup LEVEL 1. If the basic wiring were 
that of Figure 185, the wire would go to the 
DPU of pilot selector 1. 
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1. The RD+ switch is connected for type 1 cards through the B side 
of alteration switch selector 2. For type 2 cards the switch is 
unwired . 

2. The alteration switch impulse is wired through the B side of altera
tion switch selector 2 to the D pickup of pilot selector 1. Pilot 
selector 2 is transferred when the alteration switch is set on B. 

3. A "12" impulse is wired through the transferred side of pilot 
selector 1 to storage entry positions 1 and 19. This is necessary 
because the RD + switch is wired for type 1 cards, and 12 punches 
are not present in the units positions of fields A and C. 

4. A "2" impulse from the digit emitter is entered in the units 
position of word 3 through the transferred side of pilot selector 1 
for type 1 cards. For type 2 cards, a "3" impulse reaches the units 
position of word 3 through the normal side of pilot selector 1. 

5. Card column 55 is split-wired to storage entry. Digit punches are 
directed to STORAGE ENTRY 18 and X-12 impulses are entered into 
the sign position of word 2 (STORAGE ENTRY 12). 
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2. A digit in card column 1 indicates that word 1 
contains alphabetic data. Reading brush 1 is 
wired to the DPU of pilot selector 1. Pilot selec
tor 1 is transferred when the load card is at 
second reading. 

3. When load is impulsed from first reading, 
CAl L is active when the load card is at second 
reading. CAl L is wired through the transferred 
points of pilot selector 1 to ALPHABETICAL IN 
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or through co-selectors impulsed to pickup from 
the coupling exit of a pilot selector that has been 
impulsed at x- or D-pickup from first reading. 

Specifications for punching load cards are as fol
lows: 
1. The sign (whether plus or minus) is punched 
over the units position of a numerical word. (Alpha 
signs are entered automatically by the wiring from 
CAl to ALPHABETICAL IN) 
2. Words 1-8 are punched in the load cards as 
follows: 

Word 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Card Columns 
1-10 

11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71-80 

If a word is alphabetic, the data are punched in 
the five low-order positions of the card columns 
assigned to that specific word. 

Zeros must be punched in blank positions of 
words containing numerical data. 

Normally, zeros are punched in all ten positions 
of unused words. If they are not punched, they can 
be entered through control-panel wiring of the 
LOAD ZERO EXIT and LOAD ZERO ENTRY hubs. 

A, 39-41 

A-P,42 

3 

~ ~ 
iI o 
E 5 n 

6 

LOAD ZERO ENTRY: These hubs are assigned to the eight 
input words that are active on load cards. If any 
word in a load card contains invalid data, the LOAD 
ZERO ENTRY hubs associated with that word must 
be wired from the LOAD ZERO EXIT hubs. 
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Other Control-Panel Hubs 

F, 1-2 

H,1-4 

E,3-4 

F,3-4 

G,3-4 

~=l 
I~~ 

AUTO STOP I 
0---<) 

I CYCLE DELAY 

~o3.o~oeo 

RVI (READ VALIDITY IMPULSE): These hubs emit an 
impulse if the read validity check circuits detect 
an invalid character when data is transferred from 
synchronizer to core storage. If these hubs are un
wired, the detection of a non-valid character causes 
the validity check light on the reader to flash. The 
RVI impulse is normally wired to OFFSET or AUTO 
STOP. 

PSE (PROGRAM SWITCH EXIT): This exit hub is directly 
under control of the 7070 us command. PSE emits 
an early-timed impulse (prior to 9 time) on any 
read cycle if its associated switch is ON. The switch 
is interrogated at the time the read command is 
given. If the switch is ON, the PSE hub emits and 
resets the switch to OFF. The PSE hubs are nor
mally used to pick up selectors, impulse OFFSET, 
or AUTO STOP. 

AUTO STOP: An impulse directed to these hubs causes 
the reader to stop at the end of that read cycle and 
removes the reader from a ready status. 

OFFSET: These hubs control the offset card-stacking de
vice on the .card reader. They must be impulsed 
early in the cycle in which the card is stacked. The 
OFFSET hubs accept an impulse from a pilot selec
tor coupling exit, cycle delay out, etc. 

CYCLE DELAY IN, OUT: An early-timed impulse wired to 
an In hub of the cycle delay unit causes an im
pulse to be available from the corresponding Out 
hub on the following cycle. These hubs are nor
mally used to delay impulses for one read feed 
cycle for impulsing the offset stacker, picking 
selectors, etc. 

7500 Card Reader Control-Panel 
Summary 

1. First Read Brushes. These are exit hubs (Figure 
191) for impulses originating as the card is read at 
the first reading station. These hubs are used to pick 
up selectors for alphabetic control, loading, etc. 

2. RD + Read Plus Sign. This switch must be con
nected when input cards are punched with 12's 
over positive numerical fields. 



3. Offset. These hubs are impulsed early in the cycle 
in which a card is stacked. They are normally wired 
from cycle delay out, pilot seleetor coupling exit, 
etc. 

4. PSE-Program Switch Exit. This hub is controlled 
by the 7070 program, us command. It emits an 
early-timed impulse (prior to 9 time) on any read 
cycle if its associated switch is ON. PSE hubs are 
normally used to pick up selectors, impulse OFFSET 

or AUTO STOP. 

5. RVI-Read Validity Impulse. These hubs emit 
when the validity check circuits detect the reading 
of an invalid character. They are usually wired to 
the auto-stop or offset hubs. 

6. Load. These hubs accept a 12 impulse from first 
reading to cause the machine to override external 
control-panel wiring. When load has been impulsed, 
the contents of the eighty columns in the card are 
transferred automatically to storage words 1-8. 

7. Auto Stop. These hubs accept impulses to suspend 
reader operation at the end of that read cycle. 

8. Cycle Delay. An impulse wired to the in hub of the 
cycle delay unit causes an impulse to emit from the 
corresponding out hub one cycle later. 

9. Pilot Selectors XPU, DPU, IPU 

a. XPU. These hubs accept 11 or 12 read impulses 
to transfer 'the selector on the following read 
cycle. 

b. DPU. These hubs accept any read-digit impulse 
(9-12) to cause the selector to transfer on the 
following read feed cycle. 

c. IPU. These hubs accept any read-digit impulse 
(9-12) to cause the selector to transfer imme
diately. 

10. Pilot Selectors, T,N,C. Whenever a pilot selector is 
transferred, an impulse wired to the c (common) 
of the selector is available from the corresponding 
T (transferred) hub. If the selector has not been 
impulsed at the pickup hub, an impulse wired to the 
c hub is available at the N (normal) hub. 

11. Couple Exit. These hubs emit an impulse whenever 
the corresponding pilot selector is transferred. This 
impulse is normally used to control other pilot 
selectors or co-selectors. 

12. Co-Selector Pickup. These hubs accept any read
timed impulse to transfer the co-selector on the 
same cycle (immediately). 

13. Third Read Brushes. These are the 80 exit hubs for 
impulses read from the card at the third reading 
station. They are normally wired to storage entry 
directly or through properly controlled selectors. 

14. Field Selectors. There are ten II-position field 
selectors provided. Field selectors 1-5 have three 
levels each: (Normal, levelland level 2). Field 
selectors 6-10 have four levels each: (Normal, 
levell, level 2, and level 3). When a field selector 
is impulsed to transfer at a given level, a connection 
exists between common and that level. If the field 
selector has not been impulsed, the connection is 
between common and normal. 

15. Storage Entry. These are the 96 entry hubs to the 
input-synchronizer. They are normally wired from 
the third reading brushes to enter data in any de
sired format. Each wired storage entry position must 
receive a valid character from the reading brushes. 
In an alphabetic word only, a blank is a valid char
acter. The ring check light comes on if less charac
ters are read than the number indicated by the 
wiring to ENTRY END. The transfer of an invalid 
character activates the validity check and re-cycle 
circuits. 

16. Altr SW. There are four alteration switch selectors 
on the control panel that correspond to the four 
alteration toggle switches on the machine. When 
the alteration toggle switches are turned on, the 
corresponding selectors transfer. The selectors can 
be used independently or in conjunction with co
selectors to change machine functions under the 
control of a toggle switch. 

17. Altr SW IMP-Alteration Switch Impulse. These 
hubs provide an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the pickup 
of a co-selector to expand the alteration switch 
selector. 

18. Bus. These hubs are located in convenient sections 
of the control panel and are used to expand either 
exits or entries, thereby eliminating the need for 
split wires. 

19. Column Splits. This is a 12-position selector that is 
controlled to transfer automatically between 0 and 
X time as the card is read. This allows the 12 and X 
punches to be separated from 0-9 punches for 
storage entry, pilot, field, and co-selector control, 
etc. 

20. Column Split Couple. An impulse is emitted from 
these common hubs between X and 0 read time. 
This impulse is used to pick up co-selectors to ex
pand the column-split feature. 

21, 22. Digit Selector. The DIG IMP (Digit Impulse) 
hub emits a series of impulses that are timed for 
reading the digits 9-12. If the DIG IMP hub is wired 
to the c of the digit selector, the digit selector be
comes a digit emitter with a 12 impulse available 
at the 12 hub, an 11 impulse at the 11 hub, etc. If 
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a reading brush is wired to the C hub, whatever 
digit is read is available at the corresponding num
bered hub of the digit selector.' 

23. Half-Time Emitter. These are off-time emitter hubs 
that emit an impulse at half after the number they 
represent. They are normally wired to pick up 
selectors that are then used as column splits. 

24. Digit Emitter. These hubs emit read-digit impulses 
on every read-feed cycle. They are used to enter 
data that is not available in the input cards into 
storage. 

25, 26. Fld Sel PU. Field Selector Pickup. These hubs 
are impulsed to cause the corresponding level of the 
field selectors to transfer on the following cycle. 
The field selector couple exit hubs emit impUlses 
whenever the corresponding level of the field selec
tor is active. They are normally wired to co-selector 
pickups to expand the field selectors for specific 
levels. 

27, 28. Load Zero Exit. Load Zero Entry. These hubs 
are associated with the eight input words that are 
active on load cards. If any word in a load card 
contains invalid information, the load zero entry 
hubs associated with that word must be wired from 
the load zero exit hubs. That word will be filled 
with zeros in the input synchronizer. 

29. Alphabetical In. When these hubs are wired from 
the CAl hubs, alphabetic translating circuitry is 
activated to convert the IBM card code to 2-digit 
numerical coding for the 7070. An alpha sign is 
entered into the sign position of the designated 
word. 

30. CAl-Constant Alphabetical Impulse 
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a. D-Detail. This hub emits an impulse on all read 
cycles except load cycles. 

b. L-Load. This hub emits an impulse on load 
cycles only. 

CAI-L and CAI-D can be selected and are nor
mally wired to ALPHABETICAL IN. 

31. 12-Impulse. These hubs emit 12 impulses on all 
read cycles. 

32. O-Impulse. A 0 impUlse is emitted from these hubs 
on all read cycles. 

33. Second Read Brushes. Impulses are emitted from 
these hubs as the input card passes the second read
ing station. These impulses are normally used for 
picking up selectors and for pre-reading alphabetic 
data. 

34. Co-Selectors. Sixteen co-selectors are standard. 
Each selector has five positions. When the pickup 
hubs are impulsed, the selector transfers imme
diately and holds to the end of the same cycle. 

35. Alph Pre-Read. These are entry hubs for impulses 
emitted from the second read brushes when alpha
betic data is to be entered into storage. The same 
card columns that are wired to ALPH PRE-READ from 
second reading must be wired to STORAGE ENTRY 

from third reading. 

36. Entry End. Units, Tens, Exit. These hubs are wired 
to set up for a ring check the total number of 
character positions that have been wired to storage 
entry for a given card format. If the count of char
acters in storage entry does not equal the number 
wired to ENTRY END, the ring check signal comes on. 

37. Word Exit. These 16 hubs emit sequentially as 
words 1-16 are transmitted to the input synchron
izer for entry to storage. These impulses are always 
wired to the word-size entry hubs to cause the 
proper number of characters to be entered. 

38. Word-Size Entry. These hubs are wired from the 
word exit hubs to cause specific numbers of charac
ters to be entered into the input synchronizer for 
each input word. 



One to three IBM 7550 Card Punch units (Figure 192) 
can be attached as output devices for the IBM 7070 Data 
Processing System. Information from the output syn
chronizer is directed by the control panel to punch cards 
in any desired format. 

During continuous operation, a maximum of 250 
cards a minute can be punched. 

FIGURE 192. 7550 PUNCH 

IBM 7550 Card Punch 

It is possible to perform gangpunching, double-punch 
and blank-column detection, column splitting, etc. 
SPOOL (Simultaneous Peripheral Operation on Line) 
routines can be accomplished when priority signals for 
automatic program control are assigned. 

Validity checking can be suspended to allow punch
ing after an invalid character has been detected. 

Punching with internally wired format control is pos
sible by use of the unload hubs on the control panel. 

Punching and offset stacking can be controlled by 
control-panel signals initiated by the stored program 
instructions. 

The functions of the 7550 are illustrated by examples 
with samples of data contained in the output synchron
izer, punched cards, and wiring diagrams. 

Card Feeding 

The physical arrangement of the card punch consists 
of a hopper in which blank cards are placed, an 80-
column punch station, a read station, a standard offset 
station, and a drum stacker (Figure 193). Cards are 
fed into the machine face down 9-edge first. 

Back 

Co rd Hopper 

Card Stocker 

-Offset 
Station 

Punchong I\i """"" U 
-o-J- h ont 

Punch Reading 
Station 

FIGURE 193. 7550 PUNCH SCHEMATIC 
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Operating Keys and Signal Lights 

MASTER SWITCH: This switch (Figure 194) controls the 
power supply for the IBM 7550. It is located on the 
left front of the machine. 

The following keys and lights are located on the 
right front of the card punch : 

POWER ON LIGHT : This light glows when power is sup
plied to the 7550. 

START KEY: The start key feeds cards into the punch 
feed. After the first card passes the punching sta
tion, further feeding is under control of the 7070 
program. This key is also pressed to re-start the 
punch after it has been stopped for any reason. 

STOP KEY : Pressing this key stops the machine and re
moves it from a ready status. If it is pressed during 
a punch cycle, that cycle will be completed before 
the 7550 stops. 

RESET KEY: This key is used to extinguish lights caused 
by certain stop conditions after they have been 
noted by the operator. The punch is restarted by 
pressing RESET and START. 

READY LIGHT: This light glows when the punch is ready 
to respond to pressing the start key. 

RING CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on and the machine 
stops when the number of characters emitted by 
the storage exit hubs as controlled by word-size 
wiring on the control panel does not equal 80. 

CLOCKING CHECK LIGHT: The machine makes an internal 
check to insure that certain timing circuits are 
operating properly. If these circuits fail, the ma
chine stops and the clocking check light comes ON, 

AUTO 
STOP 

FIGURE 194. OPERATING KEYS AND SIGNAL LIGHTS 
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indicating a possible error. This light is extin
guished by .pressing the reset key. Repeated clock
ing check lights indicate that the machine should 
be checked by a customer engineer. 

VALIDITY CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on when the 
validity check circuits detect an invalid character. 
If WVI is not wired to AUTO STOP, the light goes out 
automatically. If WVI is wired to AUTO STOP, the 
light is turned off by pressing RESET. 

AUTO-STOP LIGHT: This light glows whenever the punch 
stops as a result of a condition wired on the con
trol panel to auto stop. The machine is restarted by 
pressing RESET and START. 

FEED CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on : 
1. If the machine feeds a card without receipt of a 
punch command, (except on run-in or run-out). 
2. If the machine fails to feed on receipt of a 
punch command. 

CARD ADVANCE LIGHT: This light turns on and the ma
chine stops if a card fails to feed from the hopper 
into the machine or from one feed station to the 
next. The start key is inoperative until the cards 
have been removed from the hopper. The light is 
extinguished when the feed has been cleared. If 
there are cards in the feed unit when the power is 
turned off, the card advance light comes ON when 
the machine is next started. The light alerts the 
operator that there are cards in the feed. 

FUSE LIGHT: This light turns on and the machine stops 
whenever a fuse burns out. 
Note: The main line switch on the 7550 must be 
turned off while the fuse is replaced. 

~I FEED CARD 
C HECK ADVANCE 

CLOCKING 
VAUOITY 
CHECK 

:fE~~ I OFF LINE \ \ 

~ ------~ 



OFFLINE LIGHT: This light glows whenever the punch 
is being used as an independent gang punch ma
chine. It is turned on by wiring INDP OPN (Inde
pendent Operation) on the control panel. It is 
turned off by removing the INDP OPN wire and 
pressing the Reset Key. 

DPBC LIGHT: The punch control panel may be wired to 
stop the machine and turn this light on when either 
a double-punch or a blank-column error is detected. 

Control Panel 

The IBM 7550 Control Panel (Figure 195) has been 
designed to allow format flexibility of punched-card 
output from the IBM 7070 Data Processing System. 
Data are transmitted from the output synchronizer and 
are arranged for punching by control-panel wiring. All 
features and functions described in this section are in
cluded as standard equipment on the 7550. 

Planning Chart 

The reverse side of the IBM 7550 Punch control-panel 
diagram is the IBM 7070 Punch planning chart (Figure 
196). If all notes that pertain to a given punch output 
format are written in the appropriate sections on this 
chart, the job of wiring the control panel is greatly sim
plified. The chart should be kept for use in control-panel 
testing and also serves as a permanent record of the job 
for which that control panel was designed. 

Control-Panel Hubs 

--- ----IO--STORAGE EXIT-17 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
41 45 50 55 57 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
AB-AE, 16-55 

STORAGE EXITS: Any 80 characters from the sixteen 
words contained in the output-synchronizer can 
be controlled to exit through these hubs. Storage 
exit impulses are normally wired to the punch mag
net entry hubs. The sign of a numerical word is 
emitted from the same storage exit position as the 
units (low-order ) digit of the word. 

r~ 0 0 0 

41 45 

0000000 

o 0 

o 0 

10-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-17

1 
0000000 0 

50 55 57 
00000000 

VOW, 16-55 AK-AN, 16-55 

PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY: These three sets of 80 hubs are 
multiple entries to the 80 punch magnets on the 
7550. Digit impulses directed to these hubs, from 
storage exits or from the emitter, punch in the cor
responding card columns. 

X-AM, 63-64 

I 

0--0 

2 
0--0 

3 
0--0 

4 
0---<) 

5 
0--0 

0--0 
W 
o 7 

~ 0--0 
8 

~ 0---<) 

I 9 
TO---<) 

10 
0-----0 

0-----0 

12 
0-----0 

13 
0---0 

14 

15 
0---0 

16 
0-----0 

WORD EXIT: These hubs (1-16) are used to indicate the 
number of significant character positions assigned 
to each output word to be punched. They are nor
mally wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY. 

X-AG,60-62 

w~ o 
R 6 
o~ 

~ 7 

~~ 
E 8 
N 0---0--0 
T 
R 9 
Y 0-----0---0 

I~ 
WORD SIZE ENTRY: These hubs are wired from the word 

exit hubs to punch the actual number of character 
positions that comprise a specific output word. 
They are labeled 1-10. 

Note: All eighty positions of storage exit must be 
wired to emit impulses, but it is not necessary to 
wire all 80 to punch. If less than eighty positions 
are indicated by the wiring of word size entry, the 
ring check light on the punch comes ON. 
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Output Data Flow 

Figure 197 shows data flow from the output-synchron
izer to the output card. Figure 198 is the planning chart 
for the operation. Data are assembled in words 1-16 of 
the output-synchronizer through programmed instruc
tions. On a punch command, as many as 80 characters 
from the synchronizer are available at the storage exit 
hubs on the control panel. Data are arranged and 
punched in the card by control-panel wiring from 
STORAGE exits to the punch magnets that correspond to 
specific card columns. The sign associated with a nu
mercial output word is emitted from the low-order stor
age exit position of that word. The number of character 
positions to be punched for each word is controlled by 
the wiring from WORD EXITS to WORD SIZE ENTRY. Un
used words in the output-synchronizer are automati
cally filled with zeros (the alphabetical special-character 
code for blank column) and the signs are set to Alpha. 

OUTPUT SIGN CONTROL 

Signs of numerical words are emitted from the units 
position of the storage exit word. The setting of the 
PCH+ switch controls punching of positive signs. 

PCH+ 

AC, 1-2 0--.0 

PCH+ (PUNCH PLUS SIGN): This switch is wired when 
it is desired to punch positive sign indications in 
the card. When this switch is not wired, only nega
tive signs are available at the control panel. The 
positive sign is a 12-impulse, and the negative sign 
is an l1-impulse. The PCH+ switch can be 
selected. 

Figure 199 shows wiring for punching word 1 
in card columns 61-68 with the sign punched over 
position 68. 

K-V, 56-58 

W,56-58 

C -0-9-11-12 

010 a 

02 0 0 

03 0 0 

040 0 

050 0 
c 
o 
L 06 0 0 
U 
M 
N 07 0 0 

5 
p 08 0 0 
L 
1 

Tl: ::: : 
0120 0 

~ 

COLUMN SPLITS: This device is used to separate 0-9 
impulses from 11 and 12 impulses, to be punched 
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in a card. During the time that the 12 and 11 
impulses are emitted from storage, the 12-11 and 
C hubs of the column split are connected. At 0-9 
time, the 0-9 and C hubs are connected. 

COLUMN SPLIT COUPLE: An impulse emitted from these 
hubs can be wired to a selector pickup hub to ex
pand the column split feature. The corresponding 
selector can then be used as an additional group of 
column splits. 

Figure 200 shows how output word 1 can be 
wired with plus and minus signs punched over a 
card column other than the units position of the 
field. 

The Control Word 

Word 1 of the output synchronizer is designated as the 
control word in the IBM 7070 Data Processing System. 
Included in the control word are ten digit positions, 
each of which can contain any digit value (0-9). Digit 
positions 2-9 each have 10 digit value exits on the con
trol panel labeled CONTROL INFORMATION. 

A-J,1-8 

CONTROL INFORMATION] 
000 0 0 0 0 000 

DIGIT POSITION 

0100000010 

23456789 

020 0 a 0 0 020 

030 0 0 0 0 030 
o L 
1 E 
r040 000 0 040~ 
T L 

v 0 50 0 o 5 0 

A 

b 0 60 0 0 o 60 

E 

I 0' 0 

0 

080 0 0 0 0 o 80 

090 0 0 0 0 o 9 0 

CONTROL INFORMATION: An early-timed impulse is 
emitted from one hub in each of eight vertical 
columns. These columns represent the digit value 
in each of eight digit positions (2-9) in the con
trol word. These impulses can be used to pick up 
co-selectors, field selectors, pilot selectors, etc. 

CI OFF 

Y,3-4 

CI OFF (CONTROL INFORMATION OFF): These hubs are 
often impulsed from WVI or EWI. When they are 
wired, the control information hubs become in
active. 

If the control word is alphabetic, the control 
information hubs emit the 7070 alphabetic code. 
For example: The alphabetic word SMITH causes 
7469 83 68 to emit. 
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DIGIT SELECTORS 
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010 a a 00 010 o-----o~o--o 00010 00 
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0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I INDP OPN 

Q----+O 

COMMON --FIELD SELECTOR 6 FIELD SELECTOR 7 COMMON - FLO SELR a-

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CO- SELECTORS I 5 10-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRy-17 

o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

l 
0 0 o T 0 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 9 10 " ON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ON 0 

41 45 50 55 57 

o C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o C 0 

I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 0--0---0---<)--

BUS 

0--0----0-----0 0----0----0----

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4-0 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 ~ 3 4 55 56 -7 58 59 60 5 

~-O-;UN~H B~USH~S-0-2~ 0 0 0 0 3~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~O!~_IO~9_1I~2 
IS-DBl PCH a BLK COL DET ENT 30 35 40 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 020 0 

BLK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 030 0 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 040 0 

5B--PUNCH BRUSHES--65 70 75 80 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0COSO 0 

5a-DBL PCH II BLK COL DET ENT - 70 75 ao 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0b060 0 

eLK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT M 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON070 0 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL S 
0000000000000000 o ° 0 ° 0 0 0rOBO 0 

I 
00000 OToT090 0 ~OCOI-~ELE~TOR~ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 

o ONO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 
o OCo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 N 0 0 100 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 COO II 0 0 

IB- PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-25------30-----35------40 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 

sa 60 65 70 75 80 rCPL EXIT-

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-----0---0 

FLoSELR3-LEV 2 FIELD SELECTOR 4 FIELD SELECTOR 5 '---LEVEL 2--1 ~'-
o 0 0 LE~EL ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~VE~ 1 () ~ ~ 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0--0----0 0----0 

NORMAL NORMAL 3 3 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-----0----0 0---0 

COMMON COMMON 4 4 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-----0----0 0--0 

18 - STORAGE EXIT---25 30 35 40 5 5 

I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I !:J: Z 
r ! ! I ! ! ! j ! ! ! ! 'f ! ! ! ! 'i ! ! I ! 'f !±!± 
fLO SELR B- COMMON FIELD SELECTOR 9 FIELD SELECTOR 10 ---COMMON- ~ 9 I 9 

o 0 0 N~RMA~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ORM~L 0 Y~~ T ~ 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0---0-----0 0--0 

LEVEL 1 LEvEL I BUS - 1 I 

000000000000000000000000000 0---0 

LEVEL 2 LEvEL 2 12 
000000000000000000000000000 0----0 

LEVEL 3 LEvEL 3 13 
000000000000000000000000000 0---0 

14 

0--0 

15 r fJ:rrrn. I I ! ! I I ! ! I I ! I ! ! I: :':~r':J 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~s ~ 
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PREPARED 
BY 

CARDS USED 

WORD 

CONTROL 

INFORMATION 

NUMBER OF 

CHARACTERS TO 

BE PUNCHED 

PUNCH BRUSHES 

DPBC ENTRY 

FIELD 

HEADINGS 

STORAGE 

EXITS 

PUNCH MAGNET 

ENTRY 

PILOT 

SELECTORS 

FIELD 

SELECTORS 

co
SELECTORS 

MISCELLANEOUS 

4 

o 

PCH + 0 

IBM 7550 PUNCH PLANNING CHART 

A 

'0 0 
A B 

ZOO 

11 

A B 

3 0 0 
A B 

4 0 0 

DATE ______________________ _ 

APPLICATION ____________________________________________ _ 

14 REMARKS 

c----------

- --"'-------- 1---------------

1 
- ----- 1-----------

r------------



.. .. 
CUST, ITEM 

NO, NUMBER 

OUTPUT SYNCHRONIZER 

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION! DESCRIPTION 

OUTPUT CARD 

DESCRIPTION 

i 6 TN 5 ; L/iST :3 
'CHI1RRCTERS 'CHIIRRCTERS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

UNIT I~ 
QUANTITY PRICE AMOUNT COST l>:, 

~ 10 " I q 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 il 0 10 0 0 II ~ 0 10 loon 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11101111,1110 0 0 1110 0 0 I~ ~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 
: 2 ; ; ; ; ; ii 1) 1;2 ~., 1 ;~ ~ ;' I ~9;1;1 ~?;J;~;S;6;: .;' 11;!;1 ;;5 ~;1;8 ;~7;;;~ ;~~ ;57;17; ; ;1 ~ ~3 ~~ ~~1;$;4 ;~;1 ;2~; ~7;1 ;8~ ~O;I ~;3 ~ ;~ l' ~1 ~2.~S; 

.2 2 2 2 22 2 2 212 2l 2 2 22 2 11 2 2 2 11 2 1 2 2 12 21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2!2 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

333333333 3 ~ 313 J 313 3 3 313 3 3 313 3 3 3 3 3 333 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33333;3333333333333333313 J 3 3 3 333 

I 4 4114 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 H '. H 4 ~ 4 1 4 4 ~ 4 14 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 I 4 P 4 '\ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 41;4 4 4 4 'l 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 44 U 4 4 4 H 4 4 

5 ; j 5 J 15 5 5 53 , 5 5 5 , 5 5 5 5 ~ 5 515 5 5 \ 5 5 5 5 5 5 , :. 5 5 S 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5:5 5 5 5 5 51515 5 51515 5 551 5 5 5 5 5 S 
I 

66 S 6 e c 6 G 61 C 6 5 S 6 G 6 6 6 6 G 6 6 ~ 16 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 e 6 oJ 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 S 6 6 G 6 6 6,6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 C 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 , 
7) '/7 7 7 7 7 711 717 7 7 7 717 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 711//7777771777777177771777:777777771777171771777777 7 7 

8 s ~ 1 S 8 88 8 8 b a 81 ~ a j 8 8 B 8 B B , 8 8 8 8 B 8 8 8 8 ~ 8 B 8 8 3 8 8 8 B 8 & 8 8 8 3 a 8 8 8 8:8 8 8 6 F 0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ~ 8 8 8 8 818 8 8 8 8 

9 91 S S 9 9 9 9 " G 9 ~ 0 5 9 9 9 q 1 9 91 ~ a ~ 9 9 9 :J G ~ 9 ~ 3 9 '; ~ ~ 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ~ ~ q 9 ~;9 9 9 9 9 q 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 q 9 919 9 9 9 9 9 9 
I J', 4" ~ 1 a 91I1i;·,l::.~.~,~ J'~!~:J'i~~:1~·;:S~o···";;i1:'~~JJ:··:~'·,.··'~:l~4I!~1·.~~H4~~4047~4g ~1~!~3~·~:;~~~I~~StJtlE2f.~65!>Od&ab!:IPll2iJ74i516;J7'19lO 
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IBM 7550 PUNCH PLANNING CHART 
DATE ~J~9_----,,5~9~~~~_ 

CARDS USED _~!l.bLS !lcCO//NTING 

WORD 

CONTROL 

INFORMATION 

NUMBER OF 

CHARACTERS TO 

BE PUNCHED 

PUNCH BRUSHES 

DPBC ENTRY 

FIELD 

HEADINGS 

STORAGE 

EXITS 

PUNCH MAGNET 

ENTRY 

PILOT 

SELECTORS 

FIELD 

SELECTORS 

CO

SELECTORS 

MISCELLANEOUS 

5 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 

TYPE /rEM No. DESCRIPTION 

3 o 5 

CUST. 

No. 

8 5 

UNIT 

PRICE 

15 16 REMARKS 

PUNCH6 PUNCH5 TOT,tIL 80 IMPULSES 

EMir 10 EMIT /0 I/T STORIlG££XIT HUBS 

COST 

2-9 10- 42 43-47 48-55 56-60 65-70 76-80 

75 7-/4 17- 49 2-6 5/-58 59-63 64-69 7tJ-74 

T T T T 
-- -------1----- ~. -----+-----f------j----+-----+-------- r--'"-----r2------~---- ~ 

N ~-----+-------1-----+----+---------1---'--'-----+----+-----+--------

--1---------------

2 2 
----+---------I-----------~-------+---------------- -

2 
-----------+--------

--- ~-------- ~ -----.-----~----

N N N 
-------- -------I-------------+--~----+-----

N 
-1---------+-------+----- ----------r--------- -- ---------1 

T T T T 
---f------- ---.~-I__---I_----

.T r-------------- - --------
N N 

-----1-------- - +__---+-----+-----j-----+~ -- --"--------- ~-----

IND.OP 0 
'0 0 

PCH + D A B A B 

200 4 0 0 



13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 23 24 25 26 "28 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 &3 64 

000 

~ 0 50 

b 0 60 

E 

I 0 7 ~ 

I 0 8 0 

o 90 

I
~ TO 

o N 0 

o Co 

CONTROL INFORMATION 1 FLO SELR PU 
0000 000 o--!-o~o-l---o 

DIGIT POSITION 2: 2 

00000100--0:0----0 

45 6789 3:3 

0000 020 0--0;0----0 
4 , 4 

o 0 0 0 030LO----O~O-----O 

0 

0 

0 

E 5 E 5 
o 040~O--O~O---O 

l 6 l 6 
0 05 0 0--0 2 0----0 

7 
0 o 60 0----0 

10 10 
0 09 0 

DIGIT SELECTORS 

------IQ-PUNCH BRUSHES--17 

00 00000000 

------15 

1-----5------DBl PCH 8 BlK COL DET ENT-17 

00000000000000000 

BlK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
o 0 TOO o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 00000000 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

00000000 
41----45-----50-PUNCH BRUSHES---57 

o 0 NO 0 o 0 0 

o 0 Co 00 00 00000000 

r 

I -----15 41----45 DBl PCH 8 BlK COL DET ENT-57 
OTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BlK COL OET ENT OR GP EXIT 
oNa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oNe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 
oCo 0 0 0 0 OCo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

r i mco-rroRCT I I I irC-+-:-:-:-:-o-o-o--'-o-o--~-o--o'--:-:C:-SE:ECT:RS: : : 

I o Coo o 0 0 0 0 0 0 OCD 0 0 0 0 0 

-----5------10-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY--17 
00000000 

I~ ~-~AD=WO~-~~B~O ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~o 0 0 0 0 ~5 0 ~1 
OFFSET- UNLOAD lEVEL 2 --FIELD SELECTOR 1---+----- FIELD SELECTOR 2 ----, lEVEL 2-FlD SElR 3 

0--00--00000000000 

DP Cl OFf 

0----0 0----0 0 

OPSC STOP 0 OFFSE 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 
0-----0 00000 

Be CWI 

o---<:loooooooooO 
DPBC ON EWI 

0----0 

PCH+ WVI 

~ 0----0 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

lEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

COMMON 
00000000 

-71"-'------10--- STORAGE EXIT--17 

111111111 
50 55 57 

IIIII1III1I11l!I1 
--+----FIELO SELECTOR 7-----,-COMMON-FLD SELR B 

18--PUNC 

K 0 0 0 

IS-DBL PCH a 
L 0 0 0 

BlK COL DE 
MOO 0 

BLANK a 
N 0 0 0 C 

58--PUNd 
a 0 0 0 ( 

5B-DBL PCH II 
P 0 0 0 

BlK COL DE1 
a 0 0 0 I 

BLANK Ci 

1. PCH + is wired ON. Therefore, STORAGE EXIT 8 
emits plus ( 12) signs for positive output 
words, and minus (11) signs for negative out
put words. 

2. STORAGE EXITS 1-8 emit impulses to PUNCH 

MAGNET ENTRIES 61-68 to punch word 1 in 
card columns 61-68 in the output card. 

3. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE 8. 

4. WORD EXITS 2-9 are wired to provide the re
quired total word size of 80. Punching + and 
- signs in other than units position of a card 
field may be accomplished by use of the col
umn-split feature. 

-11-12 

o 

R : : T :C1- ~~SE~LE~~;TO;Ro;;S=o==o =;1=O=====O=:;=IO=O==O=O==O:::;=O==O=O==O=T=o=f+ -0-9-0-1 0 

040NOOO~000 0

0

0

0 

OOONO 

U 0 OCO 0 0 0 0 0 0 OCO 

IB- PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-25------30------35 40 
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 

5B 60 65 70 75 80 -CPl EXIT 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 0 

COMMON t. 
000000000 00 000 

IB-STORAGE EXIT---25 -----30-----35------

FLO SELR 8-COMMON,-----FIELD SELECTOR 9----..,----

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 AF o 0 

o 0 0 0 
NORMAL 

LEVEL 1 

o 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 
o 0 0 0 

lEVEL 3 

o AH 

o AI 

DoaOD 00000000 

NORMAL 
o 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 
o 0 0 

LEVEL 2 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 

0000000000 

000000000 000 00 00 

0----0 

13 

-.,------rl-----5------10-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-17 

11111111111111111 
41 45 50 55 57 

11111111111111111 nrrrrn-I -: ;-H-; -; ;-n-; -; ;-: f J---~-:~~~'-"~':~ i 
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tv 
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5=' 
CIl a 
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("') 
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I 
CIl a z 
z 
0 ..., 
0 
<: 
t:I1 
~ 

c:: z 
!:i 
CIl 
'"tj 

0 
CIl 

!:i 
S z 

3 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 23 24 25 26 -28 30 31 

CONTROL lNfORMAT10N~ fLO SElR PO V-ALTR SWITCHES~OI 
0000 000 o-l-o~o-l--o 00 0 1 000 ? 

DIGIT SELECTORS 

DIGIT POSITION 2: 2 C I A e I c 2 A B I 
o 0 • I IIIIIIIIIIIII 

2 3 5 
020 0 0 

o 30 

? 
f040 0 0 

X 0 50 

h 0 60 

E 

I

::: 0 0 

090 

r:' 0 

0 0 

ONO 

o CO 0 0 

ONO 

1. The PCH+ switch is wired. Therefore, STOR

AGE EXIT 8 emits plus (12) signs for positive 
output words and minus (11) signs for nega
tive output words. 

2. STORAGE EXITS 1-5 AND 7 are wired to punch 
columns 61-65 and 67 directly . 

3. The sign of word 1 from STORAGE EXIT 8 and 
the digit impulses (0-9) from STORAGE EXIT 6 
are available from the common of column 
split 11 to punch in card column 66. 

4. The digit impulses (0-9) from storage exit 8 
are available from the 0-9 side of column split 
12 to punch in card column 68. 

5. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 8 

rI
' -I I IC( to indicate that 8 characters are to be punched 

for word 1. 

r:' 0 

OCO 0 0 

4 5 6 7 8 9 

IIIIII 
41 51 61 71 81 91 

E EMITTER -----l 

41 51 61 71 81 91 

PUNCH 8RUSHES-- 17 

000000 

CH a 8LK COL DET ENT-17 

000000 

Ot DET ENT OR GP EXIT 

1000000 
_ANK COLUMN CONTROL 

1 000000 
PUNCH 8RUSHES--- 57 

loooaoo 
.CH a BLK COL OET ENT-57 

1000000 

:OL DE)' ENT OR GP EXIT 
1000000 

ANK COLUMN CONTROL 
I 0 0 0 0 

- CO-SELECTORS 
, T 0 

I 
6. WORD EXITS 2-9 are wired to satisfy the re-

quired total word size of 80. UNC~ MA';NE~ ENT:-O-~ 

~-~""""",--,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,-,,--,,,,-,,,,----,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,,,---,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,--c~"-"""""""'-4 0 0 0 ~ 0 5; 

OFFSET- UNLOAD LEVEL 2 -- FIELD SELECTOR 1--+----- FIELD SELECTOR 2 ----~ LEVEL 2- FLO SELR 3 

0--00--000000000 
DP CI OFF LEVEL I 

0--0 0---0 0 0 -0 0 

DPBCSTOP 0 NOlIMAL 

OPSC ON 

PCH+ 

~ 

o 0 0 0 0 

COMMON 
o 0 0 0 

oODoao 

o 0 

45 50 55 57 

11111111111111111 
~----~-COMMON--FIELD SELECTOR 6----I-----FIElD SELECTOR 7----~COMMON-FLD SELRS 

3.3 34 .35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 ~2 5.$ 54 55 56 57 58 59 6(' ~I 6c 6j ~4 

18--PUNCH 8RU5HES--25-----

KOOOOOOOOO 

IS-08L PCH a 8LK COL OET ENT------

lOOOOOOOOO 

BLK COL OET ENT OR GP EXIT 

MOoOOOOoaQ 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

o 0 0 

o 0 0 

LEVEL I 

NORMAL 

COMMON 
00 00 000000 

-----30-----35------

11111111111111111111111 
58 60 65 70 75 80 

fLO SELR S-COMMON,-----FIELD SELECTOR 9-----,---
OCQOOOAFOQ 

NORMAL 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 

LEVEL 2 

LEVEL 3 

0 

0 

00000 000 00000000 

,--------'--.-CO-SELECTORS-..-------+_ -----5 ------10-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-17 

o T 0 o 0 

9 

o 0 0 0 OTO 

o 0 0 0 aNa rIIIII1I1111Il111 
41 45 50 55 57 

,---0 C O __ ~_B~S _0 -0--0----0--0--0-

0 

0--lC 0 I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I 'I I I I 

AG 

AH 

NORMAL 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 3 
000000000 00 00000 

II 
D--<l 

12 

D--<l 

14 
D--<l 

15 PliTT'll I I I I I I I I I I I I I I : :o:~~r:::l 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! I I I I ! ! I I =!-~----' 



10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 23 24 25 26 27 -28 30 31 33 .34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 ~2 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 /;2 63 (,4 

02 0 

? 
} 0 40 

~ 0 5 a 

CONTROL INFORMATION 

o 0 0 0 

DIGIT POSITION 

~ 0 60 0 

E 

I
::: : 0 0 0 

090 0 090 
10 10 

0--0 0--0 
10 

0--0 

n PU I I I I 1 PI TECr
S 

I I I I I pu I 
I
~ TO 

ONO 

OCO 

0 0 0 0 
10 15 

0 o T 0 

0 o NO 

0 oCo 

10 15 
0 o TO 

DIGIT SELECTORS 

1---- ------10- PUNCH BRUSHES-- 17 
o 0 o 0 00 00000000 
-----5------0Bl PCH II BlK COL OET ENT-17 

00000000 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 
41 
0 0 0 0 

41 
0 0 

0 

0 
45 
0 

45 

BLK COL OET ENT OR GP EXIT 

00000000 

00000000 
------50-PUNCH BRU$HES--- 57 

0 00000000 

------ OBl PCH II BlK COL OET ENT-57 

00000000 

r
~ T 0 

ON 0 

o C 0 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oNa 0 0 0 
BlK COL OET ENT OR GP EXIT 
00000000 

o 0 0 0 0 aCo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o TOO 

I~ ~--;-~AO ~ WO~-~ o-~:;-t~ 
OFFSET- UNlO.O lEVEL 2 --FIELD SELECTOR 1--+---"'..---

lEVEL I 

0--00--000000 

OPeC STOP 0 OFFS NOR .... l 

0--0 00000 

Be CWI COMMON 

BLANK COlU ... N CONTROL 

o 0 0 0 

NOR",Al 
o 0 0 0 

CO ...... ON 

IB--PUNCH BRU5HES--25-
K0000DaODO 

18~08l PCH a 9lK COL OEr ENT--

LOOQOQOOOO 

BlK COL OET ENT OR GP EXIT 

NQOOOOOOOO 

5B--PUNCH 8RUSHES--65--

0000000000 

58-0Bl PCH II BlK COL OET ENT --
Pooooooooo 

SLK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
00000000 

BLANK COlU"'N CONTROL 

o 0 0 0 0 

5 

o 0 0 0 0 

ET ENTRY-25--

65 

1. STORAGE EXITS 1-6 are wired to the common of 
field selector 2. 

2. An "8" in CONTROL INFORMATION is used to 
pick up field selector 2 at LEVEL 2. WORD 1 is 
wired through LEVEL 2 to punch in card col
umns 21-26. 

3. A "7" in CONTROL INFORMATION is used to 
pick up field selector 2 at LEVEL 1. WORD 1 is 
wired through LEVEL 1 to punch in card col
umns 1-6. 

4. When CONTROL INFORMATION position 9 con
tains neither a "7" nor an "8," field selector 2 
will be active at the NORMAL level and card 
columns 61-66 accept impulses to punch. 

5. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD SIZE ENTRY 6 
to punch 6 characters. 

6. WORD EXITS 4-11 are wired to WORD SIZE 

ENTRY to satisfy the requirement of 80 exit 
impulses at STORAGE EXIT. 

,~;<----OFlE~lO~SSeE~lEECC:;'TO;R:-:4;-::===:::;:==:;F;;'E~lO~S;E~lE~C-;;T0;;;R~5:=:JI=~lE;V;;El:-;2;L:::;::=:;-::=:;: 
00000 00 

LEVEL I 

NORMAL 

ZOO 

CO ...... ON 

OPBC ON 

PCH+ 
0---0-0 " iii t lie!( i i 'Jut! ttl '" 

000000000 00000000 

18- STORAGE EXIT---25 -----30 35------

IIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIII1 
RUN INLK AUTO Sf 45 50 55 57 58 60 65 70 75 

I=ND I I I I III 1 III 1 I III 1 .E 
.------\--CO ...... ON--FlElO SELECTOR 6---t----FIElO SELECTOR 7----,CO ... MON-FLO SELR B FLO SElR8-CO ...... ON,-----FlELO SELECTOR 9-----r--

NORMAL 

000000000000000000 

lEVEL I 

lEVEL 2 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEvEL 3 

00000000 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 AF 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 

lEVEL I 

o AG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lEVEL I 
o 0 0 0 o AH 0 

lEVEL 2 lEVEL 2 
o ., 

lEVEL 3 lEVEl3 

80 

00.000 0000000 000000000 0000 00 

.-------'--,--CO-SElECTORS--.------f_ ----~ ------IO-PUNCH ... AGNET ENTRY-17 
OTO a 0 

9 

o 0 T 0 

12 

lIIIIIIII1IIIIII1 
41 45 50 55 57 

~I~ ____ ~_BUS ___ ~ ___ OO~CO III1 III II III IIIl I 
o 0 0 N a ITTfTTTI !!! I ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! I ::":"T'":'::l 
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Selection 

FIELD SELECTORS 
Output from the 7070 can be arranged in several differ
ent punching formats without changing control panels 
by using the field selectors provided. 

A-J,9-12 

F-J,13-14 

r 
FLDSELRPU-

o-l-o ! o-l-o 
2 : 2 

0--0 ~ 0---0 

3 , 3 
<r-{) , 0--0 

I 
4 , 4 

<r-{) , 0---0 
L L 

.E 5 E 5 

~ 0--;' E ~ t-6~ 0--0 2 0---0 : 0-----0 
7 7 I 7 

0---0 0---0 ~ 0--0 

8 8 ~ 8 
<r-{) 0--0 E 0--0 

9 9 L 9 

0---0 0--0 ~ 0---0 

10 10: 10 
0--0 0----0 I 0--0 

FIELD SELECTORS PICK UP LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3: These 
hubs when impulsed cause the corresponding level 
of a field selector to transfer on the same punch 
cycle. They are normally wired from CONTROL 
INFORMATION. An impulse to these hubs causes 
the field selectors to transfer immediately and re
main transferred for the duration of that punch 
cycle. 

Note: The higher-numbered levels have selec
tive priority. 

Example: If both levels 1 and 2 are impulsed 
to pick up on the same cycle, then only level 2 is 
connected to common. 

LEvEL 2 --FIELD SELECTOR I ----T---- FIELD SELECTOR 2 ----, 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 0 000000000 

NORMAL 

o 000 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 

COMMON 

o 0 000000000000000 

'--------------' ----5 10-

_-COMMON --FIELD SELECTOR 6-

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I X-AA,5-59 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 AF-AJ,5-59 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIELD SELECTOR LEVELS 1, 2, 3-NORMAL & COMMON: 
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There are ten II-position field selectors provided. 
Field selectors 1-5 have three levels each (NORMAL, 
LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2); selectors 6-10 have four 
levels each (NORMAL, LEVEL 1, LEVEL 2, AND 
LEVEL 3). 

Note: The vertical arrangement of the four level 
field selectors 6-10 is the opposite of the three level 
field selectors 1-5. 

Figure 201 shows the punching of three different 
card formats using control information and field 

selection. If there is an 8 in position 9 of the con
trol information word, card columns 21-26 are 
punched from output word 1. If there is 7 in posi
tion 9 of the control information word, card 
columns 1-6 are punched from word 1. If control 
information contains neither 7 nor 8 in position 9, 
columns 61-66 are punched from word 1. 

PILOT SELECTORS AND CO-SELECTORS 

Pilot and co-selectors are provided to increase the 
flexibility of format on output. Each individual position 
of a selector is a switch composed of three hubs labeled 
T, N, c. The C (common) hub is always connected to 
either the N (normal) or T (transferred) hub, but never 
to both. Thus, impulses entering C are selectively avail
able at either N or T, depending upon whether the pick
up hubs have received an impulse. Conversely, impulses 
entering either N or T are available at C under control 
of the impulses to the pickup hubs. 

r; " 10 15 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o T 0 

K-R,1-15 
o N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o No 

o Co 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o Co 

I' 
5 10 15 

o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o TO 

o N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON 0 

() CO 0 0 0 0 o co 

PILOT SELECTORS: Fifteen 2-position pilot selectors are 
provided. Each position has three points, C (Com
mon), N (Normal), and T (Transferred). When a 
pilot selector is transferred, there is an internal 
common connection between C and T. When it has 
not been impulsed to pick up, an internal common 
connection exists between the C and N hubs. 

PILOT SELECTOR PICKUP: Each pilot selector is equipped 
with its own PU (pickup) hub. When an impulse 
reaches this hub, the corresponding selector trans
fers immediately and remains transferred for the 
remainder of that punch cycle. 

CO- SELECTORS 

o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o T 0 

10 " S-U,16-55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON 0 

o C 0 0 0 0 0 o C 0 

CO-SELECTOR: The 7550 has twelve, 5-position co
selectors. Each co-selector position has three 
points, C (Common), N (Normal), and T (Trans
ferred). When a co-selector is transferred, there 
is an internal common connection between C and T. 
When it has not been impulsed to pick up, an in-



ternal common connection exists between the C 

and N hubs. 

CO-SELECTOR PICKUP: Each co-selector has two com
mon pickup hubs. When these hubs are impulsed, 
the selector transfers immediately and remains 
transferred for the duration of that cycle. They 
are normally wired from control information exit 
hubs. 

Figure 202 illustrates the basic use of pilot and 
co-selectors. Cards 1, 2, and 3 are punched with 
information from word 1. 

Alteration Switches 

Within reasonable limitations, one control panel can 
be ,used for punching several different card formats with
out any change in control-panel wiring, by use of the 
alteration switches. 

A-D,13-18 

ALTR SW (ALTERATION SWITCH) 1, 2, 3, 4: Four alter
ation switches are located on the front of the ma
chine. Each alteration switch controls a corre
sponding 2-position alteration switch selector. 
When the switch is set on A, a common connection 
exists between C and A; when the switch is set on 
B, the connection is between C and B. An alteration 
switch selector remains transferred as long as the 
corresponding alteration switch is set on B. Any 
impulse may be wired through C-A or C-B. 

ALTR SW IMP (ALTERATION SWITCH IMPULSE): These 
hubs emit an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the pickup 
of pilot selectors, field selectors, or co-selectors. 
A selector impulsed through the A side of an alter
ation switch selector transfers each card cycle as 
long as the corresponding alteration switch is set 
to A. If the selector is thus impulsed through the 
B side of an alteration switch selector, the pilot or 
co-selector remains transferred as long as the cor
responding alteration switch is set to B. 

In Figure 203 the information from storage exits 
1-5 is punched under control of alteration switch 3. 

Double-Punch Blank-Column Detection (DPBC) 

With this device it is possible to check output cards for 
both double-punched and blank columns. Also, card 
columns can be checked for either condition selectively. 
To activate this device, the punched output cards are 
read by the punch brushes and wired on the control 
panel for the appropriate check. 

AB, 1-2 
oPBC ON 

0---+0 

DPBC ON (DOUBLE-PUNCH BLANK-COLUMN DETECTION 

ON): These hubs are connected when it is desired to 
check a card for double punches and/or blank 
columns. 

I 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

41 

0 0 0 0 

41 

0 0 0 0 

----- 10 - PUNCH BRUSHES-- 17 

0 0 0 00000000 

~ -----oBl PCH 8 BlK COL oET ENT-17 

0 

0 

0 

45 

0 

45 

0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 

0 

00000000 

BlK COL oET ENT OR GP EXIT 

00000000 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

0 0 00000000 

----50-PUNCH BRUSHES--57 

0 0 0 0 00000000 

----- oBl PCH 8 BlK COL oET ENT-57 

0 0 00000000 

BlK COL oET ENT OR GP EXIT 
000 0 0 000 

BLANK COLUMN· CONTROL 

00000000000000000 

K-R, 16-55 

PUNCH BRUSHES: These hubs are exits for digit impulses 
( 12-9), read from the output card one cycle after 
the card is punched. These hubs are numbered to 
correspond to the card column being read. 

DP AND BC DETENTRY (DOUBLE-PUNCH AND BLANK

COLUMN DETECTION ENTRY): These are entry hubs for 
the information being read by the punch brushes. 
They are used to detect both double-punched and 
blank columns in the output card. 

BC DET ENTRY OR GP EXIT (BLANK-COLUMN DETECTION 

ENTRY OR GANG PUNCH EXIT): These hubs can be used 
as either entries or exits. As entries, they are used 
to detect blank columns in the output cards, with
out using double-punch blank-column detection. 
As exits, they are wired to the punch magnets for 
gangpunching. When used as gangpunch exits, only 
the first digit read from any column wired to a DP 

and BC DET ENTRY is available at the associated GP 

EXIT. 

BC CONTROL (BLANK-COLUMN CONTROL): These hubs 
provide a means for selective control of blank-col
umn detection. All positions of DPBC are internally 
connected for blank-column detection. By control
panel wiring, it is possible to bypass one or more 
positions that are not to be checked for blanks. 

IBM 7550 Card Punch 161 



o 00 
CONTROL INFORMATION

1 
FLD SELR PU 

0000000 o--l--o!o--Lo 
DIGIT POSITION 2: 2 

00000100--0:0--0 

4 5 6 7 8 9 3 : 3 

000002°7i7 
o 0 0 0 030LO---O~O----O 

ESE 5 
o 040~0--0~O-------O 

L 6 L 6 

o 0 5 0 I 0--0 2 0----0 

41-----
o ,0 COO 

------IS 41-----

o 

o 0 N 0 0 

I I I irE: 
~2 -~-~AD = W~-~ ~B~O 41 

OFFSET UNLOAD LEVEL 2 --FIELD SELECTOR I-----t----t---

0---0 0--0 0 0 0 0 0 

OPBC ON 
0----.0 

PCH+ 

0---+0 

o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

23 24 25 26 27 

DIGIT SELECTORS 

--t----FIELD SELECTOR 7-----..

o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

LEVEL 2 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEvEL 3 

o 0 0 0 0 

o 

r--------'-..--CO-SELECTORS-,--------_t_ ------ -=~=__---

o T 0 o 0 

9 

o 0 T 0 

111111 
41 45 

,-0 C o __ ~_ BUS -0----0----0-----

0 

0----t

C 

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 

o 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 ~O!~_IO~9_1I~2 
-------30--------35 40 

o 0 0 0 0 020 0 

o 030 

o 0 40 

-=_=__---=""""""". -------80 
o 0 0 0 050 0 

C 
-~~-~~--~~~---=~~--------800 

o 0 

-----------30-------
____ 1--__ 0 0 0 

70 
0000000 

--.------ FIELD SELECTOR 4 ------,----

o 0 0 0 

00 0000 00000000000 

IS-STORAGE EXIT----25---------30 35------

0~060 0 

ON 070 0 

11111111111111111111111 
~ ~ ~ ro n ~ 

11111111111111111111111 
FLO SELR 8-COMMON-.-----FIELD SELECTOR 9-----..----

o 0 0 AF 0 0 

o AG 

o AH 

NORMAL 
o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

LEVEL 2 

000000000 

18- PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-2S------

o 
---------~'-------40 

11111111 1111 111111 
75 SO 

I I I I I I I I I I I II--~_o -



1. Pilot selector 1 and co-selectors 1 and 2 are 
impulsed by an "8" in CONTROL INFORMATION 

2. These selectors transfer at the beginning of 
the punch cycle and remain transferred for the 
duration of that cycle. 

2. The common sides of co-selectors 1 and 2 are 
wired from STORAGE EXITS 1-8. 

3. The information that is to punch in card col
umns 21-26 is wired from the transferred (T) 
sides of co-selectors 1 and 2 to PUNCH MAGNET 

ENTRY. 

4. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD-SIZE ENTRY 6 
through the transferred side of pilot selector 1. 

5. Pilot selector 2 and co-selectors 3 and 4 are 
impulsed by a "7" in CONTROL INFORMATION 

position 2. These selectors transfer imme
diately and remain transferred for the dura
tion of that punch cycle. 

6. Because co-selectors 1 and 2 should be nor
mal when 3 and 4 are transferred, the common 
of co-selectors 3 and 4 accepts storage exit im
pulses from the normal of co-selectors 1 and 
2. Then this information from STORAGE EXITS 

is available through the transferred side of 
co-selectors 3 and 4 to PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY 

9-15. 

7. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD-SIZE ENTRY 7 
from the transferred side of pilot selector 2. 
The word exit impulse is made available to 
the common of pilot selector 2 through the 
normal side of pilot selector 1. (Pilot selector 
1 is normal when 2 is transferred.) 

8. If CONTROL INFORMATION contains neither a 
"7" nor an "8" in position 2, co-selectors 
1, 2, 3, and 4 and pilot selectors 1 and 2 are 
normal. Information passes from STORAGE 

EXIT through co-selectors 1 and 2, normal, and 
through co-selectors 3 and 4 normal to PUNCH 

MAGNET ENTRY positions 43-50. 

9. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to WORD-SIZE ENTRY 8 
from the normal side of pilot selector 2. The 
WORD EXIT impulse is made available to the 
common of pilot selector 2 through the nor
mal side of pilot selector 1. 

10. The word-size wiring necessary to total 80 
storage exit impulses is completed through 
pilot selectors 1 and 2 from WORD EXIT 2, and 
direct from WORD EXITS 10-16. 

Note: The word-size wiring using pilot selectors 
and 2 could have been completed through the 

unused selector positions of co-selectors 2 and 4. 
Pilot selectors were used for purposes of illustra
tion. 
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CONTROL INfORMATlON0f FLO SELR PU 
0000 000 o--!-o~o--l--<> 

DIGIT POSITION 2: 2 

0000 010 o---o~o----o 

4 5 6 7 8 9 3 : 3 

00000200--0:0----0 

4 , 4 

o 0 0 0 030LO----O~O-----O 

E 5 E 5 
o 040~O-----O~O--O 

l 6 l 6 
o 05 0 

b 0 60 0 

E 

o 0 60 

I 
: :: 0 

090 0 0 0 

0--0 

9 

13 \4 15 16 17 23 24 25 26 27 30 31 

DI-----OIGIT SELECTORS --------1 

o 0 0 

------ 10 - PUNCH BRU$HES-- 17 
0000000000 

1----- -------D8l PCH /I BlKo COL DET ENT-17 
00 00000000 

I
~ TO 

-+-----15 BlK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
o 0 0 0 

ON 0 

o CO o 

r
l--------5----------~ 

0

0 T 0 

ON 0 0 0 

oco 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 00000000 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

o 0 NO 0 0000 00000000 

41----45------50-PUNCH BRUSHES---57 
o oCo 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-----15 41----45------DBl PCH /I 8lK COL DET ENT-57 
o OTO a o 0 0 0 

o 0 

o 0 C 0 o 0 0 

00000000 

BlK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
00000000 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 
00000000 

I 

? II2Ir-+---------.------o-r-o-Tc~-sE~EcToRs 

! I L-.o 0 0 DNa 0 0 0 0 0 

oco 0 0 0 0 0 0 OCO 0 0 0 0 0 

33 34 35 36 37 .38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 ~2 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 53 64 

1. The AL TERA TION SWITCH IMPULSE is wired 
through the B side of alteration switch selec-
tor 3 to pick up co-selector 9. Whenever the 
alteration switch is set to B, co-selector 9 is 
transferred. 

2. STORAGE EXITS 1-5 are wired to the common 
18-- of co-selector 9. !-0-9-1I-12 

K 0 0 
IB-DBL I 3. When alteration switch 3 is set to B, storage 

L 0 0 

M 0 0 exits 1-5 punch in positions 70-74. 
B 

N 0 0 4. When alterations switch 3 is set to A, storage 40 0 

58-
0 0 0 exits 1-5 punch in positions 61-65. 50 0 

58-DBL I 
P 0 0 

5. WORD EXIT 1 is wired to punch five characters. 
60 0 

BLK ( 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL S 
ROO 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 arOeD 0 

CO-SELECTORS -----,------,------,------1 
SO orOIO 0 0 0 OTOT090 0 

4 5 
o 0 N 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 N 0 0 100 0 

U 0 oeo 0 0 0 0 0 oco 
------IO-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY--17 IB-PUNCH MAGNET ENTRY-25------ ------35 40 

o 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 v a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 

~ ~~AD ~ WO~-~o_o~-t~O ~ 0 0 0 :,s 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 ~5 0 S; W 508 0 ~O 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 0 0 ~ 0----0----0 

OFFSET- UNLOAD lEVEL 2 --FIELD SELECTOR 1-
0'---+----- FIELD SELECTOR 2 ----T" lEVEL 2 - FLO SElR 3 FLO SElR 3 -lEV 2 -,----- FIELD SELECTOR 4 ----.---FIELD SELECTOR 5 lEVEL 2 

0---0 0--0 0 a 0 0 0 
CI OFF 

0--0 0--0 0 

OPSC STOP 0 OFFSE NORMAL 

BC CWI 

0---0 0----0 0 a 0 a a 
EWI 

PCH+ 

<>---0 

0--0 

o 0 0000000000 xoaooo OOOOD 

o 0 6 
lEVEL I lEVEL I 
000000 yoaoooooo 
NORMAL NORMAL 

000000 

COMMON 

ZOOOOOO 

COMMON 

o 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 a 0 0 a AA a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

NORMAL 

COMMON 

-------10---- STORAGE EXIT--17 18- STORAGE EXIT---25 -----30-----35------40~------l 

III!IIIIIIII III!IIII!lIIIIIIIIIIII1 a 6 0--0 

I I I ! I I I I I i I I IIi I! r 1 ill IIi 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 'f 1 1 IIi EE!:t 
--+----FIELD SELECTOR 7----rCOMMON-FLD SELR 8 FLO SELR 8-COMMON,-----FIELD SELECTOR 9-------,----FIELD SELECTOR 10---COMMON-~ 9 I 9 

o 0 0 

o 0 o 0 0 0 

o 0 o 0 0 

a a a a a 
NORMAL 
o 0 0 

LEVEL I 
a 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 
o a a 0 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 o AF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y 0----0----0 T <'0 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 
o AI 0 0 0 0 
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: :: : : : :f:::~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~::EMf~: ~OBUS II 

'0 0 0 a 0 0 a a a AJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 
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1
000 j 
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0100000 010 o----o~o-------o 0 a °10 00 
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02000000200-----<>10---0 000 1 000 
I I 
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0500000050 0--020---0:0----0 O~O 00 
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a a ~ a 
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9 9 L 9 S06 7 8 
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1111111111111 
OIGIT EMITTER----------1 

E1 G 'I 21 31 41 s1 61 71 aI 91 

I'I 01 I H:r Tr :r:r 61 71 B1 91 

o 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 7 717 ~OBUS~ 

rj:,! ! ! jtyttj !i'!iru!~F ~ ; 1f::~~~:;"';:':;:'~~E~ ~ 
[

I 5 ,0 15 BlK COL DET ENT OR GP ~ 
OTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 OTO 

, BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 

ONO 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 ONa 0 0 0 0 ~\O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
4\ 45 50-PUNCH BRUSHES---S7 

o COO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 CoO 0 a 0 0 -\0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

r 
I 5 10 '5 41 45 ~ DBL PCH 8 BlK COL OET ENT-57 
OTO 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OTO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BLK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
ONa 0 0 0 a a a 0 a 0 0 0 ONa a 0 0 a a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 

o coo 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 COO 0 0 0 0 ..... 1 0 0 0 0 8~ANKoCOL~MN ~ONT;OL 0 0 

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 !::>2 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

1. Positions 1-10 are checked for double punches 
and blank columns; the same columns are also 
gangpunched. 

2. Positions 11-20 are checked for blank columns 
only. 

3. BC and DP are wired to DPBC STOP; DPBC is 
wired ON. 

POOOOOQOOO 

BLK COL DET ENT OR GP EXIT 
QOOOOOOOOO 

BLANK COLUMN CONTROL 
ROOOOOOooo 

r i TIlco-CloReT I I I irE: ::: : : : : : r : : : :C:-SE~ECT:RS:r:f :0 1
0

00 :0 o~ :0 0
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BCO 
W,15 

BLANK-COLUMN CONTROL ZERO: Bypassing is accom
plished by wiring around those positions that are 
not to be checked. The position preceding the first 
position to be bypassed is wired to the last position 
to be bypassed. If position 1 is to be excluded, BCO 

is considered the preceding position. 

X,1-2 

Y,1-2 

Z,1-2 Z,3-4 

AA,1-2 

DPBC STOP: These hubs accept an impulse to cause the 
punch to stop at the end of the cycle during which 
a DPBC error is sensed. They are normally wired 
from the DP and/or BC hubs. 

OFFSET: An impulse to this hub causes the card being 
read at the punch brushes to be offset in the stacker. 

D OFFSET (DELAY OFFSET): When these hubs receive 
an impulse, the card then at the punching station 
is offset in the stacker. 

DP: This hub emits an impulse at the end of the cycle 
during which a double punch is detected. It is nor
mally wired to DPBC STOP or OFFSET. 

BC: This hub emits an impulse at the end of the cycle 
during which a blank column is detected. 

Figure 204 shows double-punch and blank
column detection, and gangpunching. 

Figure 205 shows two separate control panels. 
In the first example, positions 1-20 are to be 
checked for double punches. Also, all positions ex
cept 10-13 are to be checked for blank columns. 
In the second example, positions 1-10 are to be 
checked for double punches. Also, only positions 
4-10 are to be checked for blank columns. 

Emitting Punch Impulses 

Data can be supplied by the control panel for punching 
into output cards. These emitted factors can be used for 
supplying distinguishing punches, etc. Emitted impulses 
can come from the hubs labeled digit emitter, the X-im
pulse hubs, or the digit selector wired to function as a 
digit emitter. 

----- DIGIT EMITTER------

E-F, 19· 32 

DIGIT EMITTER: These hubs emit digit impulses (9-12) 
on all punch-feed cycles. 
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I~ S-T,13-15 I Lo..-.o I 

X IMP: These hubs emit an 11 (X) impulse during each 
punch-feed cycle. 

01 DIGIT SELECTORS -----~ 

A-D, 19-32 j f J I j 1 j 1 i III ! j 
DIGIT SELECTORS-PUNCH: Two digit selectors are 

standard on the 7550. 

A punch-digit selector can be used to separate 
or combine multiple digits. It may also be used as 
a digit-emitter by connecting the C hub to the DI 

hub. DI emits all digit impulses (9-12) every 
punch-feed cycle. 

In Figure 206, there are two types of output 
cards. The information for one of the output cards 
is identified by the presence of an 8 in position 9 
of control information. The other is identified by 
the absence of the 8 in the first position of control 
information. The card controlled by an 8 in posi
tion 9 of control information is to be identified by 
punching an 11 in column 80 and a 1 in column 
55. The card controlled by the absencc of an 8 in 
control information is to be identified by a 2 in 
column 55. 

Split-Column Control 

HALF TIME EMITTER ---~ 

G-H,22-32 

HALF-TIME EMITTER: With the half-time emitter, mul
tiple punching in one column can be split between 
any two punching positions. It differs from normal 
column split (which is always between 0 and X 
time in the card) in that the split can be between 
9 and 8, 0 and X, etc. There is a hub for all digits 
9-0 and 11. They emit impulses at half after the 
number indicated. For example, 9 emits an impulse 
between 9 and 8; 0 emits an impulse between 0 
and 11. 

The half-time emitter hubs are normally wired 
to a selector pickup (immediate) making the se
lector operate the same as a column-split device. 
For example, if a 1 is wired to a selector pickup, 
the C and N hubs of the selector are common from 
9-1 time, and the C and T hubs are common from 
0-12 time. Thus, zone impulses may be separated 
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1. PUNCH BRUSHES 1-20 are wired to DP and BC 

DET ENTRY 1-20 for the detection of both 
double punches and blank columns. (DPBC is 
wired ON.) 

2. BC CONTROL 9 (preceding column) is wired to 
BC CONTROL 13 (last position) to bypass 
checking for blank columns in positions 10-13. 
BC 20 is wired to BC 80 to bypass checking for 
blank columns in 21-80. 

3. PUNCH BRUSHES 1-10 are wired to DP AND BC 

DET ENTRY 1-10 for the detection. of both 
double punched and blank columns. (DPBC is 
wired ON.) 

4. The BCO hub is wired to BC CONTROL 3. This 
bypasses checking for blank columns in posi
tion 1-3. 

5. BC CONTROL 10 is wired to BC CONTROL 80. 
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This wire bypasses the blank-column check on 
all unwired positions. Whenever DPBC ON is 
wired, all unwired DPBC positions must be by
passed. 
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1. The "8" in position 9 of CONTROL INFORMA

TION impulses co-selector 1 to pick up be
fore punching. 

fLO SELR 8- COMMON ,..-----FIELD SELECTOR 9 -----,--- FIELD SELECTOR 10 --- COMMON 

2. All digit impulses (9-12) are made available 
to the punch-digit selector. 

3. DIGIT 1 is wired to punch in card column 55 
through the transferred side of co-selector 1. 
DIGIT 2 is wired to the normal side of co-selec
tor 1. The common of co-selector 1 is wired 
to punch card column 55. When co-selector 1 
is normal, a 2 is punched in column 55 of the 
output card. 

o AF 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

o AH 0 a a a a 0 0 0 

o 
·17 

I 
57 

I 

o 
18-

I 
58 

I 

4. The X-impulse is wired to the common of 
co-selector 1. The transferred side of the co
selector is wired to column 80. When co
selector 1 is transferred, an X is punched in 
colurrin 80. 

5. The information from storage-exit word 1 is 
punched in columns 61-66 of the output card. 

6. Required 80-word-size wiring is shown. 

NORMAL 
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0 0 0 0 0 
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from digit impulses punched in the same column. 
If the 0 is wired to the selector I pickup, the C and 
N hubs are common for 11 and 12. This arrange
ment is the same as a normal column split. A 
column can be split between 11 and 12 by using 
the 11 hub to pick up the selector. 

F-I,15-18 ~
PCH DELAY~ o ~ 0 0 0 

I 0 2 3 4 
o U 0 0 0 

T 

o~o 0 0 

5 0 6 7 8 
o U 0 0 0 

T 

PUNCH DELAY: There are eight sets of punch delay hubs 
on the control panel. Each set of hubs consists of 
an in hub and out hub. The in hub accepts any im
pulse. The out hub emits an impulse just prior to 
punching time on the punch cycle following the one 
during which the in hub is impulsed. It is possible 
to delay up to eight cycles by wiring the OUT of one 
to the IN of another. 

Figure 207 is based on Figure 206. The card 
identified by an 8 in position 9 of control informa
tion is to have column 80 checked for both double
punched and blank c9lumn. The card identified by 
the absence of an 8 does not check column 80 for 
either condition. Columns 55, 61-66 are to have 
double-punch and blank-column detection on both 
types of cards. Only the additional wiring for this 
checking is shown: 

Unloading 

Another method of output from storage is available. 
This method bypasses the control panel and sets up a 
direct internal connection between the output synchro
nizer and the punch magnets. This internal connection 
is under control of the UNLOAD hubs. 

UNLOAD 

X,3-4 0---0 

UNLOAD: These hubs accept early-timed impulses to 
cause words 1-8 to be transferred automatically to 
punch magnets 1-80 as follows: 

Word Punch Magnets 
1 1-10 
2 11-20 
3 21-30 
4 31-40 
5 41-50 
6 51-60 
7 61-70 
8 71-80 

The sign is punched over the units position of 
each numerical output word (i.e. card column 10, 

20, etc.). PCH + is automatically on. Alphabetic 
words, when controlled by the wiring to UNLOAD 

ALPHA WORDS, are punched in the last five card col
umns assigned to those words. If word 1 is alpha
betic or the unload alpha word hub for any other 
alpha word (2-8) has not been impulsed, this for
mat will punch: b A b B b C b Db E (b = blank). 

W,1-14 
,-2 --3 -UNLOAD ALPHA WORDS -7--6-
I 0----<) 0----<) 0----<) 0----<) 0----<) 0----<) 0--0 

UNLOAD ALPHA WORDS 2-8: These hubs are normally 
wired from CONTROL INFORMATION to control the 
punching of alphabetic words for an unloading 
operation. 

Other Control-Panel Hubs 

AA,3-4 

AS, 3-4 

AC,3-4 

AD, 1-2 AD-AE,3-4 

AE,1-2 

CWI 
0--0 

EWI 
0--0 

WVI 

0--0 

I
RUN INLK AUTO 5T 

I£:N 0 

CWI (CONSTANT WRITE IMPULSE): These hubs emit an 
impulse every punch cycle. 

WVI (WRITE VALIDITY IMPULSE): These hubs emit an 
impulse if the write validity check circuits detect 
an invalid character when data is transferred from 
synchronizer to unit. If this pair of hubs is not 
wired, the detection of an invalid character causes 
the validity check light on the 7550 to flash. The 
impulse can be wired to AUTO STOP or OFFSET. 

EWI: An early-timed impulse is emitted under control of 
the write invalid command (UWIV) in the 7070 
program. It can be wired to AUTO STOP, to CI OFF 

or to pickup co-selectors for special format punch
ing, etc. 

INDP OPN (INDEPENDENT OPERATION): This switch is 
jackplugged to allow the punch to operate as an 
independent unit. 

RUN INLK (RUN INTERLOCK): This switch must be 
wired to complete the punch unit run circuit. Its 
purpose is to prevent operation of the unit without 
a wired control panel in place. 

AUTO STOP: These hubs accept any impulse to suspend 
punch operation at the end of that punch cycle. 
When AUTO STOP has been impulsed, the auto stop 
light on the front of the machine turns on. 

IBM 7550 Card Punch 169 
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1. The CONTROL INFORMATION "8" impulse from 
position 9 is entered into the IN of PUNCH 

DELAY 1. This is at the beginning of the cycle 
during which the X-80 card is punched. 

2. The output from PUNCH DELAY 1 is used to 
pick up co-selector 2. This is at the beginning 
of the cycle following the one during which 
the X-80 card was punched. Co-selector 2 re
mains transferred as the X-80 card passes the 
punch brushes. 

3. The information from column 80 of the card 
is taken through co-selector 2 transferred to 

the DPBC DETECTION ENTRY. This checks col
umn 80 for double punches and blanks. If the 
selector had been normal, no path would have 
existed between PUNCH BRUSH 80 and DPBC 

DETECTION ENTRY. Therefore, column 80 
would not be checked for double punching. 

4. This wiring shifts the last position for which 
blank-column detection is done. For the card 
identified by the control information impulse, 
blank-column checking must include that 
position to which the information from col
umn 80 is wired. For the other card, this posi
tion must be bypassed. 
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7550 Card Punch Control Panel 
Summary 

1. Control Information. The impulses emitted from 
these hubs represent the digit value in each of eight 
digit positions (2-9) in the control word (word 1 
of the output synchronizer). These impulses can 
be used to pick up co-selectors, field selectors, pilot 
selectors, etc. 

2. Pilot Selector Pickup. These hubs are normally 
wired from control information to cause the associ
ated pilot selector to transfer on the same cycle. 
Pilot selectors remain transferred for the cycle dur
ing which they are impulsed. 

3. Pilot Selectors, T,N,C. Whenever a pilot selector is 
transferred, an impulse wired to the C (common) of 
the selector is available from the corresponding T 

(transferred) hub. If the selector has not been im
pulsed at the pickup hub, an impulse wired to the C 

hub is available at the N (normal) hub. 

4. Co-Selector Pickup. These are the pickup hubs for 
the co...:selectors. When impulsed, they cause the co
selector to transfer immediately. They are normally 
wired from CONTROL INFORMA nON. 

5. Unload Alphabetic Words. These hubs are im
pulsed from CONTROL INFORMA nON whenever in
formation contained in words 2-S is designated as 
alphabetic in an unloading operation. 

6. Offset. An impulse to this hub causes the card being 
read at the punch brushes to offset in the stacker. 

7. Unload. These hubs accept early-timed impulses to 
cause words l-S of the output synchronizer to be 
transferred automatically to punch magnets I-SO. 

S. D.P.-Double Punch. This hub emits at the end of 
a cycle during which a double punch is detected. It 
is normally wired to AUTO STOP or OFFSET. 

9. CI Off-Control Information Off. These hubs are 
normally impulsed from EWI to make the control 
information hubs inactive. 

10. DPBC Stop. These hubs accept impulses from the 
DP and/or BC hubs to cause the machine to stop 
whenever a blank column or double punch is de
tected. 

11. D Offset-Delay Offset. These hubs accept im
pulses to offset the card then at the punch magnets 
when it reaches the stacker. 

12. B.C.-Blank Column. This hub emits an impulse 
at the end of a cycle during which a blank column 
is detected. 

13. CWI-Constant Write Impulse. These hubs emit 
impulses on every punch cycle. 

14. DPBC ON-Double-Punch, Blank-Column Detec
tion On. This switch must be wired to activate the 
double-punch, blank-column detection circuits. 

15. EWI-Error Write Impulse. This exit hub is di
rectly under control of the 7070 program (UWIV, 

UPIV commands). The EWI hubs are normally used 
to pick up selectors, impulse AUTO STOP, etc. 

16. PCH+-Punch Plus. This switch is wired when 12 
impulses (plus signs) are to punch for positive 
numerical words. 

17. WVI-Write Validity Impulse. These hubs emit an 
impulse if the punch validity check circuits detect 
a non-valid character. They are normally wired to 
AUTO STOP. If they are left unwired, the detection of 
an invalid character causes the validity check light 
on the punch to flash. 

IS. Run Inlk-Run Interlock. This switch must be con
nected to complete the punch run circuit. Its pur
pose is to prevent punch operation without a wired 
panel in place. 

19. Auto Stop. These hubs accept any impulse to sus
pend punch operation at the end of the punch cycle. 

20. Indp. Opn.-Independent Operation. This switch 
is wired whenever the punch is to be used as an in
dependent unit. 

21. Fld Selr PU-Field Selector PickUp. These hubs 
are impulsed to cause the corresponding level of the 
field selectors to transfer immediately. If a field 
selector is not impulsed to transfer at levell, 2, or 
3, the normal level is active. 

22. X-Impulse. These hubs emit X-timed impulses 
during each punch cycle. 

23. BCD-Blank Column Zero. These hubs are used 
whenever column 1 is to be bypassed for blank
column checking. 

24. Field Selectors. There are ten II-position field se
lectors provided. Field selectors 1-5 have three 
levels each (normal, levelland level 2); selectors 
6-10 have four levels each (normal level 1, level 2, 
and level 3). When a field selector is impulsed to 
transfer at a given level, a connection exists between 
common and that level. If the field selector pickup 
has not been impulsed, the connection is between 
common and normal. 

25. Altr. Switches. There are four alteration switch se
lectors on the control paneL They correspond to 
the four alteration toggle switches on the machine, 
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which can be set to A or B. The selectors may be 
used independently or in conjunction with co
selectors to change machine functions under the 
control of a toggle switch. 

26. Altr SW Imp-Alteration Switch Impulse. These 
hubs provide an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the pickup 
of a co-selector to expand the alteration switch 
selector. 

27. Punch Delay. These hubs are used to delay impulses 
for 1 to 8 punch cycles. The in hub accepts any 
punch-timed impulse. The corresponding out hub 
emits an impulse just prior to punching time on the 
punch cycle following the one during which the 
in hub was impulsed. The out hub of one punch 
delay unit can be wired to the in hub of another. 

28. Bus. These hubs are located in convenient sections 
of the control panel and are used to expand either 
exits or entries, thereby eliminating the need for 
split wires. 

29. Punch Brushes. These hubs are exits for digit im
pulses (9-12), read from the output card one 
cycle after the card has been punched. They are 
normally used for double-punch, blank-column 
checking and/or gangpunching. 

30. DP and BC Det Entry-Double-Punch and Blank
Column Detection Entry. These are entry hubs for 
information being read by the punch brushes. They 
are used to check for double punches and blank 
columns in output cards. 

31. Blk Col Det Entry or GP Exit-Blank-Column De
tection Entry or Gangpunch Exit. These hubs are 
both entries and exit hubs. As entries they receive 
impulses to check output cards for blank columns. 
As exits they are wired for gangpunching informa
tion wired to the DP and Be detection entry hubs. 

32. Blank-Column Control. These hubs provide a 
means for bypassing one or more positions that are 
not to be checked for blank columns. The position 
preceding the first position to b,e bypassed is wired 
to the last position to be excluded. 

33. Co-selectors. Twelve co-selectors are standard. 
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Each selector has five positions. When the pickup 
hubs are impulsed, the selector transfers immedi
ately and holds to the end of the same cycle. 

34. Punch Magnet Entry. Three sets of hubs are mul
tiple entries to the 80 punch magnets. Digit im
pulses wired to these hubs punch in the correspond
ing card columns. 

35. Storage Exits. These are exits for as many as 80 
characters from the sixteen words contained in the 
output-synchronizer. They are normally wired to 
the punch magnet entry hubs. The sign of a word 
( 11, 12) emits from the low-order position of the 
word. PCR + must be wired if 12 punches (+ signs) 
are desired. 

36. Digit Selectors. The DI hub emits a series of im
pulses that are timed for punching the digits 9-12. 
If the DI hub is wired to the C hub beside it, the 
digit selector becomes a digit emitter. If a storage 
exit position is wired to the C hub, whatever digit 
appears at that position is available at the cor
responding hub of the digit selector. 

37. Digit Emitter. These hubs emit punch digit impulses 
on every punch feed cycle. They are used to punch 
data that is not available from the storage exits. 

38. Half-Time Emitter. These are off-time emitter hubs 
that emit an impulse at half after the number they 
represent. They are normally wired to pick up se
lectors that are then used as column splits. 

39. Column Splits. This is a 12-position selector that is 
controlled automatically to transfer between 0 and 
X time as the card is punched. This allows the 9-0 
punches to be separated from 11-12 punches for 
punching, pilot, field and co-selector control, etc. 

40. Column Split Couple. An impulse is emitted from 
these common hubs between 0 and X punch time. 
This impulse is used to pick up co-selectors to 
expand the column split feature. 

41. Word Size Entry. These hubs are wired from the 
word exit hubs to cause specific numbers of char
acters to be emitted from the storage exit hubs for 
each output word. 

42. Word Exit. These 16 hubs emit sequentially as 
words 1-16 are transmitted from the output
synchronizer for punching. These impulses are 
always wired to the word size entry hubs to cause 
the proper number of characters to emit from 
storage. 



One to three IBM 7400 Printers (Figure 209) can be 
attached to one IBM 7070 Data Processing System. 
The 7400 Printer prepares printed reports from data 
transmitted from the system through the output syn
chronjzer. The machine prints information from 120 
print wheels that form a solid bank 12 inches wide. 
Each print wheel has 47 different characters, all the 
letters of the alphabet, all the numbers, and 11 special 
characters. 

The 7400 can print a maximum of 150 lines a minute, 
or 9000 lines an hour. 

Printing with internally wired format control is pos
sible by use of the unload hubs on the control panel. 
On the 7400, validity checking can be suspended to 
allow printing after an invalid character has been 
detected. 

FIGURE 209. 7400 PRINTER 

IBM 7400 Printer 

SPOOL (Simultaneous Peripheral Operation On 
Line) operations can be performed when priority signals 
for automatic program control are assigned by console 
settings. 

Forms can be positioned in the machine automati
cally by the use of the carriage, which is set up for opera
tion by inserting a prepunched paper tape in the tape
control mechanism. 

It is possible to signal the program unit from the 
printer. A hole in channel 9 in the carriage tape allows 
a signal, which sets up a control in the 7070, to be 
tested by the program. This enables the stored program 
to know when a certain line on the printed form has 
been reached and to branch to a sub-routine for ob
taining page totals, controlling forms skipping, etc. 
The control is reset on the next print command. 

The functions of the machine are illustrated by ex
amples with samples of data contained in the output 
synchronizer, reports, and wiring diagrams. 

Print Unit 

Printing on the IBM 7400 is accomplished by means of 
120 printwheels arranged in a solid bank, which prints 
within a width of 12 inches, 10 characters to the inch . 
Each printwheel contai ns the following 47 separate 
character positions. Note: This is one printwheel con
figuration that can be specified for the 7400. Other 
character configurations are available. 

10 digits: 0 through 9 

26 letters: A through Z 

11 special characters: 

/ $ )::1 * %@ -# . , + 
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As shown in Figure 210, the printwheel is divided 
into twelve equal parts: 

Digits 1 through 9 
Combination of the digits 8 and 3 

in one column 
Combination of the digits 8 and 4 

in one column 
Zone only 

9 parts 

1 part 

1 part 
1 part 

Each of the twelve parts is in turn divided into four 
sections: 

W 

5 

E 

OZone 
11 Zone 
12 Zone 
N (No) Zone 

I 
Rotation , 

H 8 Z R 

T 2 B 

/Comma , 
Decimal ...,.. 

[J 

@ 

o 

FIGURE 210. 7400 PRINTWHEEL SCHEMATIC 

As shown in Figure 211, the 0, 11, and 12 zones 
control the printing of 26 letters, zero, and nine special 
characters. The N (No) zone controls the printing of 
nine digits and two special characters .. An additional 
special character ( *) position is provided for check 
protection. 

The printwheels remain stationary until the digit 
emits, at which time one of the twelve sections is se
lected. A further selection of one of the four parts 
within that section is made when the zone is emitted. 
The printing wheel rotates at a high rate of speed until 
printing time, when its speed is reduced to 25 per cent 
of normal. At the actual time of printing, the wheel is 
moved forward against the platen in a straight line 
motion, which produces maximum legibility. The rotary 
motion of the wheel at print time is compensated for by 
a special cam. 
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LOWER ZONE 
PUNCH 12 11 a N 

1 A J / 1 

2 B K S 2 

3 C L T 3 

4 D til U 4 

5 E N V 5 

6 F 0 W 6 

7 G P X 7 

8 H Q y 8 

9 I R Z 9 

8-3 ;}; , I/: 

8-4 0 1 J,e 90 'JiJ 

+ - 0 2 ~~ 

1. Total Symbol 2. Check Protection 

FIGURE 211. CHARACTER CODES 

Although one line is printed on one cycle, the wheels 
print at four different times within that cycle. All of the 
wheels zoned for 0 print first, followed in succession by 
those for 11, 12, and N. 

Spacing Chart 

The best way to determine which printwheels to use to 
print a field in the report column set aside for it is to 
superimpose the report itself on a spacing chart, as 
shown in Figure 212. The numbers across the top and 
bottom of the spacing chart represent printwheel posi
tions, which are spaced 10 to the inch or the same as 
standard pica typewriter spacing. The large numbers 
represent the tens position, and the small numbers rep
resent the units position of the printwheel number. The 
numbers down the sides of the spacing chait represent 
line numbers. 

The report can be superimposed on the spacing chart. 
If the report is positioned as shown in Figure 212, then 
product number is printed by printwheels 34-37; sched
ule date, by printwheels 39-46; and order number, by 
printwheels 48-52. In this example, the report is cen
tered, with the form alignment symbol ( 'V) in the 
center of the report lined up with printwheel 60 in the 
center of the spacing chart. 

Operating Keys and Signal Lights 

The keys and lights are located on the right front of the 
printer (Figure 213). 

MASTER SWITCH: This switch controls the power supply 
for the IBM 7400. 
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FIGURE 212. REPORT AND SPACING CHART 

START KEY: The start key is pressed to condition the 
printer to accept data from the output-synchron
izer. It is operative only if the ready light is on. 

STOP KEY: If the 7400 is in condition to accept print 
commands, pressing the stop key nullifies this 
condition and stops the motor. 

RESET KEY: This key is used to extinguish lights caused 
by certain conditions that have stopped the ma
chine. After the condition has been noted by the 
operator, the light can be extinguished by press
ing the reset and start keys. 

POWER ON LIGHT: This light is turned on when power 
is supplied to the 7400. 

READY LIGHT: This light glows when the form has been 
positioned, all error detecting devices are reset, 
and the printer is ready to respond to pressing the 
start key. 

RING CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on when the num
ber of characters emitted by the storage exit hubs 
on the control panel does not total 80. 

CLOCKING CHECK LIGHT: The machine makes an in
ternal check to insure that certain timing circuits 
are operating properly. If these circuits fail, the 
machine stops and the clocking check light comes 
ON, indicating a possible error. This light is ex
tinguished by pressing the reset key. Repeated 
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F IGURE 213 . OPERATING KEYS AND SIGNAL LIGHTS 

clocking check lights indicate that the machine 
should be checked by a customer engineer. 

VALIDITY CHECK LIGHT: This light turns on when the 
validity-check circuits detect an invalid character. 
If WVI is not wired to AUTO STOP, the light goes out 
automatically. If WVI is wired to AUTO STOP, the 
machine stops. Turn off the light by pressing the 
reset key, and restart the machine by pressing 
the start key. 

AUTO STOP: This light glows whenever the printer stops 
as a result of a condition wired on the control panel 
to AUTO STOP . The machine is restarted by press
ing the reset and start keys. 

FUSE LIGHT: This light turns on and the machine stops 
whenever a fuse burns out. The light is turned off 
when the master switch is turned off. 
Note: Turn off the 7400 when replacing the fuse. 

FORM STOP SWITCH: When the form stop switch is ON, 

the end of form stop, located in the center of the 
carriage, is operative and causes the printer to 
stop' when the last form is within 13% inches of 
the printing line. When the form stop switch is '()FF, 

the end of form stop is inoperative. 

FORM LIGHT: The form light goes ON and the printer 
stops whenever the last form is within 13% 
inches of the platen, provided the form stop switch 
is ON. The form light is turned off by (1) inserting 
a new form, and (2) pressing the start key, or 
by turning off the form stop switch. 

CARRIAGE SPACE KEY, CARRIAGE RESTORE KEY, AND 

CARRIAGE STOP KEY: These three keys are placed 
at the front of the machine for operator conveni-
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ence. Their functions are exactly the same as the 
carriage control keys located beneath the top 
cover. They are described in the section entitled 
Tape-Controlled Carriage, Operating Features. 

Control Panel 

The IBM 7400 Control Panel (Figure 214) has been 
designed to allow maximum flexibility for printing docu
ments and reports as output for the IBM 7070 Data 
Processing System. Data are transmitted from the 
output-synchronizer and arranged by control-panel 
wiring for printing. All features and functions de
scribed in this section are included as standard equip
ment on the IBM 7400. 

Planning Chart 

The reverse side of the 7400 Printer contrQI-panel dia
gram is the IBM 7400 Printer planning chart (Figure 
215). If all notes that pertain to a specific printer out
put format are written in the appropriate sections on 
this chart, the job of wiring the control panel is greatly 
simplified. Keep this chart for control panel testing, for a 
permanent record of the job for which that control panel 
was designed. 
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Control-Panel Hubs 

R-U, 25-64 

rq I I I I t, I I I rr rfITI 
II I I I I I ! ! I I I I I I ! ! ! 

STORAGE EXITS: As many as 80 characters from the 
sixteen words contained in the output-synchron
izer can be controlled to exit through these 80 
hubs. STORAGE EXIT impulses are normally wired 
to the PRINT ENTRY hubs. Sign control is ex
plained in a later section. 

roo 
15---PRINT ENTRY 25 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 65 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

90 95 100 105 

K-M,25-64 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

roo 
15 PRINT ENTRY 25 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AF-AH, 25-64 50 55 60 65 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

90 95 100 105 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PRINT ENTRY: These hubs are entries to the 120 print 
wheels for impulses emitted by the STORAGE EXITS 

or the EMITTER. When a print entry hub is im
pulsed, the printwheel prints the numerical, alpha
betic or special character information that emits 
from the storage exit wired to it. The print entry 
hubs can also be wired from the SIGN EXITS, the 
character emitter, and the comma, decimal, and 
dollar exit hubs. 

.---------WORD EXIT-------

R-S, 9-24 

WORD EXIT: These hubs (1-16) are used to indicate the 
number of significant character positions assigned 
to each output word to be printed. They are nor
mally wired to word size entry hubs. 

T-V, 1~24 nTFFFH +1 
WORD SIZE ENTRY: These hubs, labeled 1-10, are wired 

from the word exit hubs to cause the actual number 
of character positions that comprise a specific out
put word to emit from the storage exit hubs. 
Note: All 80 positions of storage must be wired to 
emit impulses. If less than eighty positions emit, 
the ring check light on the printer comes ON and 
the machine stops. 

182 

Output Data Flow 

EXAMPLE: Figure 216 shows data flow from the output
synchronizer to the printed report. Figure 217 is 
the planning chart for the operation. Data are as
sembled in words 1-16 of the output-synchronizer 
through programmed instructions. On a print com
mand, these data are available at the storage exit 
hubs on the control panel. Data are arranged and 
printed by wiring from the STORAGE EXITS to the 
print entry hubs that correspond to specific print
ing positions on the report. The sign associated 
with a given output word is emitted for printing 
from the sign exit hub of that word. The number 
of character positions to be printed for each word 
is controlled by the wiring from WORD EXITS to 
WORD SIZE ENTRY. Unused words in the output
synchronizer are automatically filled with zeros, 
the alphabetic special-character code for blank 
columns, and the signs are set to alpha. 

Zero Print Control 

Printwheels are designed to print normally only the 
significant digits 1 to 9 and any letter or special char
acter with a 1 to 9 combination. 

The impulse, or impulses, wired to print entry must 
be able to reach the fuse to energize the print magnet 
and cause printing. There is an internal connection be
tween the print magnet anci the fuse at the time a digit 
1 through 9 is emitted. However, that connection is 
broken after 1 time and before zero time, so that a 0, 
11, and 12 cannot normally reach the fuse, A character 
that does not have a digit 1 to 9 does not normally 
reach the fuse for the same reason. Therefore zeros do 
not normally print. For example, a number like 010050 
would print as (1 5 ). Zero printing is controlled by 
use of the zero print control hubs on the control panel. 
These hubs are described first, for controlling zeros, 
and second, for controlling the comma, decimal, dollar 
sign, plus (+), and dash (-) symbols. 

AI-AN, 25-64 

.------------ZERO PRINT CONTROL---

o 0 
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50 

90 

o 0 

000 0000 

15 20 

00 00000000 

0 0 0 0 (J >0 

55 60 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

95 100 

0 0 0 0 

25 

0 0 

65 

0 0 

105 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL: Each print entry position has a 
pair of zero print control hubs diagonally ar-
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ranged in two rows as illustrated. The hubs in the 
lower row are numbered from 1 to 120 on the con
trol panel to correspond to the print entry positions. 
The hubs in the upper row are not numbered on the 
control panel, but they are associated diagonally 
with the hubs in the lower row. 

f-r-L-----."------.-L----,--'---r-'--~-_.__I Fuse 

o t 0 [ 5 j 0 A~ Printed 

FIGURE 218. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-SCHEMATIC AND 

ZEROS TO RIGHT OF SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

ONLY 

The principle of zero print control can be ex
plained by reference to Figure 218. Six zero print 
positions are shown for printwheels 41 to 46. It 
is assumed that STORAGE EXITS 1 through 6 
(010050) are wired to PRINT ENTRY 41 through 
46. 

Each printwheel has a corresponding print mag
net, which must be energized before a zero or a 
significant digit will print. 

When a print entry position has been impulsed 
with a 9 to 1 digit (printwheels 42 and 45), the 
zero print contacts transfer and the connection be
tween the two diagonal hubs is broken. The upper 
hub and print magnet are then connected directly 
to the fuse so that it can be used as an entry to the 
fuse. In positions that receive no significant digit 
(1 to 9) impulse, the zero print contacts do not 

r 
o ! 0 

FIGURE 219. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-ZEROS TO LEFT OF 

SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

184 

transfer. A 0, 11, or 12 impulse entering that 
position does not find a path to the fuse but is 
available out of the lower hub. Printing of zeros 
can be accomplished in the desired pattern by cor
rectly wiring the zero print control hubs on the 
control panel. For example, if the lower hub of 
print magnet 46 is jackplugged to the upper hub 
of 45, the zero impulse in position 46 goes through 
the normally closed zero print contact by control
panel wire to the upper hub of 45 and then to the 
fuse. The upper hub of 45 was connected directly 
to the fuse because the 5 impulse caused the zero 
print contact of that position to be transferred. 

This arrangement affords complete flexibility in 
printing zeros. In the example above, the number 
may be wired to print either as 010050 or as 
10050. 

If zeros are to print only to the right of the 
significant digits, the zero print control hubs are 
wired for each printwheel in use except the position 
of the highest order, as shown in Figure 218. The 
zeros from hubs 43 and 44 reach the fuse over the 
external wires connecting 44 and 43 and the in
ternal connection established because of the digit 
1 in printwheel 42. The high-order zero cannot 
reach the fuse and therefore does not print. 

Zeros can be printed to the left of significant 
digits as well as to the right by the wiring shown in 
Figure 219. 

Zero Entry 

00000 

~h~~~~t: 
~ L L L L L I 

C / Fuse 
0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 I o As Printed I I I l 

FIGURE 220. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-ZERO REGARDLESS 

OF SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

The high-order zero prints because it reaches 
the fuse the same way that the zero in the units 
position does. Zeros do not print, however, unless 
there is a significant digit in some position. 

AL, 21-24 
,ENTRY 0-

I 0--- -0 -- -0-----0 

ENTRY 0: These six common hubs provide a direct path 
to the fuse for zeros. They are normally wired from 
zero print control as shown in Figure 220 to cause 
zeros to print regardless of significant digits. As 
there are no significant digits in the field, every 



lower zero print control hub is internally connected 
to its corresponding upper hub. The external wir
ing allows a zero anywhere in the field to reach 
the fuse by way of the entry 0 hubs. 

FIGURE 221. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-MINUS AND PLUS 

SIGNS 

Zero print control need not be wired for alpha
betic fields unless interspersed numerical or spe
cial-character information is to be printed. Five 
of the special characters (- + , . $) are con
trolled from zero print control. 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL FOR MINUS (-) AND PLUS (+) 
SIGNS: Because zone impulses, by themselves, do 
not have a path to the fuse (11 for dash and 12 for 
plus) both the dash and the plus must be wired 
for zero print control and print under the same 
conditions in which the zero prints. It is seen in 
Figure 221 that the dash impulse reaches the fuse 
because of the presence of significant digits to the 
left. If the field emits all zeros, the dash does not 
print. 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL-COMMA, DECIMAL, AND DOLLAR 

SIGN: There are three ways of printing commas, 
decimal points, and dollar signs: 
a. From STORAGE EXITS to PRINT ENTRY. 

b. From the corresponding hubs in the CHARAC

TER EMITTER to PRINT ENTRY. 

c. From the COMMA, DECIMAL, and DOLLAR SIGN 

exits to PRINT ENTRY. 

Under method A, the symbols print whenever 
they emit regardless of significant digits. Under 
method B, the symbols print every print cycle re
gardless of significant digits. Under method C, the 
symbols are controlled by zero print control. 

W, 15-24 
r-:--COMMA ~ DECIMAL~ $---, 
1 00 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I 

COMMA, DECIMAL, $: These hubs emit comma, decimal, 
and dollar sign impulses every print cycle. They are 
specially timed so that they can be printed only 
under control of the zero print hubs, and in this 
way they differ from the comma, decimal, or 
dollar-sign impulses obtained from storage exits 
or from the emitter. They are normally wired 
directly to PRINT ENTRY to print the dollar sign 

and amount punctuation. They print with exactly 
the same type of control as that used for printing 
zeros; that is, they may be controlled to print to 
the right or left of significant digits by properly 
wiring the zero print control hubs. 

The comma, decimal, and dollar sign hubs 
should never be split-wired directly to two or 
more different print entry hubs. If split-wiring is 
necessary, wire each split through a filter. 

DOLLAR SYMBOL: The dollar symbol is normally printed 
to the left of significant digits. To do this, the same 
zero print control wiring must be used as that 
needed for printing zeros to the left of significant 
digits. Assuming that the $ hub is wired to PRINT 

ENTRY 40 and the amount field to PRINT ENTRY 

41-46, the dollar sign prints to the left of significant 
digits by wiring lower ZERO PRINT CONTROL HUB 40 
to the upper hub of ZERO PRINT CONTROL 46 (Fig
ure 222). In this example, the dollar symbol 
reaches the fuse because of the digit 5. The high
order zero print control hub (41) is not wired, in 
order to prevent printing zeros between the dollar 
sign and the high-order digit 1. 

~--~--~~~~~~--~--~--~Fu~ 

1 i 0 1 0 i 5 ! 0 A~ Printed 
! ~ I I 

: s 

FIGURE 222. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-DOLLAR SYMBOL 

COMMA: The comma is normally printed to the right 
of significant digits. Printing commas requires no 
special wiring other than that required for print
ing zeros. A comma impulse from the special
character emitter does not have a path to the fuse 
and, therefore, its printing depends upon the pres
ence of significant digits. The comma shown in 
Figure 223 reaches the fuse because of the digit 2. 

2 

h-'-----,-'----,--'-----------,~--r-'---,.-'---~ Fuse-

1 i 
2 : 

! ' : 3 i 0 ! 0 A~ Printed 
I I I 

FIGURE 223. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-COMMA 
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DECIMAL: There are two methods of wiring for decimal 
printing as, illustrated in Figures 224 and 225. 

The decimal point prints to the right of signifi
cant digits the same as zeros, with normal zero 
print control wiring. This means that for amounts 
of 1.00 or over, normal zero print control wiring 
is sufficient. A decimal impulse does not have a 
path to the fuse and, therefore, its printing de
pends upon the presence of significant digits. The 
decimal shown in Figure 224 reaches the fuse be
cause of the digit 1 in the hundreds position. 

7 3 

1-r-'-----r-.L.--,.-'---r-'----r--L---.-'----r-IFuse 

7 I 3 [ 1 ! . [ 0 ! 0 A~ Printed 

FIGURE 224. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-DECIMAL FOR 

AMOUNTS OF 1.00 OR MORE 

For amounts of 1 to 99 cents, however, normal 
wiring fails to print the zero and the decimal point 
to the left of the significant digits. This can be 
accomplished by wiring the lower hub of the deci
mal position back to the upper hub of the units 
position as shown in Figure 225. Both the zero 
and the decimal in this example print because of 
the presence of the digit 1. In order to print an 
amount such as 1.00, it would appear that lower 
hub 44 should be split-wired to upper hub 43. 

f-,-J'----r.L----r...l...--r-'--~-....,.._L--rlFuse 

i 0 ! 0 i 0 ! . j 0 ~ 1 A~ Printed 

FIGURE 225. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-DECIMAL FOR 

AMOUNTS UNDER 1.00 

Although this wiring would cause zeros to print 
to the right of even dollar amounts, it would also 
cause zeros to print to the left of any amount under 
1.00. Any zero to the left of the decimal could find 
its way to the fuse over the wiring originally in
tended to print decimals and zeros for amounts 
of from 1 to 99 cents. Although the connection 
shown by the dotted line in Figure 225 must be 
made, it cannot be made directly. To prevent zeros 
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in the dollar columns from backing up and reach
ing the fuse byway of connections established by 
the units and tens positions, use a filter. 

I
I - ENTRY-5---- FILTERS ---15----20 

000000000 00000000 

EXIT 

000000000000 000000 

AK·AL,1·20 

FILTER ENTRY-EXIT: These hubs permit the passage of 
an impulse in only one direction-into entry and 
out of exit. When any two functions are connected 
by split wires or through a bus, any impulse reach
ing one function also reaches the other. This back 
circuit can be eliminated by a filter. Twenty entry 
and twenty exit positions are standard. Do not 
wire the exit of one filter to the entry of another. 

BUS---------

.... >----0--0------)--.. --0 ~ 0---0--------0-

()----0----0---<'I-----() 0----<.>------0----0------0 o----o---o---0---() 

AM·AN,1-20 

BUS: When an impulse is entered into one of the hubs 
in a set, it is available out of the remaining hubs. 
Bus hubs are used in place of split wires. 

Figure 226 shows the connection between lower 
44 and upper 43 made through a filter. This allows 
zeros and the decimal for even dollar amounts to 
reach the fuse because of the presence of a signifi
cant digit anywhere to the left. It prevents zeros 
in 41, 42, 43, or 44 from reaching the fuse for 
amounts ranging from .01 to .99, since an im
pulse cannot pass through a filter from exit to 
entry. In such operations, one filter should be used 
for every two positions to the right of the decimal 
to prevent an undue load on one filter. 

Entry 
Fihers 

Exit 

Bus 

-----,,&---,L--........ -----.--iFuse 

o ! 1 A~ Printed 

FIGURE 226. ZERO PRINT CONTROL-DECIMAL FOR 

ALL AMOUNTS 

In Figure 227 only that wiring is shown that 
concerns printing amounts, zeros, commas, deci
mals, dollar signs, and word size. 
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1. STORAGE EXITS 56-63 are wired to PRINT ENTRY. Zeros print to the 
right of significant digits only when they are emitted from storage 
and when the zero print control hubs are wired. The ZERO PRINT 

CONTROL for the first print position (53) is not wired. 31 32 

r 
2. STORAGE EXIT 70 of the amount field is wired to PRINT ENTRY 32. 

STORAGE EXITS 71-73 are wired to PRINT ENTRY 34-36. STORAGE 

EXITS 74-75 are wired to PRINT ENTRY 38-39. 

1M IN A 

4. The lower hub of zero print control 31 is wired through a set of 
bus hubs to the upper hub of 39. This wiring allows the printing of 
the dollar symbol from print wheel 31 when there are significant 
digits to the right. The position following the dollar symbol should 
be left unwired to prevent printing unwanted zeros to the right of 
the dollar sign. 

o 
I 

~ 
3. The COMMA symbol is wired to PRINT ENTRY 33, the DECIMAL 12 13 C 

5. The lower hub of zero print control 37 is wired through a set of 
bus hubs to two different places: 

to PRINT ENTRY 37, and the $ symbol to PRINT ENTRY 31. Although 
these hubs emit impulses on every print cycle, they print only 
when there are significant digits in the amount field, under the 

I@ I~' E 

a. To the upper hub of 39 for the purpose of printing the decimal 
point from printwheeJ 37 and a zero from 38 when there are 
significant digits to the right but not to the left of the decimal, 
as would be the case when printing ".01." control of the zero print hubs. 0 0 

~o-e-o---o--o--o---o--o---o~1~~~3~~~~~5~~~~~1~8~1~'''''b'-lw1-''1b,"13U~~11~1~~~"~1-'O--N-o--'----o'I'O~NO 2 

2---3-UNLOAD ALPHABETIC WOROS-7 ___ 8 

090 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-----0 0----0 0-----0 0----0 0-----0 0-----0 0-----0 0 OCD 

r
~sr~]BUS[~ ::: ~T::'T:::'lR3K ~-o-OPR~TE~TRY 
~ : ~ ~ r------'--O-3--0--'4-0-5-06sl~~ C~~TR~L9E~~~ all ~ 0 0 0 ~5 0 0 0 

3 : 3 12 SIGNEXITS---------1 81 85 
0--0 : 0--0 0--0 02 03 04 05 06 01 08 09 010 011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 ' 4 COMMON--FIELD SELECTOR I ----,r------FI LD SELECTOR 2--COMMON 
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LEVEL 2 
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b. Through the filter position 15 to the upper hub of 36 to prevent 
the printing of zeros to the left of the decimal for amounts of 

K 0 ( 

5 
L 0 0 

90 

less than $1.00. 
o 0 0 0 0 
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o 0 0 
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MOOOOOOOOO 

o 0 0 0 0 
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LEVEL I 
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LEVEL 2 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 t:1 
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00000000 
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PRINT CONTROL FOR ASTERISKS AND PLUS OR MINUS 
SIGNS: 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
* 9 2 5 4 9 2 
* * 7 5 6 7 6 
* * * 9 2 4 3 
* * * * 5 2 1 
* * * * * 1 0 

AK,21-24 ~-

*CTRL: These hubs are used primarily to control print
ing of check-protecting asterisks. They are always 
wired to the pickup of a co-selector. All the zero 
print control hubs for the positions in which the 
asterisks are to print are connected through the 
normal side of the co-selector, and the transferred 
hubs are laced from one to the other. Once a print
wheel begins to turn because of the presence of a 
significant digit, no asterisk can print to its right. 
They print to the left of the high-order significant 
digits. 
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Operating principles of the asterisk control fea
ture are described below: 

1. An impulse is emitted from every lower zero 
print control hub at no-zone time. If the no-zone 
impulse can reach the fuse, a check-protecting 
asterisk will print. 

2. When a significant digit is printed, an internal 
connection is made from the lower zero print con
trol position to the fuse. 

3. In the schematic shown here, the no-zone im
pulse from zero print control position 42 can reach 
the fuse as follows: 

a. through the transferred side of the selector 
b. to the transferred selector position at the 
right over the crosswiring 
c. through the transferred side of the selector 
to the lower zero print control hub for position 
43, where it can reach the fuse over the internal 
path set up by the digit 8. 

The impulse from position 41 can reach the fuse 
in a similar manner, by passing over two positions 
of the transferred side of the selector to zero print 
control position 43. The selector is picked up from 
*CTRL so that the lower zero print control hubs 
will be connected at no-zone time only; at all 
other times they are wired to the upper hubs 
through the normal side of the selector. 

AM, 21-24 

+ OR -: The four common + or - entry hubs are 
direct connections to complete the circuit for 11 
or 12 impUlses only. They are normally wired 
from zero print control hubs to control the print
ing of the plus symbol when only a 12 is sensed 
and a minus symbol when only the 11 is sensed 
by the printwheels, regardless of the presence of 
significant digits. They are sometimes wired to 
print other symbols containing an 11 or 12 im
pulse, when those symbols are wired to the print
wheels. 

AN, 21-24 

*ENTRY: These hubs are wired from the zero print con
trol hubs to print asterisks to the left of high-order 
significant digits or to print asterisks for zero bal
ances. 

THE CONTROL WORD 

Word 1 of the output synchronizer is designated as the 
control information word in the IBM 7070 Data Process
ing System. Included in the control information word 
are ten digit positions, each of which can contain any 
digit value (0-9). Digit positions 2-9 each have 10 
digit value exits on the control panel labeled Control 
Information. 

AJ, 1-8 

r CONTROL INFORMATION-

aDo 0 0 0 0 c 0 

DIGIT POSITION 

010 000 0 0 0 

23456789 

0020 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 

'f '~'1 3 0 ('I 

T 

v 0 4 0 
A 
L 

~ 0 5 0 

o 7 0 

08 0 

CONTROL INFORMATION: An early-timed impUlse is 
emitted from one hub in each of eight vertical col
umns on every print cycle unless CI is off. These 
columns represent the digit value in each of eight 
digit positions (2-9) in the control word. These im-



pulses can be used to pick up co-selectors, field 
selectors, control the carriage, etc. If the control 
word is alphabetic, the control information hubs 
emit the 7070 alphabetic code. For example: The 
alphabetic word JONES causes 76 75 65 82 to emit 
at CI time from digit positions 2-9. 

K,13-14 CI OFF 

CIOFF (CONTROL INFORMATION OFF): These hubs are 
normally impulsed from EWI. When they are im
pulsed before control information time, the con
trol information hubs become inactive. 

Selection 

FIELD SELECTORS 

Output from the IBM 7070 to the 7400 can be arranged 
in several different formats without changing control 
panels, by use of the field selectors provided. 

K-T,l-4 

P-T,5-6 

r 
FLO SELR PUl o--!-o : o--L-o 

2 It 2 

0-0 : 0--0 

3 ' 3 
0------<) ; 0----0 

4 I 4 

0--0:0---0 

5 ' 5 

~ 0--0 ~ 0--0 
V 6 V 6 6-
EE' 
L 0-----0 L 0---0 : 0-----0 

I 7 2 7 I 7 
0--0 I 0--0 L 0--0 

8 : 8 ~ 8 
0--0 ~ 0-----0 E 0---0 

9 I 9 L 9 
0----0 I 0---0 3 0-----0 

I I 
10 I 10 I 10 

0------0 I 0--0 I 0----0 

FIELD SELECTORS PICKUP LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3: These 
hubs, when impulsed, cause the corresponding 
level of a field selector to transfer on the same 
print cycle. They are normally wired from CONTROL 
INFORMA TION. An impulse to these hubs causes 
the field selectors to transfer immediately and re
main transferred for the duration of that print 
cycle. 
Note: The higher-numbered levels have selective 
priority. 
Example: If both levels 1 and 2 are impulsed to 
pick up on the same cycle, then only level 2 is con
nected internally to common. 

N-Q,10-64 

X-AB,10-64 

r
COMMON __ FIELO SELECTOR I --.----FI~LD SELECTOR 2 

00000000000 000000 

NORMAL 

0000000000 0000 

LEVEL I 

00000 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 000 

LEVEL 2 

000000000000 000 

r
COMMON-- FIELD SELECTOR 6 ----,---- FIELD SELECTOR 7 

00000 0 0 000 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NORMAL 

00000 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 000 
LEVEL I 

00000 0 0 0 a 0 

LEVEL 2 

0000000000 0000000 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 

FIELD SELECTOR LEVELS 1, 2, AND 3-NORMAL AND 
COMMON: There are ten II-position field selectors 
provided. Field selectors 1-5 have three levels each 
(normal, levelland level 2); selectors 6-10 have 
4 levels each (normal, levell, level 2, and level 3). 
Note: The vertical arrangement of the four level 
field selectors 6-10 is the same as that of the three 
level field selectors 1-5. 

In Figure 228 word 1 is to print in four different 
fields on the report under the following conditions: 

Control Information 
Digit Position 9 

Digit Value 1 
Digit Value 2 
Digit Value 3 
Other than 1, 2, or 3 

SIGN CONTROL 

K,17-18 
I PR+

I 0----.0 

Print Wheels 

1-5 
6-10 

12-16 
18-22 

PR + (PRINT +): These hubs must be connected when 
a 12 (+) impulse is to be emitted from the sign 
exit hub for positive output words. If the PR + 
switch is unwired, only minus symbols (-) emit 
from the SIGN EXITS. 

M,9-24 
,-------SIGN EXITS -----------, 
I 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 010 011 012 013 014 015 Ol~ 

SIGN EXITS: One hub for each of the 16 output words 
emits an 11 (-) impulse for a negative word and 
a 12 (+) impulse for a positive or alphabetic 
word. These exits are normally wired to PRINT 
ENTRY and work in conjunction with the PR + 
switch. 

L,9-24 '--1 0-'-0-2-0-3-04-05-06SI~~ C~~TR~L9 E~~~ -0-11 -0-12-0-13-0-14-0-15-0---',~ 

SIGN CONTROL EXITS: These hubs emit an early timed 
impulse from the pair of hubs associated with any 
output word with a negative sign. These impulses 
can be used to pick up co-selectors, field selectors, 
etc. 

CO-SELECTORS 

Additional capacity for printed format control is avail
able through the use of the co-selectors on the 7400 
control panel. 

H-J,25·64 

AC-AE, 25-64 

c~ - S~ECT~RIS 0 0 0 T 0 

o a 0 0 0 0 OND 

o 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 OCo 
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CO-SELECTORS: There are 16 co-selectors in the 7400. 
Each selector has five positions, each position 
having a C (common), N (normal), and a T (trans
ferred) hub. When they are impulsed to pick up, 
there is a common connection between C and T; 
and when they are not impulsed to pick up, there 
is a common connection between C and N. 

H-I,9-24 

CO-SELECTOR PICKUP: Each selector has two common 
pickup hubs. When these hubs are impulsed, the 
selector transfers immediately and holds for the 
remainder of the cycle. 

Figure 229 shows printing from the storage exits 
and selection using sign control. 

CHARACTER EMITTER PRINTING 

All 47 characters can be printed from the character 
emitter when they are not available from a storage exit. 

r--------CHARACTER EMITTER ----, 

.~ ~ } } } } } } r } } } } } A } } 

A-F,19-32 ~ ~ } } } } ~ } } } } r } } C } } 

} f } } ~ ~ }'l 1 ~ ~ } ~ ~ : ~ 

CHARACTER EMITTER: All digits, letters, and special 
characters are emitted from the character emitter 
hubs during every print cycle. They may be wired 
to PRINT ENTRY directly or through properly con
trolled selectors. 
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In Figure 230 the date is being emitted for 
printing under the control of the 7070 program. 

K-X, 7-8 

~
= o-c--{) 

12 
0--0 

0-'-'-0 

?o-C2...0 

t~ 
s 2 
E 0--0 
L 
E 3 
C 0--0 
T 

~~ 

0..1-0 

DIGIT SELECTORS: One digit selector is provided. Digit
timed impulses wired to the C (Common) hub of 
a digit selector are distributed internally to the 
appropriate exit hub (12-9). 

The DI (digit impulse) hub furnishes all digit 
impulses automatically at their appropriate times. 
When DI is wired to C of a digit selector, the selec
tor becomes a digit emitter and can be used to print 
numbers, letters, or special characters. 

Alteration Switches 

Within reasonable limitations, one control panel can 
be used for several different printing formats without 
any change in control-panel wiring, by use of the altera
tion switches. 

U-X, 1-6 

rf 
ALTR SWITCHES 

000000 

CIA B C2A 

o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 0 0 v 
C3A B C4A B 
o 0 0 0 0 0 

~ 
ALTR SW (ALTERATION SWITCH) 1,2,3, 4: Four altera

tion switches are located on the front of the ma
chine. Each alteration switch controls a corre
sponding two-position alteration switch selector. 
When the switch is set on A, a common connec
tion exists between C and A; when set on B, the 
connection is between C and B. An alteration 
switch selector remains transferred as long as the 
corresponding alteration switch is set on B. Any 
impulse can be wired through C-A or C-B. 

AL TR SW IMP (AL TERA TION SWITCH IMPULSE): These 
hubs emit an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the pickup 
of co-selectors. A selector impulsed through the 
A side of an alteration switch selector remains 
transferred as long as the corresponding alteration 
switch is set to A. If the selector is impulsed 
through the B side of an alteration switch selector, 
the co-selector will transfer on each print cycle as 
long as the corresponding alteration switch is set 
toB. 

In Figure 231, the information from storage 
exits 1-5 is printed under control of alteration 
switch 3. 
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LEVEL2 
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LEVEL 3 
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y------+-I-- PRINT ENTRY 
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---'-------1 41 45 
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MOO 000000 
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LEVEL I 
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LEVEL 2 
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COMMON-FIELD SELECTOR 8------< 
o 0 0 

NORMAL 

50 41 
o 

81 

o 0 0 0 

85 

o AG 
55 
o 
95 90 

1. STORAGE EXITS 1-5 are wired to the COMMON 

of field selector 7. 

2. Digit position 9, DIGIT VALUE 1 is wired to the 
pickup of field selector 7. Selector 7 is active 
at level 3, and STORAGE EXITS 1-5 emit to 
PRINT ENTRY positions 1-5 whenever a print
ing line is identified by a 1 in control infor
mation 9. 

3. Digit position 9, DIGIT VALUE 2 is wired to the 
LEVEL 2 PICKUP of field selector 7. Selector 7 
is active at level 2, and STORAGE EXITS 1-5 
emit to PRINT ENTRY positions 6-10 whenever 
a printing line is identified by a 2 in control 
information 9. 

4. Digit position 9, DIGIT VALUE 3 is wired to the 
level 1 pickup of field selector 7. Selector 7 is 
active at levelland STORAGE EXITS 1-5 emit 
to PRINT ENTRY positions 12-16 whenever a 
printing line is identified by a 3 in control in
formation 9. 

5. STORAGE EXITS 1-5 emit to PRINT ENTRY posi
tions 18-22 whenever a printing line has not 
been identified by aI, 2, or 3 in control in
formation and field selector 7 is active at the 

60 

normal level. 
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1. Words 1-5 are printed by the wiring from the 
STORAGE EXITS to PRINT ENTRY. 

4. The SIGN CONTROL exit of word 6 is wired to 
the pickup of co-selector 8. Because the SIGN 

CONTROL EXIT emits an early impulse only 
2. Word size is controlled by the wiring from 

WORD EXITS to WORD SIZE ENTRY. 
when a word is negative, co-selector 8 trans- 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

r'""~ .-co .. 
000 0 0 0 

DIGIT POSIT 

010000 

2 3 4 5 6 

0020 0 0 0 

I 

} 0 3 0 0 

eO 4 a 

3. The SIGN EXIT of word 1 is wired to PRINT 

ENTRY 75. Plus (+) or minus (-) signs iden
tify word 1 on the printed report. 

I' ( 

Iv ( 

fers when word 6 is negative. 

5. Word 6 is wired from STORAGE EXITS 30-34 to 
the COMMON of co-selector 8. If word 6 is 
negative, it prints in positions 98-102; if word 
6 is positive, it prints in positions 90-94. 

~ a 5 0 
~ ~T~T~ NONPR 16 17 Is 19 I* 1° I$ 1- 1- ( 

CONSTANT WRITE IMPULSE -'----+-------8US --

o 0------0----0--
6. Zero print control wiring is standard. ® 
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o , 7. PR + is wired. 
I 

ON 0 8. Forty-six additional storage exit impulses are 
wired to complete word-size wiring. 
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- SHORT SKCP OFLO / :l-i::: : : : : : : ~~ 1, 1, r~' 1- 1_ .1: ~ /~/. 1-<~~lli1~ 1. DIGIT VALUE 7 in digit position 6 of control 

information is wired to co-selector pickUps 
1 and 2. Whenever there is a 7 in position 6 
of the control word, co-selectors 1 and 2 are 
transferred. 
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2. The date is emitted to the TRANSFERRED side 
of co-selectors 1 and 2 from the character 
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Tape-Controlled Carriage 

The Tape-Controlled Carriage controls feeding and 
spacing of forms at high speed while documents or 
reports are being prepared on the IBM 7400 Printer. 
The carriage is controlled by punched holes in a narrow 
paper tape that exactly corresponds in length to the 
length of one or more forms. Holes punched in the 
tape stop the form when it reaches any predetermined 
position. One of the punched holes in the tape can be 
used to control the carriage to start overflow skipping 
to the next form. 

The carriage accommodates continuous forms meas
ured in 6ths of an inch up to a maximum of 22 inches 
in length and 16% inches in width including punched 

FIGURE 232. FORMS 

margins (Figure 232). While forms of any size within 
these limits can be handled by the carriage, forms of 
standard sizes available from the forms manufacturers 
can be obtained more quickly and economically. 

Forms can be designed to permit printing in practi
cally any desired arrangement. Skipping can be con
trolled to ten different sections of the form. 

Variable-Line Spacing and Uniform Skipping 

Single, double, or triple spacing can vary between lines 
as controlled by wiring on the control panel. For ex
ample, the heading section of a form can be single 
spaced and the body double spaced. 

Any other spacing that is required must be controlled 
by the tape. Spaces up to two and a half inches between 
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lines can be skipped at the same rate of speed as normal 
spacing (Figure 232). This skipping is a smooth, high
speed advance of the form allowing successive lines to 
be printed up to two and a half inches apart at the rate 
of 150 lines a minute, the normal printing speed of the 
machine. 

Overflow Skipping 

When one form is completely filled, it can be ejected, 
and the next form can advance to the first printing line 
or to the first body line. This overflow skipping is caused 
by sensing a punch in a specific position of the tape, 
which starts advancing the paper to the required line 
on the next form. Overflow is slower than other skipping; 
therefore, it is desirable to reduce overflow skipping to 
a minimum. 

Overflow Sheet Identification 

Several lines of numerical or alphabetic identifying in
formation can be printed on an overflow sheet. Invoice 
and page numbering can also be printed on the over
flow sheets. 

Predetermined Total Line 

Totals can be printed on a predetermined total line 
whether the form is completely filled or not. For ex
ample, although only two or three items have been 
printed on a form, the total of these items can be 
printed on a designated line of the form, instead of 
directly beneath the last item printed. 

Control Tape 

The control tape (Figure 233) has 12 columnar posi
tions indicated by vertical lines. These positions are 
called channels. A maximum of 132 lines can be used 
for control of a form, although for convenience the 
tape blanks are slightly longer. Horizontal lines are 
spaced six to the inch for the entire length of the tape. 
Round holes in the center of tape are pre-punched for 
a pin-feed drive in a tape sensing mechanism that con
trols the carriage. The tape advances through the mech
anism in synchronism with the movement of the printed 
form through the carriage. The effect is exactly the 
same as though the control holes were punched along 
the edge of each form. 

Twelve brushes, one for each channel, are positioned 
over the tape to sense the holes that are punched. As 
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viewed from the front of the machine, they are num
bered 1 through 12 from left to right. Brush 1 rests on 
channell, brush 2 on channel 2, and so on. A hole in 
the channel allows the brush to make contact with a 
metal roll and set up the necessary circuits that are nor
mally used to stop skipping or to initiate an overflow. 

TAPE CHANNELS 

Tape channels are punched to control the following 
functions: 

FIRST PRINTING LINE STOP: Channel 1 is normally 
punched for the first printing line of a form. This 
is the starting or home position. 

NORMAL SKIP STOPS: Channels 2 through 10 are used 
to stop a form at one of nine positions including 
first body line. They can be used in any order or 
sequence. Early-timed impulses such as CONTROL 
INFORMATION, CWI, and EWI can be used to start 
skipping to any position of the form. 

OVERFLOW CONTROL: The 12th channel of the tape 
must be punched in a position corresponding to 
the last printing line of a form. This punch is nor
mally used to cause immediate overflow skipping. 
A hole in channel 12 causes an impulse to be 
emitted from the OFLO ( overflow) hubs. This 
impulse can be directed to the skip to channel 1 
hub only. 

SHORT SKIP 

Normally, the tape-controlled carriage interlocks the 
printer during every skip regardless of its length. The 
7070 can accept read commands after the skip is com
pleted, but at least one machine cycle is lost for every 
skip taken. This is sometimes referred to as interlocking, 
and its primary purpose is to prevent printing in flight 
for skips longer than two and a half inches. If a skip 
is two and a half inches or less, and skipping is to occur 
before printing, it is called a short skip, and the control 
panel may be wired to release the interlock, thereby 
permitting continuous operation of the printer. 

In designing forms, distances that are to be skipped 
frequently should, if possible, be kept within two and a 
half inches for most efficient operation. These distances 
mayor may not be between two successive sections of a 
form. For example, in a billing form with a section for 
the heading and section for the body, the distance from 
the last heading line printed to the first body line should 
be kept within two and a half inches for most efficient 
operation. 
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FIGURE 233. CONTROL TAPE 

TAPE PUNCHING 

A small, compact punch (Figure 234) is provided for 
punching the tape. The tape is first marked in the 
channels in which the holes are to be punched. This 
can be done easily by laying the tape beside the left edge 
of the form that it is to control with the top line (imme
diately under the glue portion) even with the top edge 
of the form. A mark is then made in the first channel 
on the line that corresponds to the first printing line of 
the form. Additional marks are made in the appropriate 
channels for each of the other skip stops and the over
flow signal required for the form. 

The marking for one form should be repeated as 
many times as the usable length of the tape (22 inches) 
allows. With the tape thus serving to control several 
forms in one revolution through the sensing mechanism, 
the life of the tape is increased. Finally, the line cor
responding to the bottom edge of the last form should 
be marked for cutting after the tape is punched. 

I 
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FIGURE 234. TAPE PUNCH 
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The tape is inserted in the punch by placing the 
line to be punched over a guide line on the base of the 
punch and placing the center feed holes of the tape over 
the pins projecting from the base. The dial is then 
turned until the arrow points at the number of the 
channel to be punched. Pressing on the top of the 
punch, toward the back, cuts a rectangular hole at the 
intersection of a vertical and horizontal line in the re
quired channel of the tape. 

The tape can be punched with holes in more than 
one channel on the same line. This is advantageous in 
many cases, when several skip impulses are directed to 
the same skip stop. Punching two holes in one channel 
is necessary in some instances. 

After the tape is punched, it is cut and k)oped into a 
belt. The bottom line is glued to the top line by the use 
of the section marked glue, after the glaze has been re
moved by an ink eraser. If the glaze is not removed, the 
tape ends may come apart. The center feed holes should 
coincide when the two ends of the tape are glued to
gether. 

The last hole punched in the tape should not be less 
than four lines from the cut edge, as approximately the 
last half inch of the tape overlaps the glue section when 
the two ends are spliced. If it is necessary to punch a 
hole lower than four lines from the bottom of the form, 
place the tape with the top line (immediately under the 
glue portion) four lines lower than the top edge of the 
form before the channels are marked. To compensate 
for the loss, cut the tape four lines lower than the bottom 
edge of the form. 

INSERTING TAPE IN CARRIAGE 

Tilt back the cover of the carriage to gain access to the 
tape reading mechanism. Turn the platen clutch to a 
disengaged position, and raise the brushes by moving 
to the left the latch located on the side of the brush 
holder. With the tape held so that the printed captions 
can be read, place one end of the loop over the nearest 
half circle guide piece. Remove the excess slack from 
the tape by lifting the lever away from the notched bar 
and by moving the guide piece unit to the right. Have 
the tape just tight enough so that it gives slightly when 
the top and bottom portions of the loop are pressed 
together. If the tape is too tight, the pin feed holes will 
be damaged. 

After the tape is in position, press down the brushes 
and close the cover. Press the restore key to bring the 
tape to its home position and turn back the platen 
clutch to its engaged· position. The carriage is then 
ready to operate. 

Tapes can be changed readily and used repeatedly 
over a considerable period of time. 
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Operating Features 

PLATEN CLUTCH 

When the platen clutch is positioned so that arrow below 
it is pointing to IN (Figure 235), the platen is engaged 
and can be turned manually only by the vernier knob. 
To disengage the platen from machine control, turn the 
platen clutch to the right. The platen can then be turned 
manually by the platen knob. 

FIGURE 235. PLATEN CLUTCH 

RESTORE KEY 

Press the restore key to set the carriage at the start or 
home position (channell). This is done while the 
platen is disengaged. Restoring is necessary because the 
distance that each form travels through the carriage, as 
it is being printed, is measured by the tape. Starting 
from the first printing line of one form, the tape moves 
in synchronism with the form. 

STOP KEY 

Pressing this key stops the carriage operation imme
diately. Use it to stop undesired carriage skipping. It 
also stops the printer, but it should not be used for that 
purpose alone. 

SPACE KEY 

When the printer is stopped, advance a form by press
ing the space key. The form advances one space each 
time the space key is pressed, regardless of the spacing 
for which the space control is wired. During processing, 
spacing is controlled by control-panel wiring. Feed the 
first form into position by pressing the space key if the 
platen clutch is engaged, but disengage the platen clutch 
to permit restoring the tape without advancing the form. 



PLATEN KNOB 

Turn this knob backward or forward to position the 
form only when the platen clutch is disengaged. 

VERNIER KNOB 

Use the vernier knob to obtain exact registrations in 
relation to the horizontal lines. The platen advances, 
thus lowering the printing on the form, when the knob 
is turned counterclockwise. Turning the knob in a clock
wise direction causes the printing to occur higher on 
the form. In either case, the carriage tape is not affected 
and adjustments can be made while the platen is en
gaged or while the machine is in operation. 

FORM THICKNESS ADJUSTMENT DEVICE 

The distance between the printwheels and the platen is 
adjustable, for thickness of paper stock or for varying 
number of copies, by the use of the form thickness ad
justment device located on the left side of the carriage. 
This device contains seven positions numbered from 
o through 6. When the dial is in the 0 position, the 
printwheels are Y8 (.125) of an inch from the platen. 
Each of the remaining six positions adds to the Y8 inch 
distance by about the thickness of I1h cards. When the 
dial is set to 6, the distance is increased to approxi
mately .178 of an inch. Set the cial wherever the best 
results are obtained. To adjust for varying thicknesses, 
pull out the dial and turn it to increase or decrease the 
distance between the platen and the printwheels. 

PRESSURE RELEASE LEVER 

When the lever is pushed back, the feed rolls are re
leased so that the paper can be moved freely around the 
platen. Always release pressure when the forms tractor 
for the 7400 is in use. Apply pressure when the forms 
tractor is not in use. 

PLATEN SHIFT WHEEL 

The platen can be shifted laterally a total of four inches 
by turning the platen shift wheel. For example, with the 
carriage in the extreme left position, the carriage can 
be moved four inches to the right. Do not make this 
adjustment while the machine is in operation. 

END-OF-FoRM STOP 

The end-of-form stops located in the center and near 
either end of the carriage, stop the machine when the 
carriage runs out of paper, if the form stop switch is 
turned on. The forms feed under the end of form stops; 
and when the bottom edge of the last form passes them, 
the machine stops. The distance between the end of 

form stops and the printing line is about 13% inches. 
If the end-of-form stop is not desired, the form stop 
switch is turned off. 

Forms Tractors-The IBM F-2 Forms Tractor- 6- or 8-
Lines Per Inch Spacing 

This device is used for feeding marginally punched con
tinuous forms and has two adjustable tractor-type pin
feed units, one for each side of the forms. It can be 
freely inserted in the carriage by first positioning the 
carriage paper guides to the far left and right sides of the 
carriage, and by hooking the rear pin of the forms 
tractor in position and then lowering the front. 

The F-2 provides the choice of 6- or 8-lines-to-the
inch spacing. Make this adjustment by moving the shift 
cam until its pointer is positioned between the two 
scribed lines at either the 6 or the 8 on the side frame. 
If the pointer cannot be positioned between the scribed 
lines, a tooth-on-tooth condition exists between the 
platen gear and the forms tractor drive gear. In this 
case, move the shift cam to release the pressure on the 
6- or 8-line drive gear and turn the platen slightly to 
allow the teeth to engage fully. 

6- OR 8-LINES-PER-INCH SPACING: Regardless of the 
setting of the forms tractor at 6 or 8 lines per inch, 
the platen moves at 6 lines per inch. When the F-2 
is spacing at 8 lines per inch, the platen has a ten
dency to move the back copies of a multi-copy 
form faster than the original and front copies, even 
though the pressure release lever is disengaged. 
For this reason, single spacing at 8 lines per inch 
is not recommended where the accuracy of line 
spacing is critical. 

The control tape for 8-lines-per-inch spacing is 
punched, as it would be for normal 6-lines-per
inch spacing. Each line on the tape always equals 
one line on the form regardless of whether the 
latter be 6- or 8-lines-per-inch. In measuring a 
control tape for a document printed 8 lines to the 
inch, every Vs inch on the form represents one 
line on the tape. 

Normal spacing is 6 lines per inch. 

STEPS IN USING THE FORMS TRACTOR 

1. After the forms tractor is in position, disengage the 
platen clutch. Make sure that the platen and the 
forms tractor can be moved freely by hand. 

2. If the form to be used is less than 7 inches wide, re
move the center paper guide and paper-tension de
vice. 

3. Move the left lower paper guide and tractor slightly 
to the left of the first printing position, place the 
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first form between the left and right lower paper 
guides, and move the right guide in against the edge 
of the form. Allow a slight clearance so that the form 
slides freely between both guides. Tighten both lock
ing rings to hold the guide assemblies in place. 

4. With the pressure rolls engaged, insert the form over 
the forms tractor paper guides, under the round rod, 
and then into the pressure rolls and platen. Turn the 
platen by hand until the end of the form can be 
grasped. 

5. Raise the pressure plates away from the tractor pins. 

6. Release the pressure rolls and position the pin-feed 
hole in the tractor pins. 

7. Lower the pin-feed pressure plates. 

8. Set the form so that the first printing line is even with 
the first printing line indicator mark on the lower 
part of the pressure plates; then turn the form back 
fourteen spaces if spacing is set for 6 lines per inch, 
and nineteen spaces if set for 8 lines per inch. Finer 
adjustments may be achieved by use of the vernier 
knob. 

9. Insert control tape, restore carriage, and engage the 
platen clutch. 

TRACTOR ADJUSTMENTS 

Tractor adjustment wheels can be turned to provide a 
Ys inch lateral movement of the tractors. These wheels 
make the tractor pins line up exactly with the center 
of the marginal holes in the paper after the paper guides 
have been set. 

OUTFOLD GUIDE BAR 

The outfold guide bar fits across the front of the forms 
tractor. It is an aid in the feeding of forms. It is spring
loaded and can be easily removed by the operator, if 
desired. 

Paper Tension Device 

The paper tension device is adjustable and exerts a slight 
pressure on the paper as it feeds through the forms 
tractor. 

Platen 

The carriage is equipped with an easily removable solid 
platen as a standard feature. 

Platen hardness requirements vary with the number 
of parts and type of paper in each form. The following 
platen hardnesses are recommended: 

Hard platen ( 1 OO-durometer), two-part forms 
and over. 
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Medium platen (90-durometer), most single-part 
forms or very thin multiple-part forms. 

If there is doubt as to the platen hardness required 
or to the quality of the carbon paper to be used, make 
test runs with sample sets of forms. 

Remove the platen by raising the platen lock on the 
left side and lifting the platen from the bearing housing. 
When the platen is inserted, drop the end with the gear 
wheel into the platen bearing housing. The platen must 
then be moved to the right, turning it back and forth 
to fit the platen drive key into the carriage drive mech
anism. The platen lock is then closed. 

Tear Bar 

The tear bar can be used in place of the forms tractor 
whenever feeding is under the control of the pressure 
rolls. 

It is generally used for single-sheet operations or for 
roll paper. It is easily inserted in the carriage by placing 
the ends into the forward slots on the carriage frame. 

Skip Hubs 

Skipping is started by control-panel WIfing and is 
stopped by holes in the tape. Skipping is required 
whenever continuous forms are used. 

A-B,9-18 

SKIP TO: There are 10 carriage skip positions repre
senting the first 10 channels on the carriage tape. 
Each of the 10 positions has a SKIP TO hub. If an 
early-timed impulse is introduced into one of 
these hubs and a hole is punched in the corre
sponding channel of the tape, a skip will take place 
to the position where the hole is punched in the 
tape. For example, if hub 3 is impulsed on the 
control panel and a hole is punched in channel 3 
of the tape, the impulse starts the skip and the 
hole in the tape stops it. Channels 1-10 can be 
used in any order to identify printing lines on a 
form. However, channel 1 is normally used to 
identify the first printing line. Channel 12 is 
always used to initiate overflow. 

C-D,1-8 

SKIP BEFORE PRINT: These 10 switches cause skipping 
to a predetermined channel in the control tape 
before the print cycle occurs. The corresponding 
SKIP TO hub must be activated before these 
switches become effective. 



SHORT SKIP: These hubs accept early-timed impulses to 
release the interlock that occurs whenever a skip 
takes place. They can be wired if a skip does not 
exceed 21h inches. If a carriage skip exceeds 2V2 
inches and short skip is wired, improper printing 
registration can result. Wiring to short skip is effec
tive only on a skip before print operation. 

E,17·18 
OFLO 

OFLO (OVERFLOW): The overflow hubs emit whenever 
a punch is sensed in channel 12 of the control 
tape on a print cycle. This impulse must be wired 
to skip to channel 1. Skipping starts after the line 
which corresponds to the channel 12 punch is 
printed. During overflow skipping an interlock 
occurs regardless of the wiring to skip before print 
and short skip. 

In Figure 236 the following tape channels and 
control information assignments have been made. 

Digit 
Position 

9 

Space Hubs 

Digit Tape 
Value Channel Description 

1 
2 
4 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 

First Printing Line 
Miscellaneous Data Line 
First Body Line 
Predetermined Total Line 

Single spacing (six lines to the inch) on the 7400 is 
automatic. Double spacing, space suppression, and 
extra spacing can be accomplished through the use of 
the space control hubs on the control panel. 

_ EXTRATsUP--"! DBL--rSEL--+ NON PR ~ 
o----D O-----OJ 0-----0 I ~ 10--0 I 

F,9-10 F,11·12 F,13·14 F,15·16 F, 17·18 

EXTRA: An impulse wired to these hubs causes the ma
chine to take an extra space after printing. If the 
machine is single spacing and extra space is im
pulsed, two spaces occur, one before and one 
after printing. If the machine has been impulsed 
to double space and EXTRA has been impulsed, then 
triple spacing occurs-two before and one after 
printing. These hubs are normally wired from 
CONTROL INFORMATION or CWI. 

SUP (SUPPRESS): When these hubs are impulsed, all 
spacing is suppressed before printing for that cycle. 
These hubs are normally wired from CONTROL 

INFORMA TION or CWI. 

DBL (DOUBLE): An early-timed impulse is wired to these 
hubs to cause double spacing (three lines to the 
inch). These hubs are normally wired from CON

TROL INFORMATION or CWI. 

SEL (SELECTIVE SPACE): All line spacing may be con
trolled by the SEL hubs and a hole in channel 11 of 
the tape. More particularly, however, these hubs 
and channel 11 are used to control triple spacing 
or selective line spacing up to a maximum of seven 
lines. 

When the selective space hubs are connected, 
the carriage is stopped by reading a hole in channel 
11. The automatic single spacing or wiring of the 
double space hubs normally perform this function. 
The printing of every line is then normally under 
the control of the 11 punch in the tape. Whenever 
the desired spacing (including overflow skipping) 
exceeds three lines but no more than seven, both 
SPACE SUPPRESS and EXTRA must be impulsed 
from CWI. This causes the selective spacing to 
occur after printing. 

Triple spacing on the 7400 can be accomplished 
by connecting the the SEL hubs and by punching 
a hole in channel 11 on every third line of the 
tape, including the line on which the total prints. 
If the SEL hubs are wired and DBL is impulsed, 
single spacing occurs. By this means, CONTROL 

INFORMA TION can be used to override selective 
spacing and cause single spacing without using a 
selector. 

Figure 237 shows the use of the space control 
hubs. 

NON PR (NON PRINT): These hubs are impulsed when 
a particular line is not to print on a report. Im
pulsing these hubs suppresses all printing for that 
print cycle but has no effect on carriage operations. 

Other Control.Panel Hubs 

G,9·18 
~ CONSTANT WRITE IMPULSE-

I ~-o------o---<:> 

CaNST ANT WRITE IMPULSE: These hubs emit early
timed impulses on every print cycle. 

K,9·12 K,15·16 K,19·20 

WVI ( WRITE VALIDITY IMPULSE): An impulse emits 
from these hubs if the print validity check cir
cuits detect a non-valid character. If this pair of 
hubs is unwired, the detection of a non-valid char
acter causes the validity check light on the printer 
to flash. These hubs can be wired to AUTO STOP. 

RUN INLK (RUN INTERLOCK): This switch must be 
wired to complete the print unit run circuit. Its 
purpose is to prevent printer operation unless a 
wired control panel is inserted in the machine. 
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19 20 24 25 26 27 28 29 

-----,--------- CHARACTER E"'TTER ------i 

~ 0 4 0 

~050 0 0 0 0 
-'----+-----------BUS---------------i 

0-----0----0---~ <>----<r--O----

o 8 0 0 

o 0 

1. 

9 
0--0 

2. 

rr AL 

o 0 

C I A 

o 0 

fI C 3 A 

o 0 3. 
I~ 

4. 

5. 

6. 

--'----------,,.----- CO-SELECTORS 

OTO ~ 0 010TO 0 

2--3-UNLOAD ALPHABETIC WORDS-7--8 

0-----0 0------0 0--0 0----0 0----0 0--0 

DNa 0 0 0 ONa 

oeo 0 0 0 oco 
I --PRINT ENTRY ~ ~T~T~lR=K 000000 

I----L.-----'L--SIGN CONTROL EXITS---'--------1 45 
03 04 a6 ':)7 08 09 010 all 012 013 014 015 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1----------- SIGN EXITS 81 85 
02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 010 all 012 013 014 015 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CO .... ON ---- FIELD SELECTOR I FI LD SELECTOR 2-CDMMON 
o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

ooaooooooo 

DIGIT VALUE 1 is wired to SKIP TO 
0 0 0 

to cause 
the form to advance to the first printing line 
of the report. 61 I I 
DIGIT VALUE 2 is wired to SKIP TO 2 to cause 41 

1 I I 
the form to advance to the miscellaneous data 
line. SHORT SKIP is wired because the skip is 
less than 2Yz inches. 0 

0 0 

I I 
I I 

o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 

I I I I 
45 

I I I I 

FIELD SELECTOR 7-CO"MON 

DIGIT VALUE 4 is wired to SKIP TO 3 to advance 0 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

the form to the first body line on the report. 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

SHORT SKIP is impulsed. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 

DIGIT VALUE 5 is wired to SKIP TO 4 to cause 
0 0 0 

LEVEL 3 

the form the 
0 0 0 

to at CO-SELECTORS 

a 

T 

y 

Z 

AS 

position predetermined 
total line. 

o T 0 0 0 T'O o AC 

OVERFLOW is 
sheets. 

SKIP BEFORE 

wired to SKIP TO 1 on overflow 

PRINT is wired for all channels. 

BUS 

o---o--o--<J 

9 10 
ON 0 0 0 o aNa 

o co 0 0 o OCO o AE 

I--PRINT ENTRY 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o AF 

4S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o AG 

81 85 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o AH 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL 

o 0 AJ 

rl-~~-------~-----BUS~ ~ ~~------O---~O AK 

ENTRY 0 45 

~ ~ ~ o---o--o--<J 0 0 0 AL 

r 
I - ENTRY-5------ FILTERS -----

000000 

EXIT 

000000000000 

-------20 

o 0------0------0 0 0 0 

81 85 

o 0------0------0 0 0 0 0 

33 34 3S 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

-BUS 

10 1p 

1 14 15 

I 

lliJ~ 
co - SELECTORS 

o T 0 0 0 0 0 

l 
0 0 0 

T 
0 0 o'T 0 0 0 T 0 0 0 T 0 0 

°'°1 
3 4 5 6 7 8 

ONO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ON 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ON 0 

OCO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 oeo 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o C 0 
---10 15---PRINT ENTRY 25 30 35 

~Ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I~O 90 95 100 105 110 liS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- COMMON-FIELD SELECTOR 3 FIELD SELECTOR 4 '"'' ''''~O" - -.~ J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

NOR .. AL NORMAL 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

LEVEL I LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 
LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

1--
'
0 15 STORAGE EXIT----25 30 35 40 

I I I I I r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I 
50 55 60 65 70 75 80 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

f--CO .... ON- FIELD SELECTOR 8 FIELD SELECTOR 9 '"'' "''''M '0-~_] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
NORMAL NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
LEVEL I LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

CO - SELECTORS 
o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

T 
0 0 o T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0, ° 1 II 12 13 14 15 16 
ON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ONO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ON 0 

OCO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o Co 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oCO 

r-- 'O 15 PRINT ENTRY 25 30 35 

'Ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I~O 90 95 100 105 110 liS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

90 95 100 105 110 115 120 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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r CONTROL INFORMATION 

000 0 0 0 0 C 0 I I I I I DIGIT POSiTiON I 2 3 4 5 

010000000 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SKIP 8EF 

~020 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 3 J j 5I 

1°30 "! ! ~ ~ 

EMITTER -----j TO CHARACTER 

61 71 aI 91 101 I· IB Ic 10 
IE } IG I" 

QREPRINT-

sI 7I 8I gI 10I Ia IR !s IT Iu Iv Iw } 

OFLO SHORT SKIP 

~ 040 

~ 0 5 0 

4;rl~ 
~SEL NON PR 

O----.O~ 

o 0 0 I 0----0 2 0---0 3 0---0 

Is 17 1
8 

1
9 

1* Ie 1$ 1-

1 IJ IK l } IN A 

Iy Iz 1
0 l' 12 I, C 

1- 1- r 1+ I@ I~. E 

080 

000000 

2 : 2 c 
0---0 : 0----0 0--=---0 02 03 04 05 

ITE IMPULSE BUS 

~ ~ <>--<>----0---0 

0- SELECTOR PICKUP 

sI 71 81 91 11 I~ 121 1,1 11 I~ 11 

UNLOAD ALPHABETiC WOROS-7--8-

Q----{) Q----{) ()--{) ()--{) Q----{) 

FT~Tc::al:K 
SIGN CONTROL EXITS 

OS 07 08 09 010 all 012 013 014 015 OlE 

o T 0 

ON 0 o 0 0 ONa 

o C 0 

~O-S';LEC;OIRSo T 0 

o 0 0 DeD 
--PRINT ENTRY I 

0 0 000000 

41 45 
0 0 o 0 0 0 

3 : 3 12 1--------r
~SEi~]BUS[~ 
0--0 , 0--0 Q----{) 01 02 03 04 05 OS 

SIGN EXITS 
07 08 09 010 011 

81 85 

OOQOOOM 

OR 2-COMMON 4 ' 4 
0----0 : 0---0 ~ 

5 ' 5 
~ 0----0 ~ 0---0 ? 0--2-0 
~ 6 ~ 6 , S-1 I 

o 0 0 0 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

FIELD SELECTOR I 

o 0 0 0 

012 013 014 015 OlE 0 0 

FI LO SELECT 
o 0 

NORMAL 
o 0 0 0 0 
LEVEL I 

o 0 0 o 0 0 l 0-----0 l 0----0 : 0--0 T 0-----0 

I 1 2 7 I 7 S 2 LEVEL 2 
Q----{)I~L()--{)EQ----{) 0 0000 

o 0 0 0 0 

LEvEL 2 

8 : 8 ~ 8 ~ 3 f--'--------WORO EXIT-----------, ----- -----1 

Z ! Z ~ :z ~:: 'l 21 
31 1 51 sI 71 

8
1 

9
1 

10
1 I ~ 121 

131 141 Ii 
16

1 I I I I I I I I 
~ ; ~ : ~~ ~ r--------,--- WORD SIZE ENTRY 41 45 

rrrCF'! ° ~ lI+H1H+l I I I I I I I I ' 
o 0 0 0 0 

C 3 A 

o 0 0 0 0 

I: ~MM~~O.;CIM~L~$ 0 

COMMON-.£O SELECTOR 6 FIELD SELECTOR 7-COMMON 
o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 

NORMAL 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOy 

LEVEL 1 

o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 
00000000000 

LEVEL 3 

0000000000000 

BUS 

LEVEL I 

0000000 

LEVEL 2 

LEVEL 3 

o 0 0 0 o AS 

oN 0 rS:LEC:ORIS::: ~ AC 

OCo a 0 0 oCo 
I--PRINT ENTRY 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 AF 

41 45 

OOOOOOOOAG 

81 85 
0000000 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL 

D--<>----o--o 0 

r-----------BUS---------___ +-* CONTROL ~'----------~ 

I 
0--0-----0---<>0--0-----0---<> 0----0----0---- 0--------0----0 0---0--------0- D--<>----o--o 0 0 0 0 0 0 AK 

ENTRy 0 45 

~ 0--------0----0 0---0--------0- D--<>----o--o 0 0 0 0 

o 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 D--<>----o--o 0 

EXIT 81 
OOOOOAM 

85 r 
1-ENTRy-5------FILTERS ----15-----_20 

00000 00000 OD--<>----o--o 0000 

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 

'-- BUS 

10 Ip 

! l- Is 
l. Digit position 7 5 wired to 

I 
DIGIT VALUE IS 

~J 
EXTRA to cause the machine to take an extra 
space whenever a 5 appears in control infor-
mation 7. 

o'l 0 

T 
0 0 

° , 0 I 2. Digit position 8 DIGIT VALUE 6 is wired to 8 
ON 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o N 0 

o COO 0 SUP to cause the machine to suppress spacing o 0 0 0 o c 0 
-10--- before printing a line identified by a 6 in con- -35 

~1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 trol information 8. 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I~O 90 115 
0 0 0 0 3. Digit position 8, DIGIT VALUE 8 is wired to 0 0 0 0 0 

f-- COMMON - FIEI ''''"'0, , - ,,_. ~ 0 0 0 0 DBL to cause the machine to double space each 000000 

NORMAL NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 time a line is identified by an 8 in control 000000 
LEVEL I LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 information 8. 0 0 0 o 0 0 
LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 0 

Note: If Control Information contains 5 in 
0 0 0 o 0 0 

1---10--- a -35 40 

I I I I digit position 7 and 8 in digit position 8, the ma- l I I I I I 
50 chine will take three spaces-two before printing 75 BO 

I I I 1 and one after printing-because DOUBLE SPACE 
I I I I I I 

and EXTRA have been impulsed. 

f--- COMMON- FIELD SELECTOR 8 FIELD SELECTOR 9 

'''cO m'''~ 'o_" .. ~] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

NORMAL NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

LEVEL I LEVEL I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 

LEvEL 2 LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

CO- SELECTORS 
o T 0 0 0 0 0 

T 
0 0 0 

T 
0 0 

O'T 
0 0 0 

T 
0 0 0 T 0 0 

° , ° I " 12 13 14 15 IS 
ONO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ONO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 ON 0 

OCO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 OCO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 OCO 

1--10 15 PRINT ENTRY 25 30 35 

'Ol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I~O 90 95 100 105 110 115 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c " 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 S5 70 75 80 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

90 95 100 105 110 115 120 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



EWI (ERROR WRITE IMPULSE): This exit hub is directly 
under control of the 7070 program UWIY com
mand. The EWI hubs are normally used to pick up 
selectors, impulse AUTO STOP, etc. 

AUTO STOP: These hubs accept any impulse to suspend 
printer operation at the end of the print cycle. 

Unloading 

Another method of output from storage is available. 
This method bypasses the control panel and sets up 
a direct internal connection between the output-syn
chronizer and the printwheels. This internal connection 
is under control of the UNLOAD hubs. 

J,9-10 
UNLOAD 

0---0 

UNLOAD: These hubs are normally wired from control 
information or CWI to cause words 1-8 to be trans
ferred automatically to the printwheels as follows: 

Printwheels 
Word Data Sign 

1 1-10 11 
2 13-22 23 
3 25-34 35 
4 37-46 47 
5 49-58 59 
6 61-70 71 
7 73-82 83 
8 85-94 95 

When UNLOAD is impulsed, all zero print con
trol is automatic. Zeros, plus, and minus signs are 
printed for numerical words. The PR + switch is 
automatically on. If an alphabetic word is to be 
printed, the unload alphabetic word hubs should 
be wired. Then the alphabetic word is printed in 
the five low-order print positions assigned to that 
word, and the sign position is left blank. If word 
1 is alphabetic, print positions 1-11 will print the 
alpha characters contained therein like this: 
*A*B*C*D*E+. This same format results if the 
unload hub for a given word has not been im
pulsed and the word is alphabetic. 

J, 11-24 
_2 __ 5_UNLOAD ALPHABETIC WORDS-7--8-

I 0---0 0--0 0--0 0--0 0---0 0--0 0--0 

UNLOAD ALPHABETIC WORDS 2-8: These hubs are im
pulsed from CONTROL INFORMATION whenever in
formation contained in words 2-8 is designated as 
alphabetic. 

204 

IBM 7400 Control.Panel Summary 

1. Control In/ormation. The impulses emitted from 
these hubs (Figure 238) represent the digit value in 
each of eight digit positions (2-9) in the control 
word (Word 1 of the synchronizer). These impulses 
can be used to pick up co-selectors or field-selectors, 
initiate carriage skips, etc. 

2. Field Selector Pickup-Fld Selr Pu. These hubs 
are impulsed to cause the corresponding level of 
the field selectors to transfer immediately. If a field 
selector is not impulsed to transfer at level 1, 2, 
or 3, the normal level is active. 

3. Alter SW. There are four alteration switch selec
tors on the control panel that correspond to the 
four alteration toggle switches on the machine. 
When the alteration toggle switches are turned on, 
the corresponding selectors transfer. The selectors 
may be used independently or in conjunction with 
co-selectors to change machine functions under the 
control of a toggle switch. 

4. Altr Sw Imp-Alteration Switch Impulse. These 
hubs provide an impulse that is normally wired 
through an alteration switch selector to the pickup 
of a co-selector to expand the alteration switch 
selector. 

5. Bus. These hubs are located in convenient sections 
of the control panel and are used to expand either 
exits or entries, thereby eliminating the need for 
split wires. 

6. Filters. There are 20 filters standard, each with an 
entry and exit hub. They allow an impulse to travel 
in only one direction (into entry, out of exit) and 
are used to control a circuit in one direction only. 

7. Digit Selector. The DI hub emits a series of impulses 
that are timed for printing the digits 12-9. If the DI 

hub is wired to the C hub beneath it, the digit selec
tor becomes a digit emitter. If a storage exit posi
tion is wired to the C hub, whatever digit appears 
at that position is available at the corresponding 
hub of the digit selector. 

8. Skip to. These hubs correspond to channels 1-10 
on the tape. They receive impulses to initiate skips 
that are to be stopped by holes in the corresponding 
channels in the tape. 

9. Skip be/ore print. These ten switches cause skipping 
to a predetermined channel in the tape before the 
print cycle occurs. The corresponding SKIP TO hub 
must be activated before these switches become 
effective. 
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ALTR SWITCHES 

0001000 o---!-o 
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ooooooa---!-o 

NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I 

o 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 

0-----0----0--

--'---------,,------"""-""'CO-SELECTORS 

OTo 0 0 0IOTO 0 

ON@ 0 0 ONO 

oeD 0 0 0 oeo 
07_:-----+-' -- PRINT ENTRY 

000000 

00000000 

-~~--------l 81 85 

o 0 0 0 

000000 

I'C..:~-r-----FI Lo SELECTOR 2-COM"ON 
o 0 

NORMAL 

o~ 
o 0 0 

LEVEL I 

000000 

LEVEL 2 

o 0 0 o 0 0 

f---"---------WORO EXIT----------r ----- ------i 

0000000000 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 
NORMAL NORMAL 

o 0 0 0 0 0 ~290 
LEVEL I 

o 0 0 ~ o 0 0 0 '{ 

LEVEL I 

000000 00000 ~ o 0 0 0 Z 

LEVEL2 LEVEL 2 

o 0 0 0 0 0000000000 o 0 0 

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3 

000000000 0 0 0 

.---------------8US-------------~~ 

I=====~ 
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~ ------; EN~RY-;;- ~----O--O- Fm'L6TE~S -0 ---15------

EXIT 

o 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CO-SELECTORS 

o T 0 0 0 TP ON@~ 0 o 0 N 0 

o Co 0 0 o oCO 

I--PRINT ENTRy 

0 0 

41 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

81 85 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ZERO PRINT CONTROL 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 

45 
0 0 0 0 

0 

81 85 

0 AS 

0 AC 

0 AE 

0 AF 

0 AG 

0 AK 

0 AL 
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,.--- BUS 

10 Ip 

1 14 Is 
I 

illl~ 
co - SELECTORS 

""I" 
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T 
0 0 0 

T 
0 0 @I: 0 0 0 

T 
0 0 0 

T 
0 0 

, , 0 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ONO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o NO 

oeo 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 OCO 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o CO 

1-- '0 15---PRINT ENTRY 25 30 35 

:'1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

50 55 60 @ 70 75 80 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I~O 90 95 100 D5 110 115 
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- COMMON- FIELD SELECTOR 3 FIELD SELECTOR 4 

,,<CO """'" , - ,~~" J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 

NORMAL NORMAL 
0 0 0 0 

~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O~OOOOO 

LEVEL I 29 LEVEL I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 

,..--10 15 STORAGE EXIT----25 30 35 40 

I I 1 I I I I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I ~ I 1 1 I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I 
50 55 60 70 75 80 

1 I I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 

----CO .... ON- FIELD SELECTOR 8 FIELD SELECTOR 9 FIELD SELECTOR 10 - COMMON--
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NORMAL NORMAL 

0 0 0 0 

~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~ 
0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL I LEvEL I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2 
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10. Short Skip. These are entry hubs normally wired 
from control information when the skip does not 
exceed two and a half inches. When these hubs are 
impulsed, the internal interlock is released and the 
skip takes place without lost time if skip before 
print is wired. 

11. Extra. These hubs accept cI-timed impulses to 
cause single or double space after printing. If SEL 
and sUP are also wired, the selective spacing occurs 
after printing. 

12. Sup. These hubs accept impulses to suppress 
spacing before a line prints. Space suppression 
takes precedence over all normal spacing but does 
not suppress extra spacing. 

13. Dbl-Double Space. An early-timed impulse is 
wired to these hubs to cause double spacing (three 
lines to the inch). These hubs are normally wired 
from control information or CWI. 

14. Sel. When these hubs are connected, spacing is 
under the control of channel 11 in the carriage con
trol tape. Spacing is stopped by a hole in channel 11, 
thus allowing variable spacing within any section 
of the form. The select space hubs and the punch
ing in channel 11 of the control tape must be used 
for triple spacing before printing. Up to seven lines 
can be spaced if sup and EXTRA are also wired to 
cause selective spacing to take place after printing. 

15. OFLO-Overflow. These hubs emit an impulse as 
the last body line of a form is printed. The last 
body line is identified by a punch in channel 12 of 
the control tape. These hubs are always wired to 
SKIP TO 1. 

16. Non Pr-Non Print. These hubs are normally im
pulsed from CONTROL INFORMATION to suppress 
printing, but not carriage operation, for that print 
cycle. 

17. Constant Write Impulse. These hubs emit early
timed impulses on every print cycle. 

18. Co-Selector Pickup. These are the pickup hubs for 
the co-selectors. When impulsed, they cause the 
co-selector to transfer immediately. They are nor
mally wired from CONTROL INFORMATION. 

19. Unload. These hubs accept early-timed impulses 
to cause words 1-8 of the output-synchronizer to 
be transferred automatically to the printwheels. 

20. Unload Alphabetic Words. These hubs are im
pulsed from CONTROL INFORMATION whenever in
formation contained in words 2-8 is designated as 
alphabetic in an unloading operation. 

21. Auto Stop. These hubs accept any impulse to sus
pend printer operation at the end of the print cycle. 
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22. EWI-ErrorWrite Impulse. This exit hub is directly 
under control of the 7070 program (UWIV com
mand). The EWI hubs are normally used to pick up 
selectors, impulse AUTO STOP, etc. 

23. CI Off-Control Information Off. These hubs are 
normally impulsed from EWI to make the control 
information hubs inactive. 

24. WVI-Write Validity Impulse. These hubs emit an 
impulse if the print validity check circuits detect a 
non-valid character. They are normally wired to 
AUTO STOP. If they are left unwired, the detection 
of an invalid character causes the validity check 
light on the printer to flash. 

25. Pr+. This switch is wired when 12 impulses (plus 
signs) are to print for positive numerical words. 

26. Run Interlock. This switch must be connected to 
complete the print run circuit. Its purpose is to pre
vent printer operation without a wired panel in 
place. 

27. Sign Control Exits. These hubs emit early-timed 
impulses when the corresponding output word is 
negative. These impulses can be used to pick up 
selectors, etc. 

28. Sign Exits. These hubs emit 12 impulses (+ signs) 
for positive or alphabetic words and II-impulses 
(- signs) for negative output words. These im
pulses are wired to the print entry hubs, and signs 
are printed in connection with the zero print con
trol wiring. Note: + signs emit only when PR + is 
wired. 

29. Field Selectors. There are ten II-position field 
selectors provided. Field selectors 1-5 have 3 levels 
each (Normal, levelland level 2); selectors 6-10 
have 4 levels each (normal, level 1, level 2, and 
level 3). When a field selector is impulsed to 
transfer at a given level, a connection exists between 
common and that level. If the field selector pickup 
has not been impulsed, the connection is between 
common and normal. 

30. Word Exit. These hubs emit impulses that are wired 
to word-size entry to determine which portions of 
the 16-word synchronizer are to be directed to the 
80-position storage exit hubs. They can be selected 
but should never be directed to any control panel 
location except WORD SIZE ENTRY. 

31. Word Size Entry. These hubs are always wired 
from the word exit hubs to cause specific numbers 
of characters to be emitted from the storage exit 
hubs for each output word. 

32, 33, 34. Comma, Decimal, Dollar Symbol. These 
symbols are emitted on every print cycle. They differ 



from the same hubs in the character emitter in that 
they can be controlled by zero print wiring. 

35. *Ctrl-Asterisk Control. These hubs emit an im
pulse for asterisk control and are wired to co
selector pickup hubs to control zero print control 
hubs when check-protecting asterisks are being 
printed. They differ from the regular asterisk in that 
they print from the check-protecting asterisk im
pulse rather than an 8-4-11 impulse. 

36. Entry O. The zero entry hubs are direct connections 
to complete a circuit from any lower zero print 
control hub wired to them. Normally, they are 
wired from zero print control hubs to print zeros 
for zero balances. However, more than eight zeros 
should not be printed in this manner. 

37. * Entry. The asterisk entry hubs are direct connec
tions to complete the circuit for printing check
protecting asterisks (N-impulse). They are nor
mally wired from zero print control. 

38. + - Entry. The plus and minus entry hubs are 
direct connections to complete the circuit for print
ing a plus (12 only) or a minus (11 only). They 
are normally wired from zero print control. 

39. Character Emitter. All digits, letters, and special 
characters are emitted from the character emitter 
hubs during every print cycle. 

40. Co-selectors. Sixteen co-selectors are standard. 
Each selector has five positions. When the pickup 
hubs are impulsed, the selector picks up imme
diately and holds to the end of the same cycle. 

41. Print Entry. The 120 print entry hubs are multiple 
entries to the printwheels. They are usually wired 
from storage exits or from emitters to print either 
numerical or alphabetic information. 

42. Storage Exits. These are exits for any 80 characters 
from the sixteen words contained in the output
synchronizer. They are normally wired to the print 
entry hubs. 

43. Zero Print Control. Each printwheel has a pair of 
zero print control hubs. They are jackplugged to 
print zeros to the right of significant digits. The 
high-order position of a field is always left un
plugged. To print zeros, zero impulses must be re
ceived by the printwheel from the storage exits or 
from an emitter. A maximum of eight zeros may be 
controlled to print to the left or right (or four on 
each side) of a significant digit, or for zero balances. 
The zero print control hubs also control printing 
commas, decimals, and dollar signs as they do zeros, 
when these symbols are wired to print entry from 
the comma, decimal, and dollar special emitter. 
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Inquiry 

The IBM 7900 Inquiry Station (Figure 239) is a means 
of sending a message to the 7070, having a stored
program routine process it, and obtaining a typed reply 
when it comes back. As many as 10 inquiry stations can 
be used by a 7070 system. They are organized into two 
groups of five stations each, called inquiry control 1 and 
inquiry control 2. Each group is completely independent 
of the other. The five (or less) stations in each group 
are interdependent ; when one is being used, the others 
are inoperative until the reply has been typed. 

FIGURE.239. IBM 7900 INQUIRY STATION 

Each group has a 10-word synchronizer, which is 
used for the inquiry input and output of the reply. Data 
is moved between main core storage and the synchro
nizers through the 7601 Arithmetic and Program Con
trol , in a manner similar to the movement of data be
tween the unit-record equipment and core storage. The 
movement of data to and from the synchronizers is con
trolled by record-definition words. Formats for the in
quiry and reply between the station and the synchro
nizer are controlled by a perforated control tape at the 
inquiry station. Three different formats can be made 
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available for each station. Figure 240 is a schematic 
representation of the 10 stations in the two control 
groups connected to the synchronizers. Each inquiry 
unit has 50 feet of cable, but additional lengths can be 
obtained. The maximum cable length connection of a 
station from the central process ing unit is 2500 feet. 
Each inquiry typewriter can be used for manual typing. 
Single-case typewriters are used. 

Inquiry is automatically on a priority basis. When an 
inquiry is made, the program receives a priority signal 
and branches to a sub-routine to process the inquiry 
data. The program branches to location 0106 on a 
priority signal from an inquiry control 1 station, and to 
0107 on a signal from an inquiry control 2 station. 

CONTROL WORDS: The first word on the synchronizer 
is the control word. Its data is emitted from the 
control tape and contains the format number (1-3) 
in position 4 and station number (1-5) in position 
5. (The other 8 positions can have any digits, but 
must contain digits. They can come from the key
board or be emitted from the tape.) The control 
word must be in word one for the reply, to enable 
the 7070 to send the reply to the desi red station 
and format. 

Operation 

The manual operating features of an IBM 7900 Inquiry 
Station are the typewriter keyboard and the control 
keys and lights . The typewriter keyboard is on the left 
side of the panel (Figure 241 ). It has all of the features 
of an IBM electric typewriter, except that it types in 
singie-case only. 

The master power off key is located above the control 
keys and lights and should be used only in an emergency. 
Pressing this key cuts off immediately all ac and dc 
power to the inquiry station. Power is restored by push
ing the key up. 
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F IGURE 241. INQUIRY STATION TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD, AND OPERATING KEYS AND LIGHTS . 
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The nine keys and lights on the right side of the 
panel are the means of signalling that an inquiry is to 
be made, selecting the format, indicating and cancelling 
errors, and signalling that the inquiry has been com
pleted. Figure 241 shows the keys and lights. REQUEST 

and PROCEED are lights, and the other seven are illumi
nated keys. An illuminated key is both a key and a light. 
The light comes ON as a signal that the key has been 
pressed ON, in the case of the ready and format keys, 
or as a signal that the key can be pressed. 

If the main 7070 system is not ON when the ready' 
key-light is pressed, the key-light is amber color, when it 
comes ON. If the 7070 is ON when READY is pressed, the 
key-light is green, indicating that inquiries can now be 
made. If the inquiry-station is ON, but the main 7070 
system is not (ready key-light amber) and the 7070 is 
then turned on, the ready key-light turns green. 

The operation of the control keys and lights is shown 
in Figure 242, which illustrates the manual operations 
and what happens as a result of them. The manual 
operations (four of them if no errors) are indicated by 
asterisks. Machine operations that take place at the 
same time are included in brackets. 

READY Light on - Station is available for use. 

*Press one of the three FORMAT Keys. This selects one of the 
three formats on the control tape. 

The control tape positions at the proper format position. 

[

The FORMAT Key light comes on. 

. The REQUEST Key light comes on. 

*Press the REQUEST Key. 

[

The central processing unit is signalled that an inquiry is coming. 

The REQUEST Key light turns off. 

The REQUEST light (top row) comes on. 

If no other inquiry station in the control group is being used 
(if the synchronizer is available). 

The PROCEED light comes on. 

The REQUEST light turns off. 

The control word is automatically entered into the synchronizer 
from the control tape. 

*Type the inquiry message. If the message is the correct length, 
the RELEASE Key light comes on. 

I"" * Press the RElEASE Key. 

The RELEASE Key light turns off. 

The PROCEED light turns off. 

The FORMAT Key light turns off. 

The Inquiry Control (l or 2) stacking latch is set on, thus signal
ling the 7070 for priority. (See section on Automatic Priority 

,-Processing.) 

FIGURE 242. INQUIRY PROCEDURE 

Checking 

There are several automatic checking features in 7070 
inquiry operations to assure the correct operation of 
the keyboard, the transmission of correct data from 
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and to inquiry station, and the proper station and format 
for the reply. 

REQUEST 

There 'are four automatic check operations for each 
request operation at an inquiry station. They are de
scribed here in the sequence in which they occur. 

KEYBOARD VALIDITY CHECK: As each key is pressed at 
the inquiry station keyboard, it is translated into 
the 2-out-of-5 coding for that character and re
corded on the inquiry-control synchronizer at the 
position designated by the control tape. (Numeri
cal digits are translated into one digit each, alpha
merical characters are translated into two digits 
each.) There is an automatic validity check on 
each character as it is moved from the translator 
to the synchronizer, to assure that it was translated 
into a valid 2-out-of-5 bit combination. If an in
valid character is detected, the cancel key-light 
comes on. 

COMPARE CHECK: After each typed character is re
corded on the synchronizer, it is automatically 
compared with the relays set by pressing the key
board key. This assures that the character on the 
synchronizer is the same as the one keyed in. If 
the compare operation detects an inequality, the 
cancel key-light comes on. 

KEYBOARD OPERATION CHECK: An error in typing may 
be detected by the machine or by the operator. It 
is detected by the machine if the typed message 
is too short or too long; it is too short if the release 
key is pressed before its light comes ON (before 
the end-of-message indication on the tape); it is 
too long if the operator attempts to continue typing 
after the release key light has come ON. (End of 
message is indicated on the tape by detection of the 
start position of the next format.) If either of these 
errors occurs, the cancel key-light comes on. 

Pressing the space bar as the last "character" in 
a request operation is considered an operation 
error by the machine. This is to prevent an operator 
from attempting to fill out the inquiry by pressing 
the space bar, with the possibility that the typed 
information has not gone to the correct syn
chronizer locations. The cancel key-light comes on. 

CANCEL KEY-LIGHT(S): Whenever the cancel key-light 
comes on, the operator must begin the- inquiry 
operation again. Pressing the cancel key turns 
off the light and reverts the inquiry station to the 
ready status. The operator begins the inquiry 
procedure again by pressing a format key. 

If an operator discovers an error in typing, he 
can start over again by pressing the cancel key. 



SYNCHRONIZER VALIDITY CHECK: There is a validity 
check on the data moved from the synchronizer to 
magnetic-core storage. If an invalid character is 
detected, the next sequential program instruction is 
taken. If there are no invalid characters, the next 
instruction is taken from the location of the in
quiry-read instruction, + 2. 

REPLY 

There is no validity check on the movement of data 
from core storage to an inquiry-control synchronizer. 
Any invalid character on the synchronizer is detected 
during the data transmission from the synchronizer to 
the inquiry station itself, and is automatically typed as a 
red asterisk. 

INQUIRY ST A TION AND FORMAT: The inquiry station 
and format number, in positions 4 and 5 of the 
control word respectively, are tested for validity 
and correctness when they are in the synchronizer. 
The station number must be 1-5, and the format 
number 1-3. If the station and format are correct, 
the typing operation is initiated, and the program 
takes its next instruction from the location of the 
reply instruction, + 2. If they are not both correct, 
there is no typing, and the program takes the next 
sequential instruction. While a reply is being typed, 
the specified format key-light is ON. 

Control Tape 

The control tape at an inquiry station is a 16-channel 
perforated tape and provides for the following: 

1. Arrangement of data for entry to the synchronizer 
from the typewriter during the inquiry, and to the 
typewriter from the synchronizer during the reply. 

2. Control and identification of the inquiry station 
and format being used (control word). 

3. Forms control through carriage tabulation, line 
spacing, etc. 

4. Zero suppression on reply. 

The tape is continuous, and a complete .revolution 
can be from 12 to 48 inches in l~ngth. A sample sec
tion of tape is shown in Figure 243. 

The tape moves one position for each character being 
typed in both inquiry and reply, selecting the synchro
nizer-word position to be read into or read from, 
respectively. 

The synchronizer positions not read into are auto
matically filled with zeros. (An exception to this is the 
first word of the synchronizer in the inquiry operation, 
which must be completely filled with data from either 
the control tape or the keyboard.) 

FUNCTIONS OF THE CHANNELS 

Channels 1-5 specify the synchronizer word that the 
typed digit is to go to (inquiry) or come from (reply). 
The ten words are represented by the digits 1-9 for the 
first 9, and ° for word 10, in two-out-of-five code, with 
code values 0, 1, 2, 3 and 6 represented by channels 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively: 

Synchronizer Word 2-out-of-5 Code Tape Channels 

0-1 1-2 
2 0-2 1-3 
3 0-3 1-4 
4 1-3 2-4 
5 2-3 3-4 
6 0-6 1-5 
7 1-6 2-5 
8 2-6 3-5 
9 3-6 4-5 

10 1-2 (= 0) 2-3 

Channels 6-10 specify the digit position of the syn
chronizer word, in the same manner as channels 1-5 
specify the word; 0, 1, 2, 3, and 6 are represented by 

1 - ~ ~TOiF EDGE OF TAP~JfERE ~. ( 
\ 

2 '~~l'~ ""l, '" ~ I 
3 .~ l . l \ 4 ilS~.~ 

5 ~.~ J 
LLI 6 ~~r-~ .~ 'T' T ~ ~ ~ 7 ~~ T l ~, .~ N 

::J 8 r-~ 'T ~ . ~ ~' 
) 

~H~~~~ ~ 
..J 9 ~~' l'~----1.~~ \ c> 10 ~ ~' 

1 11 I 12 

13h.~ 
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FIGURE 243. INQUIRY STATION CONTROL TAPE 
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channels 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The digit posi
tions are 0-9 from left to right, or high-order to 
low-order: 

Digit Position 2-out-of-5 Code Tape Channels 

0 1-2 7-8 
1 0-1 6-7 
2 0-2 6-8 
3 0-3 6-9 
4 1-3' 7-9 
5 2-3 8-9 
6 0-6 6-10 
7 1-6 7-10 
8 2-6 8-10 
9 3-6 9-10 

Channel 11 designates an alphabetic character. The 
synchronizer-word position represented by channels 
1-10 is the low-order position of the two that the letter 
is to go into (inquiry) or come from (reply). Whenever 
channel 11 is punched for alpha, channels 6-10 must 
designate position 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9. The word designated 
by channels 1-5 automatically gets an alpha sign. 

Channel 11 is also used in conjunction with position 
code zero, to allow operator control over the sign of a 
numerical word. The tape has the word number in 
channels 1-5 and a zero designation in channels 6-10 
(specifically, channels 7 and 8). When the tape is at a 
position with this coding, the operator determines the 
sign of the specified word by pressing either the "&" 
key for plus or the "-" key for minus. When a reply is 
being typed, this coding causes a minus sign to be typed 
for the designated word, if that word is minus. Plus and 
alpha signs are not typed. 

Any word, the sign of which is not made alpha or 
minus in the request operation, is automatically given 
a plus sign on the synchronizer. In all cases of both 
request and reply, channel 11 is used to create alpha 
signs and allow minus signs. 

Channel 12 has two functions. In inquiry, it specifies 
that the typed character is to go into the control word, 
in the position designated by channels 6-10. Channels 
1-5 are thus not needed to indicate synchronizer word. 
They are used instead to specify the actual digit that is 
to go into the control-word position. Channel 12 can 
be thought of as making the control tape a digit emitter. 
When a punch in channel 12 is sensed, the tape ad
vances automatically, and no typing takes place. 

In a reply operation, channel 12 is used for zero sup
pression. When a tape position is punched with a 12, 
no zeros will type until a significant digit is reached. 

Channel 13 indicates the start position for the tape 
format in an inquire (request) operation. Channels 
6-10 indicate the format by containing a 1 (channels 
6-7), 2 (6-8), or 3 (6-9). When one of the format keys 
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is pressed, the tape moves to the specified format posi
tion. When channels 12 and 13 are both punched, the 
program tape skips to the next 13 punch in the tape. 
The main use of this feature is to skip the lapped sec
tion of the program tape. 

Channel 14 has the same function for reply that 
channel 13 has for inquire (request). It indicates the 
start position for the tape format, with the format speci
fied in channels 6-10. When a reply instruction is given 
by the stored program, the inquiry station (specified 
by the digit in position 5 of the control word) moves 
its control tape to the desired format (specified by the 
digit in position 4 of the control word), if there is a 
punch in channel 14 for that format. 

The combination of punches in channels 13 and 14 
has a special function. Used at the end of an inquire 
(request) section of a tape format, it signifies that there 
is not to be a reply for this inquiry. It is used when an 
inquiry is made in order to insert data into storage. 

A hole in channel 15 causes an automatic carriage 
return. The tape suspends data transmission within the 
7070 until the carriage return is complete. Variable
field-length applications may require the operator to 
press the carriage-return key before channel 15 is 
reached. In this case, the program tape is automatically 
advanced to the channel 15 column. 

The function of channel 16 is to cause the typewriter 
to tabulate automatically to the next tab stop. The ad
vance of the tape and manual operation of the tab key 
for variable-length fields is identical to the previously 
described carriage-return operation by channel 15. 
Tabulations should not be programmed for fewer than 
three spaces. 

When both channels 15 and 16 are punched, the type
writer is caused to space one column. The spacing func
tion suspends any transmitting or receiving of data. 
Spacing from the program tape functions on both the 
input and output modes of operation. 

Channels 15 and 16 must not be punched in columns 
with word or digit punching. 

Operation Code 

An inquiry routine is usually started by an inquiry-read 
instruction. This brings to magnetic-core storage the 
information that had been typed at the inquiry station. 
When the inquiry sub-routine has, been completed, an 
inquiry-reply instruction is given, which transmits the 
reply data to the inquiry station and automatically initi
ates typing the reply data. The stored program does not 
have to wait for the request data to be typed by the 



inquiry-station operator, nor for the reply to be typed 
by the reply instruction. 

Inquiry Control 
+54 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: All of the instructions for read 
and reply from and to the inquiry stations are in
cluded in the augmented code + 54, INQUIRY CON

TROL. Positions 4 and 5 of the instruction define the 
operation, and which of the two inquiry-control 
groups is involved. (As described, the specific in
quiry station within the control group is identified 
in word 1 of the request and reply data.) 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 4 5 6789 

SOl +54 
23 Indexing word 
4 Inquiry control group; 1 or 2 
5 Operation: O. Inquiry Read QR 

1. Inquiry Write QW 

6879 Address of first record-definition word (in
dexable). This word defines the core
storage area to be read into on a read 
operation, or read from, on a write opera
tion. 

INQUIRY READ: This instruction initiates the transmission 
of data from the synchronizer specified in position 
4, to the core-storage words defined by the 
RDW(s) addressed by positions 6-9. Transmission 
is stopped by the RDW(s), or when 10 words 
have been moved, whichever comes first. The 
stored program proceeds when this transmission is 
completed. 

The data is validity-checked as it moves from the 
synchronizer to core storage. If there is an invalid 
character, the next instruction is taken from the 
address in the instruction counter. If there are no 
invalid characters, the instruction counter is in
cremented by 1, and the next instruction comes 
from that address. 

INQUIRY WRITE: This code works in the same way as 
inquiry read, except that the flow of data is from 
core storage to the synchronizer, and from there 
to the inquiry station. The stored program can 
continue after the data has been transmitted to the 
synchronizer. 

All of the reply data does not require a validity 
check because an asterisk is automatically typed in 
red for any invalid characters detected on data 
movement from the synchronizer to the inquiry 

station. There are two tests made of the reply data: 
inquiry station number and format are checked 
for validity, and to see whether an inquiry station 
of that number exists on the 7070 system. If there 
is an invalid character, the next instruction is taken 
from the address in the instruction counter. If there 
are no invalid characters, the instruction counter 
is incremented by 1, and the next instruction 
comes from that address. 

EXAMPLES: To read request information from a station 
in control group 2, into the core storage area for 
which word 4400 is the first RDW: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+54 00 2 0 4400 

Assume that at the completion of the inquiry 
sub-routine, the reply data has been put into the 
same storage area as the request data. To send this 
reply to the inquiry station: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+54 00 2 1 4400 

DATA FLOW: The movement of data between the syn
chronizer and core storage is the same as for unit
record read and punch/print operations. For a 
read operation, a word on the synchronizer is read 
serially into the synchronizer register, from there 
in parallel to the arithmetic register, and from 
there in parallel to magnetic-core storage under 
control of the record-definition register. The flow 
is opposite for a write operation. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The synchronizer register and 
the arithmetic register. 

TIMING: An inquiry-read (QR) instruction is timed as 
follows: 

Microseconds 

64 
+ 36 if indexing is used 

+ 132 for each word moved-1320 for 10 words 

An inquiry-write (Qw) operation takes longer, due 
to the necessity of clearing the synchronizer before 
the data is moved, and because of the automatic 
station and format check: 

Microseconds 

156 
+ 36 if indexing is used 

+ 1320 for clearing the synchronizer 
+ 132 for each word moved (1320 maximum) 

+ 5000 station-format check 
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COMMENTS: An inquiry routine is automatically a pri
ority routine; it is started as the result of an in
quiry-priority signal. Therefore, a priority release 
instruction (PR) is necessary; this is usually the 
next instruction following the QW instruction. 

The inquiry-station number and format number 
are automatically put into word 1 of the request 
data by the control tape at the inquiry station. The 
reply data must have a valid station and format 
number in these same positions. Normally, the 
station number is the same, so that the reply is 
typed at the same station that made the inquiry (it 

doesn't have to be, however). The format number 
can be different, so that the reply data need not 
conform to the same format as the request data. 

A reply is required for all inquiries, unless the 
control tape for the inquiry format has both 
channels 13 and 14 punched in its last position. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (Figure 244): ZETA has been 
previously defined as word 2330. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 4 5 6789 

+54 00 1 0 2330 

Lobel OPERAND Bosi c Autocoder--l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 244. 
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One of the most important considerations in planning 
and programming an application for a data processing 
system is that of deriving the most efficient use of all 
components of the system. In some programs this may 
be card reading or card punching, in others it may 
be tape reading or writing, etc. Programs are said to 
be input-bound, printer-bound, seek-bound, compute
bound, etc., referring to the phase of the application 
that the other phases must wait for, at some point or 
points in the program. Sometimes it is desirable to com
bine two or more independent programs, so that one 
is functioning while the other is waiting for one of its 
operations to be completed. 

An outstanding feature of the IBM 7070 is Automatic 
Priority Processing, which makes it possible to combine 
programs and virtually eliminate any lost time waiting 
for an operation to be completed. There need not be a 
delay; one program or the other is constantly func
tioning. 

For example, one program, called the main routine, 
may have a comparatively large number of program 
steps. Another called the priority routine has relatively 
few instructions but involves almost continuous use of a 
card reader, card punch, printer, tape unit, or disk file. 

The priority routine can be a sub-routine that serves 
the main program, or it may be a complete program in 
itself, totally independent of the main program. The 
latter case is described by the term SPOOL, for Simul
taneous Peripheral Operations On-Line. It is called this 
because it is a separate operation that is performed con
currently with the main program, and in timing it is 
almost the equivalent of two simultaneous operations. 

The main routine functions normally, while the tape) 
disk storage, or card unit of the priority routine is oper
ating-reading a card, punching a card, printing a line, 
reading tape, writing tape, seeking a disk-storage record, 
reading a disk record, or writing a disk record. As soon 

Automatic Priority Processing 

as that operation is completed, the main routine is auto
matically signalled. The location of the next main
routine instruction is stored in positions 2-5 of index 
word 97, and the priority routine carries out its com
paratively short program, starts its input/output or 
storage unit, and releases priority. The main routine 
then takes up exactly where it left off, by bringing the 
address· of its next instruction from index word 97 to 
the instruction counter. 

The number of individual programs need not be lim
ited to two; it is possible to have more than one tape, 
disk storage, or card input/output unit operating on a 
priority basis during the main routine. However, only 
the main routine can be signalled for priority; it is not 
possible to do this to a priority routine. If a second 
priority is ready while a first one is in progress, it will 
wait until the first is completed. The main routine is 
resumed only when there are no priority routines 
waiting. 

Several devices are used by the 7070 in Automatic 
Priority Processing. They are: 

Stacking Latches 

A stacking latch is the means by which an input! output 
or storage unit signals the main routine for priority. 
When the unit has finished its operation, it sets a stack
ing latch. The main routine is constantly testing to see 
whether any stacking latches have been set, with no 
loss of time. 

There are 56 stacking latches in a full-capacity 7070, 
assigned as follows: 

Two for any two of the six unit-record machines 2 
One for each inquiry control group of 5 stations 2 
One for each tape unit 40 
One for each of the 3 access arms in each of the 

4 disk-storage units 12 

56 
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Sequencing Scanner 

The stacking latches are continuously scanned by the 
sequencing scanner. Figure 245 is a representation of 
how this is done. The scanner is constantly scanning, 
testing each of the stacking latches in turn. If two latches 
should be turned on at the same time, the one detected 
first depends on the position of the sequencing scanner 
at that time. Figure 245 shows the sequencing scanner 
stopped by the stacking latch for tape unit 0, channel L 

If a stacking latch is turned on and it has not been 
masked, the sequencing scanner stops at that latch the 
next time it gets to it. When the priority routine is 
started, the stacking latch is turned off and the sequenc
ing scanner proceeds again. 

• 
SEQUENCING 

SCANNER 

A scan of all 56 stacking latches takes about 1.2 
milliseconds. 

Priority Waiting Latch 

The setting of this latch causes a priority signal to be 
generated and a priority routine to be initiated. It is set 
only when all three of these things have occurred: 
1. A stacking latch has been set, provided that 
2. it is not masked, and 
3. the sequencing scanner has reached it. 

Priority Control Masks 

A stacking latch can be masked so that it will not cause 
a priority signal when it is set. The mask prevents a 
stacking latch from stopping the sequencing scanner, 

Stacking Latches 

INNER RING- Priority Mask 

FIGURE 245. STACKING LATCHES, PRIORITY MASKS AND SEQUENCING SCANNER 
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and thus setting the priority waiting latch. Figure 245 
shows how the latches are masked. Note that an entire 
tape channel is masked, thus prohibiting any of the six 
tape units connected to it from setting the priority wait
ing latch. In the illustration, tape channel 2 is masked. 
Thus, the stacking latch set by tape unit 5 on channel 2 
cannot stop the sequencing scanner. Unit-record B 
stacking latch is also masked; the stacking latch is not 
set, however. The twelve access arms in the disk storage 
units are all either masked or not for read/write opera
tions, and are all either masked or not for seek opera
tions, with each mask independent of the other. The pri
ority masks are set by the PRIORITY CONTROL code, + 55. 

Index. Word 97 

When the main routine is signalled for priority, the 
contents of the instruction counter are automatically 
sent to positions 2-5 of index word 97. The instruction 
counter contains the address of the next program step 
to be executed in the main routine. Thus, when the 
priority routine is completed, the PRIORITY RELEASE 

command returns the main routine to the point where it 
left off. The sign of index word 97 is set to plus. 

Priority Indicator Storage Word, 0100 

There are 10 indicators and two sense/stop switches 
that are set during a stored program: 

Accumulator overflow ( one indicator for each 
accumulator) 

High-Low-Equal compare 

Floating-decimal overflow and underflow 

Field overflow, and setting of field-overflow sensei 
stop switch 

Sign change, and setting of sign change sense/stop 
switch 

At the beginning of a priority routine, the settings of 
these 10 indicators and the two sense/stop switches are 
automatically stored in word 0100. The settings are 
restored to the indicators and switches by the PRIORITY

RELEASE command at the end of the priority routine. 
Thus, any changes in the indicators by the priority rou
tine have no effect on the main routine. 

The values in word 0100 are dependent on the indica
tor settings as follows: 

Word 0100, 
position: 

9. Accumulator 3 overflow 
O. No overflow 
1. Overflow 

8. Accumulator 2 overflow 
O. No overflow 
1. Overflow 

7. Accumulator 1 overflow 
O. No overflow 
1. Overflow 

6. Low 
O. Not low 
1. Low 

5. Equal 
O. Not equal 
1. Equal 

4. High 
O. Not high 
1. High 

3. Floating point overflow 
O. No overflow 
1. Overflow 

2. Floating point underflow 
O. No underflow 
1. Underflow 

1. Field Overflow 
O. No overflow, and field-overflow sense/stop switch is at 

stop. 
5. No overflow, and field-overflow sense/stop switch is at 

sense. 
9. Overflow, and field-overflow sense/stop switch is at 

sense. 

O. Sign change 
O. No sign change, and sign-change sense/stop switch is 

at stop. 
5. No sign change, and sign-change sense/stop switch is 

at sense. 
9. Sign change, and sign-change sense/stop switch is at 

sense. 

If any of these digits are changed in the priority rou
tine, the corresponding indicator setting will be affected 
when priority is released. 

Priority Mode Latch 

A 7070 program is always in priority mode or non
priority mode. This latch is set when a priority routine 
is started and is reset by the priority release instruction. 
It prevents a priority routine from being interrupted by 
another priority signal. 

Status Words 

These are formed by tape and disk-storage reading and 
writing operations, to enable the program to reference 
a priority condition back to the initiating command and 
to ascertain the type of priority signal. The status words 
are explained in detail in the texts on tape and disk
storage priority. 
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Priority Operation 

During each program step in the main routine a test is 
made to determine whether any stacking latches have 
been set, by testing the priority waiting latch. If it is not 
ON, the program continues normally. If the priority 
waiting latch has been set, by a tape or disk read-write 
or disk-seek operation, the status words have been 
formed and stored. 

The following takes place as the result of the test 
having found the priority waiting latch set: 

1. The operation currently taking place in the main 
routine is completed-recomplementing, etc. 

2. The contents of the instruction counter-location of 
the next main-routine instruction, are stored in posi
tions 2-5 of index word 97, with the other positions 
of 0097 set to zero and its sign to plus. 

3. The indicator settings are stored in word 0100. 

4. The priority mode latch is set. 

5. The stacking latch and priority waiting latch are 
turned off and the sequencing scanner starts again. 

6. If the interrupt was caused by tape or disk, the ad
dress of the final status word for the particular unit 
or arm is placed in index word 99. 

7. The program branches to the location of the first 
instruction in the priority routine. These locations 
depend on what caused the priority signal, and they 
are covered in the texts on the types of priority. 

Types of Priority 

There are four types of priority: 

Unit Record 
Inquiry 
Tape 
Disk Storage 

Unit-record priority is initiated by the completion of 
a card-read, card-punch, or print operation. Inquiry 
priority is initiated by the release of an inquiry message 
by the operator. The completion of a tape read or tape 
write operation can start a tape-priority routine, and 
disk-storage priority can be caused by the completion 
of read, write, or seek. 

Unit-Record Priority 

A priority routine caused by the completion of a read, 
punch, or print operation is called Unit-Record Priority. 
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There can be two unit-record operations available for 
priority at anyone time. Console switches determine 
whether or not there will be priority, and which unit or 
units will be involved. The two priority controls are 
called A and B, and each can be assigned to any of 
the six input-output units. Assignment is made by the 
console dials. The right-hand dial in each set determines 
the unit that will set that stacking latch each time an 
operation is completed (see Figure 279) . 

In operations involving magnetic tape, such as card
to-tape, tape-to-printer, etc., priority signalling of the 
main program can be automatically delayed until both 
the card unit and the tape channel are free. This is done 
by setting the left-hand dial to channel control 1, 2, 3 
or 4. When the unit record priority A dial is set to chan
nel control 2, for example, the sequencing scanner, 
when stopped by the unit record A stacking latch, will 
not set the priority waiting latch until channel 2 is free. 

The first instruction in a priority routine initiated by 
priority control A is located in word 0104; for priority 
control B, it is in word 0105. The instruction in each 
of those locations is normally an unconditional branch 
to the location of the first instruction in the priority 
routine. 

Inquiry Priority 

Inquiry priority is automatic. A manual inquiry to stor
age from any of the five stations in each inquiry control 
group automatically starts a priority routine (unless, of 
course, the stacking latch is masked). A stacking latch 
for inquiry control 1 or 2 is set by pressing the release 
key at the inquiry station, after the inquiry request has 
been typed. 

A priority routine resulting from an inquiry control 
1 station starts in location 0106; resulting from an in
quiry control 2 station, in 0107. As with unit-record 
priority, the instructions in these locations are usually 
unconditional branches. 

Tape Priority 

The priority signalling of the main program by the com
pletion of a tape operation is called tape priority. There 
are two causes of tape priority: normal and unusual
condition. Normal tape priority means that the main 
program will be automatically signalled at the conclu
sion of the tape operation, just as in card priority. Tape 



priority, however, is under control of the stored pro
gram rather than the console. A plus sign in the tape 
control instruction determines that there will be a 
priority signal at the conclusion of the operation; a 
minus sign determines that there will not be a signal 
for normal condition. In A utocoder symbols, the letter 
P is used if the operation is to signal normal priority. 
Unusual-condition priority occurs regardless of the sign 
of the instruction. 

If the stacking latch for a tape unit is ON and an
other instruction involving that unit is called for, the 
program is interlocked until the stacking latch is turned 
off. Then, the program proceeds with the tape instruc
tion. If the stacking latch is masked, or if the program 
is in the priority mode when this happens, the machine 
stops. 

Tape Status Words 

Status words are automatically provided, with no loss 
in time, for tape priority operations to help the pro
grammer determine what operations caused the priority 
signal. There are two status words formed: initial and 
final. 

TAPE INITIAL STATUS WORDS: Every tape instruction 
that might cause a priority signal when it is com
pleted, automatically creates an initial status word 
at the beginning of the operation. The format of 
the initial-status word is as follows: 

Tape Initial Status Word SOl 2345 6789 

S The sign of the tape instruction: plus, 
priority; minus, no priority. 

o Always 8, from position 0 of the instruc
tion, identifying it as a tape operation. 

1 Defines the specific operation-contains 
the digit in position 5 of the tape instruc
tion. 

2345 Contents of the instruction counter when 
the tape instruction was given-the loca
tion of the next sequential instruction after 
the tape command. 

6789 Contents of the corresponding positions of 
the tape instruction. If position 5 of the 
instruction (position 1 of this word) con
tains a digit 1-9, it is the location of the 
first ROW. If position 5 contains 0, posi
tion 9 contains the operation code, and 
positions 6-8 can contain any digits. 

Each tape unit has a location for an initial status 
word: 0160-0169 for the ten units for channell, 
words 0170-0179 for the ten units for channel 2, 
0180-0189 for channel 3, and 0190-0199 for 

channel 4. Each time an initial status word is 
created by a tape control instruction, it is stored in 
the location corresponding to the tape unit and 
channel specified. 

TAPE FINAL STATUS WORDS: A final status word is auto
matically created at the conclusion of each tape 
read or write operation. The final status word for 
each tape unit is stored in a location whose address 
is 50 less than that of the initial status word: 
0110-0119 for channell, 0120-0129 for channel 
2, 0130-0139 for channel 3 and 0140-0149 for 
channel 4. The ten's position specifies the channel, 
1-4; and the units position specifies tape unit, 0-9. 
The format of the final status words is as follows: 

Tape Final Status Word S 0 2345 6789 

S Always plus. 

o This position contains a digit put in by the 
program itself and is not disturbed by for
mation of the rest of the word. It is used 
to determine the exact address that the pro
gram will branch to in starting the priority 
routine. 

1 Condition code, indicating the cause of the 
priority signal: 

1. Error 
2. CLR 
3. SLR 
4. LLR 
5. EOF 
6. EOS 
7. SCLR 

2345 Working address of the record definition 
register at completion of the operation
the last core-storage location used by the 
last ROW in the operation (except for 
LLR). 

6789 Contents of the ROW address register-the 
location of the last record-definition word 
used, + 1. 

The location of this word (0110-0149) is auto
matically stored in the indexing portion (positions 
2-5) of index word 99 when the priority routine 
is started, the sign of 0099 is set to plus, and the 
remaining positions of the word are set to zeros. 

The final status word developed as a result of 
(p ) TM and (p) TSM is a special case. Only the 
condition code (position 1) resulting from the 
operation is inserted. The remaining positions and 
the sign are lef1: unchanged. This is because ROW's 
are not used by these instructions. 
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TAPE PRIORITY ROUTINE START ADDRESS: To start a 
tape-priority routine, the program branches to one 
of the ten locations 0150-0159, determined by the 
digit in position 0 of the final status word. 

Condition Codes 

The condition code in position 1 indicates whether the 
priority signal is due to a normal or an unusual con
dition, and specifically what the condition is. All but 
CLR (2) are unusual-condition codes (they may be 
errors, or not). The digits in this position have the fol
lowing meaning: 

Read 

Write 

1. Error. These are machine checks on itself. 

1. Vertical redundancy check on tape char
acter. 

2. Longitudinal redundancy check on a 
tape record. 

3. Two-out-of-five validity check on trans
lated data. 

4. A tape character not translated to 2-out
of-5 coding. 

5. Detection of a A not at the end of a word. 
6. In reading numerical data, the last word 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

read has less than 5 digits. 
In reading numerical data, 10 digits are 
read with no sign indication. 
Insufficient signal strength. 
A two-digit combination in an alpha 
word that does not represent an alpha
merical character (probably a pro
gramming error) . 
Validity error detected by the two-gap 
head. 

The occurrence of an error condition takes prece
dence over any other priority conditions that may exist 
at the same time. 
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2. CLR-Correct Length Record. This is normal 
priority-called for by a plus sign in the tape 
instruction. This code is used only if none of 
the unusual conditions has occurred. 

3. SLR-Short Length Record. Occurs if the 
working and stop addresses in the record defi
nition register are not the same when the end 
of the tape record (the IRG) is reached, in 
tape reading. The address in positions 2-5 of 
the final status word is that of the last core
storage word filled. 

Short-length record occurs in TAPE-SEGMENT 

BACKSPACE if the load point (beginning of the 
tape) is reached before the specified number 
of segments has been spaced over. 

4. LLR-Long Length Record. Occurs if the 
working and stop addresses in the record defi
nition register coincide, but the end of the 
tape record (the IRG) has not yet been 
reached, in tape reading. The contents of 
positions 2-5 of the final status word is the 
sum of the address of the last core-storage 
word filled plus the number of excess words 
in the tape record. This will indicate to the 
programmer the number of words by which 
the record is greater than the storage area 
provided. 

5. EOF-End of File. Occurs when reading a 
tape mark or writing into the foil strip, indi
cating that the end of the tape reel has been 
reached. 

Either of these operations turns on the end
of-file indicator. Until the indicator is turned 
off by a TEF operation, every subsequent read 
or write command will result in the EOF 
priority condition. 

It is possible to "coast" into the reflective 
spot after a write operation has been com
pleted. If this happens, an EOF condition is I 

indicated at the completion of the following 
write instruction. 

End-of-file occurs in TAPE-SEGMENT FOR

WARD SPACE and TAPE-SEGMENT BACKWARD 

SP ACE if the tape mark is read before the speci
fied number of segments has been passed over. 

6. EOS-End· of Segment. Occurs on reading a 
tape segment mark during a read command. 

7. SCLR - Short Character Length Record. 
Occurs only in reading alpha data from tape 
if the number of characters do not fill an 
exact number of core-storage 10-digit words; 
that is, the number of alphamerical characters 
is not a mUltiple of five. When this condition 
occurs, the remainder of the word (low-order 
positions) is filled with zeros (alpha coding 
for blanks). The address in positions 2-5 of 
the final status word is that of the last core
storage word filled. 

Precedence of Tape Priority Conditions 

It is possible for more than one tape priority condition 
to occur at any time. For example, in writing a tape 
record, Correct Length Record and End of File may 
both occur. 



In all cases, error priority takes precedence over all 
of the other conditions. Figure 246 shows the sequence 
of precedence of the condition codes and which codes 

PRIORITY 

MNEMONIC NAME OPER. POSSIBLE? 

Position 

5: 

TR Tape Read 1 Yes 

PTR Priority Tape Read 1 Yes 

TRR Tape Read per Record Mark Control 2 Yes 

PTRR Priority Tape Read per 2 Yes 

Record-Mark Control 

TW Tape Write 3 Yes 

PTW Priority Tape Write 3 Yes 

TWR Tape Write per Record-Mark Control 4 Yes 

PTWR Priority Tape Write per 4 Yes 

Record-Mark Control 

TWZ Tape Write with Zero Elimination 5 Yes 

PTWZ Priority Tape Write 5 Yes 

with Zero Elimination 

TWC Tape Write with Zero Elimination and 6 Yes 

per Record Mark Control Combined 

PTWC Priority Tape Write with Zero 6 Yes 

Elimination and per Record Mark 

Control Combined 

TSF Tape Segment Forward 7 Yes 

Space per Count 

PTSF Priority Tape Segment Forward 7 Yes 

Space per Count 

TSB Tape Segment Backward 8 Yes 

Space per Count 

PTSB Priority Tape Segment 8 Yes 

Backward Space per Count 

Position 

9: 

TSEl Tape No-op Select 0 No 

TM Tape Mark Write 1 Yes 

PTM Priority Tape Mark Write 1 Yes 

TRW Tape Rewind 2 No 

TRU Tape Rewind Unload 3 No 

TRB Tape Record Backspace 4 No 

TSM Tape Write Segment Mark 5 Yes 

PTSM Priority Tape Write Segment Mark 5 Yes 

TSK Tape Skip 6 No 

TEF Tape End of File Off 7 No 

*ClR does not initiate <:' priority condition. 

FIGURE 246. PRECEDENCE OF TAPE PRIORITY CONDITIONS 

apply to each tape operation. Note that status words 
are formed for every operation that might initiate a 
priority signal. 

CONDITION CODES, IN ORDER OF PRECEDENCE 

HIGHEST lOWEST 

~ ~ 

STATUS UNUSUAL CONDITION NORMAL 

WORDS? 1. ERROR 5. EOF 6. EOS 4. llR 7.SClR 3.SlR 2.ClR 

Yes Error EOF EOS llR SClR SlR ClR* 

Yes Error EOF EOS llR SClR SlR ClR 

Yes Error EOF EOS LlR SClR SlR ClR* 

Yes Error EOF EOS llR SClR SlR ClR 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

Yes Error EOF SlR ClR* 

Yes Error EOF SlR ClR 

No 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

No 

No 

No 

Yes Error EOF ClR* 

Yes Error EOF ClR 

No 

No 
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Disk Storage Priority 

Disk-storage priority operates on the same principle as 
tape. Normal priority on reading and writing is under 
control of the stored program (a plus sign in the disk
storage read or write instruction), and unusual-condi
tion priority occurs automatically as the result of ma
chine self-checking, programming errors, or situations 
that occur in the program. 

The completion of a seek operation automatically 
initiates priority. However, the sequencing scanner, 
when stopped by a stacking latch at completion of a 
seek operation, does not set the priority waiting latch 
unless one of the two tape/disk channels (channell or 2) 
is available for use. No status words are created in seek 
operations. 

Disk Status Words 

DISK INITIAL STATUS WORDS: The initiation of a disk
storage read or write operation automatically 
creates an initial status word, just as with tape, and 
with the same format: 

Disk Initial Status Word SOl 2345 6789 

S The sign of the disk-storage read or write 
instruction - plus, priority; minus, no 
priority. 

o Always 9, from position 0 of the instruc
tion, identifying it as a disk-storage opera
tion. 

I 0 or 1, defining the specific operation as 
either read or write-contains the digit in 
position 5 of the disk instruction. 

2345 Contents of the instruction counter when 
the disk instruction was given-the loca
tion of the next sequential instruction after 
the disk-storage command. 

6789 Contents of the corresponding positions of 
the disk instruction-the location of the 
first RDW used by the operation. 

Each of the 12 access arms has a location for 
initial status words: 0250-0253 for arm 0, files 0-3 
respectively; 0260-0263 for arm 1, files 0-3 respec
tively; and 0270-0273 for arm 2, files 0-3 respec
tively. 

DISK FINAL STATUS WORDS: The completion of a disk
storage read or write operation automatically cre
ates a final status word, which for each access arm 
is stored in a location, the address of which is 50 
less than that of its initial status word: 0200-0203 
for arm 0, 0210-0213 for arm 1, and 0220-0223 
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for arm 2. The two low-order positions of each 
address define the exact access arm (ten's position, 
0-2) and file unit (units position, 0-3). The format 
of the final status words is the same as for tape: 

Disk Final Status Word SOl 2345 6789 

S Always plus. 

o This position contains a digit put in by the 
program itself, and is not disturbed by the 
formation of the rest of the word. It is used 
to determine the exact address to which the 
program will branch in starting the priority 
routine. 

1 Condition code, indicating the cause of the 
priority signal: 
1. Error 
2. CLR 
3. SLR 
4. LLR 
5. Machine address check 
6. Addressing error 
7. Incomplete seek 

2345 Working address of the record/definition 
register at completion of the operation
the last core-storage location used by the 
last RDW in the operation. 

6789 Contents of the RDW address register
the location of the last record-definition 
word used, + 1. 

The location of this word (0200-0203, 0210-
0213, or 0220-0223) is automatically stored in 
the indexing portion of index word 99 when the 
priority routine is started. The remaining positions 
of 0099 are set to zeros, and the sign is set to plus. 

Condition Codes 

The condition code in position 1 indicates the cause of 
the priority signal. All but CLR are unusual-condition 
codes. 

1. Error. These are machine checks on itself. 
a. A validity check (2 out of 5) in reading or 

writing. 

b. The automatic compare check on disk 
writing. 

2. CLR-Correct Length Record. As in tape 
operations, this is normal priority. It is used if 
none of the other conditions has occurred. If the 
disk-storage read or write instruction had a 
minus sign and no other condition has occurred, 
this code goes to the final status word, but no 
priority signal is given. 



3. SLR-Short Length Record. As in tape opera
tions, this code means that the record on the 
disk track is shorter than the number of words 
specified by the RDW(s). Since there are always 
60 words on a track, SLR in disk operations 
means that more than 60 words were specified 
by the RDW(s). SLR is possible on either read 
or write in disk operations. 

The address in positions 2-5 of the final 
status word is that of the last core-storage 
word filled in a read operation, or read from in 
a write operation. 

4. LLR-Long Length Record. The record on the 
disk track is longer than the number of words 
specified by the RDW(s). The disk record is too 
long if less than 60 words are so specified. LLR 
is possible in either disk-read or disk-write 
operations. The address in positions 2-5 of the 
final status word is that of the last core-storage 
word filled in a read operation, or read from 
in a write operation. 

5. Machine Address Check-The address in the 
two-word gap on the track to be written or 
read is not the same as the address put in the 
access register- by the seek operation (machine 
error) . 

6. Programming Address Check-The address 
in accumulator 3 is not the same as the address 
put in the access register by the seek operation 
(programming error). 

7. Incomplete Seek-The access arm has not com
pleted a seek operation in the maximum time 
that should be necessary (machine error). 

Codes 1-4 are created at completion of a 
read or write operation. Codes 5-7 are created 
at the beginning of the first read or write opera
tionafter a seek. If condition 5-7 exists, no read 
or write operation takes place. 

If the addressed disk storage unit has been 
temporarily disconnected, an incomplete seek 
code is generated (if a unit that has never been 
part of the system is addressed, an error stop 
results) . 

DISK PRIORITY ROUTINE START ADDRESS: To start a 
priority routine from a disk-storage read or write 
operation, the program branches to one of the ten 
locations 0240-0249, determined by the digit in 
position 0 of the final status word. 

Precede~ce of Disk Priority Conditions 

It is possible, of course, for a disk-storage read or write 

operation to produce more than one priority condition. 
As with the tape condition codes, the disk-priority con
dition codes have an order of precedence, determining 
which condition code is used if two or more arise in 
the operation. Incomplete seek, code 7, takes prece
dence over all of the other conditions. CLR is last, and 
is used only if no other condition exists and the 91 or 92 
operation code had a plus sign. The order of precedence 
of the disk-priority condition codes is as follows: 

Precedence Condition Code Name 

1st 7 Incomplete seek 
2d 6 Addressing error 
3d 5 Machine address check 

{ ! SLR 
4th* LLR 
5th Error 
6th 2· CLR 

*SLR and LLR cannot both occur, of course, in the same 
operation. 

Seek Priority 

A seek operation automatically initiates a priority signal 
when completed, but is conditioned to do so only if a 
channel control is available (either one). If the signal 
is caused by a seek error, the cause can be made known 
when a read or write operation is to be performed, and 
the condition code in the final status word is tested by 
the program. 

At the time that a priority routine is initiated by the 
completion of a seek, index word 99 contains the ad
dress of the final status word for the appropriate file 
and arm, even though the final status word itself is not 
affected by the seek operation. Note that the file number 
(0-3) is in position 5 and the arm number (0-2) is in 
position 4 of the final status word address. The other 
six positions of index word 99 are set to zero, and the 
sign is set to plus. 

Although final status words are not formed by seek 
operations, digit position 0 in these words is used to 
determine the exact address to which the program will 
branch in starting the priority routine, just as with read 
and write operations. A seek priority routine starts in 
one of the ten locations 0290-0299, determined by this 
digit. 

Priority Codes 

These instructions are used specifically with the Auto
matic Priority Processing feature of the 7070. (Other 
operation codes, such as + 81, + 91, etc. instruct an 
operation to signal priority at completion, but they do 
not affect priority directly. ) 
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These codes are presented in the sequence shown in 
Figure 247. 

If the first letter in an A utocoder symbol is P, it stands 
for priority. These instructions are PC and PR as shown 
above; all of the tape and disk read-write instructions 
that are to cause priority at completion; and the disk 
seek instruction, which automatically causes priority 
at completion. 

CATEGORIES OP CODES NAMES MNEMONICS 

Priority mask +55 Priority Control PC 

control 

Stacking latches +60 Stacking latch test: 
Any stacking latch SAL 
Unit-record BUL 
Inquiry controls BQL 

Tape channels BTL 
Disk access arms BDL 

-60 Stacking latch set: 
Unit-record ULN 
Inquiry controls QLN 

Tape channels TLN 
Disk access arms DLN 

-62 Stacking latch reset: 

Unit record ULF 
Inquiry controls QLF 

Tape channels TLF 

Disk access arms DLF 

Release +64 Priority release PR 

FIGURE 247. PRIORITY OPERATION CODES 

Priority Control 

+55 PC 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This operation determines 
which stacking latches will be masked and which 
will not. The mask is contained in the word ad
dressed by positions 6-9 (indexable). This word 
determines which stacking latches can stop the 
sequencing scanner and thus initiate a priority rou
tine. A zero in a specific position of this word 
allows priority, and a 1 masks priority, for the 
stacking latches as follows: 

224 

DIGIT POSITION 

Sign 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

STACKING LATCHES 

not used 
Tape chaimel 4 
Tape channel 3 
Inquiry control group 2 
Inquiry control group 1 
Disk read and write 
Disk seek 
Tape channel 2 
Tape channel 1 
Unit record B 
Unit record A 

A mask is effective until another priority-control 
instruction resets it. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +55 
23 Indexing word for modifying the address of 

the mask word. 
45 Not used. 
6789 Address of the mask word 

EXAMPLES: To set the priority masks according to the 
ones and zeros in word 1590: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+ 55 -00 xx 1590 

Contents of word 1590: + 00 111 10011. After 
this instruction, only the tape units can cause 
priority signals. 

To set the priority masks according to the ones 
and zeros in word 1500, indexed by positions 2-5 
of IW 73: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+ 55 73 xx 1500 

Contents of the storage word: + 00000 00000. 
After this instruction, all of the stacking latches 
can cause priority signals. 

DATA FLOW: The word addressed by positions 6-9, after 
indexing if indexing is specified, is brought from 
storage to a special register, called the priority 
mask register. The digit 1 's turn on the correspond
ing masks, and O's turn off the corresponding 
masks as described above. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: None, except the priority mask 
register. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: If there is a digit other than zero or one' in 
positions 2-9 of the mask word, an error is sig
nalled and the machine stops. The sign of the word 
is ignored. 

A mask does not prevent a stacking latch from 
being set; nothing can prevent that. The mask pre
vents the stacking latch from setting tpe priority 
waiting latch, and thus sending a priority signal 
and initiating a priority routine. If a stacking latch 
is masked and is set, and later a PC instruction is 
given which unmasks that stacking latch, the 
sequencing scanner will stop at the stacking latch 
and signal priority. 

Note that there are 10 masks for the 56 stacking 
latches. The inquiry-control and the unit-record 

, masks, in digit positions 2-3 and 8-9 of the mask 
word respectively, each control one stacking latch. 
Each tape-channel mask controls the 10 stacking 



Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 

FIGURE 248. 

latches for the 10 tape units on that channel. The 
disk read-write mask covers all 12 disk-storage 
stacking latches, one for each access arm, and the 
disk-seek mask covers those same 12 stacking 
latches for seek ·operations. This means that all 
disk read and write operations are either masked or 
not, and all disk seek operations are either masked 
or not. 

The masks have no effect on the operations to 
test, set, or reset the stacking latches. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 248): Assume that 
EEEE has been previously defined as word 2300. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+55 00 00 2314 

Stacking Latch Test 
+60 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This augmented instruction 
tests a specified stacking latch and branches to the 
address in positions 6-9 (indexable) if it is on. The 
stacking latch is designated in positions 4-5, and 
its setting is not changed by the operation. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +60 
23 Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address 
45 Designates the particular stacking latch to 

be tested: 
00 Any stacking latch BAL 

01, 02 Unit-record Latch A, B BUL 

03, 04 Inquiry Controls 1, 2 BQL 

10-19 Tape Units 0-9 on Channell BTL 

20-29 Tape Units 0-9 on Channel 2 BTL 

30-39 Tape Units 0-9 on Channel 3 BTL 

40-49 Tape Units 0-9 on Channel 4 BTL 

50-53 Access Arm 0, Disk Storage 
Unh~3 Bm 

60-63 Access Arm 1, Disk Storage 

45 50 55 601 65 70 

Unit 0-3 BDL 

70-73 Access Arm 2, Disk Storage 
Unit 0-3 BDL 

6789 Branch address if the specified stacking 

latch is ON. 

EXAMPLES: To branch to location 3200 indexed by posi
tions 2-5 of IW 63, if any of the 56 stacking latches 
is ON: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 60 63 00 3200 

To branch to location 2111, if the stacking latch 
for tape unit 0 on channel 2 is ON : 

SOl 23 45 6789 
------
+ 60 00 20 2111 

DAT A FLOW: The only movement of data involved is 
the transmission of the. address in positions 6-9, 
indexed if so specified, to the instruction counter, 
if the specified stacking latch is ON. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Possibly the instruction counter. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds 

COMMENTS: This instruction can be used as a means 
of branching to a priority routine at a point deter
mined by the main program, instead of when the 
sequencing scanner detects the stacking latch. 

Note that the setting of the stacking latch is not 
changed by this operation. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (FIGURES 249-253) : Actual ad
dress 1340 is used. The instruction assembled 
from Figure 249 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+60 00 00 1340 

Assume that FFFF has been defined as word 2650. 
The instruction assembled from Figure 250 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+60 00 01 2662 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 249. 

OPERAND 
35 40 

Label 
45 

Basi c Autocoder---l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 250. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 251. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 252. 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 253. 

Assume that GGGG has been defined as word 2946. 
The instruction assembled from Figure 251 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 60 00 04 2946 

Assume that HHHH has been defined as word 1505. 
The instruction assembled from Figure 252 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 60 00 14 1505 

Assume that IIII has been defined as location 4154. 
The instruction assembled from Figure 253 is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+60 00 51 4154 

Stacking Latch Set 

-61 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This augmented code turns ON 

a specified stacking latch. Positions 4-5 designate 
the latch to be set, in the same manner as the 
stacking-latch test command designates the latch 
to be tested. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -61 

23 Indexing word. Even though positions 6-9 
are not used, they are modified by positions 

45 
2-5 of an indexing word, if one is specified. 
Designates the particular stacking latch to 
be turned on: 
01, 02 Unit-record latch A, B ULN 

03,04 Inquiry controls 1, 2 QLN 

10-19 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 1 TLN 

20-29 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 2 TLN 

30-39 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 3 TLN 

40-49 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 4 TLN 

50-53 Access arm 0, disk storage 
unit 0-3 DLN 

60-63 Access arm 1, disk storage 
unit 0-3 DLN 

70-73 Access arm 2, disk storage 
unit 0-3 DLN 

6789 Not used 

EXAMPLE: To turn on the stacking latch for inquiry 
control group 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-61 00 03 xxxx 

DATA FLOW: None 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Only the specified stacking latch, 
if it had been OFF. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: If the specified stacking latch is not masked, 
priority will be initiated when it is detected by the 
sequencing scanner. If a stacking latch is set, it 
causes a branch on a stacking-latch test instruc
tion, whether it is masked or not. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 254): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-61 00 70 0000 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 254. 
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Stacking Latch Reset 

-62 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is the same as stack
ing-latch set, except that the stacking latch speci
fied in positions 4-5 is turned off. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -62 

23 Indexing word. Even though positions 6-9 

are not used, they are modified by positions 
2-5 of an indexing word, if one is specified. 

45 Designates the particular stacking latch to 

be turned off: 
01, 02 Unit-record latch A, B ULF 

03, 04 Inquiry controls 1, 2 QLF 

10-19 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 1 TLF 

20-29 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 2 TLF 

30-39 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 3 TLF 

40-49 Tape units 0-9, ch. ctrl. 4 TLF 

50-53 Access arm 0, disk-storage 
unit 0-3 DLF 

60-63 Access arm 1, disk-storage 
unit 0-3 DLF 

70-73 Access arm 2, disk-storage 
unit 0-3 DLF 

6789 Not used. 

EXAMPLE: To reset the stacking latch for tape unit 5 
on channel 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

- 62 00 25 xxxx 

DATA FLOW: None. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Only the specified stacking latch 
if it was on. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The only difference between the Autocoder 
symbols of this code and stacking-latch set is the 
letter F instead of N. 

Regardless of whether the stacking latch is masked, 
this instruction is effective. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 255): The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

- 62 00 02 0000 

Priority Release 

+64 PR 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: This code is usually the last in
struction in a priority routine. It releases priority, 
so that the main routine can continue from where 
it left off when interrupted by the priority signal. 

Index word 97, called the priority word, con
tains in positions 2-5 the address of the next in
struction to be executed in the main program (it 
was put there when the priority routine was 
started) . 

The location of the next instruction after a 
priority-release operation is determined by two 
factors: 

1. Is there another priority routine waiting? 

2. Is the address of the PRIORITY RELEASE instruc
tion 0097? 

There are four courses of action that can be 
taken, dependent on combinations of the two fac
tors: 

1. No priority waiting, address is 0097: The ad
dress in positions 2-5 of index word 97 is sent to 
the instruction counter, and the next instruction is 
taken from that address. 

2. No priority waiting, address is not 0097, 1234 
for example: the instruction counter is set to 1234, 
and the main routine starts with that instruction. 
Index word 97 is unchanged. 

3. Another priority routine waiting, address is 
0097. The main routine is not resumed. The wait
ing priority routine is started instead. Index word 
97 is unchanged. 

4. Another priority waiting, address is not 0097, 
1234 for example: the waiting priority routine is 
started. The address in positions 2-5 of index word 
97 is replaced by the address 1234. This means that 
the return address to the main routine is lost, unless 
it was stored elsewhere during the first priority 
routine. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl 

23 
+64 
Indexing word. The address in positions 

6-9, whether it be positions 2-5 of 0097 or 
some other address, is modified by posi
tions 2-5 of an IW, if one is specified. 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder----l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 255. 
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45 Not used. 
6789 Contains the location of the next instruc

tion, dependent on whether this address is 
0097 or not, and on whether there is an
other priority routine waiting, as de
scribed above. 

EXAMPLES: To release priority, and return to the main 
program at the point where it was interrupted by 
the priority routine: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+ 64 00 xx 0097 

If there is no other priority routine waiting, the 
program takes its next instruction from the address 
in positions 2-5 of index word 97. If there is an
other priority routine waiting, it is started, and 
index word 97 is unchanged. 

To release priority, and branch to location 1144: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+ 64 00 xx 1144 

If there is no other priority routine waiting, the 
program takes its next instruction from 1144, and 
index word 97 is unchanged. If there is another 
priority routine waiting, it is started, and the ad
dress 1144 is transmitted to positions 2-5 of index 
word 97. 

DAT A FLOW: This is dependent on the situation as out
lined under Machine Description: 

1. No priority routine waiting, address is 0097. 
The contents of 0097 are brought to the arithmetic 
register, and positions 2-5 are then moved to the 
instruction counter. 

2. No priority routine waiting, address is not 0097. 
The contents of positions 6-9 of the program regis
ter are moved to the instruction counter. 

3. Another priority routine waiting, address is 
0097. The waiting priority routine started by bring
ing its starting address to the instruction counter. 

4. Another priority routing waiting, address is not 
0097. The contents of 0097 are brought to the 
arithmetic register. The contents of positions 6-9 
of the program register are brought to the instruc
tion counter and to positions 2-5 of the arithmetic 
register. The contents of the arithmetic register are 
then moved to index word 97. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The instruction counter, possibly 
the arithmetic register, and possibly index word 97. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: A distinction is made between an address 
of 0097 and an address of any other number. If 
the address is other than 0097, this instruction 
acts much like a branch code; the next instruc
tion is taken from that location. 

If the address, after indexing if so specified, is 
0097, the next instruction is not taken from 0097 
but from the location in positions 2-5 of 0097. 

If a PR instruction is given in non-priority mode, 
it is considered a no-op; the next sequential instruc
tion is given. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLES (FIGURES 256, 257): The in
struction assembled from Figure 256 is: 

Sal 23 45 6789 
---_._-
+ 64 00 00 0097 

Assume that J J J J has been defined as word 
2272. The instruction assembled from Figure 257 
is: 

Sal 23 45 6789 
+64 17 00 2272 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 256. 
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Label OPERAND 

35 40 45 
Basic Autocoder----l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 257. 
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The computing capabilities of the IBM 7070 are greatly 
increased by use of floating-decimal operations, avail
able on an optional basis. In floating-decimal notation, 
a 10-digit word of data is divided into the modified 
characteristic, in positions 0-1, and the number itself, in 
positions 2-9. The 8-digit number called the mantissa, 
has a value between + 1 and - 1. The modified charac
teristic is 50 plus a power of ten, by which the mantissa 
would be multiplied to equal its actual value. A modified 
characteristic of 50 in positions 0-1 equals 0 in actual 
value (100 ), 51 equals + 1, 49 equals - 1, etc. The 
floating-decimal-notation range of modified character
istics 00-99 thus equals actual-value exponents of 10 
from -50 through +49. 

This notation affords a very wide range in values that 
can be represented by a 10-digit word. The smallest 
absolute value (other than zero) of a normalized 
floating-decimal number is: 

Mod. Ch. 

00 
Mantissa 

10000000 

This represents a 1 in the 51 st position to the right of 
the decimal. The largest value of a floating-decimal 
number is: 

Mod.Ch. 

99 

Mantissa 

99999999 

This equals a whole number of 99,999,999 followed 
by 41 zeros. A number in floating-decimal notation may 
be plus or minus. The sign of a word is the sign of the 
mantissa. 

Figure 258 shows some examples of numbers in 
actual notation (left column) and 7070 floating-decimal 
notation (right column). The other columns show how 

ABSOLUTE SCIENTIFIC 
VALUE NOTATION MANTISSA 

+46,230 + .4623 X 10+5 +.46230000 
+3.1416 +.31416 X 10+1 + .31416000 
+0.5 +.5 X 10° +.50000000 
+0.00006 +.6 X 10-4 +.60000000 
-1234.0 -.1234 X 104 -.12340000 
-0.4239 -.4239 X 10° -.42390000 
-0.0005862 - .5862 X 10-8 -.58620000 

FIGURE 258. FLOATING-DECIMAL EXAMPLES 

Floating Decimal 

the floating-decimal values were obtained from the 
actual values. 

All arithmetic operations can be performed by the 
floating-decimal codes. In all cases except the absolute
value codes, the signs of the factors are considered in the 
operations. 

All numbers referred to in descriptions of floating
decimal codes are floating-decimal values; that is, each 
10-digit word consists of an 8-digit mantissa and a 2-
digit modified characteristic. There is no field definition 
with these codes; positions 4 and 5 are not used and can 
contain any digits. 

Accumulators 1 and 2 are coupled for some floating
decimal operations. In these operations, the sign of 
accumulator 2 is considered the same as that of accumu
lator 1, and the modified characteristic of accumulator 
2 is considered to be 8 less than that of accumulator 1. 
The actual sign and modified characteristic of accumula
tor 2 are ignored. Because each accumulator retains its 
characteristic, the mantissa is 16 digits in size. The 
coupled accumulators can be used for addition and 
subtraction and contain the multiplication product and 
dividend in division. In multiplication, two 8-digit 
mantissas can be multiplied to give a 16-digit product. 
In division, an 8-digit divisor can be divided into a 16-
digit dividend to obtain an 8-digit quotient and an 8-
digit remainder. This is called modified double-precision 
floating-decimal arithmetic. 

One starting factor must always be placed in accumu
lator 1 on a previous program step (except for ZERO 

AND ADD) and the result of an operation is automatically 
placed in accumulator 1. If so specified, the result is ex
tended into accumulator 2. 

FLOATING-
EXPONENT MODIFIED DECIMAL 

OF 10 CHARACTERISTIC NOTATION 

+5 + 50 55 + 5546230000 

+1 + 50 51 + 5131416000 

0+50 50 + 5050000000 

-4 + 50 46 + 4660000000 

+ 4 + 50 54 - 5412340000 

0+50 50 - 5042390000 
-3 + 50 47 -4758620000 
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In floating-decimal arithmetic, alpha signs cannot be 
used. If either factor is alpha, an error stop results. 

Whenever a number is obtained as the result of a 
floating-decimal operation, it is automatically normal
ized. All high-order zeros are eliminated by shifting 
left, and the modified characteristic is decreased by one 
for each position shifted. In these discussions of floating
decimal operation codes, all factors are assumed to be 
normalized. 

When an operation tries to develop a characteristic 
greater than 99, the floating-decimal overflow indicator 
is turned on, and the machine either stops or continues, 
depending on the setting of the floating-decimal overflow 
stop / sense switch on the console. The term floating
decimal underflow is used to define an attempt to de
velop a modified characteristic less than 00 (minus 50 
in actual value). The floating-decimal underflow and 
overflow indicators can be interrogated by the program. 
Only the overflow indicator can cause a program stop. 

A mantissa of zero carries a modified characteristic 
of 00. Accumulators I and 2 are set to zero if: (1) in 
double precision results, the mantissa of accumulator 1 
is zero or (2) if a zero quotient is developed in division. 
A zero mantissa in accumulator 2 is retained with its 
exponent if it contains the low-order mantissa digits of 
a double-precision result in which some higher-order 
mantissa digit is non-zero. If the modified characteristic 
of accumulator 1 is greater than 00, but that of accumu
lator 2 is less than 00, an underflow condition is not 
indicated but accumulator 2 is set to zero. 

CATEGORIES OP CODES NAMES MNEMONICS 

Add-subtract +75 Floating zero and FZA 

add 

+74 Floating add FA 

-74 Floating subtract FS 

+76 Floating add double FAD 

precision 

-76 Floating add double FADS 

precision and sup-

press normalization 

+77 Floating add absolute FAA 

-77 Floating subtract FSA 

absolute 

+71 Floating round FR 

Multiply-divide +73 Floating multiply FM 

-73 Floating divide FD 

-75 Floating divide FDD 

double precision 

Branch +70 Floating branch FBV 

overflow 

-70 Floating branch FBU 

underflow 

FIGURE 259. FLOATING DECIMAL OPERATION CODES 
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The floating-decimal codes are presented in Figure 
259. 

The A utocoder mnemonics for all of the floating
decimal codes, and only those codes, start with F. 

Floating Zero and Add 

+75 FZA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The contents of the storage 
word addressed by positions 6-9 (indexable ) is 
brought to accumulator 1, replacing its previous 
contents. The number is then normalized, if nec
essary. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +75 
23 Indexing word, for the address in positions 

6-9 
45 Not used. 

6789 Address of the floating-decimal number to 

be brought to accumulator 1, and normal
ized if necessary. 

EXAMPLES: To bring the contents of word 2662 to ac
cumulator 1, and normalize it if necessary: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 75 00 xx 2662 

Contents of word 2662: - 24 00000001. Con
tents of accumulator 1, after the operation - 17 
10000000, regardless of previous contents. 

To bring the contents of word 622 to accumu
lator 1, and normalize it if necessary: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+75 00 xx 0622 

Contents of word 62: + 80 21426384. Con
tents of accumulator 1, after the operation: 
+ 80 21426384, regardless of previous contents. 
The numbers are the same because no normaliz
ing was required. 

DATA FLOW: The contents of the storage word are 
brought to the arithmetic register and thence to 
accumulator 1. Accumulator 2 is set to zeros. The 
coupled accumulators are shifted left two positions, 
to eliminate the modified characteristic: Then a 
shift-and-count operation takes place. The total 
number of positions shifted is subtracted from the 
modified characteristic in the arithmetic register. 
A shift right of two positions then allows the new 
modified characteristic to be inserted in positions 
0-1 of accumulator 1. 



REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic register, accumu
lator 1, and accumulator 2. 

TIMING: 108-156 microseconds, depending on the num
ber of positions to be normalized. 

COMMENTS: A storage word can be normalized by using 
this instruction and then storing accumulator 1 
into the same location. A STORE ACCUMULATOR 1 
instruction (ST 1) is used. If it is desired to bring a 
word to accumulator 1 but not normalize it, use 
ZERO ACCUMULATOR 1 AND ADD. If the high-order 
digit of the mantissa is non-zero, this instruction 
has the same result as ZA 1. 

Whenever a floating-decimal number is normal
ized, its modified characteristic is reduced by one, 
for each high-order zero in the original mantissa. 
For example, the number 27 00750121 is nor
malized to 25 75012100. This means that the 
floating-decimal underflow indicator can be turned 
on by any operation, such as FZA, that normalizes a 
floating-decimal value. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 260): Assume that OHIO 
has been defined as word 1735. The assembled 
instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+75 00 00 1735 

Floating Add 

+74 FA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit number) + ( 8-digit 
number) = (16-digit result) . 

The contents of the location addressed by posi
tions 6-9 (indexable) are added to the amount 
already in accumulator 1, and the result is nor
malized and developed in accumulators 1 and 2. 
Accumulator 2 is reset before the operation, and 
there is a difference of 8 in the resultant modified 
characteristics of the two accumulators. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +74 
23 Indexing word for modifying the address 

in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used 
6789 Address of the floating-decimal number to 

be added to the number in accumulator 1. 

EXAMPLES: To add, in floating-decimal notation, the 
contents of word 2359 to the amount already in 
accumulator 1 : 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-- -
+74 00 xx 2359 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+57 20415855. Contents of word 2359: 
+ 51 72885343. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after operation: 

Acc.1 
+5720415927 

Acc.2 
+49 88534300 

To add, in floating-decimal notation, the con
tents of word 987 to the amount already in accum
ulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+74 00 xx 0987 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: -33 21467522. Contents of word 987: 
+36 23013333. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+ 36 22991865 + 28 47800000 

To add, in floating-decimal notation, the con
tents of word 1164 to the amount already in ac
cumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+74 00 xx 1164 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: -69 67714400. Contents of word 1164: 
- 69 84002217. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 
-70 15171661 

Acc.2 
-6270000000 

DATA FLOW:A complete detailed description of all the 
operations involved with this code is too lengthy 
and intricate to be included here. A general de
scription of the functions will be given, using the 
first example given above: 

The smaller factor, as determined by comparing 
the two modified characteristics, is brought to the 
arithmetic register. In the example, arithmetic 
register: + 51 72885343. The larger is brought 
to the auxiliary register: +57 20415855. The 
difference in modified characteristics ( 6 in the 
example), sets up field definition in the program 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder ~ Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 260. 
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register to control a series of additions, as follows: 
1. Positions 4-9 of the arithmetic register are 
added to the zeros in positions 0-5, accumulator 2. 
Accumulator 2: + 885343 0000. 
2. Positions 2-3 of the arithmetic register are 
added to the contents of the auxiliary register, and 
the result is stored in accumulator 1 : + 00 
20415927. The modified characteristic from the 
auxiliary register is ignored. 

The number of high-order zeros in accumulator 
1 must now be determined. A true-add operation 
may produce a carry 1 in the second high-order 
position (the last example shown above, the one 
with the two minus factors, produces this carry). 
A complement-add operation, performed when the 
factors have different signs, may produce any num
ber of high-order zeros. The original exponent of 
the greater factor must be changed if there are 
other than two high-order zeros in the result; in
creased by one if there is one high-order zero, or 
decreased by one for each high-order zero beyond 
the first two. 

This test is performed by a shift-Ieft-and-count 
operation, using both accumulators coupled. Ac
cumulators 1 and 2 in the example are shifted, 
and thus contain: + 2041592788 +5343000000. 
The accumulators are then shifted two positions 
to the right, with the modified characteristic of the 
result inserted in the two high-order positions. In 
the example, the accumulators thus contain: 
+57 20415927 +88534 30000. Accumulator 2 
is shifted right 2 positions, and a modified char
acteristic of 8 less than that of accumulator 1 
is inserted in the two high-order positions: 
+ 49 88534300. 

The example used in this explanation had a 
difference of 6 in the modified characteristics of 
the two original factors. This procedure is used in 
all cases in which there is a difference of 1-7 in the 
two modified characteristics. If there is a difference 
of 8-15 in the modified characteristics, no accumu
lation takes place in a true-add operation. 

If a complement-add is called for by a difference 
in signs, the entire operation takes place as de
scribed above, because there is no way of knowing 
how many digits of the greater factor might be 
affected by the subtraction. 

If the difference in the two original modified 
characteristics is greater than 16, the greater factor, 
unchanged, is considered the result, for either 
true-add or complement-add. 

If the original modified characteristics are the 
same, the accumulation takes place in accumulator 

1 only. If a carry 1 is produced, the units digit of 
the result is shifted to the high-order mantissa posi
tion of accumulator 2, as in the last example above. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: All 3 accumulators are used, 
along with the arithmetic register, the auxiliary 
register, and the program register. Positions 6-9 of 
the program register are used to contain the differ
ence in the values of the two modified character
istics. Positions 4-5 are used to control the digits 
from the arithmetic register during the add opera
tion, as determined by the difference in modified 
characteristics. 

TIMING: 204-288 microseconds. The variance of as 
many as 84 microseconds is due to the shifting 
caused by the difference in modified characteristics, 
and to normalizing the result. 

COMMENTS: This instruction, as all floating-decimal 
codes, uses accumulator 1 as the base accumulator; 
the more important part of the result, the high-order 
portion of the 16-digit mantissa, is in accumula
tor 1. 

If the difference in modified characteristics is 
greater than 15, the result is as if no operation had 
taken place. The contents of the larger factor is in 
accumulator 1 at completion, and accumulator 2 is 
set to plus zeroes. This is not correct arithmetically 
in the case of complement-add (the mantissa in 
accumulator 2 should be all 9's, and the mantissa in 
accumulator 1 should be decreased by one). How
ever, since no part of the smaller factor gets to 
accumulator 2, true-add and complement-add are 
made to produce the same result. 

At the conclusion of the operation, positions 6-9 
of the program register contain the modified char
acteristic of accumulator 2 (OOxx), and positions 
4-5 contain the digits 01, from the insertion of that 
modified characteristic. 

Note that accumulator 3 is used in this opera
tion. Note too, that the contents of accumulator 2 
have no effect on the result; it is reset prior to the 
operation. 

The floating-decimal overflow and underflow in
dicators are set by the modified characteristic of the 
result in accumulator 1. If the operation attempts 
to develop a modified characteristic greater than 
99 in accumulator 1, the overflow indicator is 
turned on and can be tested later by a floating
branch-overflow instruction. The modified char
acteristic in positions 0-1 of accumulator 1 is the 
units and tens digits of the resultant modified 
characteristic. (This is also true of the modified 
characteristic in accumulator 2, if it also exceeds 
99.) 



If the operation attempts to develop a modified 
characteristic less than 00, the underflow indica
tor is turned on. Both accumulators are reset to 
zero. If the modified characteristic of accumulator 
1 is greater than 00, but that of accumulator 2 is 
less than 00, an underflow condition is not indi
cated but accumulator 2 is set to zero. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 261): Assume that 
TEXAS has been defined as word 2580. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+74 42 00 2580 

Floating Subtract 
-74 FS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit number) - ( 8-digit 
number) = (16-digit result). 

The contents of the location addressed by posi
tions 6-9 (index able ) are subtracted from the 
amount already in accumulator 1, and the result 
is normalized and developed in accumulators 1 and 
2. Accumulator 2 is reset before the operation, and 
there is a difference of 8 in the resultant modified 
characteristics in the accumulators. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -74 

23 Indexing word for modifying the address 

in positions 6-9. 

45 Not used 

6789 Address of the floating-decimal number to 

be subtracted from the number in accumu
lator 1. 

EXAMPLES: To subtract, in floating-decimal notation, 
the contents of word 4714 from the amount already 
in accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-74 00 xx 4714 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: +91 10214889. Contents of word 4714: 
+88 7145 0024. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 
+91 10143438 

Acc.2 
+8397600000 

To subtract, in floating-decimal notation, the 
contents of word 1300 indexed by positions 2-5 of 
IW 48, from the amount already in accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 
--~ _ .. - _.--

-74 48 xx 

6789 

1300 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: +75 44162810. Contents of the data word: 
-75 79100026. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 
+76 12326283 

Acc.2 
+6860000000 

To subtract, in floating-decimal notation, the 
contents of word 1907 from the amount already in 
accumulator 1: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-- -
-74 00 xx 1907 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: - 32 28184000. Contents of word 1907: 
-39 10120000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+ 39 10119997 + 31 18160000 

DATA FLOW: Same as floating-add, except that true-add 
takes place if the signs are different, and comple
ment-add takes place if the signs are the same. In 
all other respects, they are the same. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as floating-add. 

TIMING: Same as floating-add. 

COMMENTS: The rules of algebra apply to floating add 
and subtract, just as for fixed-decimal add and 
subtract. Alpha factors cannot be used, however, 
with the floating-decimal operations 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 262): Assume that 
IDAHO has been defined as word 785. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-74 00 00 0785 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 261. 

30 
Label OPERAND 

35 40 45 
Basi c Autocoder---l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 262. 
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Floating Add Double Precision 

+76 FAD 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (16-digit number) + (8-digit 
number) = (16-digit result). 

This code is the same as FLOATING ADD except 
that accumulator 2 is not set to zero before the 
operation starts. The program, of course, must have 
placed the values in the accumulators prior to this 
instruction. 

The modified characteristic of the number from 
storage must be equal to, or greater than, the 
modified characteristic of the number in accumu
lator 1. The modified characteristic in accumula
tor 2 should, of course, be 8 less than that of ac
cumulator 1. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +76 

23 Indexing word for the address in positions 
6-9 

45 Not used 
6789 Address of the floating-decimal number to 

be added to the number in accumulators 1 
and 2 coupled. 

EXAMPLES; To add, in floating-decimal notation, the 
contents of word 645 to the amount already in ac
cumulators 1 and 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-- --
+76 00 xx 0645 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the oper
ation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+ 51 23000740 + 43 02232306 

Contents of word 645: + 55 71774321. Contents 
of accumulators 1 and 2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+5571776621 +4707400223 

To add, in floating-decimal notation, the con
tents of word 1707 to the amount already in ac-· 
cumulators 1 and 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-- --
+76 00 xx 1707 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the oper·
ation: 

Acc.1 
+21 76714350 

Acc.2 
+ 13 14414388 

Contents of word 1707: -22 11220000. Contents 
of accumulators 1 and 2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 
-21 35485649 

Acc.2 
-13 85585620 

Note that the accumulator signs are changed. 

DAT A FLOW: Same as floating add, except: 

1. The comparison of the modified characteristic 
of the storage word with that of accumulator 1 is 
not for the purpose of placing the larger value in 
the auxiliary register and the smaller value in the 
arithmetic register; such re-arrangement is not 
possible. The modified characteristics are com
pared to assure that the storage value is not smaller; 
if it is, an error is signalled and the machine stops. 

2. Accumulator 2 is not set to zeros; its mantissa 
is a factor in the operation. 

In all other respects, the operations are the same 
as FLOATING ADD. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

TIMING: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

COMMENTS: The modified characteristic of the word 
from storage must not be smaller than that of ac
cumulator 1. It is advisable to compare the two 
factors that are to be added by a FAD instruction, 
so as to put the smaller one into the accumulators 
first if they are unequal. 

The modified characteristic of accumulator 2 be
fore the operation is ignored, as is the sign. Its sign 
is considered to be that of accumulator 1. The 
mantissa in accumulator 1 before the operation 
should be normalized, but the mantissa in accumu
lator 2 needn't be. Note that if the modified char
acteristics are different, some of the low-order 
digits in accumulator 2 are lost to the operation. 
In the first example shown above, the 4 low-order 
digits of accumulator 2, 2306, are lost. The num
ber of digits lost is determined by the difference 
in modified-characteristic values of the storage 
word and accumulator 1. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 263): Assume that 
UTAH has been defined as word 1700. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+76 00 00 1742 

OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---.l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 263. 
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Floating Add Double Precision and Suppress 
Normalization 

-76 FADS 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION; (16-digit number) + ( 8-digit 
number) = (16-digit-or-Iess result). 

This code is the same as FLOATING ADD DOUBLE 

PRECISION except that the result in accumulators 1 
and 2 is not normalized after the operation is com
pleted. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as FLOATING ADD DOUBLE 

PRECISION, except for the sign. 

EXAMPLE: To add, in floating-decimal notation, the 
contents of word 4582 to the amount already in 
accumulators 1 and 2, but not normalize the re
sult: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-76 00 xx 4582 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the oper
ation: 

Ace. 1 
+ 37 95791886 

Ace. 2 
+2900507500 

Contents of word 4582: -38 12720011. Contents 
of accumulators 1 and 2 after the operation: 

Ace. 1 Ace. 2 
- 38 03140822 - 30 39949250 

DATA FLOW: Same as FLOATING ADD DOUBLE PRECISION, 

except that the result is not normalized. The shift
left-and-count operation is used only to test for a 
carry 1 and not for high-order zeros beyond the 
second position. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

TIMING: This instruction takes less time than FLOATING 

ADD, due to the fact that the result is not nor
malized. Its duration is 168-252 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The modified characteristic of the result 
(in accumulator 1) can never be less than that of 
the value from storage. If there is a carry 1, it is 
greater than the storage-word modified character
istic by one; otherwise, it is the same. 

The main purpose of this instruction is to align 
decimal positions of several numerical values, by 
using this code with a storage value consisting of a 
modified characteristic based on the desired deci
mal location, and a mantissa of eight zeros. Take, 
for example, the two values +53 12345012 and 

+51 78754614. If brought to accumulator 1, and 
if accumulator 2 is set to zero, these values look like 
this: 

Ace. 1 
+53 12345012 
+51 78754614 

Ace. 2 
+ 00 00000000 
+ 00 00000000 

Perform a FADS operation on each, using a storage 
value of +55 00000000, and the results are: 

+5500123450 +47 12000000 
and +55 00007875 +47 46140000 
The two mantissas are now decimally aligned. They 
can be stored and printed as: 

1234501200 
78754614 

The accumulators are not set to zero if the 
mantissa in accumulator 1 is set to zero by 
this operation (using complement-add) . 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 264): The actual ad
dress 1114 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

- 76 00 00 1114 

Floating Add Absolute 

+77 FAA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit number) + (8-digit 
number, considered plus) = (16-digit result). 

This instruction is the same as FLOATING ADD, 

except that the sign of the storage word is consid
ered plus. Thus, the sign of accumulator 1 deter
mines whether the operation is true-add or com
plement-add. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

Sal 

23 
+77 
Indexing word, for the address in positions 

6-9. 
45 Not used 
6789 Address of the floating-decimal number the 

contents of which, considered plus, are to 
be added to the number in accumulator 1. 

EXAMPLES: To add, in floating-decimal notation, the 
absolute value of the contents of word 1585 to the 
amount already in accumulator 1 and develop the 
result in accumulators 1 and 2: 

Sal 23 45 6789 

+77 00 xx 1585 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 264. 
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Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: + 25 74026849. Contents of word 1585: 
-26 54000600. Contents of accumulators 1 and 
2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 
+26 61403284 

Acc.2 
+ 18 90000000 

To add, in floating-decimal notation, the abso
lute value of the contents of word 4830 to the 
amount already in accumulator 1 and develop the 
result in accumulators 1 and 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+77 00 xx 4830 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
-43 56490066. Contents of word 4830: -47 
29955000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 
after the operation: 

Acc.l Acc.2 
+ 47 29949350 + 39 99340000 

DAT A FLOW: Same as FLOATING ADD, except that the 
number from storage is considered plus in deter
mining whether true-add or complement-add will 
be performed. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

TIMING: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

COMMENTS: This code has the same relation to FLOAT

ING ADD as ADD ABSOLUTE TO ACCUMULATOR 1 has 
to the ADD TO ACCUMULATOR 1 instruction. Since 
one factor is considered plus and the operation is 
add, a, plus sign in accumulator 1 causes a true
add operation, and a minus sign causes a com
plement-add operation. 

The comments that apply to FLOATING ADD also 
apply to this code. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 265): Assume that 
MAINE has been defined as word 1650. The as
sembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+77 00 00 1672 

Floating Subtract Absolute 

-77 FSA 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit number) - (8-digit 
number, considered plus) = (16-digit result). 

This instruction is the same as FLOATING ADD 

ABSOLUTE except that the value from storage is 
always subtracted. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

-77 SOl 

23 Indexing word for modifying the address 

in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used. 

6789 Address of the floating-decimal number 

the contents of which, considered plus, are 
to be subtracted from the number in 
accumulator 1. 

EXAMPLE: To subtract, in floating-decimal notation, the 
absolute value of the contents of word 841 from 
the amount already in accumulator 1 and develop 
the result in accumulators 1 and 2: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-77 00 xx 0841 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+22 52507225. Contents of word 841: +24 
70502575. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 after 
the operation: 

Acc.1 
- 24 69977502 

Acc.2 
-1675000000 

DATA FLOW: Same as FLOATING ADD, except that true
add is performed if the original sign of the 
accumulator is minus, and complement-add is per
formed if it is plus. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

TIMING: Same as FLOATING ADD. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 266): Actual address 
747 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-77 52 00 0747 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder----l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 265. 

Label OPERAND 
35 40 45 

Basi c Autocoder----l 
50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 30 

FIGURE 266. 
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Floating Round 

+71 FR 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The mantissa in accumulator 1 
is rounded off, by adding a 5 to the high-order posi
tion of the mantissa in accumulator 2, and carrying 
the result into accumulator 1 if that position con
tained a 5 or higher. If it carries all through 
accumulator 1 (if accumulator 1 stood at all 9's), 
the mantissa of accumulator 1 becomes 10000000, 
and its modified characteristic is increased by one. 
Accumulator 2 is set to zero and made plus. The 
operation is always true-add; the signs of the 
accumulators are ignored. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23456789 

SOl +71 

23456789 Not used. 

EXAMPLE: To round off the floating-decimal value in 
accumulators 1 and 2: 

SOl 23456789 

+ 71 xxxxxxxx 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the opera
tion: 

Acc.1 
+3301234567 

after the operation: 

+3301234568 

Acc.2 
+25 82124719 

+ 00 00000000 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the opera
tion: 

Acc.1 
-91 75502300 

after the operation: 

-91 75502300 

Acc.2 
- 83 49990000 

+ 00 00000000 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the 
operation: 

Acc.l 
- 54 99999999 

after the operation: 

- 55 10000000 

Acc.2 
-4650000000 

- 00 00000000 

DATA FLOW: The contents of accumulator 1 are brought 
to the auxiliary register. The contents of accumula
tor 2 are brought to the arithmetic register. A 5 is· 

added to the high-order mantissa digit from the 
arithmetic register; the result of this addition is 
ignored. The digits from the auxiliary register are 
brought to the adder, in low-order to high-order 
sequence; the low-order digit picks up a carry from 
the adder if it had been produced by the original 
addition of the 5 to the high-order mantissa digit 
from the arithmetic register. If this addition pro
duces a carry (if the units digit in the auxiliary 
register had been a 9), the 10's digit from the 
auxiliary register is increased by 1; etc. 

If, as in the last example above, all of the man
tissa digits in accumulator 1 are 9's, the carry is 
continued into the low-order digit of the modified 
characteristic (in the example, accumulator 1 is 
now + 55 00000000). If the carry gets this far, 
a 1 is inserted into the high-order digit of the man
tissa at completion of the add operation. Concur
rent with the add operation, the arithmetic register 
is set to zeros and given a plus sign. 

The contents of the auxiliary register are moved 
to accumulator 1, and the contents of the arith
metic register are moved to accumulator 2. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, the adder, accumulator l, and 
accumulator 2. 

TIMING: 72 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: The modified characteristic of accumulator 
2 is ignored, as are the sign and all but the high
order mantissa digit. The modified characteristic 
of accumulator 1 is increased by one in this opera
tion, only if its mantissa was all 9's, and the high
order digit of the mantissa in accumulator 2 was 5 
or greater, before the operation. 

Although positions 2-9 are not used, posItIons 
2-3 cannot designate an indexing word that is 
alpha. If it does, an error stop results. In all cases, 
indexing takes place if positions 2-3 are not 00. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 267): Note that no 
operand is needed. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23456789 
-~.----

+ 71 00000000 

Label OPERAND Basic Autocoder-l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 267. 
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Floating Multiply 

+73 FM 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit multiplier) X (8-digit 
multiplicand) = (16-digit product). 

Prior to this instruction, the multiplier must be 
in accumulator 1. The location of the multiplicand 
is specified by positions 6-9 (indexable). At the 
start of the operation, the multiplicand is placed in 
accumulator 3. The 16-digit product is developed 
in accumulators 1 and 2 and is normalized one 
position if the high-order digit is zero. The product 
is not affected by what was in accumulator 2 prior 
to the operation. When the multiply operation is 
completed, the multiplicand is in accumulator 3. 

The modified characteristic of the result is de
termined by adding the modified characteristics of 
the two factors and subtracting either 50 or 51. If 
the product of the two mantissas has 16 significant 
digits, subtract 50; if 15, subtract 51. (Since both 
original factors had to be normalized to start with, 
the product must be either 15 or 16 digits in size.) 

The product of the original mantissas becomes 
the mantissa of the product in accumulators 1 
and 2. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +73 
23 Indexing word for modifying the address 

in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used. 
6789 Address of the multiplicand. 

EXAMPLES: To multiply, in floating-decimal notation, 
the contents of word 2680 by the number in 
accumulator 1 : 

238 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+73 00 xx 2680 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
+3921427685. Contents of word 2680: -45 
10000000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 after 
the operation: 

Ace. 1 Acc.2 
- 33 21427685 - 25 00000000 

Contents of accumulator 3 after the operation: 
-45 10000000. 

U sing the same instruction, with different fac
tors: Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: +55 22200000. Contents of word 2680: 
+ 55 50000000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 
after the operation: 

Ace. 1 
+60 11100000 

Ace. 2 
+ 52 00000000 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the opera
tion: +3522200000. Contents of word 2680: 
+4650000000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 
after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+ 31 11100000 + 23 00000000 

Contents of accumulator 1 before the operation: 
-24 12340000. Contents of word 2680: +72 
20000000. Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 after 
the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
- 45 24680000 - 37 00000000 

DATA FLOW: The function of the FLOATING-MULTIPLY 

operation is to add the modified characteristics and 
multiply the mantissas. The multiplier is brought 
from accumulator 1 to the auxiliary register, and 
the multiplicand is brought from storage to the 
arithmetic register. The modified characteristics of 
the two factors are added (true add), and the re
sult stored in positions 6-9 of the program register. 
Zeros are inserted in the high-order positions of the 
arithmetic and auxiliary registers, replacing the 
original modified characteristics. 

The two mantissas can now be multiplied, as in 
fixed-decimal multiplication. The multiplier in the 
auxiliary register is moved to accumulator 2, and 
the multiplicand in the arithmetic register is 
brought to accumulator 3. The multiply operation 
is then carried out, using the quadrupler method as 
described under the multiply code (M, + 53). Be
cause each original factor is an 8-digit number, 
either a 15- or 16-digit result is obtained in 
accumulators 1 and 2. This means that accumula
tor 1 contains either 4 or 5 high-order zeros. 

Accumulators 1 and 2 coupled are shifted left 
four positions. Then the operation becomes shift 
left and count (SLC ); the number of positions 
shifted, 0 or 1, goes to position 5 of the auxiliary 
register (000 goes to positions 2-4). The sum of 
the original modified characteristics, previously 
stored in positions 6-9 of the program register, is 
decreased by 50 or 51, as determined by the 0 or 1 
in position 5 of the auxiliary register. This result is 
inserted into positions 0-1 of accumulator 1, as the 
contents of accumulators 1 and 2 coupled are 
shifted two positions to the right. Then 8 is sub
tracted from this modified characteristic, and this 
result is placed into positions 0-1 of accumulator 2, 
as the contents of accumulator 2 are shifted two 
positions to the right. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The auxiliary register, the arith
metic register, the adder, the program register, 
and all three accumulators. 



TIMING: Total number of microseconds = 48 [(number 
of l's, 2's, and 4's in the multiplier) + 2 (number 
of 3's, 5's, 6's and 8's in the multiplier) + 3 (num
berofTs and 9's in the multiplier) +4 (no.ofzeros 
in the multiplier) + 4 (no. of zero groups in the 
multiplier)] -t-366. If the total is not a mUltiple of 
12, use the next highest multiple of 12. Consider 
multiplier-digit positions 0-1 to be a zero group. 

COMMENTS: Note that if the modified characteristics of 
both original factors are below 50, the modified 
characteristic of the result in accumulator 1 will 
be farther below 50. Similarly, if they are both 
above 50, the resultant modified characteristic in 
accumulator 1 will be farther above 50. Observe 
the first three operations under Examples: 

Mod. Ch. of Mod. Ch. of Mod. Ch. of result 
one factor other factor in acc. 1 

1st ex. 39(50-11) 45 (50-5) 33 (50-11-5,-1) 

2d ex. 55 (50+5) 55 (50+5) 60 (50+5+5) 

3d ex. 35 (50-15) 46 (50-4) 31 (50-15-4) 

The differences from 50 are added to each 
other, and the resultant difference is the sum of 
these differences. If a product of 15 digits is de
veloped, the modified characteristic of the result is 
one less, as in the first example. 

Now observe the last example: 

4th 
example 

Mod. Ch. of Mod. Ch. of Mod. Ch. of result 
one factor other factor in acc. 1 

24 72 45 (50-26+22, -1) 

The same principle works here. The reSUlting dif
ference from 50 of - 26 and + 22, is - 4. Because 
the product is 15 digits instead of 16, the modified 
characteristic of the result becomes 45 instead 
of 46. 

Note that the signs of the original factors do not 
affect the value of the modified characteristic of 
the result. They affect the sign of the result, how
ever, according to the rules of algebra: plus X 
plus = plus, plus X minus = minus, and minus 
X minus = plus (Alpha values cannot be used). 

The rules for floating-decimal overflow and 
underflow are the same as for FLOATING ADD. Note, 
however, that FLOATING MULTIPLY can more easily 
cause an overflow or underflow condition. If the 
sum of the modified characteristics of the two orig
inal factors is greater than 150, an overflow will 

result. Similarly, if their sum is less than 50, an 
underflow will result. 

At completion of the operation, the program 
register has Olin positions 4-5, and the modified 
characteristic of the product in accumulator 2 in 
positions 6-9 (OOxx). 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 268): Actual address 
804 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
+ 73 00 00 0804 

Floating Divide 

-73 FD 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (8-digit dividend) (8-digit 
divisor) = (8-digit quotient) with (8-digit re
mainder). 

The divisor, located by positions 6-9 (index
able), goes to accumulator 3. Accumulator 2 is 
reset to zero and given the same sign as accumula
tor 1, which by a prior instruction contains the 
dividend. The mantissa portion of the dividend is 
divided by the mantissa portion of the divisor in 
the same manner as fixed-point divide. 

At the conclusion of the operation, the quotient 
is in accumulator 1 and the remainder is in ac
cumulator 2, each with its corrected modified char
acteristic. 

In floating-decimal division operations, the ab
solute value of the mantissa of the divisor does not 
have to be smaller than the absolute value of the 
mantissa of the dividend. In all cases, regardless of 
the relative absolute values of divisor and divi
dend, a correct 8-digit quotient with correct modi
fied characteristic is developed. 

The relative absolute values of the divisor and 
dividend mantissas do, however, help to detenhine 
the modified characteristics of the quotient and 
remainder. If the dividend mantissa is greater than, 
or equal to, the divisor mantissa, the modified 
characteristic of the quotient is equal to the divi
dend characteristic minus the divisor characteristic, 
plus 51. The modified characteristic of the re
mainder is 7 less than the modified characteristic 
of the dividend. 

If the dividend mantissa is smaller than the 
divisor mantissa, the modified characteristic of the 

label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder-----l Autocoder 
25 30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 268. 
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quotient is equal to the dividend characteristic 
minus the divisor characteristic, plus 50. The modi
fied characteristic of the remainder is 8 less than 
the modified characteristic of the dividend. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -73 
23 Indexing word for modifying the address 

in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used. 
6789 Address of the divisor. 

EXAMPLES: To divide, in floating-decimal notation, the 
number in accumulator 1 by the number in word 
1565: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-73 00 xx 1565 

Contents of accumulator 1 (dividend) before the 
operation: +49 70000000. Contents of word 
1565 (divisor): +28 30000000. Contents of ac
cumulator 1 ( quotient) after the operation: 
+7223333333. Contents of accumulator 2 (re
mainder) after the operation: +42 10000000. 

Using the same instruction, with different fac
tors: 

Contents of accumulator 1 (dividend) before the 
operation: - 41 22000000. Contents of word 
1565 (divisor): -45 70000000. Contents of ac
cumulator 1 (quotient) after the operation: 
+4631428571. Contents of accumulator 2 (re
mainder) after the operation: - 33 30000000. 

DAT A FLOW: The function of this operation is to sub
tract the modified characteristic of the divisor from 
that of the dividend, and divide the mantissa of the 
divisor into that of the dividend. The dividend is 
brought from accumulator 1 to the arithmetic 
register, and the divisor is brought to the auxiliary 
register and to accumulator 3. Accumulator 2 is 
set to zero. 
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The contents of the auxiliary register (divisor) 
and arithmetic register (dividend) are compared. 
The comparison of the mantissas will be used later 
to help determine the modified characteristics of 
quotient and remainder. The difference of the 
modified characteristics of divisor and dividend, 
obtained by the compare operation, is stored in 
positions 6-9 of the program register (this is a 
complement number if the divisor characteristic is 
greater). 

Positions 0-1 of each factor (the modified char
acteristics) are set to zeros, and the operation pro
ceeds as in fixed-point divide, with two excep
tions: 

1. Fixed-point divide indicates error if the divi
dend from accumulator 1 is greater than the divisor. 
FLOA TING DIVIDE merely adjusts the number of 
divide cycles if this is the case, and thus determines 
that the factors 51 and 7 will be used later to obtain 
the modified characteristics of the quotient and 
remainder respectively, instead of the factors 50 
and 8. 

2. Each factor is treated as an 8-digit number, in
stead of a 10-digit number. 

At completion, the quotient is in positions 0-7 
of accumulator 2, and the remainder is in positions 
0-7 of accumulator 1. Each must now be shifted 
two positions to the right, have its correct modified 
characteristic inserted into the two high-order posi
tions, and then be moved to the accumulator loca
tion of the other: 

The (quotient) contents of accumulator 2 are 
shifted two positions to the right and placed in the 
auxiliary register. The difference in the original 
modified characteristics, stored in positions 6-9 of 
the program register, is added to either 50 or 51, 
depending on the comparison of the original man
tissas; and this result is inserted into positions 0-1 
of the auxiliary register during the shift operation. 
The (remainder) contents of accumulator 1 are 
shifted two positions to the right and placed into 
accumulator 2. The modified characteristic of the 
dividend, in the arithmetic register, is complement
added to either 7 or 8 depending on the compari
son of the original mantissas; and this result is in
serted into positions 0-1 of accumulator 2 during 
the shift operation. Then, the contents of the 
auxiliary register are moved to accumulator 1. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: The arithmetic and auxiliary 
register, the adder, the program register, and all 
three accumulators. 

TIMING: Fixed-point divide time, plus 168 microsec
onds. 

Total number of microseconds = 360 + 48 
[ 10 + (Sum of the quotient digits) ]. The quotient 
is 8 digits in size. 

COMMENTS: The modified characteristic of the quotient 
can be determined by the same means described 
under Floating Multiply; keep in mind that the divi
dend is equal to the divisor times the quotient. 
Observe the factors given under Examples: 

Mod. Ch. Mod. Ch. Mod. Ch. Mod. Ch. of 
of dividend of divisor of quotient remainder 

1st example 
49(50-1) 28(50-22) 72(50+21, + 1) 42(49-7) 

2d example 
41(50-9) 45(50-5) 46(50-4) 33(41-8) 



The rules of algebra concerning signs is the same 
for FLOATING-DIVIDE as for fixed-point divide. If 
the signs of the dividend and divisor are the same, 
the quotient is plus; if they are different, the quo
tient is minus. The remainder always has the sign 
of the dividend. Alpha factors cannot be used. 

The rules for FLOATING-DECIMAL OVERFLOW 

AND UNDERFLOW in this operation are the same as 
for FLOATING ADD. A good rule-of-thumb is that 
the modified characteristics of the dividend and 
divisor should not be more than 50 apart (ap
proximately). Specifically, they should meet these 
qualifications: 

Dividend Mod. Divisor Mod. Ch. 
Ch. greater greater 

Dividend mantissa 
equal or greater Should not be Should not be 
than divisor more than 48 more than 51 
mantissa greater. greater. 

Dividend mantissa Should not be Should not be 
smaller than more than 49 more than 50 
divisor mantissa greater. greater. 

If it is necessary to normalize the quotient, these 
figures are reduced accordingly. 

At completion of the operation, the program 
register has 01 in positions 4-5, and the modified 
characteristic of the remainder in positions 6-9 
(OOXX). 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 269): Assume that 
KANSAS has been previously defined as word 750. 
The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-73 38 00 0750 

Floating Divide Double Precision 

-75 FDD 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: (16-digit dividend) -:- (8-digit 
divisor) = (8-digit quotient) with (8-digit re
mainder). 

Same as FLOATING DIVIDE except that accumula
tor 2 is not reset to zero initially and its mantissa 
digits become the 8 low-order digits of the divi
dend, making a 16-digit dividend. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: Same as FLOATING DIVIDE, ex
cept for the sign. 

EXAMPLES: To divide, in floating-decimal notation, the 
number in accumulator 1 by the number in word 
1635: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-75 00 xx 1635 

Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the opera
tion: 

Acc.1 
+75 12151822 

Acc.2 
+ 67 24273032 

Contents of word 1635: + 56 30000000. Contents 
of accumulators 1 and 2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
+ 69 40506070 + 61 12427303 

Using the same instruction, with different factors: 
Contents of accumulators 1 and 2 before the opera
tion: 

Acc.1 
- 27 66664446 

Acc.2 
-19 55550000 

Contents of word 1635: +4522220000. Contents 
of accumulators 1 and 2 after the operation: 

Acc.1 Acc.2 
-33 30002001 -25 35000000 

DATA FLOW: Same as FLOATING DIVIDE, with the excep
tion that accumulator 2 is not set to zero at the 
start of the operation. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Same as FLOATING DIVIDE. 

TIMING: Same as FLOATING DIVIDE. 

COMMENTS: The comments for FLOATING DIVIDE also 
apply to this code. 

For this operation, accumulator 2 contains the 
eight low-order digits of a 16-digit mantissa, whose 
modified characteristic is specified in positions 0-1 
of accumulator 1. 

The sign and modified characteristic of accumu
lator 2 are ignored by the operation. If the sign is 
not the same, or the modified characteristic eight 
less than that of accumulator 1, the result is ob
tained as if they were. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE: (FIGURE 270): Actual address 
1305 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-75 00 00 1305 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---' Autocoder 
35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 269. 
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Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 270. 

Floating Branch Overflow 

+70 FBV 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The floating-decimal overflow 
indicator is tested. If it is ON, the program 
branches to the location in positions 6-9 (index
able), and the indicator is turned off. If the indi
cator is not ON, the next sequential instruction is 
taken. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl +70 

23 Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used. 

6789 Branch address, if the floating-decimal 

overflow indicator is ON. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 2701 if the floating
decimal overflow indicator is ON, and turn it off: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+70 00 xx 2701 
DATA FLOW: If the indicator is ON, the address in posi

tions 6-9, after indexing if so specified, is trans
mitted to the instruction counter, and the indicator 
is turned off. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Possibly the instruction counter 
and the floating-decimal overflow indicator. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: After this instruction, the floating-decimal 
overflow indicator is always OFF. Whenever this 
indicator is ON, the Exponent Overflow light on 
the console is ON. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 271): Assume that 
OHIO has been defined as word 3800. The assem
bled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 10 00 00 3812 

Floating Branch Underflow 

-70 FBU 

MACHINE DESCRIPTION: The floating-decimal underflow 
indicator is tested. If it is ON, the program branches 
to the location in positions 6-9 (indexable), and 
the indicator is turned off. If the indicator is not 
ON, the next sequential instruction is taken. 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT: SOl 23 45 6789 

SOl -70 

23 Indexing word for modifying the branch 

address in positions 6-9. 
45 Not used. 

6789 Branch address, if the floating-decimal un

derflow indicator is ON. 

EXAMPLE: To branch to location 1842 if the floating
decimal underflow indicator is ON, and turn it off: 

SOl 23 45 6789 
-------
-70 00 xx 1842 

DATA FLOW: If the indicator is ON, the address in posi
tions 6-9. after indexing if so specified, is trans
mitted to the instruction counter, and the indicator 
is turned off. 

REGISTERS AFFECTED: Possibly the instruction counter 
and the floating-decimal underflow indicator. 

TIMING: 36 microseconds. 

COMMENTS: After this instruction, the floating-decimal 
underflow indicator is always OFF. Unlike the over
flow indicator, this indicator has no light on the 
console to signal when it is ON. 

AUTOCODER EXAMPLE (FIGURE 272): Actual address 
2355 is used. The assembled instruction is: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

-70 00 00 2355 

Label OPERAND Basi c Autocoder---l Autocoder 
30 35 40 45 50 55 601 65 70 

FIGURE 271. 

30 
Label OPERAND 

35 40 45 
Basi c Autocoder---l 

50 55 601 

Autocoder 
65 70 

FIGURE 272. 
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This section contains a functional chart of the IBM 7070 
operation codes; lists of the operation codes and ad
dresses; and a routine for clearing all of core storage, 
or a part of it, to zeros. They are presented in this 
sequence: 

1. Functional Chart of 7070 Operation Codes* 

2. List of IBM 7070 Operations by Category 

3. Core Storage and Register Addresses 

4. Op Codes that Allow Accumulator Addresses 

5. Op Codes that Use Field Definition 

6. Store and Add-to-Storage Codes 

7. Index of 7070 Operation Codes by Autocoder 
Mnemonics * 

8. Clearing a Specified Portion of Core Storage to Zeros. 

*These include the page number containing the description of 
each code. 

PrDgramming Summaries 

Functional Chart of 7070 
Operation Codes 

This is a chart of the 7070 program instructions in 
operation-code order. The 10-digit instruction is divided 
into its four parts: Operation Code, Indexing Word, 
Control, and Address. Where necessary, the Control or 
Address portion is further divided into individual digit 
positions. Included in the chart are the Autocoder 
mnemonics and names of the operations, and a column 
for comments. The letter S and digits 0-9 at the top 
refer to the sign and digit positions of each instruction. 

The pages that contain the description of these opera
tions are included, and this chart thus serves as an index 
by operation code. 

Programming Summaries 243 



SOl 23 45 6789 
+OP ABBR NAME IW CL ADDRESS PAGE COMMENTS 

+00 HB Halt and Branch IW Not used Branch address 57 Unconditional branch 
-00 HP Halt and Proceed IW Not used Not used 58 N ext instruction from Ie 
+01 B Branch IW Not used Branch address 56 Next instruction from location in 

positions 6-9 
-01 NOP No Operation IW Not used Not used 58 Next instruction from Ie 
+02 BLX Branch and Load Location in Index IW Operand Index Word Branch address 57 Contents of Ie are stored in index word, 

Word positions 2-5 
+03 CD Compare Storage to Digit IW Value Position to be Address of data 53 Turns on high, low, or equal indicator 

compared compared 
with 

-03 Sign Control IW Sign Operation Address of data 54 Compare operations turn on high, low, 
value O. Compare for operations 0-1 or equal indicator 
3,6 or 9 1. Make 

Six operations: Branch address 
CSA Compare sign to alpha for operation 4 
CSM Compare sign to minus 
CSP Compare sign to plus 
MSA Make sign alpha 
MSM Make sign minus 
MSP Make sign plus 
SMSC 2. Sign change 

sense 
HMSC 3. Sign change 

stop 
BSC 4. Sign change 

test 
+10 BZ1 Branch if Zero in Accumulator 1 IW Not used Branch address 43 Sign is ignored 
-10 BM1 Branch if Minus in Accumulator 1 IW Not used Branch address 44 Contents are ignored 
+11 BV1 Branch if Overflow in Accumula- IW Not used Branch address 49 If overflow indicator is ON, branch and 

tor 1 turn it off 
-11 ZST1 Zero Storage and Store Accumula- IW Field Definition Address of data 29 

tor 1 
+12 ST1 Store Accumulator 1 IW Field Definition Address of data 30 Field overflow and sign change indi-

cators might be set 
-12 STDI Store Digits from Accumulator 1 IW Field Definition Address of data 31 Field overflow indicator might be set 

and Ignore Sign 
+13 ZAI Zero Accumulator 1 and Add IW Field Definition Address of data 17 
-13 ZSl Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract IW Field Definition Address of data 19 
+14 Al Add to Accumulator 1 IW Field Definition Address of data 20 
-14 Sl Subtract from Accumulator 1 IW Field DefinitIon Address of data 21 
+ 15 Cl Compare Accumulator 1 to Storage IW Field Definition Address of data 50 Sets high, low, or equal indicator 
-15 CA Compare Absolute in Accumulator IW Field Definition Address of data 52 Sets high, low, or equal indicator 

1 to Absolute in Storage 
+16 ZAA Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Abso- IW Field Definition Address of data 26 

lute 
-16 ZSA Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract IW Field Definition Address of data 27 

Absolute 
+ 17 AA Add Absolute to Accumulator 1 IW Field Definition Address of data 27 
-17 SA Subtract Absolute from Accumula- IW Field Definition Address of data 28 

tor 1 
+ 18 ASI Add to Storage from Accumulator 1 IW Field Definition Address of data 32 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-

cators might be set 
-18 SSI Subtract Accumulator 1 from Stor- IW Field Definition Address of data 33 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-

age cators might be set 
+ 19 AASI Add to Absolute Storage from Ac- IW Field Definition Address of data 34 Field overflow indicator might be set 

cumulator 1 
+20 BZ2 Branch if Zero in Accumulator 2 IW Not used Branch address 43 Sign is ignored 
-20 BM2 Branch if Minus in Accumulator 2 IW Not used Branch address 44 Contents are ignored 



SOl 23 45 6789 
+OP ABBR NAME IW CL ADDRESS PAGE COMMENTS 

+21 BV2 Branch if Overflow in Accumula- IW Not used Branch address 49 If overflow indicator is ON, branch and 
tor 2 turn it off 

-21 ZST2 Zero Stora~e and Store Accumula- IW Field Definition Address of data 29 
tor 2 

+22 ST2 Store Accumulator 2 IW Field Definition Address of data 30 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-
cators might be set 

-22 STD2 Store Digits from Accumulator 2 IW Field Definition Address of data 31 Field overflow indicator might be set 
and Ignore Sign 

+23 ZA2 Zero Accumulator 2 and Add IW Field Definition Address of data 17 
-23 ZS2 Zero Accumulator 2 and Subtract IW Field Definition Address of data 19 
+24 A2 Add to Accumulator 2 IW Field Definition Address of data 20 
-24 S2 Subtract from Accumulator 2 IW Field Definition Address of data 21 
+25 C2 Compare Accumulator 2 to Storage IW Field Definition Address of data 50 Sets high, low, or equal indicator 
+28 AS2 Add to Storage from Accumulator 2 IW Field Definition Address of data 32 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-

cators might be set 
-28 SS2 Subtract Accumulator 2 from Stor- IW Field Definition Address of data 33 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-

age cators might be set 
+29 AAS2 Add to Absolute Storage from Ac- IW Field Definition Address of data 34 Field overflow indicator might be set 

cumulator 2 
+30 BZ3 Branch if Zero in Accumulator 3 IW Not used Branch address 43 Sign is ignored 
-30 BM3 Branch if Minus in Accumulator 3 IW Not used Branch address 44 Contents are ignored 
+31 BV3 Branch if Overflow in Accumula- IW Not used Branch address 49 If overflow indicator is ON, branch and 

tor 3 turn it off 
-31 ZST3 Zero Storage and Store Accumula- IW Field Definition Address of data 29 

tor 3 
+32 ST3 Store Accumulator 3 IW Field Definition Address of data 30 Field overflow and/or sign change 

indicator might be set 
-32 STD3 Store Digits from Accumulator 3 IW Field Definition Address of data 31 Field overflow indicator might be set 

I and Ignore Sign 
+33 ZA3 Zero Accumulator 3 and Add IW Field Definition Address of data 17 
-33 ZS3 Zero Accumulator 3 and Subtract IW Field Definition Address of data 19 
+34 A3 Add to Accumulator 3 IW Field Definition Address of data 20 
-34 S3 Subtract from Accumulator 3 IW Field Definition Address of data 21 
+35 C3 Compare Accumulator 3 to Storage IW Field Definition Address of data 50 Sets high, low, or equal indicator 
+38 AS3 Add to Storage from Accumulator 3 IW Field Definition Address of data 32 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-

-38 SS3 Subtract Accumulator 3 from Stor- IW 
cator might be set 

Field Definition Address of data 33 Field overflow and/or sign change indi-
age cator might be set 

+39 AAS3 Add to Absolute Storage from Ac- IW Field Definition Address of data 34 Field overflow indicator might be set 
cumulator 3 

+40 BL Branch if Low IW Not used Branch address 47 Tests the low indicator 
-40 BH Branch if High IW Not used Branch address 48 Tests the high indicator 
+41 Field Overflow Control IW Not used Operation: Branch address in 49 Test operation tests field overflow 

BFV o. Test Operation 0 indicator 
SMFV 1. Sense Not used 
HMFV 2. Stop for operations 1-2 

-41 BE Branch if Equal IW Not used Branch address 48 Test the equal indicator 
-43 BCX Branch Compared Index Word IW Operand index word Branch address 68 
+44 BXN Branch if Index Word Indexing IW Operand index word Branch address 67 Sign and the other six digit positions 

Portion is Non-zero are ignored 
-44 BXM Branch if Index Word is Minus IW Operand index word Branch address 66 Contents are ignored 
+45 XL Index Word Load IW Operand index word Address of data 60 
-45 XU Index Word Unload IW Operand index word Address of data 61 
+46 XZA Index Word Zero and Add to Index- IW 

ing Portion 
Operand index word Four-digit factor 62 Sign is set to plus and the other six 

digit positions are unchanged 
-46 XZS Index Word Zero and Subtract from IW Operand index word Four-digit factor 63 Sign is set to minus and the other six 

Indexing Portion digit positions are unchanged 
+47 XA Index Word Add to Indexing Por- IW Operand index word Four-digit factor 63 Sign may change. Other positions are 

tion I unchanged 



SOl 23 45 6789 
+OP ABBR NAME IW CL ADDRESS PAGE COMMENTS 

-47 XS Index Word Subtract from Indexing IW Operand index word Four-digit factor 64 Sign may change. Other positions are 
Portion unchanged 

+48 XSN Index Word Set Non-indexing Por- IW Operand index word Four-digit factor 65 Sign and other six digit positions are 
tion unchanged 

-48 XLIN Index Word Load and Interchange IW Operand index word Address of data 61 Positions 2-5 and 6-9 are interchanged 
+49 BIX Branch Incremented Index Word IW Operand index word Branch address 69 Branch if incremented indexing portion 

is not greater than non-indexing portion. 
Incremented by 1 

-49 BDX Branch Decremented Index Word IW Operand index word Branch address 70 Branch if decremented indexing portion 
is not brought to zero or beyond zero by 
non-indexing value 

+50 Shift Control IW Index word for shift and count Accu- I Opn I Length 35 *Operation: 
SR# mulator * of shift O-Shift right 
SRR# (1-3) (00-10) l-Shift right and round 
SL# 2-Shift left 
SLC# 3-Shift left and count 

-50 Coupled Shift Control IW Index word for shift and count Digit Opn Length 36 *Operation, normal: 
SR Position * of shift O-Shift right 
SRR for split, (00-20) I-Shift right and round 
SL o for 2-Shift left 
SLC normal 3-Shift left and count 

Operation, split: 
SRS 4-Shift right from point Ace 1 
SLS 5-Shift left from point Acc 1 
SRS 6-Shift right from point Ace 2 
SLS 7-Shift left from point Ace 2 

+51 Branch on Alteration Switch or IW Operation: Branch address 44 
BAS Channel Busy Switch 1-4 

I 
O. Alt sw 

BCB Chan 1-4 1. Ch bsy 

+53 M Multiply IW Field definition of multiplier Address of multiplier 22 
-53 D Divide IW Field definition of divisor Address of divisor 24 
+54 Inquiry Control IW Inquiry 

I 
Operation: Address of first record 213 

QR ctrl group O. Request definition word 
QW (1 or 2) 1. Reply 

+55 PC Priority Control IW Not used Address of priority 224 O-allow; 1-mask 
mask 

+56 ENA Edit Numerical to Alphameric IW Index word-locates first numerical Address of first record 77 RDW defines alpha area 
word definition word 

-56 ENS Edit Numerical to Alphameric with IW Index word-locates first numerical Address of first record 79 RDW defines alpha area 
Sign Control word definition word 

+57 ENB Edit Numerical to Alphameric with IW Index word-locates first numerical Address of first record 80 RDW defines alpha area 
Blank Insertion word definition word 

-57 EAN Edit Alphameric to Numerical IW Index word-locates first word to Address of first record 81 RDW defines alpha area 
be filled with numerical data definition word 

+60 Stacking Latch Test IW Stacking latch: Branch address 225 
BAL 00 Any stacking latch 
BUL 01 Unit Record A 
BUL 02 Unit Record B 
BQL 03 Inquiry Control 1 
BOL 04 Inquiry Control 2 
BTL 10-19 Tape units 0-9 on Channell 
BTL 20-29 Tape units 0-9 on Channel 2 
BTL 30-39 Tape units 0-9 on Channel 3 
BTL 40-49 Tape units 0-9 on Channel 4 
BDL 50-53 Access arm 0, disk stor. 0-3 
BDL 60-63 Access arm 1, disk stor. 0-3 
BDL 70-73 Access arm 2, disk stor. 0-3 



SOl 23 45 6789 
±OP ABBR NAME IW CL ADDRESS PAGE COMMENTS 

+61 Electronic Switch Control IW Operation: Switch Branch address 45 Controls the ten switches in word 0101 
Number 

BES O-Test 
ESN I-Turn on (0-9) 
ESF 2-Turn off 
BSN 3-Test and 

turn on 
BSF 4-Test and 

turn off 
-61 Stacking Latch Set IW Stacking latch: Not used 226 

ULN 01 Unit Record A 
ULN 02 Unit Record B 
QLN 03 Inquiry Control 1 
QLN 04 Inquiry Control 2 
TLN 10-19 Tape units 0-9 on Channell 
TLN 20-29 Tape units 0-9 on Channel 2 
TLN 30-39 Tape units on Channel 3 
TLN 40-49 Tape units on Channel 4 
DLN 50-53 Access Arm 0 disk stor. 0-3 
DLN 60-63 Access Arm 1 disk stor. 0-3 
DLN 70-73 Access Arm 2 disk stor. 0-3 

+62 Electronic Switch Control Same as + 61, except for the ten 45 Controls the ten switches in word 0102 
switches that are controlled 

-62 Stacking Latch Reset IW Stacking latch: Not used 226 
ULF 01 Unit Record A 
ULF 02 Unit Record B 
QLF 03 Inquiry Control 1 
QLF 04 Inquiry Control 2 
TLF 10-19 Tape units 0-9 on Channell 
TLF 20-29 Tape units 0-9 on Channel 2 
TLF 30-39 Tape units on Channel 3 
TLF 40-49 Tape units on Channel 4 
DLF 50-53 Access arm 0, disk stor. 0-3 
DLF 60-63 Access arm 1, disk stor. 0-3 
DLF 70-73 Access arm 2, disk stor. 0-3 

+63 Electronic Switch Control Same as + 61, except for the ten 45 Controls the ten switches in word 0103 
switches that are controlled 

+64 PR Priority Release IW Not used Branch address 227 Branch address is usually 0097 
+65 RS Record Scatter IW Index word-locates first transmit- Address of first record 76 ROW defines receiving area 

ting word definition word 
-65 RG Record Gather IW Index word-locates first receiving Address of first record 77 ROW defines transmitting area 

word definition word 
+66 LL Lookup Lowest IW Field Definition Address of first record 83 

definition word 
+67 LE Lookup Equal Only IW Field Definition Address of first record 86 Index Word 98: 

definition word positions 2-5, found address 
+68 LEH Lookup Equal or High IW Field Definition Address of first record 87 positions 6-9, increment 

definition word 
+69 Card Control IW Syn. Oper: Address of first record 117 

US (1-3) O-Set PES definition word 
UR I-Read 
UW/UP 2-Write or 

Punch 
UWIV/ 3-Writeor 
UPIV Punch invalid 
TYP 4-Type 



tv SOl 
""'" 00 ±OP ABBR 

+70 FBV 

-70 FBU 

+71 FR 
+73 FM 

-73 FD 
+74 FA 
-74 FS 
+75 FZA 
-75 FDD 
+76 FAD 
-76 FADS 

+77 FAA 
-77 FSA 
±81 

(P) TR 
(P) TRR 
(P)TW 
(P) TWR 
(P) TWZ 

(P)TWC 

(P) TSF 

(P) TSB 

TSEL 
(P)TM 
TRW 
TRU 
TRB 
(P) TSM 

TSK 
TEF 
TSLD 
TSHD 

±82 

±91 
(P) DR 
(P) DW 

±92 

+95 PDS 
-95 DAR 

NAME 

Floating Branch Overflow 

Floating Branch Underflow 

Floating Round 
Floating Multiply 

Floating Divide 
Floating Add 
Floating Subtract 

-

ion 
Floating Zero and Add 
Floating Divide Double Precis 
Floating Add Double Precisio 
Floating Add Double Precision 
press Normalization 
Floating Add Absolute 
Floating Subtract Absolute 
Tape Control 1 

Tape Control 2 

Disk Storage Control 1 

Disk Storage Control 2 

Priority Disk Seek 
Disk Storage Arm Release 

n 
Sup-

23 
IW 

IW 

IW 

IW 
IW 

IW 
IW 
IW 
IW 
IW 
IW 
IW 

I IW 
IW 
IW 

IW 

IW 
IW 

45 6789 
CL ADDRESS PAGE COMMENTS 

Not used Branch address 242 Tests the floating decimal overflow 
indicator 

Not used Branch address 242 Tests the floating decimal underflow 
indicator 

Not used Not used 237 
Not used Address of 238 

multiplicand 
Not used Address of divisor 239 
Not used Address of data 231 Accumulator 2 cleared at start 
Not used Address of data 233 Accumulator 2 cleared at start 
Not used Address of data 230 
Not used Address of divisor 241 
Not used Address of data 234 Accumulator 2 not cleared at start 
Not used Address of data 235 

Not used Address of data 235 
Not used Address of data 236 
Tape If position 5 is not 98 
Unit Oper: zero, address of first 
(0-9) I-Read record definition word + Priority 

2-Read per RM - No priority 
3-Write Code 81 means Channel 1 
4-Write per RM 
5-Write with 

zero elimina-
tion 

6-Write per RM 
and zero 
elimination 

7-Segment for-
ward space 
per count 

8-Segment back-
space per 
count 

O-Operation If pos. 5 is zero, 
in position 9 operation is in pos. 9: 

O-no-op select 
I-write tape mark 
2-rewind 
3-rewind unload 
4-backspace 
5-write tape seg-

ment mark 
6-skip 
7-turn off end of file 
8-set lower density 
9-set high density 

98 Same as ± 81, except that Channel 
2 is used 
Not used 

I 
Oper: Address of first record 113 + Priority 
O-read definition word - No priority 
I-write Code 91 means Channel 1 

Same as ± 91, except that Channel 113 
2 is used 
Not used Branch address 114 
Not used Not used I arm I disk 116 Provides any arm in the file unit, or a 

(0-2) storage specific arm. Branch if arm not available. 
unit 0-3 



List of IBM 7070 Instructions 
by Category 

Many of the IBM 7070 operation codes fall into several 
different categories. Each category is listed here with all 
of the operations that it includes. Thus, each operation 
appears on the list once for each category to which it 
applies. There are 15 categories: 

1. Arithmetic. All instructions that involve any type 
of arithmetic operation-adding, subtracting, mul
tiplying, or dividing, including reset-add and sub
tract. 

2. Shift. All instructions that, include, or may include, 
the shifting of the number in an accumulator. 

3. Branch. Instructions that may cause the program 
to take its next instruction from the address in posi
tions 6-9 (indexable). 

4. Compare. All instructions that turn on either the 
high, equal, or low indicator as the result of a test. 

5. Data to core storage-one word or less. All opera
tions that bring information to a single storage word 
or part of a word, as specified by field definition 
(positions 4 and 5). These operations all cause 
previous data in a storage word to be replaced by 
new data. (Codes to load index words are not in
cluded.) 

6. Data to core storage-one word or more. All 
operations that bring information to one or more 
storage words, under control of record-definition 
words (addressed by positions 6-9). These opera
tions cause data in core storage to be replaced by 
new data. 

7. I ndex Words. All operations that use index words 
for other than indexing, specifying the operand 
index word in positions 4 and 5. 

8. Magnetic Tape. Instructions that involve the use of 
a tape channel or unit. 

9. Disk Storage. Instructions that involve the use of a 
disk-storage channel or unit. 

10. Unit Record. All instructions that involve the use 
of a card reader, punch, printer, the console type
writer, or the input/output synchronizers. 

11. Core-to-core block transmission. The codes that 
move one or more words of core storage to other 
locations in core storage, under control of record
definition words. 

12. Table lookup. The three table lookup codes. 

13. Inquiry. The codes that involve the processing of 
inquiry requests and formulation of replies. 

14. Priority. All of the instructions that have anything 
to do with Automatic Priority Processing. 

15. Floating Decimal. The instructions made available 
by the optional floating-decimal arithmetic feature. 

16. Miscellaneous. All instructions that don't fully 
come under the other categories. 

Each list is given in sequence by A utocoder mnemon
ics. 

Arithmetic 

+ 14, +24, +34 A# 
+17 AA 

+ 18, +28, +38 AS# 
+ 19, +29, +39 AAS# 

+49 BIX 
-49 BDX 
-53 D 
+74 FA 
-74 FS 
+73 FM 
-73 FD 
+77 FAA 
-77 FSA 
+75 FZA 
+76 FAD 
-75 FDD 
-76 FADS 

+53 M 
-14, -24, -34 S# 

-17 SA 

-18, -28, -38 SS# 

+50 SRR# 

+50 SLC# 

-50 SR 
-50 SLC 
+47 XA 
-47 XS 

+46 XZA 

-46 XZS 

+ 13, +23, +33 ZA# 
-13, -23, -33 ZS# 

+16 ZAA 

-16 ZSA 

Shift 

+71 FR 
+75 FZA 
+50 SR# 

Add to Accumulator # 
Add Absolute to Accumulator 1 
Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
Add to Absolute Storage from 

Accumulator # 
Branch Incremented Index Word 
Branch DecreIl}ented Index Word 
Divide 
Floating Add 
Floating Subtract 
Floating Multiply 
Floating Divide 
Floating Add Absolute 
Floating Subtract Absolute 
Floating Zero and Add 
Floating Add Double Precision 
Floating Divide Double Precision 
Floating Add Double Precision and 

Suppress Normalization 
Multiply 
Subtract from Accumulator # 
Subtract Absolute from Accumu-

lator 1 
Subtract Accumulator # from 

Storage 
Shift Right and Round Accumu-

lator # 
Shift Left and Count Accumu-

lator # 
Shift Right and Round Coupled 
Shift Left and Count Coupled 
Index Word Add to Indexing Portion 
Index Word Subtract from Indexing 

Portion 
Index Word Zero and Add to 

Indexing Portion 
Index Word Zero and Subtract from 

Indexing Portion 
Zero Accumulator # and Add 
Zero Accumulator 
Zero Accumulator 1 and Add 

Absolute 
Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract 

Absolute 

Floating Round 
Floating Zero and Add 
Shift Right Accumulator # 
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+50 SRR# Shift Right and Round Accumu- -18, -28, -38 SS# Subtract Accumulator # from 
lator # Storage 

+50 SL# Shift Left Accumulator # + 12, +22, +32 ST# Store Accumulator # 
+50 SLC# Shift Left and Count Accumulator # -12, -22, -32 STD# Store Digits from Accumulator # 
-50 SR Shift Right Coupled and Ignore Sign 
-50 SRR Shift Right and Round Coupled -45 XU Index Word Unload 
-50 SL Shift Left Coupled -11, -21, -31 ZST# Zero Storage and Store Accumu-
-50 SLC Shift Left and Count Coupled lator # 
-50 SRS Shift Right Split 
-50 SLS Shift Left Split 

Branch 
Data to Core Storage-One Word or More 
(Block Transmission) 

+01 B Branch -91, -92 DR Disk Read 
+02 BLX Branch and Load Location in Index -57 EAN Edit Alphameric to Numerical 

Word +56 ENA Edit Numerical to Alphameric 
-10, -20, -30 BM# Branch if Minus in Accumulator # +57 ENB Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 
+ 10, +20, +30 BZ# Branch if Zero in Accumulator # Blank Insertion 
+11, +21, +31 BV# Branch if Overflow in Accumu- -56 ENS Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 

lator # Sign Control 
+41 BFV Branch if Field Overflow +91, +92 PDR Priority Disk Read 
-03 BSC Branch if Sign Change +81, +82 PTR Priority Tape Read 
-40 BH Branch if High +81, +82 PTRR Priority Tape Read Per Record 
-41 BE Branch if Equal Mark Control 
+40 BL Branch if Low +54 QR I nquiry Read 
+51 BAS Branch if Alteration Switch is On 

+61, +62, +63 BES Branch if Electronic Switch is On 
-65 RG Record Gather 

+61, +62, +63 BSF Branch if Electronic Switch is On +65 RS Record Scatter 

and Set Off if On -81, -82 TR Tape Read 

+61, +62, +63 BSN Branch if Electronic Switch is On -81, -82 TRR Tape Read Per Record Mark Control 

and Set On if Off +69 UR Unit Record Read 
+51 BCB Branch if Channel is Busy 
+69 BCT Branch if Carriage Tape Sensed 

Channel 9 I/O Sync Index Words 
+60 BAL Branch if Any Stacking Latch is On 
+60 BDL Branch if Disk Latch is On +02 BLX Branch and Load Location in Index 
+60 BQL Branch if Inquiry Control Latch Word 

is On -44 BXM Branch if Index Word is Minus 
+60 BTL Branch if Tape Latch is On +44 BXN Branch if Index Word is Nonzero 
+60 BUL Branch if Unit Record Latch is On -43 BCX Branch Compared Index Word 
-44 BXM Branch if Index Word is Minus 
+44 BXN Branch if Index Word is Nonzero +49 BIX Branch Incremented Index Word 

-43 BCX Branch Compared Index Word -49 BDX Branch Decremented Index Word 

+49 BIX Branch Incremented Index Word -57 EAN Edit Alphameric to Numerical 

-49 BDX Branch Decremented Index Word +56 ENA Edit Numerical to Alphameric 

+70 FBV Floating Branch Overflow +57 ENB Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 
-70 FBU Floating Branch Underflow blank insertion 
+00 HB Halt and Branch -56 ENS Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 
+95 PDS Priority Disk Seek Sign Control 

-65 RG Record Gather 

Compare +65 RS Record Scatter 
+50 SLC# Shift Left and Count Accumula-

+ 15, +25, +35 C# Compare Accumulator # to Storage tor # 
-15 CA Compare Absolute in Accumulator 1 -50 SLC Shift Left and Count Coupled 

to Absolute in Storage +45 XL Index Word Load 
+03 CD Compare Storage to Digit 

-48 XLIN Index Word Load and Interchange 
-03 CSA Compare Sign to Alpha 
-03 CSP Compare Sign to Plus -45 XU Index Word Unload 

-03 CSM Compare Sign to Minus +47 XA Index Word Add to Indexing Portion 
-47 XS Index Word Subtract from Indexing 

Data to Core Storage-One Word or Less 
Portion 

+46 XZA Index Word Zero and Add to 
(Field Definition) Indexing Portion 

+ 18, +28, +38 AS# Add to Storage from Accumulator # -46 XZS Index Word Zero and Subtract from 

+ 19, +29, +39 AAS# Add to Absolute Storage from Indexing Portion 

Accumulator # +48 XSN Index Word Set Nonindexing Portion 
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Magnetic Tape +69 UR Unit Record Read 110 
+51 BCB Branch if Channel is Busy +69 UP Unit Record Punch 110 
+60 BTL Branch if Tape Latch is On +69 UW Unit Record Write 110 
+55 PC Priority Control +69 UPIV Unit Record Punch Invalid 110 

+81, +82 PTR Priority Tape Read +69 UWIV Unit Record Write Invalid 110 
+81, +82 PTRR Priority Tape Read Per Record Mark -61 ULN Unit Record Latch Set On 

Control -62 ULF Unit Record Latch Set Off 
+81, +82 PTW Priority Tape Write +69 US Unit Record Signal 110 
+81, +82 PTWZ Priority Tape Write with Zero 

Elimination Core-to-Core Block Transmission 
+81, +82 PTWR Priority Tape Write Per Record 

Mark Control -57 EAN Edit Alphameric to Numerical 

+81, +82 PTWC Priority Tape Write with Zero Elimi- +56 ENA Edit Numerical to Alphameric 

nation and Per Record Mark +57 ENB Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 

Control Blank Insertion 

+81, +82 PTSB Priority Tape Segment Backward -56 ENS Edit Numerical to Alphameric with 

Space Sign Control 

+81, +82 PTSF Priority Tape Segment Forward -65 RG Record Gather 

Space +65 RS Record Scatter 

±81, ±82 PTM Priority Tape Mark Write 
±81, ±82 PTSM Priority Tape Segment Mark Write Table Lookup 
-81, -82 TR Tape Read 

+67 LE Lookup Equal Only 
-81, -82 TRR Tape Read Per Record Mark Control 

+66 LL Lookup Lowest -81, -82 TW Tape Write 
+68 LEH Lookup Equal or High -81, -82 TWR Tape Write Per Record Mark 

Control 
-81, -82 TWZ Tape Write with Zero Elimination Inquiry 
-81, -82 TWC Tape Write with Zero Elimination +60 BQL Branch if Inquiry Control Latch 

and Per Record Mark Control is On 
Combined +55 PC Priority Control 

±81, ±82 TRB Tape Record Backspace +54 QR Inquiry Read 
-81, -82 TSB Tape Segment Backward Space +54 QW Inquiry Write 
-81, -82 TSF Tape Segment Forward Space -62 QLF Inquiry Control Latch Set On 
±81, ±82 TRW Tape Rewind -61 QLN Inquiry Control Latch Set Off 
±81, ±82 TM Tape Mark Write 
±81, ±82 TSM Tape Segment Mark Write 
±81, ±82 TEF Tape End of File Off Priority 
±81, ±82 TSK Tape Skip +60 BAL Branch if Any Stacking Latch is On 
±81, ±82 TSEL Tape No-Op Select +60 BDL Branch if Disk Latch is On 
±81, ±82 TRU Tape Rewind Unload +60 BQL Branch if Inquiry Control Latch 
±81, ±82 TSHD Tape Set High Density is On 
±81, ±82 TSLD Tape Set Lower Density +60 BTL Branch if Tape Latch is On 

-61 TLN Tape Latch Set On +60 BUL Branch if Unit Record Latch is On 
-62 TLF Tape Latch Set Off -61 DLN Disk Latch On 

-62 DLF Disk Latch Off 
+55 PC Priority Control 

Disk Storage +64 PR Priority Release 

+51 BCB Branch if Channel is Busy +95 PDS Priority Disk Seek 

+60 BDL Branch if Disk Latch is On +91, +92 PDR Priority Disk Read 

-91, -92 DR Disk Read +91, +92 PDW Priority Disk Write 

-91, -92 DW Disk Write +81, +82 PTR Priority Tape Read 

-95 DAR Disk Arm Release +81, +82 PTRR Priority Tape Read Per Record 

-61 DLN Disk Latch On Mark Control 

-62 DLF Disk Latch Off +81, +82 PTW Priority Tape Write 

+55 PC Priority Control +81, +82 PTWZ Priority Tape Write with Zero 

+95 PDS Priority Disk Seek Elimination 

+91, +92 PDR Priority Disk Read +81, +82 PTWR Priority Tape Write Per Record 

+91, +92 PDW Priority Disk Write Mark Control 
+81, +82 PTWC Priority Tape Write with Zero 

Elimination and Per Record Mark 

Unit Record Control Combined 
+81, +82 PTSB Priority Tape Segment Backward 

+60 BUL Branch if Unit Record Latch is On Space 
+69 TYP Type +81, +82 PTSF Priority Tape Segment Forward 
+55 PC Priority Control Space 
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+81, +82 PTM 
+81, +82 PTSM 

-62 QLF 
-61 QLN 
-61 TLN 
-62 TLF 
-61 ULN 
-62 ULF 
-61 ULN 
-62 ULF 

Floating Decimal 

+74 FA 
-74 FS 
+73 FM 
-73 FD 
+71 FR 
+77 FAA 
-77 FSA 
+75 FZA 
+76 FAD 
-75 FDD 
-76 FADS 

+70 FBV 
-70 FBU 

Miscellaneous 

+51 BAS 
+61, +62, +63 BES 
+61, +62, +63 BSF 

+61, +62, +63 BSN 

+61, +62, +63 ESN 
+61, +62, +63 ESF 

+00 HB 
-00 HP 
+41 HMFV 
-03 HMSC 
-03 MSA 
-03 MSP 
-03 MSM 
-01 Nap 
+41 SMFV 
-03 SMSC 
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Priority Tape Mark Write 
Priority Tape Segment Mark Write 
Inquiry Control Latch Set On 
Inquiry Control Latch Set Off 
Tape Latch Set On 
Tape Latch Set Off 
Unit Record Latch A Set On 
Unit Record Latch A Set Off 
Unit Record Latch B Set On 
Unit Record Latch B Set Off 

Floating Add 
Floating Subtract 
Floating Multiply 
Floating Divide 
Floating Round 
Floating Add Absolute 
Floating Subtract Absolute 
Floating Zero and Add 
Floating Add Double Precision 
Floating Divide Double Precision 
Floating Add Double Precision and 

Suppress Normalization 
Floating Branch Overflow 
Floating Branch Underflow 

Branch if Alteration Switch is On 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On 

and Set Off if On 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On 

and Set On if Off 
Electronic Switch On 
Electronic Switch Off 
Halt and Branch 
Halt and Proceed 
Halt Mode for Field Overflow 
Halt Mode for Sign Change 
Make Sign Alpha 
Make Sign Plus 
Make Sign Minus 
No Operation 
Sense Mode for Field Overflow 
Sense Mode for Sign Change 

Core Storage and 
Register Addresses 

Core Storage Addresses 

0000-4999 
0000-9989 

(SOOO-word capacity) 
(9990-word capacity) 

Core Storage Locations With Special Functions 

0001-0099 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 

0101-0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0110-0119 
0120-0129 
0130-0139 
0140-0149 
0150-0159 
0160-0169 
0170-0179 
0180-0189 
0190-0199 
0200-0203 
0210-0213 
0220-0223 
0240-0249 
0250-0253 
0260-0263 
0270-0273 
0290-0299 

Indexing words 01-99 
Priority address word 
Table lookup indexing value and found address 
Address of priority final status word 
Address at which indicator settings are stored prior 

to priority routine 
Electronic switches 
Unit-record priority A branch address 
Unit-record priority B branch address 
Inquiry-control 1 priority branch address 
Inquiry-control 2 priority branch address 
Final-status words, tape units 0-9, channell 
Final-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 2 
Final-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 3 
Final-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 4 
Tape priority branch addresses 
Initial-status words, tape units 0-9, channell 
Initial-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 2 
Initial-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 3 
Initial-status words, tape units 0-9, channel 4 
Final-status words, arm 0, disk-storage units 0-3 
Final-status words, arm 1, disk-storage units 0-3 
Final-status words, arm 2, disk-storage units 0-3 
Disk read and write priority branch addresses 
Initial status words, arm 0, disk-storage units 0-3 
Initial status words, arm 1, disk-storage units 0-3 
Initial status words, arm 2, disk-storage units 0-3 
Disk seek priority branch addresses 

Register Addresses 

9991 Accumulator 1 
9992 Accumulator 2 
9993 Accumulator 3 
9995 Program register-addressable from console only. 
9999 Instruction counter-addressable from console only 



OP Codes that Allow Accumulator Addresses 

+ 03 Compare Storage to Digit 
- 03 Sign Control: 

Compare Sign to Alpha 
Compare Sign to Minus 
Compare Sign to Plus 
Make Sign Alpha 
Make Sign Minus 
Make Sign Plus 

- 11, - 21, - 32 Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # 
+ 12, +22, +32 Store Accumulator # 
-12, -22, -32 Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign 
+ 13, +23, +33 Zero Accumulator # and Add 
-13, -23, -33 Zero Accumulator # and Subtract 
+ 14, +24, +34 Add to Accumulator # 
-14, -24, -34 Subtract from Accumulator # 
+ 15, +25, +35 Compare Accumulator # to Storage 

-15 Compare Absolute Accumulator 1 to Absolute in 
Storage 

+ 16 Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Absolute 
-16 Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract Absolute 
+ 17 Add Absolute to Accumulator 1 
-17 Subtract Absolute from Accumulator 1 

+ 18, +28, +38 Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
-18, -28, -38 Subtract Accumulator # from Storage 
+ 19, +29, +39 Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # 

+45 Index Word Load 
-45 Index Word Unload 
-48 Index Word Load and Interchange 
+ 53 Multiply 
-53 Divide 

OP Codes that Use Field Definition 

- 11, - 21, - 31 Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # 
+ 12, +22, +32 Store Accumulator # 
-12, -22, -32 Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign 
+ 13, +23, +33 Zero Accumulator # and Add 
-13, -23, -33 Zero Accumulator # and Subtract 
+ 14, +24, +34 Add to Accumulator # 
- 14, - 24, - 34 Subtract from Accumulator # 
+ 15, +25, +35 Compare Accumulator # to Storage 

-15 Compare Absolute in Accumulator 1 to Absolute 
in Storage 

+ 16 Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Absolute 
+ 17 Add Absolute to Accumulator 1 
- 17 Subtract Absolute from Accumulator 1 

+ 18, +28, +38 Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
-18, -28, -38 Subtract Accumulator # from Storage 
+ 19, +29, +39 Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # 

+ 53 Multiply 
-53 Divide 
+66 Lookup Lowest 
+ 67 Lookup Equal Only 
+ 68 Lookup Equal or High 

CD 

CSA 
CSM 
CSP 
MSA 
MSM 
MSP 
ZST 1, ZST2, ZST3 
STl, ST2, ST3 
STDl, STD2, STD3 
ZA 1, ZA2, ZA3 
ZS 1, ZS2, ZS3 
AI, A2, A3 
SI, S2, S3 
Cl, C2, C3 
CA 

ZAA 
ZSA 
AA 
SA 
AS 1, AS2, AS3 
SSI,SS2,SS3 
AASl, AAS2, AAS3 
XL 
XU 
XLIN 
M 
D 

ZSTl, ZST2, ZST3 
STl, ST2, ST3 
STDl, STD2, STD3 
ZAl, ZA2, ZA3 
ZSI, ZS2, ZS3 
AI, A2, A3 
SI,S2,S3 
Cl, C2, C3 
CA 

ZA 
AA 
SA 
AS 1, AS2, AS3 
SSI,SS2,SS3 
AASl, AAS2, AAS3 
M 
D 
LL 
LE 
LEH 
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Store and Add-to-Storage Codes 

All store and add-to-storage codes can turn on the field-overflow indicator: 

-11, -21, -31 
+ 12, +22, +32 
-12, -22, -32 
+ 18, +28, +38 
-18, -28, -38 
+ 19, +29, +39 

Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # 
Store Accumulator # 
Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign 
Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
Subtract Accumulator # from Storage 
Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # 

These codes can turn on the sign-change indicator: 

+12, +22, +32 Store Accumulator # 
+ 18, +28, +38* Add to Storage from Accumulator # 
-18, -28, -38* Subtract Accumulator # from Storage 
*Only if less than a full word is field-defined 

These codes cannot turn on the sign-change indicator: 

-11, -21, -31 
-12, -22, -32 
+ 19, +29, +39 

254 

Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # 
Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign 
Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # 

ZST 1, ZST2, ZST3 
ST1, ST2, ST3 
STDl, STD2, STD3 
AS1, AS2, AS3 
SSl,SS2,SS3 
AAS 1, AAS2, AAS3 

ST 1, ST2, ST3 
AS 1, AS2, AS3 
SSl,SS2,SS3 

ZST1, ZST2, ZST3 
STD 1, STD2, STD3 
AAS 1, AAS2, AAS3 



Index of 7070 Operation Codes by Autocoder Mnemonics 

AI, 2, 3 + 14, +24, +34 
AA + 17 
AAS1, 2, 3 + 19, +29, +39 
ASl, 2, 3 + 18, +28, +38 

B +01 
BAL +60 
BAS +51 
BCB +51 
BCX -43 
BDL +60 
BDX -49 
BE -41 
BES +61, +62, +63 
BFY +41 
BH -40 
BIX +49 
BL +40 
BLX +02 
BM1, 2, 3 -10, -20, -30 
BQL +60 
BSC -03 
BSF +61, +62, +63 
BSN +61, +62, +63 
BTL +60 
BUL +60 
BY1, 2,3 +11, +21, +31 
BXM -44 
BXN +44 
BZl, 2,3 + 10, +20, +30 

Cl, 2, 3 + 15, +25, +35 
CA -15 
CD +03 
CSA -03 
CSM -03 
CSP -03 

D -53 

DAR -95 
DLF -62 
DLN -61 
DR -91, -92 
DW -91, -92 

EAN -57 
ENA +56 
ENB +57 
ENS -56 

ESF +61, +62, +63 
ESN +61, +62, +63 

FA +74 
FAA +77 
FAD +76 
FADS -76 
FBU -70 
FBY +70 
FD -73 

Add to Accumulator # ......... . 
Add Absolute to Accumulator 1. 
Add to Absolute Storage from Accumulator # . 
Add to Storage from Accumulator # 

Branch ...... . 
Branch if Any Stacking Latch is On .. 
Branch if Alteration Switch is On. 
Branch if Channel is Busy. 
Branch Compared Index Word .. 
Branch if Disk Storage Latch is On. 
Branch Decremented Index Word. 
Branch if Equal .. 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On. 
Branch if Field Overflow. 
Branch if High. . ...... . 
Branch Incremented Index Word. 
Branch if Low 
Branch and Load Location In Index Word. 
Branch if Minus in Accumulator # .. 
Branch if Inquiry Control Latch is On. 
Branch if Sign Change .. 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On and Set Off if On ... 
Branch if Electronic Switch is On and Set On if Off .. 
Branch if Tape Latch is On .. 
Branch if Unit Record Latch is On .. 
Branch if Overflow in Accumulator # . 
Branch if Index Word is Minus .. 
Branch if Indexing Portion in Index Word is Non-zero. 
Branch if Zero in Accumulator # .... 

Compare Accumulator # to Storage ... 
Compare Absolute in Accumulator 1 to Absolute in Storage .. 
Compare Storage to Digit .. 
Compare Sign to Alpha. 
Compare Sign to Minus .. 
Compare Sign to Plus . 

Divide .. 

Disk Storage Arm Release. 
Disk Storage Latch Set Off. 
Disk Storage Latch Set On. 
Disk Storage Read .. 
Disk Storage Write . 

Edit Alphameric to Numerical. 
Edit Numerical to Alphameric .. 
Edit Numerical to Alphameric with Blank Insertion. 
Edit Numerical to Alphameric with Sign Control .. 

Electronic Switch Off. 
Electronic Switch On .. 

Floating Add 
Floating Add Absolute. 
Floating Add Double Precision. 
Floating Add Double Precision and Suppress Normalization. 
Floating Branch Underflow ....... . 
Floating Branch Overflow .. 
Floating Divide 
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27 
34 
32 

56 
225 

44 
44 
68 

225 
70 
48 
45 
49 
48 
69 
47 
57 
44 

225 
54 
45 
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225 
225 

49 
66 
67 
43 

50 
52 
53 
54 
54 
54 

24 

116 
227 
226 
113 
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81 
77 
80 
79 

45 
45 

231 
235 
234 
235 
242 
242 
239 
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FDD -75 
FM +73 
FR +71 
FS -74 
FSA -77 
FZA +75 

HB +00 
HMFV +41 
HMSC -03 
HP -00 

LE +67 
LEH +68 
LL +66 

M +53 

MSA -03 
MSM -03 
MSP -03 

NOP -01 

PC +55 
PDR +91, +92 
PDS ±91, ±92 
PDW +91, +92 
PR +64 
PTM +81, +82 
PTR +81, +82 
PTRR +81, +82 
PTSB +81, +82 
PTSF +81, +82 
PTSM +81, +82 
PTW +81, +82 
PTWC +81, +82 

PTWR +81, +82 
PTWZ +81, +82 

QLF -62 
QLN -61 
QR +54 
QW +54 

RG -65 
RS +65 

Sl, 2, 3 -14, -24, -34 
SA -17 

SL -50 
SL1, 2, 3 +50 
SLC -50 
SLC1, 2, 3 +50 
SLS -50 

SMFV +41 
SMSC -03 

SR -50 
SRI, 2, 3 +50 
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Floating Divide Double Precision. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 
Floating Multiply. . . . . . . .. ............................................ 238 
Floating Round . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 237 
Floating Subtract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Floating Subtract Absolute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236 
Floating Zero and Add. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 230 

Halt and Branch ............................... . 
Halt Mode for Field Overflow ...... ' ................... . 
Halt Mode for Sign Change ............... . 
Halt and Proceed ................. . 

Lookup Equal Only ........... . 
Lookup Equal or High ......... . 
Lookup Lowest ............... . 

Multiply ..................... . 

Make Sign Alpha .. 
Make Sign Minus ... . 
Make Sign Plus ... . 

No Operation ..... . 

Priority Control ............... . 
Priority Disk Storage Read ..... . 
Priority Disk Storage Seek. 
Priority Disk Storage Write .. . 
Priority Release ................ . 
Priority Tape Mark Write ........... . 
Priority Tape Read ...................... . 
Priority Tape Read per Record Mark Control .... . 
Priority Tape Segment Backward Space ............. . 
Priority Tape Segment Forward Space ................... . 
Priority Tape Segment Mark Write ........................................... . 
Priority Tape Write ........................................................ . 
Priority Tape Write with Zero Elimination and per Record Mark Control 

Combined ............................................................ . 
Priority Tape Write per Record Mark Control .... 
Priority Tape Write with Zero Elimination .. 

Inquiry Latch Set Off. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Inquiry Latch Set On. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Inquiry Read . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Inquiry Write. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . 

Record Gather . . . . . . 
Record Scatter . . . . . . 

Subtract from Accumulator # ..... . 
Subtract Absolute from Accumulator 1. 

Shift Left Coupled ........ . 
Shift Left Accumulator # ... . 
Shift Left and Count Coupled. 
Shift Left and Count Accumulator # .. 
Shift Left Split .................. . 

Sense Mode for Field Overflow .... 
Sense Mode for Sign Change 

Shift Right Coupled ....... . 
Shift Right Accumulator # ................ . 
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SRR -50 
SRR1, 2, 3 +50 
SRS -50 

SSl,2,3 -18, -28, -38 

ST1, 2, 3 + 12, +22, +32 
STD1, 2, 3 -12, -22, -32 

TEF ±81, ±82 
TLF -62 
TLN -61 
TM -81, -82 
TR -81, -82 
TRB ±81, ±82 
TRR -81, -82 
TRU ±81, ±82 
TRW ±81, ±82 
TSB -81, -82 
TSEL ±81, ±82 
TSF -81, -82 
TSHD ±81, ±82 
TSK ±81, ±82 
TSLD ±81, ±82 
TSM -81, -82 
TW -81, -82 
TWC -81, -82 
TWR -81, -82 
TWZ -81, -82 

TYP +69 

ULF -62 
ULN -61 
UP +69 
UPIV +69 
UR +69 
US +69 
UW +69 
UWIV +69 

XA +47 
XL +45 
XLIN -48 
XS -47 
XSN +48 
XU -Lt5 
XZA +46 
XZS -46 

ZA1, 2, 3 + 12, +23, +33 
ZAA +16 
ZSl, 2, 3 -l3, -23, -33 
ZSA -16 
ZST1, 2, 3 -11, -21, -31 

Shift Right and Round Coupled ........ . 
Shift Right and Round Accumulator # .. . 
Shift Right Split ..................... . 

Subtract Accumulator # from Storage ......... . 

Store Accumulator #.. . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
Store Digits from Accumulator # and Ignore Sign ................................ . 

Tape End of File Off .. 
Tape Latch Set Off ... . 
Tape Latch Set On .... . 
Tape Mark Write. 
Tape Read ........... . 
Tape Record Backspace. 
Tape Read per Record Mark Control ... 
Tape Rewind Unload .... 
Tape Rewind ..... 
Tape Segment Backward Space. 
Tape No-op Select ......... . 
Tape Segment Forward Space .. 
Tape Set High Density .. 
Tape Skip ........... . 
Tape Set Lower Density. . ...... . 
Tape Segment Mark Write. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Tape Write.. ................................ . ......... . 
Tape Write with Zero Elimination and per Record Mark Control Combined ......... . 
Tape Write per Record Mark Control. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Tape Write with Zero Elimination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............ . 

Type. 

Unit Record Latch Set Off ............................ . 
Unit Record Latch Set On ............................ . 
Unit Record Punch .. 
Unit Record Punch Invalid. 
Unit Record Read ............. . 
Unit Record Signal ... . 
Unit Record Write ............... . 
Unit Record Write Invalid ........ . 

Index Word Add to Indexing Portion ... . 
Index Word Load ................... . 
Index Word Load and Interchange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . 
Index Word Subtract from Indexing Portion. . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. . 
Index Word Set Non-Indexing Portion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Index Word Unload. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Index Word Zero and Add to Indexing Portion .... 
Index Word Zero and Subtract from Indexing Portion. 

Zero Accumulator # and Add. 
Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Absolute. 
Zero Accumulator # and Subtract .. 
Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract Absolute. 
Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # .. 
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Clearing a Specified Portion 
of Core Storage to Zeros 

It is often desirable to clear all of magnetic-core storage, 
or a specified portion of it, to zeros. This is often done 
during program testing; it can also be used for 7070 
systems that use more than one stored program, clearing 
core storage after one program has been used, before 
loading the second program. Areas used for storage of 
data such as tables can be cleared by this method as 
well. The zeros can be either all plus or all minus. 

Instructions and Addresses 

Two instructions are loaded from the console. They are 
a read-card instruction, and the record-definition word 
defining the storage words to be read into. The instruc
tion is stored in location 0000, and the RDW is stored 
in location 0001, as follows: 

Location 

0000 
0001 

Contents 

+69 00 1 1 0001 
- 00 0002 0006 

UR 

(RDW) 

The card to be read contains the instructions for the 
operation, and the addresses that specify the portion of 
core storage to be cleared. Assume, for example, that 
storage locations 1700-1799 are to be cleared. Columns 
1-50 are brought to words 0002-0006, and contain the 
following: 

I 

I 

I 

Card 
Columns 

1-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 

Location 

0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 

Contents 

± 0000000000 zeros to be used 

-4505020000} instructions 
+ 6500050006 

+ 00 17000000 } addresses 
-0017011799 

The card can be completely prepunched except for the 
addresses in columns 33-36 and 43-50 and the zone 
punch in column 10 for plus or minus zeros. Figure 273 
is an example of the prepunched card (note the pre
punched X in column 50). 

Operation 

Place the card in the 7500 feed, and start the program 
from the console at 0000. The card is read, bringing 
columns 1-50 to words 0002-0006. If there is no validity 
error or end of file, the next instruction is taken from 
0003. (End-of-file does not occur unless there are no 
other cards to be read; the end-of-file key on the 7500 
must be used, however, if there are no cards in back of 
this one.) 

The instruction in 0003 is as follows. 

Index-word 
unload 

SOl 23 45 6789 

- 45 05 02 0000 xu 

This instruction puts the zeros in word 0002 into loca
tion 0000, indexed by positions 2-5 of word 0005. 
These positions contain 1700; thus, word 1700 is loaded 
with zeros. 

I 
111111111100101011110011101110110000111111000000000000 00000000000000000000000000 
; 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 192021 2, n 24 21 16 17 28 29 3C 31 323334 35 36 31 j8 3340 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 54 55 as 57 58 59 6~ 61 62 63 64 65 65 3; 6869 10 71 12 ;3 )i 75 io n )8 )~ 80 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

22222222222222212222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ~ 3 

@ 4444444444144444444444444444444444444444444444444444 4 4 44444444444444444444444444 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 51 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 55 515 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 !j ~ 

6666S66666666666666616666666616666666SG66666666G66S66666666S66656EG63S665~6~G&S6 

77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777771777777777777777777777777777777 

88888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 

9~99999999999999999999~99999999~999999999999999999999999999999999~99999999999999 
1 2 3 4 5 ;; 7 8 5 10 11 ;213141516 i; 18 1920211223:1425 ,0 21 IS 29 3C 31 32 3~ 34 ;". ~} 31 38 39'-1) 41 ~2 4:; 44 4546 47 4S 4g 50 51 52 5~ 0.; 5:; 5~ 5; 5" 59 60 61 6263 €4 oS 60.61 6P. 59 70 71 72 73 74 75 7b )) Ie 19 60 

FIGURE 273. INPUT CARD FOR CLEARING A PORTION OF STORAGE 
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The instruction in word 0004 is as follows: 

Record 
scatter 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+ 65 00 05 0006 RS 

Word 0006 is an RDW, defining the remainder of the 
area to be cleared (1701-1799). This is the receiving 
area. Positions 2-5 of index word 05 define the first 
word of the transmitting area (1700). Thus, this in
struction "scatters" the contents of 1700 to 1701, then 
the contents of 1701 to 1702, etc., until the contents of 
1798 are brought to 1799, which is the stop address of 
the RDW. 

The operation code in word 0005 is + 00, which is 
halt and proceed (HP), thus ending the routine. In this 
example, the contents of the instruction counter and 
program register are typed as follows: 

Ie 
0006 

PR 

+ 00 17000000 

In an operation where 0005 is zeroized, the program 
register would be typed as ± 0000000000. 

TIMING: All of core storage, locations 0000-9989, can 
be cleared to zeros by this method, in about 2Y2 
seconds, including card-read and typing time. 
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Console 

The IBM 7] 50 Console contains operating keys, lights, 
and switches for the central processing unit of the IBM 

7070. As shown in Figure 274, it has three operating 
components: the operating panel, the operating key
board, and the typewriter keyboard. The two keyboards 
are beside each other in the center portion of the con
sole, and the operating panel is vertically mounted at 
the right. The console typewriter is in the same unit as 
the keyboards. 

There are no lights on the console for the purpose of 
displaying the contents of a storage word. This is done 
by the console typewriter, providing a permanent record 
of aU storage words that have been displayed. 

Another feature of the IBM 7 J 50 Console IS the 
illuminated key. An illuminated key is both a key and a 
light. When the key is pressed, it illuminates, indicating 
that it is ON. The light goes OFF when its feature is 
turned off. 

FIGURE 274. IBM 7]50 CONSOLE 
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Automatic Typing on Machine Stop 

Every time the 7070 program stops, regardless of the 
reason , the console typewriter automatically types the 
contents of the instruction counter (4 digits) and the 
program register (10 digits with sign ) . There is a car
riage return before and after the typing. 

For example, if the instruction in location 1449 is 
index-word load, but no index word is specified in posi
tions 4-5 , it is an invalid instruction : 

SOl 23 45 6789 
- - -- -- ---
+45 21 00 31]2 XL 

The machine stops, and the console typewriter types: 

IC PR 
1450 (tab) +4521003112 

Note that the instruction counter contains the loca
tion of the next instruction to be executed, not the loca
tion of the instruction presently in the program register. 



In a branch instruction , the instruction counter con
tains the location of the next sequential instruction, re
gardless of whether branching is to take place. Take, 
for example, a halt-and-branch instruction , in location 
0749: 

SOl 23 45 6789 

+00 00 00 2451 

The program stops, and the typewriter types: 

Ie PR 

0750 (tab ) + 0000002451 
The ADDRESS light on the operating panel is on, indi

cating that the operation is a branch. When the program 
is re-started, the branch address 2451 will be trans
mitted to the instruction counter, and the next instruc
tion will be taken from that location . 

Operating Panel 

Figure 275 is a picture of the operating panel. The 
surface of the panel is black, enabling a light to stand 
out clearly when it is ON; when an indicator light comes 
ON, the printing is illuminated against the black back
ground . On the right are the main power keys and lights. 
At the left are illuminated keys for the alte ration 
switches, and accumulator and exponent overflow. In 
the center are the control lights and the dials for ad
dress stop and unit-record priority control. 

Power Keys and Lights (Figure 276) 

The power keys and lights are located at the right of 
the operating panel. They are the main ON and OFF oper
ating features in the IBM 7070 system. 

F IGURE 275. OPERATING PA NEL 

EMERGENCY PULL: This should be used only in case of 
emergency, when all power must be shut off imme
diately to prevent injury to an individual or dam
age to the machine. If this device is used to turn off 
power, only a customer engineer should turn on the 
power again. 

Pulling this switch removes all power from all 
units except the disk fil es and unit-record equ ip
ment. Direct current only is removed from the 
disk files. The unit-record equipment is not 
affected by this switch . 

POWER ON: Thi s is an illuminated key. Press ing it pro
.vides full operating power to the 7070 system, 
either from a power-off condition or dc-off condi
tion. When the key is pressed, its light comes on. 
It indicates that power has been .supplied to the 
system and is turned off only by pressing the 
power-off key. 

READY : When the 7070 is ready for operation, this light 
comes on . It takes a short time for the machine to 
be ready after the power has been turned on, be
cause power must be supplied to various com
ponents of the system in a specified sequence. The 
ready light comes on immediate ly if power on is 
pressed from a dc-off condition . 

FIGURE 276 . POW ER KEYS AND LIGHTS 
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DC OFF: Pressing this key turns off the dc power only. 
It is used when the machine is to be idle for a 
short time. When this key is pressed, the ready 
light turns off, but the power on key-light stays ON. 

Full power is r,estored immediately by pressing the 
power on key. 

POWER OFF: This key is the means of turning off the 
machine. When it is pressed, the ready light and 
the power-on key-light turn off. The 7070 is 
turned on again by pressing the power-on key. 

Alteration Switches and Overflow Keys (Figure 277) 

These features are on the left of the operating panel. 
They afford control by the console operator over cer
tain features in the stored program. 

AL T E RA TION SWITCHES: The top four keys on the left 
side of the operating panel are the alteration 
switches. They are illuminated keys, which come 
ON when the key is. pressed. Pressing one of these 
keys turns on the corresponding alteration switch, 
which can be interrogated by the stored program 
instruction + 51, BAS. Each key latches in its 
pressed position. To turn off an alteration switch, 
press the key. It will unlatch from its pressed posi
tion and return to its normal position, and the 
light will turn off. 

• • • • • • • • 
FIGURE 277. ALTERATION SWITCHES AND OVERF LOW 

KEYS 
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ACCUMULATOR OVERFLOW: Like the alteration switches, 
these keys. latch when they are pressed and are 
turned off by being pressed again . Each key illumi
nates while it is ON . The accumulator overflow 
keys are the means of determining whether an 
overflow in an accumulator will set the internal 
overflow indicator for that accumulator for later 
interrogation by the program, or will stop the ma
chine as well, when it occurs. If the key for an 
accumulator is not pressed ON , an overflow in that 
accumulator stops the machine. If the key is ON 

(illuminated) , an overflow does not stop the ma
chine, but turns on the overflow indicator for that 
accumulator. This indicator can be tested later in 
the program by a BV# instruction: + 11 (BV ! ), 
+21 (Bv2) or +31 (Bv3). 

The accumulator overflow lights on the right of 
the panel are associated directly with the overflow 
indicators for the accumulators. Each light indi
cates that the corresponding overflow indicator is 
on. The light goes out when the indicator is turned 
off. Thus, an accumulator overflow light indicates 
either why the machine has stopped, if its ac
cumulator overflow key-light is OFF; or that the 
program is continuing after it has caused an ac
cumulator to overflow, if its accumulator overflow 
key-light is ON. 

EXPONENT OVERFLOW : This illuminated key has the 
same function for exponent overflow in floating
decimal arithmetic operations that the accumulator 
overflow keys have for normal overflow. Exponent 
overflow occurs when an operation attempts to 
develop a modified characteristic greater than 99. 

Control Lights 

The lights on the operating panel are called control 
lights, rather than display lights, because they don't di s
display the contents of storage words or registers . They 
indicate the status that the system is in , the components 
that are in operation, and the type of error detected by 
the checking features of the system. 

Figure 278 shows all of the control lights ON (nor
mally, only a few of them are ON). 

S TATUS 

T he 7070 is always in the normal or priority status. Nor
mal status is when the main program is operating. 
Priority status is when a priority routine is functioning. 
Inquiry is the status that is set by pressing the 
inquiry only key on the operating keyboard. In normal 



PRIORITY I/O 
STATUS OPERATING 

NORMAL PROGRAM 
DISK 

STORAGE 
STATUS ADVANCE OPERATING 

INQUIRY INSTRUCTION TAPE 
STATUS COUNTER OPERATING 

ADDRESS 
INQUIRY 

OPERATING 

FIGURE 278. CONTROL LIGHTS 

status, an inquiry from anyone of the inquiry stations 
sends a priority signal, and the program branches to 
location 0106 or 0107, depending on the inquiry con
trol group. In inquiry-only status, the program is not 
operating. An inquiry starts its inquiry routine at word 
0106 or 0107. 

OPERATING 

These lights indicate which types of components are 
put into operational status. There are five component 
types: the programming unit, the unit-record machines, 
the disk files, the tape units, and the inquiry stations. 
In the case of all but the programming unit , the appro
priate light flashes briefly when an instruction in
volving the operation of one of the units of that type is 
sent to the program register. 

These lights serve their main purpose when an 
operation involving a particular type of unit can't be 
executed. This may be due to machine error, program
ming error, or normal operations, (the card reader hav
ing run out of cards, for example). 

PROGRAM ADVANCE: The function of this light is a little 
different from that of the other lights. It is ON 

whenever stored-program instructions are being 
executed. If the program stops for an5' reason other 
than pressing the stop key on the operating key
board (if it stops by itself, due to accumulator 
overflow, HB or HP operation codes, validity check, 
etc.), this light flashes ON and OFF, calling the con
sole operator's attention to the fact that the pro
gram has stopped. The operator can stop the flash
ing light by pressing the stop key on the operating 
keyboard. 

I/ O: This light comes on whenever an operation in
volving a unit-record machine is sent to the pro
gram register. Note that it must be an actual opera
tion; the us code (unit-record signal) is not in
cluded. All of the read, write, punch, and type 
codes are included: UR, UW, UWIV, up , UPIV, and 
TYP. 

I/O CLOCKING ~~~~~LOW 1 CHECK CHECK 

PROGRAM ARITHMETIC ~e~~~LOW 2 CHECK CHECK 

VAUOITY KEYBOARD ~~~~~LOW 3 CHECK CHECK 

FIELD SIGN EXPONENT 
OvERFLOW CHANGE OVERFLOW 

DISK STORAGE: This light flashes whenever a disk seek, 
read or write instruction is sent to the program 
register (codes ± 91, ± 92, and + 95). The code 
for release (- 95, DAR) has no effect. 

TAPE: Any instruction that involves the operation of a 
tape unit turns on this light when it is in the pro
gram register. Not included are tape select (TSEL), 

skip (TSK) and turn off end of file (TEF). 

INQUIRY: Whenever a + 54 inquiry-control instruction 
(QR or QW) is in the program register, this light 
comes ON. 

ADDRESS AND INST COUNTER : Whenever the stored pro
gram stops, one of these lights is on . If the next 
instruction in the stored program is to come from 
the instruction counter, the inst counter light is on. 
This light is on even if the next instruction is one 
or two locations beyond the next sequential loca
tion, as in a UR operation not involving validity
check or end-of-file. The address light is on if the 
next instruction is to come from the address in the 
instruction, in a branch operation. This could be 
an unconditional branch, or the result of a test, 
such as BM3 when accumulator 3 is minus. 

CHECK 

A checking light comes ON whenever the IBM 7070 
stops processing, due to the discovery of an error by an 
automatic checking feature. The error may be caused by 
incorrect programming, operation, control-panel wiring, 
or by the machine itself. (Whenever the machine stops 
due to a checking feature, the program advance light 
blinks, as previously described .) 

I/ O CHECK : An error in operation of any of the ma
chines that transmit data to and from the syn-
chronizer drum causes this light to come ON , and 
the 7070 to stop . Human errors that cause this in
clude failing to fill the input synchronizer because 
of improper control-panel wiring; or improper 
alphabetic-input wiring, detected by the automatic 
alphabetic check. Machine checks include validity 
check on transmission of data between the syn
chronizer drum and the synchronizer register, or 
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any check on the operation of the input/output 
units. 

CLOCKING CHECK: This light indicates a failure in the 
internal timing circuits of the 7070. It denotes a 
machine error only, not a programming or oper
ating error. 

The correction procedure after a clocking check 
is important, however. In all cases, the program 
should be re-started back at some previous point. 
A clocking error may affect totals that are being 
updated or processed, and the operator must re
start the program at a point that again starts de
velopment of those totals. 

PROGRAM CHECK: Either a programming error or a ma
chine error can cause this light to come on. 
Example of programming errors are an invalid 
address, an invalid operation code, an alpha sign 
for a program instruction, etc. A machine error 
occurs if it fails to process a correct operation code. 

ARITHMETIC CHECK: This light indicates an error in the 
arithmetic circuits. It may be a machine error, or 
programming error, such as divide overflow. Like 
the clocking check, restart after detection of this 
type of error should revert the program to a point 
that starts the development of the totals involved 
when the arithmetic error was detected. 

VALIDITY CHECK: The detection of an invalid character 
on any transfer of data that the stored program 
must complete before being able to continue, 
turns on this light. This includes flow of data to 
and from magnetic-core storage, to and from the 
registers and accumulators, and to and from the 
synchronizers on the drum. (Validity checks on 
data flow to and from the magnetic-tape units and 
the disk files are indicated by the final-status 
words. Validity checks between the synchronizer 
drum and the card units and between inquiry 
stations and inquiry control synchronizers are indi
cated by the I/O check light.) 

KEYBOARD CHECK: This light is used to indicate an error 
in operation of the console typewriter keyboard. 
When the console typewriter is being used to enter 
data manually into the 7070, only the numerical 
keys can be used. (Alpha data must be entered in 
the two-digit numerical code.) If an alpha key is 
pressed while the console is in manual-entry status, 
the keyboard check light comes ON. If the operator 
presses too many keys or too few keys in an alter 
operation, this light comes ON. 

FIELD OVERFLOW: Whenever a field overflow occurs on 
a store or add-to-storage type of operation, the 
field-overflow indicator is turned on, and the ma
chine either continues or stops, depending on the 
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setting of the internal field-overflow stop-sense 
switch. Whenever the field-overflow indicator is 
ON, regardless of the setting of the stop-sense 
switch, the field overflow console light is on. Thus, 
it indicates either why the machine has stopped 
(switch at stop) or that the program is continuing 
after it has caused a field overflow (switch at 
sense). The instruction BRANCH IF FIELD OVER
FLOW, BFV, turns off the indicator if it is ON, and 
turns off the field overflow light as well. 

SIGN CHANGE: In the same manner as field overflow, 
this light indicates that the sign-change indicator 
is ON; a sign change has resulted from a store or 
add-to-storage type of operation. The BRANCH IF 
SIGN CHANGE instruction, BSC, turns off the indi
cator and the sign change light. 

ACCUMULATOR OVERFLOW AND EXPONENT OVERFLOW: 
The function of these lights is explained in the text 
on Overflow Keys. 

ADDRESS STOP (FIGURE 279) 

There are four dials for address stop, located in the cen
ter of the operating panel. Each dial has a digit setting 
(0-9) and can be turned to any digit. The setting 
of each dial is shown in the small window above the dial. 

The operator can have the program stop at a desired 
address by setting the address stop dials at that address, 
and pressing the address stop key on the operating key
board. The stored program continues normally until it 
comes to that address, for either instruction or data. If 
it stops because of an instruction address, the stop occurs 
before that instruction takes place. If the stop results 
from a data address (positions 6-9), it comes imme
diately after the instruction involving the address has 
been executed. In all cases of address stop, the address 
is the one after indexing, if indexing is used. 

With the index-word codes, the operand index word 
(specified by positions 4-5 of the instruction), causes 
an address stop if its address is set in the dials (0001-
0099). For a code whose address represents the first 
of a series of record-definition words, address stop is 
effective only for the first RDW-the one addressed by 
the program instruction itself. 

If positions 6-9 of an instruction are the same as the 
address in the address stop dials, the program stops only 
if positions 6-9 actually represent a usable address. For 
example, a halt and proceed (- 00, HP) instruction 
cannot cause the program to stop on address stop, be
cause positions 6-9 are not used for an address. Sim
ilarly, the index-word codes that use positions 6-9 as a 
4-digit factor cannot cause an address stop. 
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UNIT-RECORD PRIORITY CONTROL (FIG URE 279) 

These dials are the means of assigning unit-record 
priority controls A and B to the desi red ca rd readers, 
punches, or printers. The right-hand dial under each 
control (A and B) has seven positions, one designating 
each of the six (maximum ) unit-record machines, and 
one for OFF. When a unit-record machine is thus desig
nated, the completion of a cycle ( read, punch, or print ) 
automatically sets the priority stacking latch for unit 
record A or B. If the stacking latch has not been 
masked, the program branches to a subroutine, as a 
result of the unit-record cycle having been completed 
(see section on Automatic Priority Processirrg). 

The left-hand dial under each control is for tape 
channell , 2, 3, 4, or none. If a tape channel is specified, 
the stacking latch is set only when the unit-record ma
chine has completed a cycle, and the specified channel 
is available for use. This increases the effici ency of card
to-tape, tape-to-printer, etc. operations that use the 
automatic priority processing feature. 

Console Typewriter 

The typewriter on the IBM 7150 Console IS used fo r 
five different purposes: 

I . Typing output data under control of the stored pro
gram. 

2. Automatic di splay of the contents of the instruction 
counter and program register whenever the sto red 
program is stopped. 

3. Displaying the contents of a core-storage word or 
addressable register. 

.' 

4 . Changing the contents of a core-storage word o r 
addressable register. 

5. Manual typing, independent of the rest of the 7070 
system. 

The fl ow of data between console typewriter and core 
storage is as fo llows: T yped information is recorded in 
the synchronizer register as each digit is typed ( see 
Figure 8). A word is moved fro m the synchronizer 
register to the arithmetic register and thence to core 
sto rage. Data from core sto rage to the console type
writer is transmitted to the a rithmetic register, thence to 
the synchronizer register, and from there to the type
writer. 

A typewriter interlock is p rovided to prevent a data 
movement to the synchronizer if the typewriter has not 
completed printing on a previous type operation. 

Forty-four cha racters a re available fo r typing: 26 
lette rs, 10 digits, and 8 specia l characters: plus sign ( + ), 
minus sign ( - ) , comma ( , ) , period ( . ), slash ( / ) , 
as terisk ("' ) , do lla r sign ( $ ), and pound sign ( # ), 
Any cha racter other than these 44 is typed as a pound 
sign ( # ). 

As shown in F igure 280, the keyboard is the same as 
that of other IBM electric typewriters . The alpha keys 
a re used only when typing independently of the rest of 
the 7070 system (except the A for an alpha sign, as 
described under Display). A pin-feed platen is provided, 
to enable multi-carbon paper fo rms to feed accurately. 

TYPEWRITER OPERATIONS UNDER P ROG RAM CONTROL 

D ata is t ransmitted from core storage to the console 
typewriter under control of record-definition words, as 
described under Block Transmission. T he stored pro
gram continues with the next instruction (see Page 119) 
after the typing operation is completed . 
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An automatic carriage return is performed before 
starting pnntmg when a TYP command is executed. 
This assures printing starting in position 1. 

Typing is in sequence, starting from the high-order 
position of the first word defined by the first RDW and 
continuing to the units position of the last word defined 
by the last RDW. Carriage return at the end of each 
line is automatic. 

The sign position of a word is scanned first, and on 
numerical words, a dash (-) is printed for negative 
words and a plus sign for positive words. An alpha sign 
is neither printed nor spaced but sets up circuits for 
conversion of two-out-of-five code to alpha. 

If the word is numerical, the sign and digit positions 
0-9 are typed in that order. A space follows position 9. 
Thus, a series of numerical words are printed in 11-
character groups (sign and 10 digits), separated by 
single spaces. 

On alpha words the converted alpha characters are 
printed in sequence beginning with positions 0-1. The 
contents of a second alpha word are printed directly fol
lowing the previous one, with no spaces for sign. Thus, 
alpha data words are printed out in a continuous series. 
Characters coded 00 in alpha words cause a space. 

Operating Keyboard 

The operating keyboard (Figure 280) is located to the 
right of the console-typewriter keyboard. It contains the 
console operational features that are used for program 
testing or for operator control of data and instructions. 
For the purpose of explanation, the keys are groupt'd 
in three categories: 

1. Status keys: Run, Address Stop, Single Cycle and 
Inquiry Only 

2. Control keys: Start, Stop, Computer Reset, Check 
Reset and Program Reset 

3. Operation keys: Display, A Iter , Store, Log and Type 
Reset 

Status Keys 

The status keys are located at the top of the operating 
keyboard . They are latch type-at all times, one ·is in 
its pressed position and the other three are not. When 
one of these keys is pressed, the key that had been 
pressed previously automatically resets to its off posi
tion. Thus, the 7070 is always in run, address-stop, 
single-cycle, or inquiry-only status. 

FIGURE 280. CONSOLE TYPEWRITER KEYBOARD AND OPERATING KEYBOARD 
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RUN: When this key is pressed, the stored program runs 
continuously in a normal manner. This can be con
sidered "normal" status, the one used almost ex
clusively once the program has been tested and is 
performing on a regular basis. 

ADDRESS STOP: In this status, the stored program runs 
continuously until it uses the address set on the 
address stop dials in the operating panel. This ad
dress can be for either instruction or data; the stop 
occurs when the address enters the program regis
ter, from either the instruction counter, or storage 
(after indexing). If it is an instruction address, the 
program step is the next one to be executed in the 
program. If it is the address of data, the stop occurs 
immediately after that instruction has been ex
ecuted. When an address stop occurs, the contents 
of the instruction counter and program register are 
automatically typed. 

SINGLE CYCLE: Each pressing of the program start key 
causes the stored program to execute one instruc
tion if the 7070 is in this status. After the instruc
tion is completed, the contents of the instruction 
counter and program register are automatically 
typed. 

INQUIRY ONLY: When this key is pressed, the stored pro
gram does not function, but an inquiry can be 
processed. A priority signal from an inquiry station 
starts an inquiry subroutine at either 0106 or 0107, 
depending on the inquiry-control group involved. 

The following is the sequence of operations for 
using the inquiry-only feature. 

1. Stop the stored program by pressing the stop 
key (contents of the instruction counter and pro
gram register are typed) . 

2. Press the inquiry-only key. The inquiry-only 
status light on the operating panel turns on. 

3. Press the start key. The 7070 goes into an idle 
condition, and the program-advance light flashes 
ON and OFF. 

4. Release of an inquiry causes the contents of 
the instruction counter to be stored in positions 2-5 
of index word 97, the inquiry routine to start in 
0106 or 0107, and the priority status light on the 
operating panel to come on. (The instruction 
counter contains the location of the next stored 
program instruction, as typed in paragraph 1.) 

5. If the priority-release instruction at completion 
of the inquiry sub-routine has an address of 0097, 
the address in positions 2-5 of that word is returned 
to the instruction counter, the 7070 returns to the 
idle condition, and the priority status light on the 
operating panel turns off. If the address of the PR 

instruction is other than 0097, the address itself 
goes to the instruction counter. 

When the machine is taken out of the inquiry
only status, and the program is started again, it 
starts at the point where it had left off, whether 
or not any inquiry sub-routine had been processed. 

Control Keys 

The control keys are used to start and stop the pro
gram and reset the various registers and error-detection 
circuits prior to starting. The start and stop keys are 
at the lower portion of the keyboard. Computer reset 
and program reset are above the stop key, and check 
reset is beside the program reset key. 

START: Pressing this key starts the stored program. The 
first instruction is taken from the location in the 
instruction counter at that time. In single-cycle 
status, pressing this key causes one program in
struction to be executed. 

STOP: Pressing this key stops the stored program .. The 
instruction being executed at the time is com
pleted, and the contents of the instruction counter 
and program register are automatically typed. The 
stop key is also used to stop the program advance 
light from blinking; any time the program stops 
other than by pressing the stop key, the program 
advance light starts blinking. 

CHECK RESE T: The function of the check reset key is to 
reset a detecting circuit that has stopped the 7070. 
This may be due to a machine error, or to a situa
tion that has arisen in the stored program, which 
caused the program to stop. 

Any time that one of the checking lights on the 
operating panel comes ON, the 7070 stops. (The 
functions of these lights are explained in the sec
tion on the Operating Panel.) Pressing the check 
reset key turns off the light and resets the error
detecting circuits. The program can be continued 
from that point by pressing the start key. 

As described in the Operating Panel section, 
use of the accumulator overflow key determines 
whether an accumulator overflow will set an in
dicator and stop the machine, or merely set the 
indicator and allow the program to continue. If 
an overflow stops the machine, pressing CHECK 

RESET turns off the indicator and allows the pro
gram to continue, when the start key is pressed. 
The exponent overflow indicator, used in floating 
decimal operations, also has a stop/sense key on 
the operating panel, and check reset has the same 
function for this indicator as for accumulator over
flow. 
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The sign-change and field-overflow indicators 
are made to stop the machine or not when they 
are turned on, by stored program instructions, 
rather than by keys on the operating panel. The 
function of check reset in the case of these two 
indicators, however, is the same. If the sign-change 
indicator, for example, is in the halt mode and a 
sign change occurs, the machine stops, and press
ing CHECK RESET turns off the indicator. Check 
reset does not change the indicator to the sense 
mode; only the SMSC instruction can do that. Field 
overflow works in the same way as sign change. 
Note that the sequence of an indicator being put 
in the halt mode (HMSC, HMFV), and being set, 
could be reversed. An indicator can be in the sense 
mode, and ON; if it is then put into the halt mode, 
the machine stops, the console light comes ON, 

and check reset must be used. 

The high, low, and equal indicators are reset by 
pressing the check reset key, if none of them, two 
of them, or all three are ON. For the normal con
dition of one of them being ON, check reset has no 
function. (A compare operation automatically 
resets all these indicators and then turns on one of 
them as a result of the comparison.) 

COMPUTER RESET: The computer reset key resets the 
program controls and resets all registers except the 
accumulators. After this key has been pressed, the 
program should be started over again, because vir
tually all of the results of the program are de
stroyed. The following is a list of the results of 
pressing the computer reset key. 
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1. Forces check reset 

2. Resets any of the indicators that may be ON: 

Accumulator overflow 
Floating-decimal overflow and underflow 
Sign change 
Field overflow 
High, low, and equal compare 

3. Resets any of the stacking latches that may 
be ON and the priority waiting latch, if it is ON. 

4. Sets the priority masks (so that all are 
masked) 

5. Resets the priority mode latch 

6. Resets all access-arm availability latches 

7. Sets the instruction counter to 0000 

8. Sets the program register to zeros 

9. Sets the arithmetic register 'and the auxiliary 
register to zeros 

10. Resets the system from priority status to nor
mal or inquiry-only status, depending on which 
status key is in its pressed position. 

11. Sets the field-overflow and sign-change sensei 
stop switches to stop 

12. Resets the end-of-file latch in the IBM 7500. 

13. Resets all three accumulators to plus zeros. 

It can be seen that a complete program re-start 
is required after pressing COMPUTER RESET. 

PROGRAM RESET: Pressing this key performs the same 
function as pressing COMPUTER RESET, with the 
exception of numbers 7 and 8. The contents of the 
instruction counter and program register are un
changed when PROGRAM RESET is pressed. Thus, 
all of the things that may have been affected by the 
program are reset, but the program can be con
tinued at the point where it left off. 

Operation Keys 

These keys are the means by which an operator can dis
play the contents of any core-storage location, by having 
it typed on the console typewriter. He can also change 
a storage word by using these keys. 

The display, alter, and store keys are operative only 
when the stored program is not running. These keys are 
located on the left of the operating keyboard. The type 
reset key is above the check reset key. The log key, 
which can be used when the program is running or not, 
enables the operator to use the console typewriter with
out affecting the rest of the 7070 system. It is located 
below the check reset key. 

To display the contents of a storage word, the opera
tor merely types the 4-digit address. If the operator did 
not hit tab or carriage return first, this address is typed 
directly below the IC contents that were typed when the 
program was halted. There is an automatic tab, and the 
contents of that address are typed (directly below the 
contents of the program register, if tab or carriage re
turn had not been used). If the word is numerical, it is 
typed as the sign (+ or -) followed by the 10 digits. 
If it is alpha, the five alpha characters are typed without 
sign indication: 

Location Contents 

(typed by operator) 
1234 TAB ± 1234512345 (if numerical) CR 

2345 TAB ABCDE (if alphabetic) CR 

There is an automatic carriage return after the word 
is typed. 

DISPLAY: The display key is used to display an, alpha
betic word in its 10-digit core-storage notation, 
after it has been displayed as five characters. As
sume, for example, that the five characters JAN 15 
in word 8245 have just been displayed: 

8245 TAB JANIS CR 



The operator presses the display key. There is 
an automatic tab, and the 10 digits of word 8245 
are typed, preceded by an A for alpha: 

TAB A7161759195 CR 

AL TER: When a word has been displayed, it can be 
changed by the operator if he first presses the alter 
key. This causes an atltomatic tab and a ribbon 
shift to red, and the operator types the sign and 
ten digits that are to go into that word. The com
plete word must be typed in numerical digits. An 
alpha word need not be displayed numerically but 
can be altered numerically only. 

STORE: After visually checking what he has typed, the 
operator presses the store key, and the new data is 
stored in the core-storage word. If there were no 
errors, such as validity errors, a red pound sign (#) 
is typed at the right of the 10 digits, and a carriage
return is executed. 

LOG: When the stored program is not operating, and it 
is desired to use the typewriter for normal typing, 
press this key. This prevents the automatic display 
of the storage word the address of which is the 
first four digits typed, or keyboard error if an alpha 
key is pressed. Typing can continue until the stop 
key is pressed, resetting the typewriter to normal 
condition. 

When the stored program is operating, manual 
typing can be performed without pressing the log 
key. If a stored-program TYP instruction is given 
while manual typing is taking place, the program 
instruction takes precedence, and the typewriter is 
removed from manual control. After the pro
grammed type operation is completed, the operator 
can again resume manual typing. 

The alphabetic keys can be used manually only 
after pressing the log key. Any other use of the 
alpha keys results in a keyboard error (except the 
A for an alpha sign in an alter operation) . 

TYPE RESET: Any time that the typewriter is typing from 
a TYP instruction, pressing this key stops the typing 
operation at the end of the word being typed. A 
red * is typed, the carriage returns, and any inter
locks set up by the typing operation are released. 
The contents of the instruction counter and pro
gram register are then typed. 

Checking 

The checking features of IBM 7150 Console are in two 
main categories, checks on machine operation (validity 
checks), and checks on manual operation of the type-

writer keyboard. An error in keyboard operation may 
be detected by the machine or by the operator himself. 
The transmission of data from the 7070 to the console 
does not, of course, involve operator errors but is 
checked for validity. All of the checking features are 
discussed here in the sequence of operations to display, 
alter, and store a word of data. Validity checking of all 
movement of data from the 7070 to the console type
writer is then discussed in a section by itself. 

In all cases of an error being made when the operating 
keyboard and the typewriter keyboard are used to dis
play and/or alter a storage word, the operation must be 
started over again. This is done by first pressing the stop 
key, to reset the error-detection circuits, and again dis
playing the storage word by typing its address. In keying 
in an address, or in altering a word, only the numerical 
keys on the typewriter can be used. If an alphabetic key 
is pressed in either of these operations, the keyboard 
locks, and the stop key must be pressed. 

If the operator discovers that he has made an error in 
typing the address of a word to be displayed, he presses 
the stop key. There is an automatic carriage return, and 
he can attempt again to type the correct address. The 
error must be detected before the last digit of the address 
has been typed; once four digits have been keyed in, the 
contents of that word are immediately and automatically 
typed. 

If there is a validity error on transmission of a digit 
from the typewriter to the arithmetic register, the key
board locks. The operator presses the stop key in order 
to be able to start again. 

The operator may discover that he has made an error 
in typing the sign and ten digits of a word in an alter 
operation. He presses the stop key, the typewriter auto
matically types a red asterisk (*), and carriage returns. 
The operator must then start over by keying in the 
4-digit address of the word to be altered. 

A typing error undetected by the operator may occur 
if less than or more than ten digits and sign are typed in 
an alter operation. In either case, pressing the store key 
does not store the typed data in the storage location, but 
locks the keyboard instead. Pressing the stop key then 
causes typing of a red asterisk and a carriage return. 

The movement of data from the arithmetic register to 
core storage when the store key is pressed is checked for 
validity. If an invalid character is detected, a red asterisk 
is typed, but there is no carriage return. The validity 
check light on the operating panel turns on, and the 
error reset key must be pressed, before the stop key is 
pressed. 
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Bit Typing on Validity Check 

As described in the section on the TYP operation code, 
there is a validity check on data moved from core stor
age to the arithmetic register, and on movement of data 
from the arithmetic register to the console typewriter. 
Typing always takes place, except in the case of a 
validity error on transmission from cores by the TYP 

instruction. If an invalid character is detected between 
the arithmetic register and console typewriter for a TYP 

command, bit typing of the invalid character auto
matically takes place. 

Bit typing is the typing of the bit representations 
(01236) of the invalid digit. It is preceded by an 
asterisk and followed by the letter D, all automatically 
typed in red. Assume for example, that +0123456789 
in storage is to be typed, but the digit 6, which should 
be made up of the 0 and 6 bits, has an extraneous 3 bit. 
The typed word appears as follows: 

+012345~789 
red 

If there are no bits, only the * and the D are typed. 

The purpose of the D is to define it as a digit. In an 
alpha word, positions 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 are identified by 
Z for zones, and positions 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are identified 
by a D for digits. If either digit of an alpha character 
is invalid, both the zone and digit are bit-typed. Assume 
an alpha word containing ABCDE, @6162636465 in 
core storage, in which the 3 digit of the C contains an 
extraneous 2 bit added to its 0 and 3 bits. The word 
types as follows: 

AB:60ZJ20QDE 
red 

The bits of both the 6 and the 3 of the 63 are typed, 
even though only the 3 was invalid. 
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Executing an Instruction from the Console 

It is often desirable, in program testing, to create an in
struction from the console and then have the stored pro
gram execute it. This is done as shown in Figure 281. 

xxxx TAB ± xxxxxxxxxx Contents of instruction counter and pro-

gram register automatically typed on 
machine stop. 

9995 ± xxxxxxxxxx Display the program register, repeating 

the type-out of its contents. 

± yyyyyyyyyy# Alter the program register, by pressing 
Alter, typing the sign and ten digits, and 

pressing Store. 

#Indicates it was stored correctly. 

9999 xxxx Display the instruction counter. (Note 

only 4 digits, with no sign, are typed.) 

9995# Alter the instruction counter, giving it 

the address of the program register. 

#Indicates it was stored correctly. 

Press the Start key. 

FIGURE 281. EXECUTING AN INSTRUCTION 

FROM THE CONSOLE 

If the instruction counter contains an address of 9995, 
it does not increase with each instruction-it stops at 
9995. Thus, if the program is run status, it continuously 
performs a one-instruction loop. If the status is single
cycle, the instruction is executed once for each pressing 
of the start key. 
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Timing (Clearing Storage) .............................. 259 Word Size Entry (Punch) ......................... 151, 174 
Timing (Unit Record) .................................. 119 Word Size Entry (Reader) ....................... 127, 148 
Timing of Tape Read and Write Operations .............. 102 Word Size Wiring (Reader) ............................ 127 
Track ................................................... 108 Working Address ....................................... 73 
Tractor Adjustments ................................... 200 Working Storage ....................................... 8 
Transistors ............................................. 5 Writing the Source Program (Fortran) .................. 15 
Transmission Registers .................................. 72 WVI (Write Validity Impulse; Printer) ............ 201, 206 
True Add .............................................. 20 WVI (Write Validity Impulse; Punch) ............. 169, 173 
Turn Off (Electronic Switch) ............................ 46 
Turn On (Electronic Switch) ............................ 46 X Impulse (Punch) .............................. 166, 173 
Twelve (12) Impulse (Reader) .................... 136, 148 
Two-Gap Head ......................................... 91 Zero Accumulator # and Add ........................... 17 
Two-Word Gap ........................................ 111 Zero Accumulator # and Subtract ..................... " 19 
Type .................................................. 119 Zero Accumulator 1 and Add Absolute .................. 26 
Types of Priority ...................................... 218 Zero Accumulator 1 and Subtract Absolute .............. 27 
Typewriter (Console) ................................... 265 Zero Elimination ....................................... 98 
Typewriter Operations under Program Control .......... 265 Zero (0) Entry .................................. 183, 207 

Zero (0) Impulse (Reader) ....................... 136, 148 
Uniform Skipping ...................................... 195 Zero Print Control ............................... 182, 207 
Unit Adder ............................................. 72 Zero Print Control-Comma Decimal, and Dollar Sign ... 185 
Unit Record ........................................... 117 Zero Print Control for Minus and Plus .................. 185 
Unit Record (Code List) ............................... 251 Zero Storage and Store Accumulator # .................. 29 
Unit Record Punch ....... '" .... " ............. , ....... 118 Zeros, Clearing a Specified Portion of Core Storage ....... 258 
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